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PREFACE.

THE following is substantially the discussion held in Portsmouth, Ohio, though we have allowed each other some latitude, in correcting, amending and adding some things not in the oral discussion. Some minor matters are omitted, repetitions avoided and changes made, though the same points are discussed and more thoroughly investigated here than in the oral debate. The speeches were written out by the parties as they now appear in print.

We mutually agree to submit our speeches to a thinking and intelligent public, in print and in the same order as delivered, simply desiring all who shall read them solemnly to examine the subjects discussed and honestly to decide for themselves, as they shall answer in the great day. Our only desire is, that truth and righteousness may prevail.

BENJ. FRANKLIN.

April 14th, 1858. S. M. MERRILL.
FIRST PROPOSITION: — "We are Accounted Righteous before God, only for the Merit of our Lord and savior Jesus Christ by Faith, and not for our own works or deservings; wherefore, that we are Justified by Faith Only, is a most wholesome doctrine and very full of comfort."

SECOND PROPOSITION.—Immersion is the only Baptism taught in the Scriptures and practiced by the Apostles.
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CORRESPONDENCE.

REV. MERRILL'S FIRST LETTER.

PORTSMOUTH, Onto, Feb. 12, 1858.

ELD. B. FRANKLIN: My apology for obtruding myself upon your attention is found in the extraordinary position you have assumed. You came here not as a minister of peace, but as the champion of a dogma. You denounce the ministry of this city as ignorant and deluded, if not wicked and hypocritical. I simply desire to furnish you an opportunity of informing yourself better on that subject.

It is my custom to expound the subject of Baptism in my congregation each year, and now—as soon as I recover from an attack of hoarseness—I propose to examine the subject in my church, as you have done in yours. If you desire to hear me, and will indicate when you can attend, I will consult your convenience as to time. I shall be gratified to have you present.

Most respectfully, S. M. MERRILL.

Pastor of M. E. Church, Spencer Chapel.

REPLY:

PORTSMOUTH, OHIO, Feb. 15, 1858.

REV. MERRILL—Dear Sir: Yours of the 12th inst. was not received till I was nearly ready to start to meeting last night, and I avail myself of this, the earliest opportunity to reply. I have not come here as the "champion of a dogma," or "denouncing the ministry of this city as ignorant and deluded, if not wicked and hypocritical," but, on the other hand, I have come preaching "peace by Jesus Christ;" and, as fruits of my labors, have gathered from four of the different parties here, and from the world, with fifteen Disciples that I found here, fifty-seven persons into one body.
But the object of this brief note is to reply to your very extraordinary proposal to "furnish me the opportunity of informing myself better," by coming one hundred and ten or fifteen miles to hear you "expound baptism!" Now, my dear sir, you have had the field here to expound baptism and everything else till I came, and I have only had about twenty days, so that I certainly have had no advantage of you in this respect. But I propose to engage the largest hall in the city, and commence to-night, and will hear you expound baptism for an hour, and you allow me an hour to reply, and we will thus continue, you opening with an address of an hour and allowing me the same length of time to reply, from Session to session, till you are satisfied. If this will not satisfy you, I will return here at a time agreed upon, when we will pursue the course described.

I have pressing engagements and cannot stay without great sacrifice and disappointment, but for your accommodation I will remain. Please let me hear from you before the boat leaves, as I shall go on the "Bostona" if you do not meet me.

Respectfully yours, BENJ. FRANKLIN.

To this the gentleman made no reply before my departure. B. F.

REV. MERRILL'S SECOND LETTER.

PORTSMOUTH, OHIO, Feb. 15, 1858.

ELD. B. FRANKLIN: Yours of this date is received. You characterize my proposition as "extraordinary." I knew it was a little unusual, but did not suppose it would be necessary for you to travel so far, on purpose to comply. But, sir, your proposition is most extraordinary. Without stating a single proposition for discussion, or arranging any preliminary, you ask me to come to your hall and Lead off—you, in the nature of the case, being on the affirmative—while you close up at each session. Now, is not that "extraordinary?"

I based the remark that you denounced the ministers of this city as ignorant, etc., on what I heard while sitting in your congregation, and on what I heard related by others, whose word is unquestionable. Such a course as you pursued in this regard, warrants an unusual effort.
to inform you better. When I shall have preached to my people on the subject, as I propose doing, I will listen to any reasonable proposition for discussion; or, I might have waived that privilege to have met a definite, well-defined proposition, coming within the ordinary rules of discussion.

Respectfully, S. M. Merrill.

REPLY:

CINCINNATI, OHIO, Feb. 17, 1858.

REV. MERRILL—Dear Sir: Yours of the 15th was forwarded to my address, and came to hand this morning, and I hasten to reply. You complain that I did not send you a proposition. I did not do this, because you mentioned the subject that you would! Expound to inform me, and I thought I would not turn you aside from your intended course, except so far as to arrange for me to reply. But I am willing to do almost any way to accommodate you. To show you that I am willing to treat you fairly, I will propose to procure a hall, as before proposed, and lead the way myself, allowing you to occupy the same time in reply as I do in my speeches. This will give you the closing speech all the time. If this does not suit you, I propose the following propositions:

1. Do the Scriptures teach the doctrine of Infant Baptism?
2. Is the Initiatory Ordinance of the New Testament Immersion?
3. Is the Initiatory Ordinance of the New Testament Sprinkling or Pouring?
4. Do the Scriptures teach that the doctrine of Justification "by Faith Only is a most wholesome doctrine and very full of comfort?"
5. Do the Scriptures authorize the practice of the M. E. Church, in calling mourners forward to pray and be prayed for, as a part of the process in conversion?
6. Is Baptism, "administered to a real penitent," the initiatory rite into a state of Justification; or for the Remission of Sins?
7. Is the Methodist Discipline a better rule of Faith, Doctrine, Discipline and Law, or is it better in any respect, for the people of God, than the New Testament?

On the 1st, 3rd, 4th, 5th and 7th propositions, you affirm. On the 2nd and 6th propositions, I affirm. I pro-
pose to spend about one day on each of these propositions. I also propose that we agree upon the earliest time that will suit our arrangements; each of us choose a moderator, and the two thus chosen, choose a third as president moderator; the duty of which board of moderators shall be to keep order in the assembly and confine the speakers to the question. I am willing that we adopt and be governed by the rules of debate laid down in Hedges' Logic.

Please let me hear from you at your earliest convenience.

Respectfully yours,

BENJ. FRANKLIN.

—

REV. MERRILL'S THIRD LETTER.

PORTSMOUTH, OHIO, Feb. 19, 1858.

ELD. B. FRANKLIN—Dear Sir: Yours of the 17th is just received. I am pleased with its spirit. It looks like you were really willing to do the fair thing. I hope you will feel the importance of this yet more and more.

But, my dear sir, you must not forget the circumstances under which the subject began to be agitated in this community. You came here—as you had a right to do— and put forth your peculiar views; and, in addition, denounced the usages and doctrines of the other denominations here very sharply, to say the least; and in connection with your assaults upon other churches, you defied contradiction or discussion. Now you turn round and propose to discuss the peculiar features of, not your own theology, so much as the prudential arrangement's and distinctive doctrines of the M. E. Church, throwing me on the affirmative five-sevenths of the time.

I have only to reply, that the peculiar doctrines of the M. E. Church, her Discipline—which affirms that the Scriptures and the only rule, and the sufficient rule, both of our faith and practice—and her prudential usages, will take care of themselves. Whenever you find a Methodist preacher claiming Divine authority for the "mourner's bench," or claiming it as a Divine institution, then ask him to debate the question. If you can find one green enough to affirm your 7th proposition, then at him.

Your 2nd and 3rd propositions are the same, only changing the order; and I never yet affirmed anything like either of them. They are indefinite, and subordi-
nate to other questions; and, upon the whole, not worth the labor of disputing a day. Of course, I speak of the initiatory character of the ordinance.

Now, sir, I think a man of your experience and pretensions, after commencing the agitation of the subject of Baptism, as you did here, ought to expect nothing more nor less than to be held to affirm in debate what you affirmed in preaching, and in regard to which you so earnestly challenged discussion. Whenever you are ready to affirm that immersion is the only baptism taught in the Scriptures, I shall hold myself ready to respond, on fair and honorable terms.

I have no objections to your suggestions as to the rules for the government of the discussion. And if you desire to insert "adult," or "believer," into your proposition, so as to debate the subjects of baptism, I am perfectly willing. My desire is to get at the real issue. Nor will I object to your affirming that Baptism is the initiatory rite into a state of justification, provided you so state it as to get at your real sentiments in regard to baptismal regeneration.

What is here proposed will give wide enough range to the discussion; and certainly you should not expect, under the circumstances, that I can be diverted from the issue already raised by yourself, to debate incidental matters. Please answer without delay.

Respectfully, S. M. MERRILL.

REPLY:

CLINTONVILLE, KY. Feb. 22., 1858.

REV. MERRILL—Dear Sir: Yours of "the 19th inst., forwarded to me by my clerk, has just come to hand, and I hasten to reply. I am certainly "willing to do the fair thing," and aim at nothing else. I hope you are willing to do the same; but, as yet, you appear extremely cautious. I did, when I saw the opposition to my efforts in your city, "defy contradiction or discussion;" nor have I repented it. I stand ready to defend everything that I preached while with you. You complained" of my assaulting your churches, and requested me to present propositions. I complied with your request, and aimed to so shape the propositions as to express the difference between us as nearly as possible. The simple reason why
there are more affirmatives for you than myself, is that you are assailable at more points than myself. Even now, you do not propose to assail me at but one point, and that in a matter that I do not hold, and repeatedly, in your city, disavowed, viz., "Baptismal Regeneration." The case now stands as follows:

1. I teach and practice immersion for baptism. I am ready to affirm that immersion is baptism and defend it. Will you deny it?

2. You teach and practice sprinkling for baptism. Will you affirm that sprinkling is baptism and defend it? If you will, I will meet you and deny it.

3. You teach and practice infant baptism. Will you affirm and defend infant baptism? If you will, I will meet you and deny it.

4. You preach, and your Discipline affirms, that "Justification by faith only is a most wholesome, doctrine and very full of comfort." Will you affirm and defend this? If you will, I will meet you and deny.

5. I believe that baptism, "administered to real penitents," is for the remission of sins. I am willing to affirm this and defend it. Will you meet me and deny it?

6. You enforce your Book of Discipline upon the followers of Christ, and exclude them when they disobey it. Will you affirm and defend the use you make of this book? If you will, I will meet you and deny it.

7. You continue the practice of the M. E. Church, in calling mourners forward to pray and be prayed for, as a part of the process in conversion. Will you affirm and defend this practice? If you will, I will meet you and deny it.

I am not asking for Divine authority, direct or indirect, for the "mourner's bench," nor asking you to prove that "it is a Divine institution," but simply asking you to defend "the practice of the M. E. Church, in calling mourners forward to pray and be prayed for, as a part of the process in conversion." I find plenty of Methodist preachers "green enough" to practice this, and to bind their Discipline upon the children of God, and exclude them for disobeying it, but whether I shall find one "green enough" to defend this practice, in fair debate, is yet to be seen.
You and widely mistaken about my second and third propositions being the same. One is arranged for me to affirm and defend my practice, and the other for you to affirm and defend your practice. If you say that there is no dispute between us on immersion—that we both agree that immersion is baptism—as a matter of course there is no need of debating that point. The question then remains concerning your practice. As a matter of course, you must affirm and defend your practice. I am not to affirm a negative—that sprinkling or pouring is not baptism. The burden of proof rests upon him who believes and practices it. If you do not like the word "initiatory," I am willing to state as follows:


Here, my dear sir, is straight forward work. You can neither turn to the right nor to the left. You must go forward or backward, I will defend to the letter what I preached in your city. Will you defend what you preach?

Please let me hear from you at your earliest convenience.

Respectfully yours,        BENJ. FRANKLIN.

REV. MERRILL'S FOURTH LETTER.

PORTSMOUTH, OHIO, March 3, 1858.

ELD. B. FRANKLIN—Dear Sir: Yours of the 22nd ult. came to hand last night, and I answer it at my "earliest convenience," but it is too late for the mail this morning. I learn that you have commenced the publication of this correspondence. Your course, in that particular, struck my mind as very unusual; but if it corresponds with your views of propriety, I will not complain. You will, of course, publish it in full, and then no injustice will be done.

The reason my answer to your first letter failed to reach you before you left was, that you did not indicate where in the city you could be found. Before I ascertained that, the boat was ready to start. When you remarked, so significantly, that "to this the gentleman
made no reply before my departure, " you might have added, that the reply was then in your possession, and that you had answered it.

I had three reasons for not acceding to your first proposition: 1st, My health would not justify the labor at that time; 2nd, I had another engagement that night; 3rd, I never could consent to debate without a proposition distinctly stated. This last consideration was equally forcible, in connection with the first proposition in your second letter. Such a course would inevitably lead to wrangling.

The chief proposition in your second letter was very peculiar. You stated five questions for me to affirm, only two of which I believed, and one of them not relating to the subject before us! Was there not something "extremely cautious" in this? Truly I would be "assailable at more points" than you, provided I let you make the "points!"

Your allusion to the "opposition" made to your efforts here, is the first I have heard of it; and I presume no one ever imagined that any "opposition" to your efforts was made or thought of. However, some of your allusions to the effect of your efforts in setting the other denominations to work, reminded some of us of the fable of the fly on the stage-coach.

In regard to the outside matters you are trying to press into discussion, permit me to say, once for all, that you entirely misapprehend our position. Why you do so, I do not pretend to understand. We never "enforce" the "Book of Discipline upon the followers of Christ," and if any subscribe to it voluntarily, "what is that to thee?" We never practiced "calling mourners forward to pray, and be prayed for, as a part of the process in conversion," and how you could imagine any such thing, is to me unaccountable. You are "widely mistaken," when you assert that you find plenty of Methodist preachers who practice this. Methodist preachers never "bind" their Discipline upon the children of God," and never call "mourners forward to pray, and be prayed for, as a part of the process in conversion." Surely you must have designed all this for effect elsewhere!

You appear anxious to assail the Ninth Article of Re-
ligion, as found in the Methodist Discipline—or at least a part of it—and rather than have no debate, I may accommodate you with the opportunity; but, really, I do not see why you are so intent upon diverting attention from the first issue raised by yourself. You say I am "widely mistaken" about the second: and third propositions, in your second letter, being the same, only changing the order. But do they not relate to the same general topic? Do they not both involve the same issue— the mode of baptism? How, then, am I "widely mistaken?"

But, sir, let us come to the point. The subject is Baptism, and there are three points of issue—the mode, the subject and the design. In regard to the first, I said before that you are on the affirmative; and, notwithstanding your attempt to show to the contrary, I still say it. How stands the case? You hold that the mode is essential to the ordinance—that it is definitely taught in the Scriptures—that it is immersion, and immersion only. I hold that the mode is not essential, and that His not definitely taught in the Scriptures. Then, "as a matter of course, you must affirm and defend your own position." I am not to affirm a negative—"that the mode is not essential to the validity of baptism, and that it is not defined in the Scriptures." "The burden of proof rests upon him" who holds that the manner of applying the water is definitely taught, and that it is essential to the validity of the ordinance.

In regard to the second point, I acknowledge that the affirmative is mine, and I take it cheerfully. I am willing to hold the laboring oar when it belongs to me. I did feel a little modest about stating questions for you to affirm, but since you have been so liberal In assigning me affirmatives which I do not hold, I will try to overcome that feeling. Consider the following:

1. Do the Scriptures teach that immersion is essential, to the validity of the ordinance of Christian baptism? Affirm that, and I will deny it.

2. Do the Scriptures authorize the practice of infant baptism? I affirm, and you deny.

3. Do the Scriptures teach that baptism is a condition of the forgiveness of sins? You affirm—I deny.
These involve the whole subject, and there is no propriety in multiplying questions. Notwithstanding your "as a matter of course," you will see the necessity of "affirming and defending" your practice of immersion. Will you do it? Then why manifest such "extreme caution?" Here is straight-forward work. You can neither turn to the right nor to the left. You must go "forward or backward." Make your election—advance or retreat—and at your earliest convenience.

Respectfully, yours,  

S. M. MERRILL.

REPLY:

WOODVILLE, OHIO, March 5, 1858.

REV. MERRILL—Dear Sir: Yours of the 3rd inst. came to hand on last night, but I did not have time to reply before my departure for this place. I do not conceive that there is any impropriety in my publishing our correspondence, as I shall certainly publish it entire. We are public men, and the people have a right to see our course, and the positions we occupy.

You have no reason to complain, of my stating that you did not reply to my letter before my leaving your city, for you knew how to reach me before my departure, as you knew several of my friends, who would have conveyed the letter to me; not only so, but I stated also, that I should depart upon the Bostonia, then lying at the landing; where you knew you could have sent the letter to me. I only made the statement to show that you did not wish to detain me at that time to "inform me." In this I was not mistaken, as your three numerical reasons will show.

You say, that I "stated five questions for you to affirm, only two of which you believed, and one of them not relating to the subject before us." This places you in a singular predicament, for a Methodist preacher, truly! This first proposition in the list for you to affirm, is infant baptism. This affirmative you believe, for in the letter before me, you propose to debate it. The affirmative, upon justification by faith only, you believe; for you propose, in the letter before me, to debate even that, rather than have no debate. This is the sum of your belief, so far as contained in the propositions pre-
pared for you to affirm. The other three you do not believe. The first one is, "that sprinkling is baptism." This you do not believe. "As a matter of course," you will not practice it hereafter. The second one in the list that you do not believe, is that wherein I propose for you to affirm and defend "the use you make of the Discipline." This you do not believe in! Will you, then, cease "the use you make of this book?" You certainly ought. The third point arranged for you to affirm, is "the practice of the Methodist Episcopal Church, in calling mourners forward to pray, and be prayed for, as a part of the process in conversion." This practice you do not believe in! This will certainly astonish some of the members of your church, and many of your fellow-citizens, not a little.

There is one thing more in this matter that I do not understand. You propose for me to affirm, that "immersion only is baptism," and you will deny. You practice sprinkling, but now have admitted that you do not believe the proposition I proposed for you to affirm on that subject. This strikes your practice out of the list, even if immersion only is not baptism.

I am surprised to hear you say, "We never 'enforce' the Book of Discipline upon the followers of Christ." This will seem strange in the ears of many identified with your church, as well as thousands outside. But to palliate this, you say, "if any subscribe to it voluntarily, 'what is that to thee?'" When did the members of your church "subscribe to the Discipline voluntarily?" Not one out of ten of them ever read it, or knew what was in it, till after they were in the church, and one half of them, to this day, never read it, and know not what is in it. What of all the infants, baptized (rantized) in the Methodist church? When did they subscribe to the Discipline? infant baptism? sprinkling for baptism? There is no voluntarily subscribing here.

You "never call mourners forward to pray, and be prayed for, as a part of the process in conversion!" Well, you "call them forward to pray, and be prayed for." This is known' and read of all men. If it is not "a part of the process in converting them," what is it? It is "a part of the process" in your procedure, and your proce-
dure in trying to convert sinners. It is not only a part, but a prominent part of
the process, in your procedure in trying to proselyte or convert sinners. It is
emphatically a proselyting institution. The Apostles and first Christians had
no such practice. But as you do not believe in it, I press not the matter upon
you.

I shall not dispute with you about the propositions, wherein I propose to
affirm immersion, and for you to affirm sprinkling, being the same, as all
before whom it shall come, can see that they are as distinct as day and night.

You say that "I hold that the mode is essential to the ordinance." No, my
dear sir, I have said nothing about "the mode," nor have I any use for such a
phrase. We are simply inquiring what the Apostles did when they baptized. I
say, in the simplest and clearest form in which I can express it, they immersed.
This far, it is my affirmative, and the proof rests upon me. You may say, you
do not doubt this; but they, in performing the same rite, sometimes sprinkled
or poured. This is your affirmative. The proof rests upon you. But as you have
fairly declined affirming your practice, and admitted, probably without
intending it, that you do not believe it, I shall, to do my utmost to
accommodate you, affirm as follows:

Immersion is the only baptism taught in the Christian Scriptures, and
practiced by the Apostles.

Your 2nd and 3rd, I accept in your own words. I propose,

1. That the debate commence on Monday, April 5th, at 10 o'clock, in
Portsmouth, Ohio.

2. That we spend one day on each proposition.

3. That the opening speeches, on each proposition, be one hour, and that
the succeeding speeches shall not exceed thirty minutes each.

4. That each session shall last two hours.

5. That there shall be a morning, an afternoon and a night session, each
day.

Please let me hear from you at your earliest convenience. With kindest
regards, and with a sincere desire that
the people may know the truth as it is in Christ—the whole truth and nothing but the truth,

I am, most respectfully, yours,

BENJ. FRANKLIN.

————

REV. MERRILL'S FIFTH LETTER.

PORTSMOUTH, OHIO, March 9, 1858.

ELD. B. FRANKLIN—Dear Sir: Yours of the 5th. inst. is before me, and I hasten to reply. Several little matters require attention.

1. The failure of that letter to reach you before you left here. I should not have recurred to it again, but for the attempt that has been made to make capital out of so small an affair. The boat started in two hours after your letter was received. I hastened to reply—made inquiry as to your whereabouts—failed to learn—but engaged a young man, who promised to deliver the letter, if you could be found. He was on the bank of the river, With the letter in his hand, just as the boat pushed off. I did not "complain," but simply said, "you might have added," etc.; but the date of your reply will show all this.

2. I do not see the force of the remark, that "the people have a right to see" the private correspondence of even "public men;" but, having made no complaint of your course in publishing the correspondence, I mil not now complain. It would, however, have looked as well to have waited until the correspondence was finished, and then spread it before the public all at once by mutual agreement,

3. You exclaim, "A singular predicament for a Methodist preacher, truly!" Now, let us look at this. I am sorry to say it. I hope it was a blunder which you will correct—but you place me in that "singular predicament," by a palpable misrepresentation of the case! I trust you did not design it—but still, such is the fact, and it must be pointed out. I said of the five questions proposed in your second letter for me to affirm, there were only two which I believed. Yes, I referred to the second Letter distinctly; but you refer to them as modified and materially changed in your third letter, as "all before whom it shall come," and for whom you appear
to write, will plainly see. In your enumeration, you stated correctly the two believed, but incorrectly those not believed. In stating these, you say, "The first is, that sprinkling is baptism." Not at all, sir; the first reads as follows: "Is the initiatory ordinance of the New Testament, sprinkling or pouring?" The ordinance called " initiatory, " is baptism. It is not sprinkling, nor pouring, nor immersion, as such, but Baptism. Your "as a matter of course," is again out of place. Again, your language is, "The second one on the list, that you do not believe, is that wherein I propose for you to affirm and defend the use you make of the Discipline." Not by any means! This is the statement as modified in your third letter; but my allusion was distinctly made to your second letter. How could you overlook this? The question runs thus: "Is the Methodist Discipline a better rule of faith, doctrine, discipline and law, or is it better in any respect, for the people of God, than the New Testament?" Now, my dear sir, I have a better opinion of your intelligence than to doubt for a single moment, that you knew as well when you wrote that question, as you now know, that no Methodist preacher on earth ever believed any such thing. You certainly did not expect me to affirm, that the Methodist Discipline is better than the New Testament! If you had stated the matter in the second letter as in the third, the case would have been quite different. The third question which I did not believe, had respect to "calling mourners forward, as a part of the process in conversion." There is no danger that any intelligent person will be "astonished" at my position on that point. No one regards the "calling mourners forward, as a part of the process in conversion." You may call it a "proselyting institution," or whatever is most congenial to your taste; but I cannot pretend to comprehend what you mean by "the process in conversion." It is, however, very certain that those who know any thing about that "process," do not regard the outward act of coming forward for prayer, as any part of it. Epithets. are cheap, and they and generally valued at their real worth, among thinking people. The particular manner in which "the first Christians" conducted their praying exercises, is not material; but that they
prayed for the conversion of sinners, is as clear as the light of the sun. If you see any thing wrong in it, I am sorry for you, but cannot help it.

4. As to the statement that those two questions relate to the same general issue, only changing the order, I am willing that "all those before whom it shall come," and for whose edification you appear so deeply concerned, shall form their own opinions in regard to it., I have a good deal of faith in the public intelligence. I know that your people discard the use of the word "mode," in connection with baptism; but I know also that the term is legitimate, until it shall be settled that the ordinance is to be administered without a mode. I see nothing very profound in this, nor in your allusion to "rantized" infants, nor yet in your remarks on "binding the Discipline on the followers of Christ." You cannot know that "not one out of ten" of our members read the little book in question—but you ought to know that not one is ever admitted to membership without voluntarily subscribing to the Discipline. And you think I have "admitted" something, "probably without intending it!" No, sir; your discovery that my admission "strikes my practice out of the list," grew out of your blunder in trying to fix up a "predicament" for me, by quoting from the wrong letter, as already shown.

5. I pass a number of other matters that might be noticed, and come right to the business before us. My letter is too long—but that is owing to your inaccuracies of statement, and the effort made to press in outside issues. I agree to the propositions as now stated.

1. Immersion is the only baptism taught in the Christian Scriptures and practiced by the Apostles. You affirm.

2. The Scriptures authorize the practice of Infant Baptism. I affirm.

3. The Scriptures teach that Baptism is a condition of the forgiveness of sins. You affirm.

1. The time is the 5th day of April, at 10 o'clock A. M.

2. On each of the propositions we must spend two days, except it be the last. One day may be sufficient for that. I agree to all the rest of your suggestions, and reciprocate your kindly feelings, hoping that nothing will occur to mar the pleasure of the interview.
If you prefer spending the first day in discussing the 9th Article of Religion in the Methodist Discipline, I am willing to affirm the doctrine contained in it. This will give us an equal number of affirmatives and negatives, and fill up the week. I do not hesitate to discuss any doctrinal point, but those questions of prudential usage will not interest the public. Please let me hear from you at your earliest convenience.

Respectfully yours, S. M. MERRILL.

P. S. If you select your moderator here, and do it soon, I may select one, and they may have a little time to engage a president. I may publish the correspondence in the city papers, before the meeting takes place.

S. M. M.

REPLY:

CINCINNATI, OHIO, March 11, 1858.

REV. MERRILL—Dear Sir: Yours of the 9th inst. came to hand this morning, and I hasten to reply before leaving to be absent some ten days. If I had not referred to my third letter in the place of the second, in distinguishing between the propositions which you believe and those which you do not believe, you would have had nothing to say, even apparently in. justification of your most unenviable position. But what have you gained? Certainly nothing; for the propositions in both letters are substantially the same. The issues made are the same, though they do not stand in precisely the same order. As you were replying to my third letter, by an inadvertence, I did not notice that you were speaking of my propositions as stated in my second letter. But this relieves not you in the least, as we shall now set by looking at the affirmatives which you "do not believe." The first one, in which you are to affirm infant baptism, you believe. The fourth one, in which you affirm "justification by faith only," you believe. The other three of the five affirmatives arranged for you, I am assured you do not believe. What are they? One of them, number three, in my second letter, reads as follows: "Is the initiatory ordinance of the New Testament sprinkling or pouring?" This was arranged for you to affirm; but you now inform us, that you do not believe "the initiatory ordinance of the New Testament is sprinkling or
pouring." In this, I am perfectly agreed with you. I do not believe this divine ordinance is sprinkling or pouring. You will not, therefore, blame the members of your church, who had been sprinkled or poured upon, in the place of this ordinance, and were not satisfied.

The proposition, number five, in my second letter, was arranged for you to affirm that "the Scriptures authorize the practice of the Methodist Episcopal Church in calling mourners forward to pray and be prayed for, as apart of the process in conversion." This practice, you now inform me, you do not believe in. In this I also agree with you. There is no need of debate, then, on this point.

The proposition, number seven, in my second letter, was arranged for you to affirm, that "the Methodist Discipline is a better rule of faith, discipline and law," or that is "better in any respect, for the people of God, than the New Testament." You do not believe that "it is a better rule of faith, discipline and law;" or "that it is better in any respect, for the people of God, than the New Testament." Here, again, I perfectly agree with you. I do not believe it "is better in any respect" than the New Testament. Why not, then, my dear sir, take the New Testament and let the Discipline go?

• I also proposed, in my third letter, that you affirm, that "the divine ordinance in the New Testament, called baptism in the common version, is sprinkling or pouring." Why did you not affirm it? Was it because I had made out an affirmative that you did not believe? To accommodate you, I had removed the word "initiatory." But I could not induce you to affirm and defend your own practice. Your friends will have less confidence in your position on this point than ever, when they see how you have evaded and utterly refused to affirm and defend your practice. They will think that you have no confidence in it.

I have stated what I know to be true in saying that nine out of ten, of all that are taken into your church, know not what is in the Discipline when they are received into church. Not one out of ten of them ever read it, before they were received into the church, as
you cannot help knowing. They know not what is in it, and if they "voluntarily subscribe to it," they do it without knowing what they and subscribing to, and the case is only so much the worse with the preachers who induce them to subscribe to it, without knowing what is in it.

I thankfully accept your proposal to discuss the question embraced in the Ninth Article of your Discipline on the first day. I agree to the proposal, as to time, etc., as set forth in the close of your letter, except the postscript. I shall have to get a moderator from abroad. This we can easily arrange. The Lord permitting, I will be with you at the time.

I am perfectly willing you should have the correspondence published in your city papers. That would let your citizens know the state of the case.

I am truly thankful for the kindness and good temper you have shown. I hope we shall have a candid, interesting and profitable interview. May the Lord be with us, and may the way of the Lord be clear to us.

I am, respectfully, yours,

BENJAMIN FRANKLIN.

———

REV. MERRILL'S SIXTH LETTER.

PORTSMOUTH, OHIO, March 15, 1858.

ELD. FRANKLIN—Dear Sir: Yours of the 11th inst. is received. You speak of my "unenviable position," but really I cannot make out what you mean by it. I have frankly avowed my belief or disbelief in regard to the strange and unheard of questions you have seen fit to propose, but have neither "evaded" nor denied any point in my faith or practice. I am therefore compelled to look upon your effort to make the impression that I have "evaded" any point as uncalled for and in very bad taste.

Your assertion that the questions as stated in your second and third letters are "substantially the same," surprises me no little; but no dispute on this point is now necessary, as all before whom they will come and see that they differ very materially. Nor did I say I did not believe in the practice of the Methodist Episcopal Church in calling mourners forward to pray and be
prayed for, but only that we do not regard that practice "as a part of the process in conversion."

You wish to know why I do not "take the New Testament and let the Discipline go; my answer is, I prefer taking both. You seem incapable of finding any use for a book, unless it is better than the New Testament.

You represent me as "utterly refusing to affirm and defend my practice." This was because you tried and utterly failed to show that the burden of proof rested upon me, on the question as to the manner of applying the water in baptism. My reply is, that it would look better in you to wait until the debate is over before you raise a cry of that sort. The public can distinguish between objecting to the form of a question for debate, and a refusal to defend my practice. I did not affirm the question on the mode of baptism, as modified in your third letter, because the affirmative on that subject belonged to you, and there was no need of two questions on the same point. I might ask in turn, why you "utterly refused to affirm "that "immersion is essential to the validity of Christian baptism." But I regard such matters, at this Stage of the affair, as altogether out of place.

How you can pretend to know what you assert in regard to nine Out of ten of all that are admitted to membership in our church is a mystery. It is a matter that does not belong to the correspondence. between us, but you see fit to make large pretensions of knowledge, and if you imagine you can make any one believe that you know what everybody knows you have no possible means of knowing, I think it is probably the better plan to let you enjoy the delusion.

But for this last effort to press me into, a false position, I should not have troubled you with this. The preliminaries are now sufficiently agreed upon, and"I earnestly trust that the four propositions will be discussed in the true spirit of our holy Christianity.

Respectfully yours,

S. M. MERRILL.

REPLY:

CINCINNATI, OHIO, March 23, 1858.

REV. MERRILL,—Dear Sir: Yours of the 15th hist.
came to my office in due time, but, owing to my absence, could not receive attention till now. I probably ought not to have said anything about your "unenviable position," as it was certainly sufficiently unpleasant, without anything being said. "Forgive me this wrong." Since, however, I have alluded to your unpleasant predicament, I shall maintain that you have evaded in the following particulars:

1. When I proposed for you to affirm and defend your practice—that sprinkling is baptism—you not only declined the proposition in every form as presented by me, and stated that you did not believe it, in one form, but did not propose to affirm it in any form.

2. I proposed a proposition, in different forms, for you to affirm, embracing your practice in praying for mourners, in your efforts to convert them, which you also declined, declaring that you did not believe it, as stated in one form, and, at the same time, you did not propose to affirm your practice in any form. On this point your evasions were: 1st, A false issue, in talking of "divine authority for the mourner's bench," or of its being "a divine institution," when I had not mentioned the mourner's bench, but had spoken simply of "the practice of the Methodist Episcopal Church;" 2nd, You said you did not believe the proposition in one form, as I proposed it; 3rd, You now say, "I did not say, I did not believe in the practice of the Methodist Episcopal Church, in calling mourners forward to pray and be prayed for, but only that we do not regard that practice as 'a part of the process in conversion.'"

3. I tried to induce you to affirm the use you make of your Discipline, by presenting a proposition in different forms, but the proposition, as presented in one, form, you said you did not believe, declined to affirm it in any form, as proposed by me, and proposed no other form yourself.

4. Your effort to induce me to affirm the exclusive proposition, that immersion only is baptism, is an invasion, to induce me to lead the way, affirming not only that sprinkling is not baptism, but that nothing else except immersion is baptism. You do not expect to have any debate on immersion; but you expect to admit that
immersion is baptism, and then you intend to call on me to prove that sprinkling—your practice—and everything else is not baptism. I was compelled to take this proposition, not to prove immersion, as I did not expect you to question it, but to get at your practice—to prove that sprinkling is not baptism, or have no debate. I was thus compelled to affirm a negative, by no other cause, only that you could not be induced to affirm what you practice—sprinkling for baptism.

I have no fears that men of discrimination will differ with my judgment, when I say that the propositions declined by you are "substantially the same" in my second and third letters. But if they should, it relieves not you, for you declined them, as stated in both letters. Why did you not affirm them as stated in the third letter? Why did you not propose substitutes? Why did you never propose to affirm your practice on these three points in any form? Was it because you were not "green enough?"

I have been familiar with Methodists from my earliest recollection, and know, from personal observation, that I state the truth, when I say, that not one out of ten knew what is in the Discipline when they joined the church. I can demonstrate what I say, if you will permit me to catechise any class you can produce.

I should like to know what the people of Portsmouth think of your statement, that no one but myself thought of there being any opposition to my efforts in your place! Please not fail to have our correspondence published in your city papers.

The Lord permitting I will be on hand at the appointed time, April 5th.

Respectfully yours,

BENJ. FRANKLIN.
First proposition: —"We are Accounted Righteous before God, only for the Merit of our Lord and savior Jesus Christ by Faith, and not for our own works or deservings; wherefore, that we are Justified by Faith Only, is a most wholesome doctrine and very full of comfort."

Gentlemen Moderators, Ladies and Gentlemen:

The question brought before us at this hour, for calm, sober investigation, is one of the most important that can occupy the human mind. How can man be justified before God? By what means, or on what terms, can the guilty, sinful creature approach into the presence of the holy Creator, and find acceptance? The proposition which I affirm, sets this matter before us, as I conceive, in a clear and comprehensive light. It exhibits, at a glance, the scriptural principle of justification, securing to the Redeemer the glory of his own work, and leaving the responsibility of failure where it rightfully belongs— upon the creature who refuses compliance with the expressed condition. In order to bring the subject as distinctly as possible before us, I again read the proposition. It is
the Ninth Article of Religion, as found in the Methodist Discipline: "We are accounted righteous before God, only for the merit of our Lord and Savior Jesus Christ by faith, and not for our own works or deservings; wherefore, that we are justified by faith only, is a most wholesome doctrine, and very full of comfort." According to the terms of our agreement, I am to affirm the doctrine contained in this Article. That doctrine, when properly understood, is so plainly scriptural, that it is a matter of no little astonishment, that one can be found willing to make a public denial of it. I can only account for the position my friend, the respondent, has taken, in regard to this proposition, on the supposition, that his prejudice against all creeds has induced him to presume that this, being part of a creed, must necessarily be erroneous; and that without carefully examining the doctrine, he has hastily pronounced against the creed, and therefore against each Article of it. However this may be, he will have ample opportunity to define his own position, and to assign reasons for assailing this Article.

Without detaining with preliminary remarks, I shall proceed to ascertain the doctrine contained in the proposition before us, that you may see precisely what I affirm, and what my friend denies. But few of the terms in the proposition need to be defined. The word "justified" is to be un-
derstood in the sense of being "accounted righteous." It is not only used in this sense here, but also in the Scriptures. It is the act of God by which he pardons our sins, accepts our persons and accounts us righteous, or treats us as righteous persons, only for the sake of our Lord Jesus Christ. But what is meant by that little word "only?" We must notice this particularly, for it is the occurrence of this little word in the last part of the Article, that has aroused the opposition of my friend. The word "only" occurs twice in the Article, and thus explains itself: "We are accounted righteous before God only for the merit of our Lord and Savior Jesus Christ by faith; wherefore, that we are justified by faith only," etc. It will be seen that the last "only" corresponds with the first, and that the word is used in both places to exclude all idea of human merit as the ground or procuring cause of pardon or justification. It is not used to exclude anything that properly belongs to the great work of bringing the sinner into a state of reconciliation with God, such as the grace of God, the blood of Christ, etc.; nor is it designed to exclude any thing that properly belongs to, or accompanies, the exercise of genuine faith, as the preparation of heart which is antecedent, or the fruits which follow it, but simply to exclude the merit of human actions, as the ground of our acceptance with God. "Faith only "
stands in opposition to the merit of "our own works or deserving." It is not the abstract definition of the word, but the use and application here made of it, that I am seeking after. It is an exclusive term, but we are not to make it exclude anything and everything we may see fit, without regard to the connection in which it stands. Hence my respondent will not be at liberty to take this word out of its connection to put an arbitrary construction upon it, and then infer that the Article teaches thus and so, and make war upon his forced inference, as upon the doctrine which I affirm. He must take the word in its connection—understand it as expounded by the church which adopts it—and then he will assail the doctrine contained in the proposition, and not merely a man of straw. I remark, farther, that we must distinguish between "faith only" and "faith alone." Faith is not alone. It involves the elements of repentance, and is accompanied by good works as fruits; but while it is not in the nature of things alone, it is only the faith that justifies. Faith implies repentance and obedience, but neither the repentance nor the obedience can be accounted for righteousness, but the faith only. I may also premise that the Scriptures speak of four distinct justifications. These must be carefully distinguished from each other, for we cannot confound them without producing confusion. The first has been called
infantile justification. It has respect to the spiritual state of man when first brought into conscious existence. By the righteousness of one, the free gift came upon all men unto justification of life. But we have no controversy respecting this justification. The second is that about which we dispute; It is the justification of the sinner in the sense of pardon. This is the act of God by which he reverses the condemnatory sentence of the law, and discharges the sinner from guilt and liability to punishment. It is called in the Scriptures, pardon, remission, the non-imputation of sin, the imputation of righteousness, but it is the same act. It is a forensic term, and has respect to the claims of the law of God. After this comes the third—the justification of the righteous by obedience, in the sense of approval. Of this St. James speaks in his Epistle, and illustrates it by the justification of Abraham, "when he offered his son Isaac upon the altar." Abraham had been justified by faith many years before this event, and was consequently a righteous man when he received the command to offer his son upon the altar; for it is written of him, that "he believed God, and it was counted to him for righteousness," before Isaac was born. It is therefore plain, that St. James speaks of the justification of believers, who, by works, evince their faith, and prove their justification to themselves and others, and thus ob-
tain the farther favor and approbation of Heaven. Hence the justification spoken of by St. James cannot be opposed to that of which my proposition speaks, which is the justification of the sinner, in the sense of pardon, by faith in Jesus Christ as the only procurer of salvation. The fourth justification taught in the Scriptures has respect to the transactions of the day of judgment. Then men will be justified or condemned, not because of, but according to their works. The reason of this final justification of the righteous will not be found in them, but in the Savior; nevertheless, the final decision will be according to the deeds done in the body, or upon the testimony of works as the fruits of faith or unbelief. But as this justification is not in dispute, I dwell not upon it. I refer to these different justifications for the purpose of avoiding confusion, and that we may get at the precise point in dispute. I fear my friend has them all confused in his mind, but I hope now to be able to keep the issue so clearly before you as that you will see when either of us turns aside to raise false issues.

The different causes of justification must also be carefully noted. Confining the justification to the sense of pardon, the causes are three—the originating, the procuring and the receiving. The first is the grace of God, the second is the blood of Christ, arid the third is faith. The third cause is
that about which we dispute. I call it the receiving cause, for the sake of convenience, and to guard against misapprehension. It is sometimes called the instrumental cause, and sometimes the condition. It is that which is required on the part of the person, and hence is a condition; and it is that by which the individual lays hold upon the merit of Christ, and receives the blessing, and on this account it may be called the receiving cause of justification, without danger of deceiving. And as the only originating cause is the grace of God, and the only procuring cause is the blood of Jesus Christ, so the only receiving cause, the only condition, is faith in the Lord Jesus Christ. This is the doctrine of the Article which forms the proposition before us, and this is the doctrine of the Holy Scriptures, as I shall now have the pleasure of proving in your presence.

In denying this proposition, my friend denies that we are accounted righteous before God, only for the merit of our Lord Jesus Christ by faith, and virtually affirms that we are accounted righteous before God, not for the merit of our Lord Jesus Christ, but for our own works or deserving. He cannot say nay to the proposition, without virtually affirming this. He may confine his opposition principally to the last clause of the Article, but that being only a corollary or deduction from the
first part, must be interpreted by the first part. It being a deduction from the premises laid down, it cannot legitimately be held to contain any thing more than is contained in the premises. The opposition of my friend must therefore be to the premises as well as to the conclusion; and in saying *nay* to the premises in this Article of Religion, he must assert what is here denied. In a discussion like this, he cannot occupy merely a negative position. He must take ground that can be understood. In denying that we are accounted righteous only for the merit of our Lord Jesus Christ, he must show for whose merit we are accounted righteous, and for what works or deservings. We are not here to contend about words and phrases, but for truth and righteousness. God help us to be honest, and to approach the subject in his fear!

I. My first argument is drawn from the Scripture representations of *human depravity*. Why are we not accounted righteous before God, for our works or deservings? Because we are so deeply depraved, that our works are evil, and our deservings death! When St. Paul undertook to prove, in his epistle to the Romans, that there was no justification for Jew or Gentile on the ground of works, he first proved that all were under sin. The dark picture of Gentile depravity is drawn in the first chapter, and in the third he proves that the Jews
were no better. "What then? are we better than they? No, in nowise; for we have before proved both Jews and Gentiles, that they are all under sin; as it is written: There is none righteous, no, not one; there is none that understandeth, there is none that seeketh after God. They are all gone out of the way, they are together become unprofitable; there is none that doeth good, no, not one. Their throat is an open sepulcher; with their tongues they have used deceit; the poison of asps is under their lips: whose mouth is full of cursing and bitterness; their feet are swift to shed blood; destruction and misery are in their ways; and the way of peace have they not known; there is no fear of God before their eyes. Now we know that what things soever the law saith, it saith to them who are under the law, that every mouth may be stopped, and all the world may become guilty before God. Therefore by the deeds of the law there shall no flesh be justified in his sight, for by the law is the knowledge of sin." Rom. iii. 9-20. Bat whence cometh this universal corruption? This, the Apostle answers in the fifth chapter, in exhibiting the federal character of Adam, and pointing to his disobedience as the source of sin and death to all men. I present the following expressions: "Wherefore, as by one man sin entered into the world;" "for, if through the offence of one many be dead;" "for if by
one man's offence death reigned by one;" "therefore, as by the offence of one
judgment came upon all men to condemnation;" "for as by one man's
disobedience many were made sinners," etc. Sin entered the world by one,
death reigned by one, condemnation came by one, and by the disobedience
of one many were made sinners. Thus, St. Paul denies justification by works,
on account of universal depravity; and he accounts for universal depravity by
pointing to the influence or effect of the first act of disobedience on the part
of Adam; and if any are dissatisfied with this method of accounting for the
"existing evil," they may dispute with Paul, and deny the fact, or account for
it, as best they can. I find the fact of universal depravity clearly asserted in the
Scriptures, and to my mind it is sufficiently accounted for in the relation we
all sustain to Adam, the first sinner. The fountain was corrupted and the
stream remains corrupt. Adam fell and human nature remains fallen. But if so,
the ground of justification can not be in man. Whatever works are properly
ours, must be like our fallen natures—evil. Then, until this Scripture doctrine
be overthrown, and it be shown that mankind are not morally sick, so as to
need a physician, I will maintain, as this proposition declares, that the ground
of justification is not in our works or deservings, but in Jesus Christ. II. My
second argument is founded on
those Scriptures which ascribe the work of salvation to the grace of God. I use the word "salvation" here, not as being synonymous with justification, but as including it. The whole process of salvation, from its incipient stage to its consummation in glory, being ascribed to the grace of God, justification, as an important part of the process, must be regarded as of grace. Hence the Apostle says, "Being justified freely by his grace, through the redemption that is in Christ Jesus," etc. Rom. iii. 24. "For by grace are ye saved, through faith; and that not of yourselves, it is the gift of God; not of works, lest any man should boast." Eph. ii. 8-9. But may it not be that the grace of God, the originating cause of salvation, has so provided for the justification of sinners, as to suspend the offer upon the condition of works? This is the point in dispute, and the Apostle settles it by showing that it can not be of grace and works both. If it is of grace at all, all idea of human merit must be excluded. "And if by grace, then it is no: more of works; otherwise grace is no more grace. But if it be of works, then is it no more grace; otherwise work is no more work." Rom. xi. 6. The idea here advanced is important. It turns not on the kind of works, whether moral or ceremonial, but upon the nature of grace and works. Grace, in the nature of things, can not be merited or purchased by works; for grace
is unmerited favor. Hence, if salvation is by grace, it cannot be by works, whether legal, moral, ceremonial, or evangelical. This idea is presented in Rom. iv. 4: "Now to him that worketh, is the reward not reckoned of grace, but of debt." If works, of any kind, were the condition of justification, then the blessing would be claimed as a reward earned and paid for, by him who performed the condition, and being reckoned of debt and not of mere favor, the individual would have whereof to glory. But this can never bo. Our salvation is all of grace, and boasting is excluded.

"Therefore it is of faith, that it might be by grace." Rom. iv. 16. As to the origin of justification, grace and works are contrasted—grace excluding works; and as to the condition of justification, faith and works are contrasted—faith excluding works; thus works are set aside from having any part in originating, procuring, or purchasing the gospel blessing of pardon. To this argument, I invite the particular attention of my friend. I hope he will take hold of it, analyze it, point out whatever of sophistry he may be able to find in it, and, if possible, refute it, by clear, scriptural argument, and not by playing upon the words "grace" and "works."

III. The third argument which I offer in support of my proposition, is drawn from those Scriptures which ascribe salvation to the death of Jesus Christ, recognizing that
death as necessary to the accomplishment of our salvation. "Being justified freely by his grace, through the redemption that is in Christ Jesus." "But God commendeth his love toward us, in that, while we were sinners, Christ died for us. Much more then, being justified by his blood, we shall be saved from wrath through him. For, if when we were enemies, we were reconciled to God by the death of his Son; much more, being reconciled, we shall be saved by his life;" Rom. v. 8-10. "Thus it is written, and thus it behooved Christ to suffer, and to rise from the dead the third day: and that repentance and remission of sins should be preached in his name among all nations, beginning at Jerusalem;" Luke xxiv. 46-47. "But we see Jesus, who was made a little lower than the angels for the suffering of death, crowned with glory and honor, that he, by the grace of God, should taste death for every man. For it became him, for whom are all things, and by whom are all things, in bringing many sons unto glory, to make the captain of their salvation, perfect through sufferings;" Heb. ii. 9-10. "Unto him that loved us, and washed us from our sins in his own blood, and hath made us kings and priests unto God and his Father; to him be glory and dominion for ever and ever;" Rom. i. 5-6. From these and kindred passages, it appears, first, that the death of Christ was necessary to procure salvation; secondly, that his death did
procure salvation; thirdly, that to him belongs all the glory of our salvation: therefore, first, in him is all the merit; and, secondly, the merit of our own works or deservings is excluded. We are accounted righteous before God, only for the merit of our Lord and Savior Jesus Christ. If we are justified and saved only for the merit of Christ, our song in heaven will be "Unto him that loved us and washed us from our sins in his own blood;" but if we are justified and saved by the merit of our own works and deservings, we shall sing "Mine own arm hath gotten me the victory!" By so much as we attempt to mix human merit with the blood of Jesus, we detract from the glory of the cross, and give to the creature the glory that belongs to the Redeemer. IV. My fourth argument is the fact that faith brings the soul of the penitent into contact with the blood of Christ, and renders that blood efficacious to the removal of guilt. "Being justified freely by his grace, through the redemption that is in Christ Jesus: whom God hath set forth to be a propitiation, through faith in his blood, to declare his righteousness for the remission of sins that are past, through the forbearance of God; to declare, I say, at this time, his righteousness, that he might be just, and the justified of him which believeth in Jesus;" Rom. iii. 24-26. The Apostle here is treating of the subject of justification in a formal dis-
course, and setting forth God's method of pardoning sin in harmony with the righteousness of the divine administration, in a positive form. If any work, ceremony, or ordinance, must intervene between faith and the blood of Jesus, or be added to the blood of Jesus as a part of the procuring cause, or to faith as a part of the receiving cause, here was the place to mention it. But nothing of the kind is intimated. Jesus Christ is set forth to be a propitiation, and faith in his blood makes him a propitiation, in the positive and efficacious sense. Whenever and wherever faith meets the blood of Jesus, then and there the righteousness of God is declared for the remission of sins that are past—then and there God can be just and the justifier of him which believeth in Jesus. I leave this short argument right here, until Mr. Franklin shall attempt to show that faith does not, and cannot, bring the soul into contact with the blood of Jesus. Will he make the attempt? We shall see.

V. My fifth argument is drawn from those Scriptures which speak of the imputation of faith for righteousness. Abraham was justified thus, and we are justified just as Abraham was. Was Abraham justified by works, or by faith? "If by works, he hath whereof to glory; but no man hath whereof to glory before God; therefore his justification was by faith. For what saith the Scripture? Abraham be-
lieved God, and it was counted unto him. for righteousness. Now to him that worketh, is the reward not reckoned of grace, but of debt. But to him that worketh not, but believeth on him. that justifieth the ungodly, his faith is counted for righteousness;" Rom iv. 3-5. "He staggered not at the promise of God through unbelief, but was strong in faith, giving glory to God; and being fully persuaded that what he had promised he was able also to perform: and therefore it was imputed to him for righteousness. Now it was not written for his sake alone, that it was imputed to him; but for us also, to whom it shall be imputed, if we believe on him that raised up Jesus our Lord from the dead, who was delivered for our offenses, and was raised again for our justification;" Rom. iv. 20-25. The first quotation shows how Abraham was justified by faith without works, and the second shows that we are justified in the same way. My argument here is short and plain. To be justified is to be accounted righteous; but what is it that is imputed to us for righteousness? Not repentance, not confession, not obedience, but faith, and faith only. Faith may imply repentance, confession and obedience; I have not a word to say in disparagement of these, or of their importance; but neither the one nor the other of them ever is, or ever can be, imputed for righteousness. Hence we are never said
to be justified by repentance, by confession, or by obedience, but simply by faith. These are important as accessories to faith, or as fruits of faith, but they cannot occupy the place or fill the office of faith. I close this argument by making a plain and fair proposition to my respondent. If he will show, from the Scriptures, that any other thing besides faith, or in addition to faith, is imputed to us for righteousness, in the work of justification, I will consent that the little word "only," which he dislikes so much, may be stricken from the last clause of the Article, which forms the proposition before us. Will he do it? He is a man of age, of experience, of considerable pretensions to learning, and if it could be done, he is the man to do it. Here is a plain question. What else besides faith is imputed to us for righteousness?

VI. I make another argument on the simple fact that we are said to be justified by faith. My friend will admit that we are justified by faith, but then he will contend that it is not by faith only. Let us look at this. What do we mean by "faith only," in this connection? It is said that we are justified by grace, and grace being the only originating cause, we may say, with reference to that feature of the work, it is by grace only; for grace is the only and all-sufficient originating cause. It is said we are justified by his blood, and the blood of Jesus being the only procuring
cause of justification, we may say, with reference to that feature of the work, it is by his blood only; for the blood of Jesus is the only and all-sufficient procuring cause. And it is said we are justified by faith, and faith being the only receiving cause—the only condition—we say, with reference to that feature of the work, that it is by faith only; for faith is the only condition, the only thing that is, or can be, imputed for righteousness. The grace of God does not merely contribute towards originating the great scheme of justification, it originates it—it justifies; the blood of Jesus does not merely contribute toward procuring justification for guilty sinners, it procures it—it justifies; and faith does not merely contribute toward the justification of the sinner, it does the work—it justifies. If this be not true, it never could have been written that we are justified by faith. It would have been partly by faith and partly by works. To this I invite the attention of the respondent, in the most respectful manner. I ask him to meet the issue as here presented. If he will do it, well; but if he attempt to fix upon the word "only" a meaning which I have not fixed upon it, and which is not admitted by the church which adopts the Article in dispute, he will thereby proclaim his inability to meet the doctrine contained in this proposition, and be found spending his strength in demolishing "a
man of straw." It does not become me to say what course he will pursue, or must pursue; that is for himself to determine; but I remind you, my hearers, that we are here to examine the doctrine contained in this Article, and not to put upon it forced and arbitrary constructions, meaningless and absurd, and then to amuse you by exposing those absurdities which nobody believes. We have before us higher and nobler work. We must seek for the truth, and not for victory. If we, as expounders of the word, thus meet our responsibilities, and you hear with honest and prayerful hearts, the truth will be promoted, and the name of our God will be glorified.

MR. FRANKLIN'S FIRST REPLY.

GENTLEMEN MODERATORS, LADIES AND GENTLEMEN:

I am truly happy to appear before you on this interesting occasion, for the purpose of investigating questions of vast moment to us all, connected with the religion of Jesus Christ. I am also truly gratified to find my worthy friend, Mr. Merrill, in good trim, with buoyant spirits, and entering so manfully upon our great work. I have been pleased with his good temper and kindly disposition, as evinced in our correspondence, and I am also pleased with the same good temper and kindness, as seen in his address just delivered in your hearing.
I am satisfied that he has the coolness, the learning and ability to do entire justice to his cause. If he can not maintain it, no man can. As my speeches, on this question, are in reply, I shall be compelled to allude to him and his speech, which will give me the appearance of being more personal than he, during this day's discussion, though I hope not to be personal. My desire is, that our discussion shall proceed with the utmost kindness, forbearance and good feeling. We are not here to gain personal victory. I am not anxious for triumph over men, or parties of men. If I know my own heart, my desire is simply, that truth and righteousness may prevail—that peace and union may be promoted among men. I owe good will to all mankind.

The proposition read by the Moderator, in the affirmative of which my worthy opponent has addressed you, has not come before you in precisely the form intended by mo. I first presented it in the following form: "Do the Scriptures teach the doctrine that 'justification by faith only, is a most wholesome doctrine and very full of comfort?'" This is found in my second letter. In his letter following this, he makes no allusion to this question directly. In my next reply, or third letter, I refer to it again, as follows "You preach, and your Discipline affirms, that 'justification by faith only, is a most wholesome doctrine and very full of comfort.' Will you affirm and defend
this? If you will, I will meet you and deny." This called forth the following reply, in his fourth letter: "You appear anxious to assail the Ninth Article of Religion, as found in the Methodist Discipline—or at least a part of it—and rather than have no debate, I may accommodate you with the opportunity; but really I do not see why you are so intent upon diverting attention from the first issue raised by yourself." Thus far, you perceive, nothing but the latter part of the Ninth Article was assailed by me, and Mr. Merrill's own written statement shows that he so understood me, and when he speaks of accommodating me, rather than have no debate, he has nothing in his mind but the latter part of the Article. In my letter of March 5th, the following shows that I still had the same in my mind: "The affirmative, upon justification by faith only, you believe; for you propose, in the letter before me, to debate even that, rather than have no debate." In his letter of March 9th, with all this before him, he accepts my proposal, in the following words: "If you prefer spending the first day in discussing the Ninth Article of Religion in the Methodist Discipline, I am willing to affirm the doctrine contained in it." Thus ended the matter in our correspondence. Who would have thought of anything from this, but an acceptance of my proposal? But, on reaching here, I was no little surprised to find the whole of the Ninth Article published
as the proposition for our discussion to-day! Nor was I any less surprised, on meeting Mr. Merrill, to hear him maintain that such was his understanding, and refusing to agree to anything else. He, however, said that I could assail whatever portion of the Article I pleased. I have given this brief piece of history to show that my opponent enters this contest with some misgivings, and aims to have something bearing some resemblance to truth, connected with that portion of his creed which he knew I aimed at.

The Article reads as follows: "We are accounted righteous before God, only for the merit of our Lord and Savior Jesus Christ by faith, and not for our own works or deservings; wherefore, that we are justified by faith only, is a most wholesome doctrine and very full of comfort." I care nothing for having the first part of this Article in the proposition, only that it is wholly irreconcilable with the latter part. Nothing can be more self-evident to a man who does his own thinking, than" that man can not be accounted righteous, or justified "only for the merit of our Lord Jesus Christ," and by faith only. If justification is by "faith only," it is not by the merits of Christ only. The merits of Christ and faith are not the same. The merit of Christ is one thing and faith is another, and if a man is justified by one only, nothing is more clear than that he can not be justi-
fled by the other only. No two things in the universe are more different and distinct than the merit of Christ and faith. One is the act of man and the other the goodness or excellence of Christ; and it is a natural impossibility for justification to be by the goodness or excellence of Christ only and by the act of the creature only. No ability, no learning nor ingenuity, can reconcile things thus self-contradictory. I not only deny the possibility of reconciling this contradictory Article of Religion, but I deny that either of the parts are true. If justification is by the merits of Christ only, then Universalism is true, and all men are justified, whether they believe or not; for the merits of Christ are for all men. But the truth is, the goodness, or excellence of Christ, or his merit alone, is so far from justifying any man, that it will only be a source of condemnation, to the man without faith, or with faith and without repentance.

On the other hand, nothing can be more unmeaning than to talk of justification by faith only. Faith only, is faith alone, faith singly, or by itself, or faith without any thing else. Mr. Merrill himself does not believe the doctrine contained in the precise words he is to defend on this occasion. Faith only, alone, singly, or by itself,

is faith without anything else, not excepting the merits of Christ, his blood, or his grace. He does not believe, nor does
any person in this assembly, that man can be justified by the *act of the creature—believing*, without the goodness of Christ, his blood, his grace, or without repentance and confession. Nay, more; he does not believe, nor does his Discipline admit, that a man can be justified—not even infants—without baptism. Let me read you a few words from the Discipline, p. 103: "Dearly beloved, forasmuch as all men are conceived and born in sin, and that our Savior Christ saith, None can enter into the kingdom of God, except he be regenerate and born anew of water and of the Holy Ghost, we beseech you to call upon God the Father, through our Lord Jesus Christ, that of his bounteous mercy he will give to this child that thing which by nature he cannot have, that he may be baptized with water and the Holy Ghost, and received into Christ's holy church and be made a lively member of the same."

Again, on page 104, the minister is required to pray as follows: "We beseech Thee, for thine infinite mercies, that thou wilt look upon *this child*; wash *him* and sanctify *him* with the Holy, Ghost; that he, being delivered from thy wrath, may be received into the ark of Christ's church."

You perceive, clearly, from these short extracts, that the Discipline makes baptism a condition of justification, and to make the language of Jesus apply to infants, it is perverted and most shamefully corrupted. In the place of the plain language of Jesus,
"Except a man be born of water and of the Spirit, he cannot enter into the kingdom of God," the Discipline makes him say, "None can enter into the kingdom of God, except he be regenerate and born anew of water and the Holy Ghost." To enter into the kingdom of God is to enter into a state of justification. To be born of water, is to be baptized, as the Discipline has it, and which, no doubt, is the meaning of it. In applying it to infants, they declare that not even they can enter into the kingdom of God, except they be born anew of water and the Holy Ghost, or except they be baptized and have whatever they mean by being born of the Spirit. This language makes the birth of water a means of justification, in precisely the same words used to make born of the Spirit a means of justification. In applying the language to baptism, the Discipline makes "born of water" mean baptism, and makes it just as much out of the question to enter the kingdom of God without baptism, as without being born of the Spirit. To enter the kingdom of God, is to enter a state of justification. This the gentleman cannot deny. Born of water and of the Spirit must precede entering the kingdom of God. Born of water is not faith, and yet it is something that must be, before a man can enter into the kingdom, both according to our Lord's own teaching and the application of the Discipline, only that the Discip-
line perverts our Lord's teaching, in applying it to infants. As certain, then, as entering the kingdom of God is entering a state of justification, and born, of water does not mean faith, entering a state of justification is not by faith only. I deny that either born of water or of the Spirit is faith, and yet "except a man be born of water and of the Spirit he cannot enter the kingdom of God." In the place of entering by faith only, here are two things—"born of water and of the Spirit"—both in the words of Jesus and the Discipline, that must be, before a man can enter into the kingdom of God. This, neither he nor any other man, occupying his position, will ever answer.

The worthy gentleman has gone into a fine little speculation, in explaining the different senses in which we are justified, and even volunteered, in advance, to inform you that I would have the subject confused. As a matter of course, he knows beforehand how I will have the subject confused! But, in this gratuitous prediction, he will find himself mistaken. The subject is not confused in my mind, nor will I allow him to confuse it in your minds. He is bound to stand out in open day-light on this occasion. I am perfectly aware that men are justified in several different senses; but who gave him the privilege to select justification in one sense, and circumscribe the debate to that! A fine effort this to escape
responsibility! The Article of Religion under discussion confines us to no such limits. It says, that "we are accounted righteous before God," or justified before God, "only for the merit of our Lord and Savior Jesus Christ." Then, in what Mr. Merrill calls the "deduction from this," it affirms that "we are justified by faith only." The discussion is not limited to justification in one sense only, but to all the senses in which "we are justified before God." Our justification before God, after conversion, is as legitimately in the bounds of this discussion, as the justification in conversion. The question we are to discuss, is how "we are justified before God," not in one sense only, but in every sense, in which "we are justified before God," whether in conversion or after conversion. He is to prove that "we are justified before God by faith only." This I deny. It is not by faith only. In this attempt at evasion, he has given pretty clear intimations that he is conscious that justification, in some senses, is not by faith only; but he hopes to find one sense in which it is by faith only, and thus make some show of argument. I leave this intelligent audience to decide how well he succeeds.

Nor does his distinctions, touching different causes of justification, such as meritorious, procuring and instrumental causes, do him any good, unless it be to raise a little fog, in which to conceal himself. Faith is
no more a meritorious cause than repentance or confession. Faith is as much an act of the creature as repentance or the confession. Faith no more procures salvation or justification, than repentance or confession. Faith is simply a means through which man receives salvation, and without which he cannot receive it; but it is no more a means by which man receives salvation than repentance, nor is it any more true that a man cannot be justified without faith, than it is that with faith, and without repentance, he cannot be justified. Christ is truly the meritorious cause. The grace of God is the procuring cause; but the grace of God alone, or without the merit of Christ, does not save or justify any one; nor does the grace of God, though it procures salvation, and the goodness and excellence of Christ, though it merits salvation, save any one without faith, though there is no merit in faith: nor does it save any one, with faith and without repentance, though there is no merit in repentance. Faith is a means appointed through which the salvation or justification procured by the grace of God, and merited by Christ, is received and enjoyed; but not the only means: for none can receive justification without repentance, any more than without faith. Both faith and repentance are acts of the creature, and there is no merit in either; the merit is in Christ; but the merit in Christ will not save or justify
the sinner without faith and repentance: there is, therefore, no sense nor correctness in saying, that justification is by grace only, the merit of Christ only, faith only, or repentance only. It is not by the procuring cause only, the meritorious cause only, or the instrumental cause only, that we are justified. The grace of God procured justification, the goodness of Christ merited it, and the divine appointment of faith, repentance, confession, etc., the means through which that which the grace of God procured, and the Lord merited, is received by the sinner.

I. With these explanations, I am ready to look at the arguments of the gentleman. His first argument is drawn from the Scripture representations of human depravity. With him, we are not accounted righteous before God for our works or deservings; or, to make the argument what he is to make it on this occasion, we are not justified by our works or deservings, because we are so deeply depraved, that our works are evil, and our deservings death, but we are justified by faith only! Faith is an act of the creature; hence the Lord commands men to believe, and says, "he that believeth not shall be damned." Here, then, you perceive that my friend's first argument is directly against him. He takes the position that our works are evil, and our deservings death, because we are so depraved, and then maintains that we are
justified by an act of this depraved creature —the act of faith only. No matter how great he makes human depravity, the greater it is, the worse for him; for it is still more incredible that he should be justified by the act of this depraved creature —the act of believing only! In precisely so much as his argument bears against repentance, confession, or anything else man is required to do, in order to justification, it bears against faith. If man's depravity is a reason why repentance shall not be a means of his justification, it is equally a reason why faith shall not be a means; for one is as much an act of a depraved creature as the other. Thus it is seen, that his first argument, in the place of proving his doctrine, refutes it.

II. His second argument is equally singular. It is founded upon those Scriptures that ascribe salvation to the grace of God. This is singular enough? How saying salvation is by grace, can prove that it is by faith only, is a little difficult to understand! The logic, I suppose, runs thus: Salvation is by grace; therefore it is by faith only—"a most wholesome doctrine, and very full of comfort." Clear proof this, indeed I But in the same connection in which the Apostle says, it is "by grace," he says it is "through faith." Justification is not by grace only, or faith only, but "by grace, through faith." The salvation is not of yourselves, but the gift of God, by grace,
through faith, but not by grace alone, or faith *alone*.

Mr. M. appeared to anticipate the difficulty in his path, hence he inquired, "May it not be that the grace of God, the originating cause of salvation, has so provided for the justification of sinners as to suspend the offer upon the condition of works?"

"This," he says, "is the point in dispute." He further adds, that "if it is of grace at all, all idea of human merit must be excluded." No matter if all idea of human merit is to be excluded, that does not prove justification by faith only. We have no argument about human merit. I have said nothing about justification by human merit. That is a mere figment of his own imagination—a mere chimera of his own invention. All he has said, or can say, against justification by human merit, militates nothing against me. If it proves that repentance or confession cannot be means, or conditions, through which the grace of God, and merit of Christ, give remission of sin, or justification, it proves, with precisely the same force, that faith cannot be a means or condition. For faith is an act of the creature—a depraved creature; and there is no merit in faith any more than there is in repentance. Justification, therefore, can no more be by *faith only*, than by repentance only. His reasoning thus refutes himself.

But this is not the worst. He is bound
to prove that justification is by faith only, because it is not of works. "It turns not on the kind of works, whether moral or ceremonial," he informs us. Here we shall show him it does depend on the kind of works, and, in doing so, shall strand him so that he cannot recover. Has he ever examined the subject sufficiently, to know that faith itself is a work; and, therefore, if a man is justified by faith only, it is not only justification by work, but justification by work only! Jesus says, "This is the work of God, that ye believe on him whom he hath sent." John vi. 29. The Apostle speaks of the "work of faith." I. Thess. i. 3. Thus, you perceive, faith itself is not only, as before shown, an act of the creature—an act of a depraved creature—but a work performed by the creature; but, being a work required by the Lord, it is a work of God, but no more so than repentance. If "we are justified by faith only," and if justification by faith only, "is a most wholesome doctrine and very full of comfort," you see that we are justified not only by an act of a depraved creature—a work performed by a depraved creature—the work of faith, but by that act, or that work, of a depraved creature alone. Thus my opponent, in his argument against justification by work—indiscriminately work of every kind—has refuted himself without intending it, or even knowing it.

The true state of the case is, that Paul
is simply disclaiming justification by the works of the law of Moses, or the deeds of the law, but is not denying justification by the works or deeds of the gospel. There is no salvation by the deeds, or obedience of the law, but there is salvation by the deeds, or obedience of the gospel. The entire argument of Paul (Gal. iii. 1-29), is to show that justification is not by the law of Moses, but by the gospel of Christ. Hence he says, "This only would I learn of you, Received ye the Spirit by the works of the law, or by the hearing of faith?" The law here, is the law of Moses, and the "hearing of faith," is simply hearing the gospel, or the faith, which means the gospel. At verse 13, he says, "Christ hath redeemed us from the curse of the law." This is manifestly the law of Moses. He does not mean to say that Christ has redeemed us from the curse of the gospel; nor is it the gospel that says,

"Cursed is every one that hangeth on a tree." Abraham was not justified by the deeds of the law of Moses, but before the law; not in circumcision, but in uncircumcision, or before circumcision—he "believed God and it was counted to him for righteousness;" and Abraham is "the father of circumcision to them who are not of the circumcision only, but who also walk in the steps of that faith of our father Abraham, which he had, being yet uncircumcised." The faith of Abraham had "steps of faith," for us to walk in, and not faith
alone, or faith without any steps for men to walk in. "Abraham received the sign of circumcision, a seal of the righteousness which he had yet being uncircumcised; that he might be the father of all them that believe, though they be not circumcised; that righteousness might be imputed unto them also; and the father of circumcision to them who are not of the circumcision only, but who also walk in the steps of that faith of our father Abraham, which he had yet being uncircumcised." Romans iv. 11-12. Where shall we find these "steps of that faith?" We must appeal to another Apostle to describe these "steps of that faith," by which Abraham was justified, and the steps that we must walk in, if that righteousness is imputed to us.

I will go to the apostle James to find the steps of the faith of Abraham, and invite my worthy friend to come and walk with me in the steps of that faith, that the righteousness of Abraham may be imputed to us. I commence James ii. 14: "What doth it profit, my brethren, though a man say he hath faith and have not works? Can faith save him?" My opponent may say faith can save him, but the Apostle does nob say so. Nor is he here speaking of the works of the law by which no man could be justified, but the works of faith—of Abraham—of the gospel—good works which God hath ordained that we should
walk in them. Let us hear him proceed: "If a brother or sister be naked, or destitute of daily food, and one of you say unto them, Depart in peace, be ye warmed and filled; notwithstanding ye give them not those "things which are needful for the body; what doth it profit?" My opponent’s position makes him say, It justifies, for justification is by faith only, or faith without anything else. But what does the Apostle say? He says, "Even so faith, if it hath not works, is dead, being alone." My opponent cannot say I am not in order, for he introduced the case of Abraham. Lotus, then, continue to hear the Apostle.

"Yea, a man may say, Thou hast faith, and I have works; show me thy faith without thy works, and I will show thee my faith by my works. Thou believest that there is one God—thou doest well; the devils also believe, and tremble." I confess this is a severe comment upon my friend’s doctrine, but he must not blame me for it. The next expression is very severe. He says, "Wilt thou know, O vain man, that faith without works is dead? Was not Abraham our father justified by works, when he had offered Isaac, his son, upon the altar." Here we find "the steps of that faith" of Abraham, and the time when he was justified by it—when he offered his son, he was justified by faith, but not by faith only, but justified by works also. "Seest thou," says the holy Apostle, "how
faith wrought with his works, and by works was. faith made, perfect." Hear him proceed: "And the Scripture was fulfilled which saith, Abraham believed God, and it was imputed unto him for righteousness." Here, then, in tracing the steps of Abraham, we find him justified by faith, though not by faith only, but works wrought with his faith, and by his faith and obedience together, he was justified, and he was called the friend of God. The Apostle says, "Ye see, then, how that, by works, a man is justified, and not by faith only." He enforces it still further, as follows: "Likewise also was not Rahab the harlot justified by works when she had received the messengers, and had sent them out another way; for as the body without the Spirit is dead, so faith without works is dead also."

III. The third argument of my friend amounts to nothing, only to add one to the numerical number; and one, too, that refutes the proposition he has engaged to prove. Who denies that salvation is ascribed to the death of Christ? We knew this long ago; but knew at the same time that there is no propriety in saying that justification is by the death of Christ and, at the same time, by faith alone.

IV. His fourth argument, is nothing but an assumption, that he did not have courage to state, viz.: That faith alone brings the penitent into contact with the blood of
Christ, and renders it efficacious to the removal of guilt. He left the word only, or alone, out. How ridiculous the idea of faith rendering the blood of Christ efficacious. Faith produces no change in the blood of Christ, but produces a change in man, preparing him for the cleansing of the blood of Christ.

Y. His fifth argument has been answered with his third, being nothing but the same thing, repeated under a new number, or head.

MR. MERRILL'S SECOND SPEECH,

GENTLEMEN MODERATORS AND RESPECTED HEARERS:

Before resuming the course of affirmative argument, by which I design further to demonstrate the soundness of my proposition, I will call your attention to a few things in the speech which you last heard.

The "brief piece of history," which my friend has given, indicates that he is not quite satisfied with his position here. He wanted to take part of the Article, but I did not see fit to allow that. If the doctrine contained in the Article is unsound, there can certainly be no unfairness in examining it as a whole. He has the right to assail any part of it he may choose, but I stand pledged before you to maintain it all. As to the correspondence, I have only to say
that all who read it carefully, will see that I never agreed to anything other than to affirm the doctrine contained in the Article.

My friend never called in question the correctness of my interpretation of the Article, nor did he assail the doctrine I presented as contained in the Article, but in a very bland way proceeded to assail a doctrine which he told you I did not believe, and which the Discipline does not admit! Why did he not show the error of my interpretation? He could not. Why, then, did he not assail the doctrine I presented? "Well, I suppose he thought he could make better speed in assailing a doctrine which nobody cares to defend. Who believes in faith without the blood of Christ as its object? Who believes in justification by faith separate and apart from the blood of Jesus and the grace of God? The Article teaches us no such thing; the church which adopts the Article has nothing to do with any such doctrine; no legitimate construction of her language can make her give the least countenance to it. But my friend, by pursuing this course, proclaims his inability to meet the proposition fairly. I need not repeat my interpretation of the Article. Mr. Franklin must make a better out than this, or his reputation as a debater will suffer.

He read you some passages from the baptismal service, trying to prove that our church makes baptism a condition of pardon or justification. He appears in great
haste to debate our fourth proposition. That subject will be before us on Saturday next, and I apprehend he will get enough of it when the time comes. In regard to his use of the language read, I will only remark that, in his hands, to adopt his own very expressive language, "it is perverted and most shamefully corrupted! "When the Discipline professes to quote the language of Christ, it quotes word for word, as he might have seen by turning one leaf. His misapprehension of the language read will be pointed out in proper time.

I did express some "fear" that the gentleman had the different kinds of justification confused in his mind, and his remarks on the subject have satisfied me that my fear was well grounded. He objects to my making those distinctions, calling it "a fine little speculation," and then immediately confesses that such distinctions ought to be made! He says, "I am perfectly aware that men are justified in several different senses." But he wishes to know why I would confine the discussion to justification in one sense; my answer is, because the Article under discussion speaks of justification only in the one sense. Where does he get authority for applying the Article to any other subject than that contained in it?

Nor does he like the distinctions between the different causes of justification A proper attention to those distinctions would take all the wind out of his sail. In this
connection he said something about raising "fog," but it is not "fog" that he fears—it is the light that alarms him. But he must admit that there are different causes of justification. He can not deny the fact, yet he charges me with raising "fog," because I point out these causes! Why did he not take hold of the distinctions I made, and show you what was wrong about them? Why did he not prove that the Article ignores or excludes the different causes of justification? He know well that this was impossible; and it was much easier to talk about "fog." I maintain that we are justified by grace only, by the blood of Jesus only, and by faith only; that grace is the only originating cause, that the blood is the only procuring cause, and that faith is the only receiving cause: has he made an attack on this doctrine? He has not. He asserts that faith is not a meritorious cause any more than repentance; but who said it was? He says "faith no more procures justification than repentance or confession;" but who said it does? I never did. The blood of Jesus merited and procured justification, and faith appropriates the merited blessing. But he puts faith, repentance, etc., upon an equality as respects the work of justification. In this he differs from all the inspired writers. Not one of them ever said we and justified by repentance, or by confession. Faith implies these, but they can not fill the office of faith. They are never
imputed for righteousness. They are in deed necessary to faith, or inseparable from the exercise of a genuine faith, but they do not stand in the same relation to justification with faith. As for a justification by faith without repentance, I know nothing about it; but while faith is accompanied by repentance, it is the faith and not the repentance that justifies the soul.

The gentleman made an attack upon my argument from the Scripture representation of depravity. But did he either admit or deny the correctness of my view of that subject? He did not venture to do so. My argument was, that we are so deeply depraved that the ground of justification can not be in us; how does he reply? He tells you that faith is the act of the creature, and that if we can not be justified by works, because of our depravity, we can not be by faith for the same reason. He probably did not observe that in this he was opposing St. Paul, who appeals to the universality of human depravity, in proof that we must be justified by faith and not by works. Faith is the act of the creature, but it is also the "fruit of the Spirit." It is not the product of nature, but of grace; and it is not of the same character with "works," for it stands contrasted with works. True it works, and is called a work, but still it is a work peculiar in its character. Hence Paul speaks of "him that worketh not, but believeth." My friend would have objected to this. He
would have insisted that believing and working were one and the same thing.
life never could have written as Paul did. The argument from depravity stands
untouched.

He also attempted to reply to my argument founded on those Scriptures
which ascribe salvation to the grace of God. But did he analyze that argument,
and show its fallacy? Did he show how justification can be by grace and by
works both? Not at all! He knew that this argument was made by St. Paul
himself. In regard to this argument, he says: "If it proves that repentance or
confession can not be means or conditions, through which the grace of God,
and merit of Christ, give remission of sin, or justification, it proves, with
precisely the same force, that faith can not be a means or condition. I' If he
will just overthrow that position of the Apostle, and show that faith and works
ought not to be contrasted, he may then reason thus. But he says "there is no
merit in faith any more than there is in repentance." Who said there was? But
did God therefore do wrong in appointing faith, instead of repentance, to be
the receiving cause of justification? Have I ascribed any merit to faith? "It is of
faith, that it might be by grace;" Rom. iv. 16. It could not be by grace through
works, but it is of grace, through faith.

But my friend is going to "strand" me so that I can not recover! Worse and
worse! I have refuted myself without intending it, or even knowing it! Well, I presume he would have been safe in adding, "without anyone else knowing it." But how does he make all this out? By showing over again that faith is a work! Thus he will persist in confounding works and faith, although the Scriptures contrast them. He appears to think that because God appointed faith as the condition of justification, faith being the work of the creature, therefore some other work of the creature must be as meritorious as faith, and just as much a condition of justification as faith!

But we must look at his distinction between the works of the law, and the works of the gospel. There is a difference between the works of the law, and those of the gospel, but Mr. Franklin has failed to point out the difference. I think it probable that he will try this over again. What does he mean by the law of Moses? Does he refer to the ceremonial or the moral law? When Paul, in his epistle to the Romans, contends against justification by the deeds of the law, he refers to both. Does Mr. Franklin do the same? But if there are any works which mortals can perform, that would be pleasing and acceptable to God, they are such as the moral law of God requires. The reason why men are not justified by the deeds of the law, is not found in the character of the works of the law, but in the
fact that human depravity is so great that no human actions can stand the test when tried by the law. As a rule of action, the moral law is the same under Jesus that it was under Moses. The moral law, as a rule of conduct, is not repealed. The gospel did not supercede it, nor affect our obligation to it. The best works we can perform, are the works of the law. We obey the gospel by making the law of God our standard of moral action. But never since the fall, have men been justified by works. Abraham was not, yet he lived before the law; that is, before the law of Moses was given. Paul affirms that he was justified by faith. His faith stood opposed to works; not merely to the works of the ceremonial law, for that law was unknown; but opposed to works as such. No man ever was justified by the law of Moses, strictly speaking; that law pointed to Christ, and to the promise of blessing through him, but it could not justify the soul. Abraham was justified by faith before that law was given; and his faith is contrasted, by the Apostle, with his works; therefore the works referred to by St. Paul, are not merely works of the ceremonial law, but works as such—works good in themselves, but which even Abraham did not, and could not perform, so as to secure thereby the blessing of God. But Abraham's faith was not alone. This my friend dwells upon, as though it militated against my position. But it does not.
Faith is dead when it is alone. It does not act; hence it does not justify. I have nothing to do with a dead faith. But while faith is not alone, it is only the faith that receives the blessing of pardon. If my friend cannot understand this, I will endeavor to illustrate it and make it plainer. But I go with him to consult St. James. Mr. Franklin assumes that Paul and James speak of justification in the same sense. If they do, they contradict each other. An infidel might take his position, and thus array one Apostle against another, but surely a Christian minister ought not. There is no contradiction between these men of God. One speaks of justification in the sense of pardon and the other in the sense of approbation; therefore one teaches justification by faith without works, and the other by works. Abraham was justified in both senses. He was justified by faith, when he believed God, and it was counted to him for righteousness; this was before Isaac was born. He was then accounted righteous. This was one justification, the one of which Paul speaks, but it was not his only justification. James tells us of another. He was justified by works, when he offered Isaac, his son, upon the altar.

This was quite a number of years after the former justification; but my friend will have Abraham justified but once, and that not for several years after he believed God, and it was counted to him for righteous-
ness. Thus he makes James contradict Paul, and takes it upon himself to contradict them both! He is extremely unfortunate in his positions.

But he had something to say about "the steps of Abraham's faith." "What does this mean? Abraham believed God, and was accepted as righteous, was justified; but his faith led to obedience. He did what God commanded. He thus proved his faith, and increased it. Then God commended his conduct, giving him particular evidences of his approbation.

So with all who follow his example. But does this prove that Abraham was never justified until he had offered Isaac, his son, upon the altar? "Not by any means. Then the argument of my friend fails. Abraham was a justified man before Isaac was born; but he still trusted in God, obeyed him, and waited the fulfillment of the promise. His faith wrought obedience; his obedience strengthened his faith in turn, and prepared him for greater trials. The great trial came, but he was ready. "Faith wrought with his works, and by works was faith made perfect." But was faith made perfect before or after the first justification of Abraham? Will Mr. Franklin answer this? But I need not pursue the subject further, until my friend renews his effort to show that James and Paul, and our proposition, all speak of justification in the same sense.

His allusions to my other arguments
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were too slight to require any attention. Until he gathers courage to make a
stronger attack upon them than he has yet done, I need pay no attention to
what he has said. It is quite easy to say an argument contains nothing but
assumption, and if he is satisfied with that sort of reply, of Course I shall not
complain. I hope, however, he will yet muster courage to look the other four
arguments fall in the face. In the mean time, I will present him another.

VII. My seventh argument is, that faith removes condemnation from the
heart. I base this upon John iii. 18: "He that believeth on him is not
condemned; but he that believeth not is condemned already, because he hath
not believed in the name of the only begotten Son of God." The argument here
is short and direct. Condemnation and justification are opposites. A man
cannot be in both conditions at the same time. He that is not condemned is
justified. But he that believeth not is condemned; therefore, he that believeth
is justified. The moment a man becomes a believer, he is justified, or this
passage is not true. True, his faith will work and bring forth the fruits of
obedience, but that the believer must remain in condemnation until faith
performs this work, is a groundless assumption, at war with this Scripture, and
contradictory to the whole tenor of revelation. I propose to my friend a plain
question. Is. there such a thing as a
believer existing in a state of condemnation? My position is that every believer is justified. But if so, the fruits of faith are not brought forth before faith itself is accounted for righteousness. Obedience follows justification, as it follows faith. But no impenitent man is a believer; hence no impenitent man can be justified.

Now, my friends, let me again remind you that we are here to discuss the doctrine *contained in this Article*; and with any different doctrine we have nothing to do. I insist upon it that Mr. Franklin must either show that I interpret the article erroneously, or he must take the doctrine *as I present it*. His replies to other doctrines, not found in the proposition, are all irrelevant. His forced, arbitrary construction of the Article, is not my affirmative. I have practiced no concealment—raised no "fog;" but he has refused to show the error of my construction, or to answer the doctrine I have advanced. I leave you to decide as to the reason of his course.

**MR. FRANKLIN'S SECOND REPLY.**

GENTLEMEN MODERATORS, LADIES AND GENTLEMEN:

Before I proceed to reply to the speech which you have just heard, I shall attend to another item or two. The gentleman informs us that he is advocating faith *only*, and not faith *alone*. This is rather a nice
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distinction! He believes in, and advocates, justification by faith *only*, but does not believe in justification by faith *alone!* This is rather too small a place for a man of moderate dimensions to escape through. Is there any man here who does not know that justification by faith only, is justification by faith alone? Faith only, and faith alone, are simply two ways of expressing the same thing. His statement, in his first speech, that he believes in, and defends, justification by faith *only*, but not justification by faith *alone*, looks very much like a dodge to avoid the precise issue between us to-day. If I understand his Discipline, and the arguments of his brethren upon it, he is here to prove justification is by faith *alone*, and his friends will be much disappointed to see him attempt to evade the issue, in the place of meeting it fairly, and defending it as they expected. The word *only*, he has informed you, is the word the trouble is about. I have no controversy with any other word in the part of the Article which I proposed to assail. I object to that word, because it excludes everything else but faith. It has no other office in the sentence, but to exclude everything, else. Faith only, in the sentence in question, is faith singly, by itself or alone, and no cavilling can make anything else out of it. He cannot tell what the word only does mean, if it does not mean alone. Let him give a definition of the word *only* that is not
equivalent to *alone*, and claim that such' meaning is sanctioned by the Methodist ministry, and see if he does not place himself in a predicament where he will feel unpleasant.

This attempt to escape the obvious meaning of this word, to a man who understands the matter, is about equivalent to giving up the controversy. When he tries to make you believe that justification, by faith *only*, is not justification by faith *alone*, he virtually admits that justification by faith alone, cannot be sustained, or is not a "most wholesome doctrine, and very full of comfort and that he is perfectly conscious of it. Yet justification by faith *only*, is justification by faith *alone*, the precise thing he has this day appeared upon the stage to prove. From this there is no escape.

We must keep his positions distinctly in view. In the place of coming up to the work, and meeting the issue fairly, he has evaded in the following particulars:

1. He managed to have the whole of the Ninth Article in the place of the clause that we had specified and agreed upon, so as to give him a little more appearance of having a proposition with some part of it bearing some semblance to the truth. This effort evinced a want of confidence in the precise thing he was expected to meet fairly and prove.

2. The next attempt at evasion, was to speak of justification in *different senses*, and
inform you that I would have the subject confused. But it matters not how many senses we are justified in. He is as much bound to show that justification in one sense is by faith only, as justification in any other sense. The subject we ore to discuss, is simply whether justification is by faith only, no matter what sense it is, in which we are justified. I could not permit him to escape here, by narrowing the proposition down to justification in one sense only, but he must stand up to justification in every sense in which we are justified before God, and maintain that it is by faith only.

3. The third attempt at evasion, was to make a distinction between justification by faith only and faith alone. But here is a manifest failure, for there is nothing clearer than that faith only is faith alone.

Nothing is more unfavorable to a man's argument than to see a flinching from the real issue. Why did he not state the question in the precise language, or substantially the same as found in the part of the Article assailed by me? It is clear that he did not like to meet the precise point that I had assailed, and attempt to make it good. Why did he go into metaphysical speculations about justification in different senses, when he is as much bound to show that justification, in one sense, is by faith only, as justification in any other sense is by faith only? Why did he undertake to make a distinction between faith only and
faith alone, only from his consciousness that this position, that justification by faith only, or faith alone, could not be maintained. Probably he was not aware of it, but such does appear to be the fact.

If the worthy gentleman please, we will look at the commission the Lord gave the Apostles, and see if he intended them to preach justification by faith only. Let us hear our Lord: "Go into all the world, and preach the gospel to every creature; he that believeth and is baptized, shall be saved." In this short extract of the commission, we find two things to be done. One was to believe; the other was to be baptized. They were to do both of these things with one object in view, or in order to one object. That object was, that they might be saved, pardoned or justified. The gentleman cannot make the word saved here, mean saved in heaven, or with the everlasting salvation, for this would make the Lord promise that he that believeth, and is baptized, shall be saved in heaven. This the Lord does not promise; for salvation in heaven, or ultimate salvation, does not simply depend upon faith and baptism, but also upon faithful perseverance till death. But his promise is, that he that believeth, and is baptized, shall be pardoned or justified. This, too, is the precise sense in which he admits he is to prove that "we are justified by faith only." Baptism has precisely the same object or design, here, as
forth. The object or design of faith is salvation or justification. Baptism not only has the same object or design that faith has, but it is stated in precisely the same words. As the object of faith and baptism is stated in precisely the same words here, it most unequivocally is the same thing. My friend admits that the object of faith is justification. The precise same words express the object of baptism in the identical same place. The object of baptism, then, is justification. The Lord would not have expressed the design of faith and baptism in the same sentence, and in the exact same words, if the two things to be done had not been in order to the same end. The Apostles were not to tell men to believe *alone* for justification, but to *believe and be baptized*, in order to salvation or justification. This argument he will never answer. The Lord has here put faith and baptism both together for the same purpose, and man may not put them asunder.

When the Lord said, "Except ye repent, ye shall all likewise perish," he makes repentance in order to justification, just as much as faith. Acts ii. 38, he puts both repentance and baptism into his requirements in order to justification, in the following words: "Repent and be baptized every one of you, in the name of Jesus Christ, for the remission of sins, and you shall receive the gift of the Holy Spirit; for the promise is unto you and to your children, and to alt
them that are afar off." Paul defines the promise to Abraham to be to justify the heathen, or the Gentile, through faith. The promise included Jesus, the establishment of Christianity, the opening of the way for man to come to God, and his justification by faith. When Peter preached on Pentecost, the time for the fulfilment of the promise had come, and the Lord was ready to commence justifying sinners through faith. The first sermon was preached. Three thousand persons heard the word, believed it, were pierced in the heart, and, in the place of being justified by faith only, as my friend has it, they cried out, "Men and brethren, what shall we do?" "What do they mean by this? What shall we do for what? The sum of the inquiry is, What shall we do for justification? Here wore the inspired Apostles, the day the Spirit of all wisdom and inspiration came from heaven to guide them into all truth, called and sent to show man the way of justification. They tell them what to do, that they may be justified. They do not tell them to believe, for the word had already pierced them in the heart, when they heard and believed it; and if justification had been by faith only, they would have been justified already. But their faith did not justify them. It simply made them feel their need of justification. It simply induced them to cry out, "Men and brethren, what shall we do?" Nor did the holy
Apostle inform them that they were justified by faith only, but commanded them to repent and be baptized for the remission of sins, or justification. Here are two things to be done, besides believing, for pardon, or in order to justification. One is to repent, and the other is to be baptized. Both are to be done for the same purpose. The design of both is expressed in the same words. That design is remission of sins, or justification. In the place, then, of preaching to them justification by faith only, after they believed, he commanded them to repent and be baptized, in order to justification. The inquirers did what they were commanded to do, and were justified according to the promise to Abraham, according to the will of God, by faith, but not by faith only, but believing with all their hearts, solemnly repenting of their sins, and being baptized into the name of the Father, and of the Son and of the Holy Spirit. No ingenuity, no argument nor learning can ever harmonize this case—this plain case of justification—with the creed of my friend. The thing is impossible.

VI. I shall now proceed to his sixth argument, which I did not reach in my first speech before my time expired, based "on the simple fact, that we are said to be justified by faith." This lacks one word to make it contain his doctrine. That is the precise word in dispute—the word only. Every passage, and the record of every case
of conversion, or justification, recorded in the Bible, lacks that one word. That word being inserted, makes it teach a false doctrine, a doctrine not in the Bible any place, and that cannot be sustained by the Bible. To try to make some show of argument my friend says, "It is said, we are justified by grace, and grace being the only originating cause, we may say, with reference to that feature of the work, it is by grace only." But what propriety or reason would there be in thus saying, when it is as obvious as anything can be, that the blessed God is the only originating cause? Such subtleties are useful to mystify, but not to make clear and intelligible. They only darken counsel. Hence the clear diction of the New Testament contains not the expressions, "justification by grace only," "by works only," or "by faith only," though it has justification by grace, by works and by faith. The same is true in reference to justification by the blood of Christ. No matter if it is the procuring cause, the holy writers had a satisfactory reason for never saying, We are justified by his blood only, and that reason should be sufficient for us. While they did say, we are justified by faith, they never said we are justified by faith only; but, on the other hand, declared that justification is "not by faith only." The clear and obvious solution of those passages, ascribing salvation to different things, is simply, that it is common for
writers and speakers, when treating upon a point, to ascribe a work to that, knowing the hearers or readers will understand that other instrumentalities are to have their appropriate places. Hence, if the speaker is speaking of the blood of Christ, he speaks of our being saved by his blood, with the understanding that it is by grace, through faith, repentance, confession, etc., and, therefore, it would not do to say, salvation by the blood of Christ only, for this excludes everything else. The expression, "justified by faith," is New Testament and proper. I have use for that expression; but the word only added, is an interpolation—a corruption—excluding other things that God has included. It is not true, that faith is the only receiving cause. This is the language of Ashdod. It is unknown to the sacred canon. You find no such thing there as "faith being the only receiving cause—the only condition—and, consequently, there is no reason for saying we are saved or justified by faith only. It can be said, and truly said, that we are "justified by faith," but it cannot be truly said that we are justified by faith only.

Justification by faith, does not exclude justification by grace, by the blood of Christ, by repentance, by confessing Christ, etc., but justification by faith only, does exclude all these—everything else. There is no use for this word only, or the Apostles would have inserted it. The work of my
opponent, on this point, is to create a necessity for the insertion of one word omitted by the Apostles. His church, or the Church of England, before his church, have supplied what they appeared to think, and what Mr. Merrill seems to think, a defect in the apostolic teaching, viz., where the Apostles speak of justification by faith, they have added the word *only*. My opponent's mission, on this occasion, is to vindicate this addition to, and corruption of, the word of God. This is an important point, and we desire him to make it very plain. Did the Apostles teach the whole truth, without adding this word *only*? If they did, what is the use of this word? Where is the need of foisting it into the system? The gentleman desired my special attention here, and I wish to accommodate him. Will he, then, show us right clearly what is gained by adding to the word of God, after the words "justified by faith," the interpolation *only*? Does it add anything to the meaning of the word of God? If it does not, it is useless, and the labor of the gentleman is for nothing. If it does add anything to the meaning, it is sinful and he is sinning in maintaining it.

But I am anxious to satisfy the worthy gentleman on this point. He is as exclusive in his language, as if the word *alone* had been inserted, though he tried to make a distinction between faith *only* and faith *alone*. He says: "Faith does not merely
contribute to the justification of the sinner, it does the work—it justifies." We are aware that God justifies the believer who comes to him in his appointments, but that faith does the work—that it justifies—in any sense only as a means through which God justifies, is wholly out of the question. In the expression, "The like figure whereunto even baptism doth also now save us," we find the words, "Baptism doth also now save us." Save, here, is used in the sense of pardon, or justify. Is the language to be forced into such a construction—such a mere literalism—as to make it say baptism does the work? it justifies? The same license he has taken in the case of faith, would do this; but no man, who gives language a fair and consistent construction, does this. It is God that saves the proper subject, or justifies him in baptism—his own appointment. It is God that justifies, that does the work; not baptism, the act of the creature; but he justifies—does the work for the creature, when he comes to the appointments of God, with a true heart and in a proper manner. Strictly and literally, it is not faith, repentance, confession, calling on the Lord, or any act of the creature, "that justifies—that does the work;" it is literally God that justifies, —that does the work—and no act of the creature. When justification is ascribed to faith, calling on the name of the Lord, confession or baptism, it is simply ascribing the work of jus-
tification to thorn, because they are the appointed means through which he has promised to justify. Literally, the act of the creature does no part of justifying the sinner, but his believing, repenting, confessing and baptism are appointments of God, preparing him for justification or pardon, and through which he comes to the promise that God will justify him or forgive his sins. The work of justification, in the precise sense admitted by my friend to be involved in our discussion, is forgiveness of sins. To say, literally, that faith forgives sins—that it does the work, is simply to say that the act of a depraved creature—the act of believing alone forgives sins—it does the work. This is simply ridiculous. Faith prepares the heart and repentance prepares the life for justification, or remission, and baptism is the divine appointment where the Lord has promised to pardon or justify the man whose heart is prepared by faith and whose life is prepared by repentance.

The gentleman thinks I make Paul and James contradict each other, but in this he is simply mistaken. Paul speaks of Abraham being justified by faith, but did not add my friend's interpolation—only. James speaks of Abraham being justified by works, but. does not add the interpolation only. But James shows my friend how works wrought with his faith, and how both Paul and James could be correct. He was justi-
fled by faith, but not by faith only; and by works, but not by works only; but by his faith and works together. He could not have been justified by his faith without the works, nor by his works without the faith. Both Paul and James are speaking of the same justification, and neither of them adds the word only. That word, in that place, is spurious. The allusion to moral and ceremonial is directly in the line of mystification. There is nothing in it to throw any light on the subject. We are not justified by the law of Moses, neither its faith nor its deeds, or obedience, but we are justified by the gospel—through its faith and obedience.

VII. The gentleman's seventh argument is, "that faith removes condemnation from the heart." Removing condemnation from the heart, is justification or pardon, and this argument, though numbered seventh is nothing but an unsupported assumption, or begging of the question, in taking the precise thing to be proved for granted. That a man who does not believe is condemned, no man here, I presume, doubts; but it is equally true, that the man who believes and does not confess Christ, as the Scriptures inform us some Jews did, is condemned, or he that believes and does not repent, is condemned, which could not be the case, if faith only would justify the sinner. Unbelief will condemn a man, but not any more than impenitence or any oth-
er act of disobedience. This argument, then, turns out to be no argument at all, but simply asserting his doctrine to be true in different words.

MR. MERRILL'S THIRD SPEECH.

GENTLEMEN MODERATORS, AND THE AUDIENCE:

A few things in the gentleman's last speech, demand attention. I am sorry to find him evincing a complaining spirit. He charges me with having attempted *evasion*, in some three particulars. The first point is, that I so managed as to have the whole of the Ninth Article before us for discussion! In his former speech, he said I accepted his proposition to debate this question, but the *truth* is, I regarded this as outside matter, until we agreed upon the questions concerning baptism; then I proposed to affirm the *doctrine contained in the Ninth Article*, and Mr. Franklin accepted my proposition. Nothing else was ever agreed upon. This is my statement of the matter, and for its correctness, I appeal to the correspondence. If he could have garbled the Article, and had the pleasure of beating down a man of straw, he would perhaps have been better satisfied. He is evidently displeased with the correspondence, and I predict that he will be no better satisfied with his performance in the discussion. But I have been guilty of a
terrible evasion, in undertaking to maintain the whole of the Article, instead of a part of it! My friend is easily alarmed. He says my next attempt at "evasion" was in speaking of justification in different senses! But did he not admit that we are justified in several different senses? Ha surely did. Does he now wish to take back that admission? If so, let him take hold of my position, and show that the distinctions I made are wrong. If he can find justification in the proposition, in more than one sense, he can then object with some face to my "narrowing the proposition down to justification in one sense only." I am here to discuss the doctrine contained in the Article, nor will I be turned aside from it by any ill-humored cavils about "evasion." But Mr. F. insists that I have "evaded" something by distinguishing between faith only and faith alone. He sees clearly that my interpretation of the Article, presents a doctrine so clearly scriptural that he cannot gainsay it, and unless he quibbles a little about my interpretation, he cannot so much as keep up the appearance of opposition. He says faith only is faith alone. That depends on circumstances. When we say a certain thing is done by faith only, we express no opinion as to whether faith is alone in the abstract, but simply convey the idea that whatever else may be connected with faith, it is not the associates of faith that does
the work, but only the faith. I say, again, it is not the abstract meaning of the word "only," but the use and application here made of it that I am seeking after. The two words, though they may sometimes be used interchangeably, have different uses. Will my friend deny this? He can not. I am not trying to foist into the proposition a word that does not belong there. I simply insist on a correct construction of the language; but Mr. Franklin is contending against a doctrine which is not in the proposition, which I do not hold, and which he knows is believed by no man on the earth! This he calls debating! This, I suppose, he calls meeting the issue fairly! "Probably he was not aware of it," but Mr. F. has virtually given up the controversy. He says: "I have no controversy with any other word in the part of the article which I proposed to assail. I object to that word, because it excludes every thing else but faith. Now if it should turn out that the word does not exclude the grace of God and the blood of Jesus, the reason and the only reason why he objects to it will disappear. But it does not exclude the grace of God nor the blood of Jesus. If it did I would no more defend it than I would take poison. But no fair criticism can make it exclude these. The Article itself, in so many words, ascribes all the merit of justification to our Lord Jesus Christ. The question is not wheth-
er the word, when taken out of its connection, is capable of the construction Mr. F. is trying to force upon it, but whether, when taken in its connection, it will admit the interpretation for which I contend. Why will the gentleman persist in refusing to examine the use and application of the word in its connection? Why does he not assail the doctrine which I affirm? "Nothing is more unfavorable to a man's argument than a flinching from the real issue." He is opposing the doctrine of justification by faith without grace, without the blood of Jesus, and without every thing else; but he knows that that is not the doctrine contained in the proposition—he knows that no person ever did, or ever will affirm such an idea!

That the worthy gentleman may have no excuse for his course, I repeat that the word "only" does not exclude the grace of God, which is the only originating cause of justification; that it does not exclude the blood of Christ, which is the only meritorious cause; but it does exclude the merit of works, showing that faith is the only receiving cause. Will the Article bear this interpretation? Then my friend must meet the issue as here presented, or he must fail. The gentleman has seen fit to occupy a part of his time, again, in discussing the fourth proposition, but I will give his remarks a passing notice. He quotes the "commission," and infers from
it that baptism sustains the same relation to justification that faith does; but his argument is defective in that it assumes; without proof, that the word saved means justification. He denied that the word saved, in the commission, refers to the future state. But it stands opposed to the word damned, in the same passage, and in contending against Universalism, the gentleman invariably applies the latter term to the future state. The salvation does relate to the future state, notwithstanding my friend's denial; and inasmuch as baptism is a covenant rite, and implies certain covenant engagements, the passage clearly implies the fulfillment of those covenant engagements on the part of those to whom the future salvation is promised. Hence, "He that believeth and is baptized shall be saved;" but he that believeth is not condemned. The one looks to the future and says shall be; the other relates to present experience, and employs the present tense.

Strangely enough, my learned opponent finds a condition of justification in the Savior's words, "Except ye repent, ye shall all likewise perish." Why is it never said that we are justified by repentance? Can Mr. Franklin tell? In his remarks on Acts ii. 38, my friend was exceedingly unfortunate. He assumed that repentance is wholly separate or distinct from faith, so as to be distinct condition; but the only faith that will justify the soul, arises from a penitent
heart. There can be no true faith without repentance. He assumed that the persons addressed, *had the faith* required. This is a grand mistake. He assumed that the word "for" (*eis*) has the meaning, in that place, of *in order to*. This is gratuitous. He also confounded the *means* of justification, with the *condition*. Repentance and baptism, were well calculated to promote faith, to lead those inquiring souls to trust in Christ alone for salvation, and hence the Apostle urged them to repent and be baptized, for the remission of sins. This could all be, and yet neither the repentance nor the baptism fill the office of faith. "Faith only," neither excludes the antecedent preparation of heart, nor its own fruits; but while faith implies repentance and obedience, neither repentance nor obedience can justify—neither the one nor the other is imputed to us for righteousness. If repentance and baptism sustain the same relation to justification that faith does, will the gentleman tell us why it is that justification is invariably ascribed to faith, but is never ascribed either to repentance or baptism? *He can not.* Repentance has its place and office in the great process of salvation, but it does not justify; so with baptism, but it is never said to justify: that office is only filled by faiths—genuine, living faith—not the mere assent of the mind, but the faith of the heart.

The gentleman has a very easy method
of disposing of points which he cannot meet. He very blandly pronounces them "metaphysical," "assumptions," "mystifications," etc. Now this is all appreciated. Every intelligent hearer will place the right estimate upon it. It is an attempt to throw dust to cover his retreat.

He pretends to answer my sixth argument. But how does he do it? He quotes part of a sentence, and then insists that it is not the precise language of Scripture! then makes a nice distinction by showing that, whereas I said the grace of God was the only originating cause, he has discovered "that the blessed God is the only originating cause?" Why does he indulge in such "metaphysics?" Simply because he feels conscious that when I show plainly that, as it respects one feature of the work, it is only of grace, and as it respects another feature of the work, it is only by the blood of Jesus, and as it respects the third feature of the work, the Bible never ascribes it to repentance, to confession or to baptism, but to faith, and only to faith, he cannot dispute it. When I show that this is the meaning of the Article, he feels deeply conscious that he must pervert it, and make it appear to mean something else, or be compelled to cease his opposition to it. He tells us that, when the sacred writers ascribe justification to faith, it is implied that other instrumentalities are to have their appropriate places. Just so say I. But it is not the
place of repentance to justify; it is not for baptism to justify; but faith does justify. I insist upon it that repentance, confession and baptism shall have their appropriate places; but my friend is anxious to take them put of their appropriate places, and put them where the Bible puts faith, and never puts anything else. By the way, has he attempted to show what else beside faith is imputed to us for righteousness? He has not, and never will.

He quotes the language, "The like figure whereunto even baptism doth also now save us;" but does he not see, from the structure of the passage, that baptism is the "figure" or emblem of the salvation which is by the "resurrection of Jesus Christ?" Does he not know that Saul of Tarsus, Cornelius and those who were with him when Peter first preached to the Gentiles, were all justified before they were commanded to be baptized? Surely he cannot have overlooked all this. I invite the attention of the gentleman to this fact. No man ever received the Holy Ghost, according to the New Testament promise, while in a state of condemnation. But the persons above-mentioned received the Holy Spirit before they were baptized, and were commanded to be baptized because they had received the Spirit. How will he reconcile this fact with his fourth proposition, which he is now debating? Can he insist, in the face of it, that baptism is a condition
of justification? Let him attempt to dodge this by pretending to find a difference between the miracle-working power of the Spirit, and its sanctifying and comforting presence, and I promise you that he shall utterly fail.

He very prudently passes my seventh argument, by calling it assumption, begging the question, asserting the point in dispute in other words, etc.; but is it possible that he forgets that my "assertion" was based directly upon a plain "Thus saith the Lord," which he has not reconciled with his notions, and never can?

VIII. My eighth argument is, that every true believer is in possession of eternal life. "He that believeth on the Son hath everlasting life;" John iii. 36. "Verily, verily, I say unto you, he that heareth my word, and believeth on him that sent me, hath everlasting life, and shall not come into condemnation; but is passed from death unto life;" John v. 24. What is it to have eternal life? My friend will tell you it is to have it in promise or prospect. It means this, and more than this. We do not on earth possess it in the highest sense—no one pretends this; but we do possess it in an important, positive sense. Life follows birth, and when we are born again, we obtain a new life. This life is a positive principle. We have it in possession. The soul is quickened and raised up from a death in sin to a life of holiness. "But is passed
from death unto life." Mark this expression. It points to a present experience—a positive resuscitating influence upon the soul. The Scriptures never speak of spiritual life, as though the life enjoyed by faith were different from that promised hereafter. They always call it eternal life, To cut off all ground for caviling, I refer to 1. John v. 11-12: "And this is the record, that God hath given to us eternal life; and this life is in his Son. He that hath the Son, hath life; and he that hath not the Son of God, hath not life." Christ dwells in the heart by faith; there is, therefore, no such thing as a genuine believer living for a single hour, after becoming a believer, under condemnation, or in a state of spiritual death. Mr. F. claims that they do remain in death and condemnation until they are immersed. His theory thus flatly contradicts the Bible. According to his theology, Christ does not dwell in the heart by faith, but by baptism. But my friend can never make it appear that "hath" means "will have," or "may have," or "expects to have;" he can never show that a believer remains in death for a single moment after believing. He may call this argument nothing but assumption, mystification, or begging the question; but he will never meet the issue it presents.

I will conclude this speech by calling your' attention, once more, to Paul and James. My friend denies making them
Paul teaches that Abraham was justified when he believed God and his faith was counted for righteousness. James says Abraham was justified by works when he offered Isaac upon the altar. Mr. Franklin says he was not justified until the time mentioned by James. If he was not, he was not justified at the time his faith was counted for righteousness, which was before Isaac was born. But Abraham was a pious, upright, justified man, long before he offered Isaac upon the altar. There is no possible way to understand this subject, without admitting two distinct justifications—one by faith, before Isaac was born, and the other by works when Isaac was offered upon the altar. This will reconcile the apparent discrepancy between St. Paul and St. James, and at the same time show that James does not contradict the proposition before us. James speaks of the justification of a righteous man, who had long enjoyed the favor of God, by a special manifestation of divine approval; but Paul and the Discipline speak of the act of God's grace by which a guilty sinner is pardoned and accepted through the merit of Christ.

But the gentleman distinguishes between law works and gospel works. His distinction is gratuitous. What does he mean by gospel works? If he mean any thing pertinent to the subject in hand, he must refer to the works which he insists upon as con-
ditions of justification. These are repentance, confession and baptism. But does James apeak of these? He does not! I dispute Mr. Franklin's position here, and call upon him for the proof. Let him define his gospel works, and show where James mentions them as conditions of the justification of the sinner, and he will then do something worthy his position. Until he does this, his repetitions are vain.

I put to the worthy gentleman a plain question or two, which I hope be will answer. Was Abraham justified and accepted as righteous, before Isaac was born? Was any thing but faith accounted to him for righteousness? Are we not justified just as Abraham was? I admit that Christians must be justified by works, as James teaches, but we are debating about the justification of sinners.; and this, I maintain, with Paul, was by faith, and not of works, lest any man should boast. Mr. F. will not answer whether Paul speaks of the moral or ceremonial law this: is all "mystification!" But he can make distinctions where there is no difference, without any fear of mystifying.

__________________

MR. FRANKLIN'S THIRD REPLY.

GENTLEMEN MODERATORS, LADIES AND GENTLEMEN:

I think if you would allow me the same liberty with Paine's Age of Reason, taken by, Mr. M. with the Article in dispute, I
could make a Christian of him, and reconcile his infidel book with the Bible. The liberty I allude to, is simply to explain that the Article does not mean what it says—that, though it contains the Words "justification by faith only" it does not mean justification by faith alone, faith by itself, by faith singly, or without anything else. Just allow me the privilege of maintaining that Paine did not mean what he said, when he pronounced religion an imposition, and Jesus an impostor, but that he meant that religion is divine, and Jesus the Son of God, and it places him in a very different attitude. But no man can show that he meant any thing else than what he said, nor can any man show that the Discipline means any thing else only precisely what it says—that "justification by faith only is a most wholesome doctrine, and very full of comfort." What does the word only mean in the Discipline, or in the estimation of the General Conference, It occurs to me that I can find this same word, "only," in another place in the Discipline, and it may be of interest to this audience to know how Mr. M., and his brethren in the ministry, interpret it. Mr. Merrill denies that only means alone, or that justification by faith only means justification by faith alone, or by faith without any thing else. Let me refer him, and his brethren in the ministry, to another passage in the Discipline, where the word only is found, and frequently ut-.
tered by the preachers, and see if it does not mean *alone, or* without any thing else. If Mr. M. was married according to the Discipline, when he had his lady by the hand, the preacher who married him made him promise that, forsaking all others, he would "keep only unto her;" Dig. p. 151. What does the word *only* mean here? Does it not exclude every other person?

But now, to come at the matter at once, I make a reasonable request of Mr. Merrill. He says the word *only*, in the proposition, does not mean *alone*. Then I ask him what that word does mean. I ask him not what the Article means; but, as he has admitted that the word *only* is the word the controversy is about, I ask him to define what that word means in the Article. What office does it perform in the sentence? If he says it does not exclude any thing else besides faith, then tell us precisely what it means, or what its office is; and let him say, too, at the same time, whether he has not given up the controversy. If he does not understand the word *only* to exclude *works*, why does he start out with an argument against justification by *works*? Has he not shown clearly that he understands the word *only* to exclude *works*? Certainly he has, and the precise interpretation that he gives that word, to make it exclude *works*, makes it exclude every thing else. From this there is no escape. The very circumstance, then, that
he has attempted to evade the clear and obvious meaning of the main term in our proposition, to use his style, proclaims his consciousness that his Article cannot be sustained. I expected to disprove his doctrine, but I did not expect him thus virtually to shrink from it, and show that he knew that he could not defend it! I have not seen a man so utterly confused and confounded as he was in the speech just delivered, for a long time. What reply did he make to my refutation of his miserable farce of faith doing the work—faith justifying? He says faith does the work—it justifies! Faith is the act of the creature—the act of a depraved creature—it (the act of a depraved creature) does the work—it justifies! What disposition has he made of this absurd position? None in the world; nor can he or any other man. Here he is in the absurdity of saying that faith, the act of the creature—the act of a depraved creature, and that act only—does the work—it justifies or pardons! What answer has he made to this? None in the world. How does he reconcile this with his argument drawn from depravity? His argument is, that man is depraved and, therefore, can do nothing meritorious, or that can merit justification; but this depraved creature can believe. Believing is an act of the creature, of a depraved creature—a work performed by the creature, that justifies, pardons or does the work—this act of the
depraved creature only justifies—does the work!!

The worthy gentleman asks if I wish to take back my admission, that men are justified in different senses. No, sir, I do not wish to take it back, nor anything else that I have said, but I wish to know by what rule of logic, or what kind of reasoning, when we are discussing the grand subject of justification, as asserted in the Article in dispute, he should be permitted to escape the whole question of justification except in one sense only? The Discipline does not say that we are justified in one sense by faith only, or that the justification of the sinner is by faith only, but "Wherefore, that we are justified by faith only is a most wholesome doctrine, and very full of comfort." Who is it speaking of? "We," who are justified by faith only? We Methodists, of course. It does not say that we have been, or were, justified, but that we are justified by faith only. I complain not of him for saying that men are justified in different senses, for this is new to no one here; but I blame him for trying to evade the discussion of justification except in one sense, when he has no reason for it. He has not given the first reason for asserting that the Article is speaking of justification in one sense, and no more, and then assuming that the one sense is the justification or pardon of the sinner. But I have dealt with men in his position too frequent-
ly not to understand their complaint, and the treatment necessary. I am succeeding well with him, and hope I shall convert him. I shall, therefore, proceed to examine his case, and see how far he has progressed towards conversion. He has divided justification into four classes. 1st, "Infantile justification." He says, we have no controversy respecting this. He grants that "infantile justification" is not by faith only. This is one fourth converted. 2nd, "It is the justification of the sinner in the sense of pardon." This he considers the point in dispute. 3rd, "The justification of the righteous by obedience, in the sense of approval." This justification is by obedience, or by works, he admits, and, therefore, yields the point that justification in this sense is not by faith only. This you may count another fourth converted. 4th, The transactions in the judgment. This justification, in the last judgment, he admits is not by faith only. This I claim as another fourth, or making him three fourths converted; or, in other words, justification in three senses, out of the only four senses in which it is used in the New Testament, he admits is not by faith only. This far he is now right, if we can only keep him so.

Now, I wish it distinctly understood, that I do not believe the Discipline only means justification in one sense, or in the, sense of pardon only. But, as Mr. M.
shrinks, yields the point and admits that infant justification, the justification of the righteous and the justification in the last judgment, or justification in these three senses is net by faith only, we must excuse him from any further debate on these points. To state the matter more clearly, he does not believe that infants are justified by faith only, or, which he thinks the same, only for the merits of our Lord Jesus Christ! He does not believe that the righteous are justified by faith only, or, which he thinks the same, only for the merits of our Lord Jesus Christ, but by works. He does not think that the justification in the judgment will be by faith only, or, which he thinks the same, only for the merits of our Lord and Savior Jesus Christ. But he does believe that the sinner is justified by faith only. Where does he go to find his first example of the justification of a sinner? He goes to Abraham, a righteous man, to whom God made the promise containing a blessing for all nations of the earth, and who believed that promise that God made to him and it was counted to him for righteousness. This is his case of the justification of a sinner. Who was this sinner? Abraham, who had been a righteous man many long years before this, and who had long before this obeyed the voice of the Lord. He only needs a few assumptions here to make out the case. 1st, That you believe him, that
Abraham was a *sinner*. 2nd, That he was pardoned, or justified from his sins, and not in the other sense of approval, which, he admits not to be by faith only. 3rd, That Abraham was justified *twice*—once when he believed, and once when he offered Isaac. 4th, That the Article in dispute, means the former justification and not the latter. 5th, That it was not by faith, but by faith only, he was justified. But the truth in the case is, that Abraham was a righteous man, and not a *sinner*, when God made the promise to him, and there is but the one justification, through faith in the promise, and his works, which wrought with his faith when he offered Isaac. The only argument I need in the premise, complete!}7 to take this case out of his hands, is that he admits that the righteous are justified by works, as James says, and not by faith only; and that Abraham was a righteous man when the Lord made the promise to him, and his justification was not the justification of a sinner, or it was not pardon. Let the worthy gentleman keep cool and meet this difficulty.

VIII. The gentleman's eighth argument is, that every believer is in possession of eternal life. I have heard Universalists maintain that men have eternal life in *possession* now, and I have heard them make the same criticism on the words "*hath* eternal life," and "*is* passed from death unto life;" but it never passed, with me,
for more than a second or third rate sophistry. What does such miserable sophistry amount to, when we hear the Lord say that he will say to the righteous, in the day of judgment, these shall go away "into life eternal!" Will Mr. M. then say, "Master, we had eternal life in possession when we believed; and how is it that you now promise us to go into that which we already have?"

He felt conscious that this was a sophistry when he offered it, and informed you that I will tell you that "they have the promise in prospect." But in this he is mistaken. I do not tell you that you have the promise in prospect. You have the promise in possession, but eternal life in prospect. He knew that this was unsound, and added, "We do not, on earth, possess it in the highest sense." His is a very different gospel from that of Paul. Paul never taught the sinner that he should have eternal life by faith only; but he taught the believers at Rome, that "to them who 'by patient continuance in well doing, seek for glory and honor and immortality, eternal life" should be given. Had Mr. M. been there, he would have replied, "We already possess eternal life." The Lord says, "These shall go away into everlasting punishment, but the righteous into life eternal." Had Mr. M. been present, he would have said, "Master, we already possess eternal life." According, not to my theology, but that of the New Testament,
Christ does dwell in the heart by faith, man has the hope of eternal life by faith, enjoys the prospect of eternal life in the world to come by faith, but does not have eternal life in actual possession now, as every man here must be as conscious as that he is living. But what does this little speculation have to do with the question? How does he make an argument out of it? Is justification eternal life? Did those Jews who believed on Jesus, but would not confess him, have eternal life? They had faith only, but did not confess Jesus, were not justified and did not have eternal life even prospectively. This is an unequivocal proof that his doctrine, of justification by faith only, is not true. The holy writer himself speaks of persons who believed, but did not confess, and who evidently were not justified. Indeed, he has not yet had the nerve to say that any person can be justified with all faith and without confession, or without repentance. Paul puts an eternal veto upon this faith only doctrine. He says, "Though I have all faith, so that I could remove mountains, and have not charity, I am nothing." This is the best definition of the man with faith only, I have ever found. The holy Apostle says "he is nothing." Mr. M. faces the Apostle, and maintains that he is justified, and has, in actual possession, eternal life.

Mr. M. has accused me of getting in advance, to our fourth proposition. But he
is mistaken about this. He has given up that justification, in every sense except
one, is not by faith only, and that one is justification in the conversion of the
sinner. When I follow hint, then, and show that he is wrong even there—that
the justification of the sinner is not by faith Only, he cries out, lustily, that I
am on the fourth proposition! Yet, he invites my attention to the fact, that "No
man ever received the Holy Ghost, according to the New Testament promise,
while in a state of condemnation." But does not Paul assert, in the expression,
that "though I have all faith, so that I could remove mountains, and have not
charity, I am nothing," that a man may have the miraculous gift of faith and
power, so that he could work miracles, yet, because he does not have
something besides "faith only" he is nothing? Here is a man with faith—nay,
more, "all faith "— the spiritual and miraculous gift of faith, so that he can
remove mountains, and at the same time nothing, because he has not charity,
or something more than faith. Can a man be justified by faith only, and at the
same time nothing? Here is a clear and unequivocal evidence that
supernatural spiritual gifts are no evidence of justification, for Paul admits that
a man may have them, in a high degree, and be nothing, and certainly not
justified. I shall not "pretend to find" a difference between miraculous gifts of
the Spirit and the re-
ceiving of the Spirit, common to all Christians, but, in the proper place, shall actually find it, without an "attempt to dodge," and without being alarmed at the gentleman's promise that I shall fail.

Mr. M. says: "Can he insist that baptism is a condition of justification." Have I not shown that Jesus, in the precise same words, makes both faith and baptism conditions of justification? "He that believeth and is baptized, shall be saved, and he that believeth not shall be damned." How does he attempt to escape my argument from this expression? "He informs you that, in contending with Universalists, I make the words 'he that believeth not shall be damned, refer to the future." Suppose I do! Is not he that believeth not condemned already, because he believes not, as well as certain that he shall be condemned, in the future? And when the Lord says, "He that believeth and is baptized, shall be saved," does it not have direct reference to present justification, no matter what bearing it may have on the future? My friend can blow hot and cold with the same breath. In one moment, he that believeth hath eternal life, and is passed from death unto life, and faith does the work—it justifies! Then, when I find faith and baptism in one sentence, joined together for the same purpose, or in order to the same object, he finds no justification in the passage! It must relate exclusively
to salvation in heaven! Even faith, now, is not for justification, but simply for the eternal salvation! But the Lord here, in the great commission, is setting forth the terms of justification, or salvation. I am fully aware that the ultimate object, not only of faith, and baptism, but every act of obedience, is the final salvation. But the Lord was not looking immediately to either the final salvation or condemnation, but to the present salvation, pardon or justification, which he promised, not upon the condition of Mr. M.'s gospel of "faith only" but the Conditions of the gospel of Christ, "He that believeth and is baptized, shall be saved." Remember that faith does not lose its object here; it is in order to, or for, justification, salvation or pardon. Baptism is for the same purpose, or has the same object, set forth in precisely the same words. Here, then, Mr. M. is my prisoner. He declares faith to be for justification. In this he is right, and the Lord puts baptism in with it, for justification, in the same sentence and in the same words. He must now turn round and maintain that faith is not for justification, as found in the commission, or lose his argument. What does the Lord require the sinner to believe for? That he may be justified. In the same commission, in the same sentence and in the identical same words, he makes baptism for justification. The justification is not by faith only, but he that "believeth
and is baptized, shall be saved," or justified. Suppose he persists in saying that "saved," here, means salvation in heaven! How does it help him? What becomes of his argument of eternal life? He makes the enjoyment of eternal life equivalent to justification. Well, it is certain that those saved in heaven shall enjoy eternal life. Here, then, we find his justification upon his own principle, upon the conditions that he that believeth and is baptized shall be saved. Such is his success in proving justification by faith only.

I have shown him that Peter, when he first commenced preaching justification according to the promise of God, that he would "justify the heathen through faith," when the people inquired of him, "Men and brethren, what shall we do?" commanded them to "repent and be baptized, every one of you, in the name of Jesus Christ, for the remission of sins," or justification. Here he incorporates both repentance and baptism with faith, for remission of sins. How does Mr. M. dispose of this case? He says I "assume that repentance is wholly separate and distinct from faith, so as to be a distinct condition." This he calls "exceedingly unfortunate." It is exceedingly unfortunate for him, if he denies it. If there is any thing in the world clear, it is that faith is not repentance and repentance is not faith. He cannot find an authority in the world that makes faith
and repentance the same. He says "the only faith that will justify the soul,
arises from a penitent heart." This is mystification doubly mystified. There is
no such thing in this universe as faith arising from penitence. Penitence is the
result of faith and not the cause of it. The word was spoken to the three
thousand on the day of Pentecost, and pierced them in the heart, which led
them to inquire what they should do. No such inquiry ever entered into their
hearts, till they heard the word, believed and were pierced in their hearts.
Then Peter commanded them to repent and be baptized. He commanded them
to do two things, both after faith. One was to repent and the other was to be
baptized. He says that I "assumed that the word 'for' (eis) has the meaning, in
that place, of in order to." I assumed nothing, but quoted the precise language
of the common version. I made no comment on the word "for." But did he
deny that the common version is right? No; he had not the courage to do it.
It was easier to say that I assumed that it means in order to, and then remark
that "this is gratuitous." I now state to him, that I am satisfied with the
common version of this passage, and if he is not and will venture a change,
I will be with him. The passage requires two things to be done, neither of
which is faith only, for the same purpose, viz., remission of sins, which Mr.
M. admits to be justification,
in the sense of the proposition. From this, he will never escape. Who ever heard of repentance and baptism being well calculated to promote faith? This is darkness thick and black as that in Egypt. Baptism promote faith! How it promotes the faith of an infant!!

What kind of attention has the worthy gentleman given the quotation from, his creed, made in my first speech? Did I not show you how his creed corrupts the language of Jesus? It says, p. 103: "Our Savior Christ saith, IS! one can enter into the kingdom of God, except he be regenerate and born anew of water and of the Holy Ghost." This is a most manifest corruption and perversion of the language of Jesus, evidently designed to make it include infants. It would not do to quote the language of Jesus, "Except a man be born again he cannot see the kingdom of God," for this would not be good authority for baptizing an infant. The Lord does not say, "Except an infant be born again," but "Except a man be born again." Here you have my friend's reason for cutting infantile justification out of our argument. He does not believe that infants are justified by faith only, but he believes his Discipline that declares, in reference to infants, that "none can enter into the kingdom of God, except born of water and of the Spirit," and born of water here means baptism. The doctrine of his creed is, that infants
cannot enter into the kingdom of God without baptism; hence he prays that the infant may receive "that thing which by nature he cannot have," and that he may be delivered from the wrath of God, when he administers the rite.

MR. MERRILL'S FOURTH SPEECH.

GENTLEMEN MODERATORS, AND THE AUDIENCE:

The most remarkable thing in the gentleman's last speech, was his assertion in regard to my "confusion." I account for this on the well-known principle, that it is perfectly natural for insane persons to imagine everybody insane but themselves. In the deep "confusion" under which he was laboring, he perhaps thought that remark on the subject of "confusion" would be a relief to him, and divert the attention of his friends from his woful flounderings. He persists in misrepresenting me and my positions. He insinuates that I say the word "only" does not exclude any thing else besides faith, and then proceeds to show that it does exclude works! I can scarcely excuse this on the ground of "confusion," but it is hard telling to what lengths a man's perplexities will drive him. I told you, from the beginning, that it excludes works from having any part in procuring or meriting justification. In his former speeches he tried to show that it excludes the grace of God and the blood of Jesus;
but he has now seen that he cannot sustain that position by any fair construction of the language, and confines his effort to showing that it does exclude works. If the gentleman wishes to know my position in relation to good works, he can read it in the Articles following the one under discussion. His allusion to Paine's Age of Reason was, perhaps, profound in his estimation; but I miss my guess, if sensible men do not look upon it as an attempt to stir up prejudice, rather than to illustrate truth.

My position in regard to the doctrine of this Article, was fully and frankly taken, and if Mr. Franklin cannot understand it, others can. I confine the discussion to the subject of justification, in the sense of being "accounted righteous, " simply because that is the only subject contained in our proposition. His attempt to show the contrary, is, to use his own beautiful language, "a miserable farce." So also his remarks about my being "three fourths converted," because I admit the precise ground taken by me in my opening address! Strange conversion, indeed!

I have insisted, from the beginning of the discussion, that it is not the abstract definition of the word "only" that is to decide the issue between Mr. Franklin and myself, but the use and application made of it in this Article. It is an exclusive term—but the question is, What was it designed to exclude? Mr. F. insists that it excludes
every thing else, not excepting the blood of Jesus and the grace of God. Upon this interpretation he bases his opposition to the Article. Upon this forced construction, supported only by his assertion, he suspends his cause. In vain I ask him to examine my interpretation, and point out wherein it is wrong. In vain I appeal to him to meet the issue as presented by me. He can see nothing in the Article but justification without works, without repentance, without grace, without the blood of Christ and without any thing but naked faith—faith *alone* and apart from every thing! Does he expect to make any one believe that he does justice to the Article?

But why was "only" put there? My friend calls it an interpolation—a corruption of the word of (rod. He talks about the sin of adding to the Scriptures! Now this is all well enough in its place, but if he can see any thing in it that is relevant to our issue, or any thing profound, he has keener perception than most of us. The Article was framed while the great contest with Popery was yet raging. The men who framed it were actively engaged in the work of reformation. Their object was to stake off the ground—to run the dividing line between Roman Catholicism and Protestantism. They had their eye upon the Papal dogma of justification by the merit of human works. Perceiving, clearly, the pernicious tendency of that dogma, they
determined to lift up a standard against it. They believed, fully, that God had graciously provided for the justification of man, through the blood of atonement, so that he could now "be just, and the justifier of him. which believeth in Jesus." They entertained not the least doubt that Jesus Christ had meritoriously provided for this, and that he, being "set forth to be a propitiation through faith in his "blood," was entitled to all the glory of his work in meriting salvation for man. Then, believing that there could be no salvation, only by God's grace, through the merit of Jesus, would they declare their faith in such away as intentionally to exclude both the grace of God and the blood of Jesus? Never! But with an eye steadily fixed upon the Popish dogma of human merit in justification, they proclaimed that "we are accounted righteous before God only for the merit of our Lord and Savior Jesus Christ by faith, and not for our own works or deservings." This is the Article to which my friend has said Nay. Do you see any thing wrong in it? I think not. But the reformers did not stop here. They said "wherefore"— but you see nothing wrong yet—" wherefore, that we are justified by faith only, is a most wholesome doctrine, and very full of comfort." Having laid down the doctrine in the Article proper, they say "wherefore," and then express an opinion as to the moral bearing of the doctrine; and that opinion
is, that it is wholesome and full of comfort. But in expressing this opinion, instead of repeating what they had just said, they give it in short—" that we are justified by faith only." By faith in what? In the blood of Jesus. By faith only in the blood of Jesus, Does this exclude the blood of Jesus? But why insert the word "only?" Simply to exclude the merit of human actions, as held by Romanists. Just as Paul said to pleaders for human merit, "To him that worketh not, but believeth on him that justifieth the ungodly, his faith is counted for righteousness;" Rom. iv. 5. Now, if Mr. Franklin will show that the Article excludes the blood of Jesus and the grace of God, any more than this verse quoted from St. Paul does, I will abandon it henceforth and forever. Or if he will show, from the Scriptures, what else besides faith is imputed to us for righteousness, in the work of justification, I will consent that the word "only" ought to be stricken out.

But while Mr. Franklin prepares his next bottle of wrath to pour out upon this word "only," I will read you a passage from a book which, if it is not a creed in the church to which my friend belongs, is highly esteemed, and has been warmly recommended, by him in his editorial capacity. It is the "Christian System," by Alexander Campbell. Mr. Campbell is as good authority in the denomination, as is Mr. Franklin himself. I read from page
"And it is here worthy of notice, that the Apostles, in all their speeches and replies to interrogatories, never commanded an inquirer to pray, read or sing, as preliminary to coining; but always commanded and proclaimed immersion as the first duty, or the first thing to be done, after a belief of the testimony. Hence, neither praying, singing, reading, repenting, sorrowing, resolving, nor waiting to be better, was the converting act. Immersion alone was that act of turning to God. Hence, in the commission to convert the nations, the only institution mentioned after proclaiming the gospel, was the immersion of the believers, as the divinely authorized way of carrying out and completing the work." Thus it will be seen that my friend has something exclusive in his own system. Does he believe that immersion alone—without faith, without grace, without the blood of Jesus, without prayer, repentance, confession, or without any thing whatever, but die solitary act of going into the water—is the converting act? Were I to affirm this of Mr. Campbell, on the authority of this passage from his writings, would not Mr. F. charge me with perversion?

IX. My next argument is, that in Acts x. 43, and xiii. 38-39, Peter and Paul declare in full the condition of justification. Peter says, "To him gave all the prophets witness, that through his name whosoever
believeth in him shall receive the remission of sins." Paul says, "Be it known unto you, therefore, men and brethren, that through this man is preached unto you the forgiveness of sins; and by him all that believe are justified from all things, from which ye could not be justified by the law of Moses." These passages are of one import. My reason for saying they declare in full the condition of justification, is the fact that "While Peter yet spake these words, the Holy Ghost fell on all them which heard the word;" Acts x. 44. Can Mr. F. find as good a reason for denying that these Scriptures set forth in full the condition of justification? He never can. But where are repentance and obedience? Repentance is necessarily connected with faith, but it does not perform the same office—we are not justified by repentance. Obedience necessarily follows faith, but obedience does not justify; nor need we wait for faith to bring forth this fruit, before we can expect remission of sins. All that believe are justified before there is time for baptism. This was the case in the house of Cornelius. They received the Holy Ghost before the sermon was ended. Deny it, who can?

But right here I notice that Mr. Franklin says, "Here is a clear and unequivocal evidence that supernatural gifts are no evidence of justification." So thought the Jews who rejected Christ! They acknowledged
the "supernatural gifts," but charged the Savior with getting them from the devil. Then the miracles wrought by the Apostles were no evidence that they were men of God! If Mr. F. believes this, I am apprehensive that he has had something to do with Paine's Age of Reason. But he says, "Paul admits that a man may have them, (supernatural gifts) in a high degree, and be nothing, and certainly not justified." This he bases on 1. Cor. xiii, 1-2, and calls it a "definition of a man with faith only;" but I shall admit no such charge against the Apostle. St. Paul, in order to impress the mind with the importance of "charity" supposes a case, and a very strong one, too, but he does not pretend that any such case ever did or ever could occur. His language is stronger than Mr. F. supposed. Look at it: "Though I speak with the tongues of men and of angels, and have not charity, I am become as sounding brass, or a tinkling cymbal." Did Paul thus speak? Was he a man with faith only? Did anybody else thus speak? But look further: "And though I have the gift of prophecy, and understand all mysteries and all knowledge; and though I have all faith, so that I could remove mountains, and have not charity, I am nothing." Now, I take the ground distinctly, that no man was ever endowed with the miracle-working power of the Holy Ghost, according to the promise of the Scriptures, without being justified. To
assume the contrary, is to sap the foundation of Christianity. Wicked men were instigated by the devil to mimic the miracles wrought by the finger of God, and to perform "signs and wonders," of a lying sort, so as to "deceive, if possible, the very elect;" but to attribute the signs and lying wonders of false prophets to the Holy Ghost, is a crime nearly related to that of attributing the miracles of Christ and the Apostles to Beelzebub. No, sir; Paul did not favor the idea that the Holy Ghost is given to men who are not justified. No such idea is found in the Scriptures. " Supernatural gifts" were only given to men of God, that they might stop the mouths of their adversaries. One man—a baptized one, at that—attempted to purchase the "gift" with money; but he received a most withering rebuke. But the Holy Ghost was given to some before baptism. This Mr. F. cannot deny. It was thus given in the house of Cornelius. Then I repeat the inquiry, How can my friend insist that baptism is a condition of the forgiveness of sins? This music he must face!

He still insists that faith is the act of a depraved creature. Does he mean that faith is the mere product of the natural heart? If he does, he is wrong; for it is the "fruit of the Spirit." Does he mean that faith is a work of like character with what the Scriptures call works? If so, he is wrong again; for, as before shown, faith
and works are contrasted. "To him that worketh not, but believeth," etc. This is nothing but one of Mr. Franklin's quibbles. When I say faith justifies, I do not, as he would represent, say that faith does the work which belongs to God; *but that it receives the merit of Christ, and appropriates the blessing that God has promised and the Savior purchased.* Is there any thing wrong in this? I thus explicitly answer the question he proposed, as to the office which faith performs: Will he as frankly show me where this office is performed by any thing else? Where is it said we are justified by repentance—by confession—by baptism? He never will tell. I have not denied that "only" ever means "alone;" but I have said this Article does not speak of *faith alone.* It speaks of faith which is living. The faith of which Mr. Franklin talks, *is faith alone.* He talks of that faith which is *before repentance;* and it is certain that the faith which does not arise from a penitent heart, is the faith which is common to wicked men and devils. He may call this "mystification;" but he can never get out of it. Mr. F. gives strong indication that this is the only faith he knows any thing about.

He wants it understood that he does not believe the Article speaks of justification in one sense only. Now, if he will just take the language, and show that it means any other justification than that of being "ac-
counted righteous,” I will walk with him side by side in the investigation. But he can not do it. He first complains of my distinctions, then admits they are right, and then he insists that I must debate justification in every sense, whether in the proposition or not. Surely he is hard pressed! But he made an attempt at down-right perversion—in his confusion—which I must notice.

He says I yield the point that infant justification is not by faith only; but how could I yield a point I never held? He says I yield the point that the justification of the righteous and the justification in the last judgment, are not: by faith only. But does he not know that this was my original position, from which I have not swerved for a moment? He will excuse me from any further debate on this point! How kind! When did I begin to debate this point? Was he not just complaining because I would not debate the question of the justification of the righteous, which is not in the proposition? Look at his words: "To state the matter more clearly, he does not believe that infants are justified by faith only, or, which he thinks the same, only for the merits of our Lord Jesus Christ." When did I say, Infants are not justified only for the merits of our Lord Jesus Christ? Never! This Mr. F. knows Very well. He takes what I said of one justification, and represents me as saying it
of another, and thus places me and the whole subject in a false position. If he was not confused when he did this, it is so much the worse for him. He is left without excuse.

He now fairly denies that Abraham was justified more than once. In this he arranges James against Paul. Abraham was justified when he believed God, and it was accounted to him for righteousness. Paul says plainly that this was "while he was yet uncircumcised;". Romans, iv: 10-12. James says he was justified by works when he offered Isaac his son upon the altar. But Mr. F. says he was only justified once! He says, further, that Abraham was a righteous man before God made the promise. This is true in regard to one promise; but to say he was righteous long before he believed God, is grossly absurd; and it was when he believed God he was justified. Human acts can never reconcile the Scriptures without admitting two distinct acts of justification. Mr. Franklin may call it all "assumption," but there stand the facts! I shall Certainly "keep cool," and hold the cold facts of the Bible before my friend. Does he deny that Abraham was ever a sinner? Does he deny that he was ever pardoned? Was he righteous long before he was pardoned? Alas! for the man; to what will he come next?

He blundered over my eighth argument: talked about Universalism—misquoted my
language—and, as usual, failed so much, as to quote the Scriptures on which the argument was based. This is answering arguments! But can he nerve himself up to deny that believers enjoy a present life of faith which the Scriptures call eternal? I apprehend, not. But he says the argument never passed, with him, "for more than a second or third rate sophistry." He knows the value of the article, and none but the first rate sophistry will pass with him! Nothing else will answer his purpose! But why did he not just point out the sophistry? "Why did he not say that he that believeth hath not eternal life? That would be too bad! He can see me "giving up" what I never held, and "yielding" that which I never pretended to hold, and getting "converted" to my own doctrine, and giving up the controversy by refusing to debate what was never before us; but to see anything but "miserable sophistry," in arguments based directly on the words of inspiration, is to him impossible.

But he charges me with "blowing hot and cold with one breath." The mistake was in applying it to me instead of himself. He finds justification in the "commission" where the word does not occur; but he will not, and he dare not, dispute my position—1st, That the passage relates directly to the future state; and, 2d, That the promise, that "he that believeth and is baptized shall be saved," implies the fulfil-
ment of the covenant engagements involved in baptism. But if these points are true, his way of forcing baptism between the exercise of faith and the first act of pardon, is unauthorized and to be condemned. Special promises made to the baptized, depend not on the mere ceremony of baptism, but on the fulfillment of the baptismal engagements. Here the only promise made is future salvation. The application of this passage to justification is all wrong. When the time arrives for fulfilling this promise, all who have not lived up to their covenant obligations will be accounted unbaptized. Will my friend deny this? I therefore claim that, on this point, Mr. F. is "my prisoner."

In regard to Acts ii. 38, I remark that the gentleman did assume the essential points in the argument. I am willing to take the version as it is, and hold that, under some circumstances, baptism may be a means of pardon; but, as I before remarked, Mr. F. confounds the means of justification with the condition. Mr. Wesley calls baptism a means of pardon. Reading the Bible, conversing with friends, attending upon the ministry of the word and commemorating the death of Jesus, are all means of grace—means of justification; but these are not the condition. Just so with repentance and baptism. We read, pray, sing, commune, repent, receive baptism, hear the word, talk with friends—all "for the re-
mission of sins;" but not one of these acts can receive and appropriate the blessing— all of them together cannot fill the office of faith. But Mr. F. can see no difference between the means of grace and the condition of justification; hence his confusion. But he reiterated his charge that the Discipline corrupts the words of Jesus in saying, "None can enter," etc., instead of saying, "Except a man be born again," etc. Now I know the Discipline does not pretend to quote the passage, but it does not corrupt it. The word man, which he emphasized, is not in the passage, and I challenge him to show that it is. He wants to get into the Greek, and I challenge him to take the Greek Testament and show the word man in the place! It reads, ean me tis gennethe, etc.; but anthropas is not there. Nor does entering the kingdom mean justification. But my time is expired.

MR. FRANKLIN'S FOURTH REPLY.

GENTLEMEN MODERATORS, LADIES AND GENTLEMEN:

I desire you to keep in mind the precise issue between us. Mr. M. does not contend that infantile justification is by faith only. Justification in this sense he excepts as not coming in the scope of our controversy. Justification in the sense of approval, on the part of the righteous, he not. only ex-
cepts as not coming in the range of our argument, but be admits it to be by obedience or by works. Justification, also, in the day of judgment, he maintains, does not come within the purview of our debate. Justification in this sense, also, he knows, is not by faith only. So far as justification in these three senses is concerned, he has declined any debate, though he could, with just as much propriety, have taken justification in any one of these three senses, as the meaning of the Article in dispute, as the one he has fixed upon. He has given no reason, and can give no reason, why he should select justification in one sense only, and claim that it is by faith only, when the Article is treating of the general subject of justification, in which "we are justified before God." There can be no question, in an unsophisticated mind, but that in every sense, and in every case, I can find in the New Testament, where it is said, in so many words, or substantially in any form, "we are justified before God," it comes legitimately in the scope of our debate. But then it would be cruel to compel Mr. M. to defend what he does not believe. Seeing, then, that he does not believe that infantile justification is by faith only, we are not to expect him to defend that. Since, too, he has granted that the justification of the righteous, in the sense of approval, is not by faith only, but by obedience—by works we—must excuse him here also. In-
asmuch, also, as he has found that justification, in the judgment, is not by faith only, but will be according to our works, he should not be compelled to maintain that it is by faith only. Having now evaded the argument on justification by faith only, in these three senses, he has but one pin to hang upon, or but one sense in which he maintains that we are justified by faith only. That is the sense of remission of sins, or pardon, in conversion. The simple question left, and the only question, is whether the sinner, in turning to God, in conversion, is justified by faith only. Faith is the act of the creature. Does that act, as Mr. M. says, do the work? Does it, and it only, justify? Why, then, does he employ the mourner's bench? Why tell the sinner to pray for pardon, or justification, then? Why tell the sinner, as he and all Methodist preachers do, that the publican prayed—that he smote upon his breast and said, "God be merciful to me a sinner?" Why keep the sinner agonizing, mourning and praying, if justification is by faith only? If faith pardons, does the work, justifies—if faith only justifies, or remits sins, and is accounted for righteousness, the act of the creature remits sins, and there is no sense in praying for mourners, or, at least, there is no sense in their praying for themselves, that (rod would pardon them. But here is where he is stranded. Faith does not pardon, remit sins or justify, any more than.
repentance does, or any more than the confession does, or calling upon the name of the Lord. Nothing that the creature can do, can forgive sins or justify the sinner. The Lord alone can forgive sins. Faith prepares the sinner for pardon, but it does not pardon him. Faith and repentance still further prepare the sinner for remission of sins; but faith and repentance both do not remit sins. Faith, repentance, confession and baptism, all, in their proper places, do not remit sins, but are simply the appointments through which the sinner comes to the promise of God, where the Lord has promised pardon or justification. My worthy friend has informed us that Paul was justified before he was baptized! I feel a little curious to know where he learned this! The Lord appeared to Saul, and said, "Saul, Saul, why persecutest thou me." Saul said, "Who art thou?" The Lord answered, "I am Jesus whom thou persecutest." Saul believed this revelation, for he responded, "Lord what wilt thou have me to do?" His faith did not do the work, it did not justify him; but prepared him to proceed in search of justification. He inquired what he should do for justification or pardon. The Lord told him to "Arise and go into Damascus, and there it shall be told thee of all things which are appointed for thee to do." See Acts xx. 10. "All things appointed" for what? For pardon or justification. The Lord does not
say, Go to Damascus, and there the only thing appointed for justification shall be told thee, but "there it shall be told thee of all things which are appointed" for justification. Can the "all things which the Lord has appointed," by any twisting, be compressed into the one act of believing? Surely not, Saul went to Damascus and waited to hear of all things that were appointed for him to do. Ananias was sent to him to tell him what "he must do," as we find Acts, ninth chapter, or "all things appointed for him to do," as expressed Acts xxii. 10. What did Ananias tell him to do? He did not tell him to believe, for he already believed; nor did he tell him that he was justified by faith only, but commanded him to "Arise, and be baptized and wash away thy sins, calling on the name of the Lord." The repentance is not mentioned here, but we are not to presume that he was justified without repentance. This is impossible, for "repentance and remission of sins" are both found in the commission. Repentance being in the same commission with faith, and to be preached with faith, is just as indispensable as faith. There was, unquestionably, repentance in Paul's conversion, and faith too, though neither is mentioned, and every other conversion mentioned in the word of God. But baptism, and calling upon the name of the Lord, are both mentioned among the "all things" appointed for justification. He
was commanded, by the man of God, to "Arise, and be baptized and wash away his sins, calling on the name of the Lord." "Wash away thy sins," is pardon or justification. This was not by faith only, nor before repentance, baptism and calling upon, the name of the Lord; but the washing away of sins, pardon or justification, followed arising and being baptized. Mr. Wesley says, upon the words, "Be baptized and wash away thy sins." Baptism administered to real penitents, is both a means and seal of pardon. Neither did God ordinarily, in the primitive church, bestow this on any, unless through this means." Mr. M. will say, "Father Wesley, you are a little mistaken here; it is not through this means, but through faith only, he bestows pardon." Let me read him a few more words from Father Wesley: "Baptism doth now save us, if we live answerable thereto; if we repent, believe and obey the gospel; supposing this, as it admits us into the church here, so into glory hereafter;" Doct. Tracts, p. 249.

But it is time, now, that some plain matters pertaining to this controversy should come to an issue. In order to this end, if Mr. M. please, I desire him to answer a few plain questions. 1, Can any man be justified without confessing Christ? 2, Did not some believe and yet not confess Christ? See the following: "Nevertheless among the chief rulers also many believed
on him; but because of the Pharisees, they did not confess him, lest they should be put out” of the synagogue; for they loved the praise of men more than the praise of God;” John xii. 42. These believed on Jesus. Were they justified? They were not. Why? Because they believed only, but did not confess. They believed and were not justified; the reason is, that they believed only, and did not love Jesus sufficiently to confess, and thus lose the praise of men. These had faith; were they justified in a single hour? Did faith "do the work?” Did faith justify them? Was faith counted to them for righteousness? No. Why? Because it was "faith only," or faith alone.

Let us hear the holy Apostle: "He came unto his own and his own received him not. But as many as received him, to them gave he power to become the sons of God, even to them that believe on his name;” John i. 11-12. What did the Lord do for those who believed on his name? He gave them power to become—what they were not by faith only—"the sons of God.” One justified is a son of God; but here we have believers who were not sons of God, but had power given them to become sons. Had Mr. M. been present when John wrote this, he would have remarked, "Bro. John, you are a little at variance with Methodist theology. It is faith that does the work—faith only justi-
fies. As soon as they believe, they have eternal life—arc justified, and consequently sons of God; how then do you speak of the Lord giving them power to become sons of God?" Let Mr. M. answer this. He never will. He never can. It is a refutation of his whole faith only theory.

Again, John says, "Many other signs did Jesus in the presence of his disciples, which are not written in this book; but these are written that you might believe that Jesus is the Christ, the Son of God; and that, believing, you might have life through his name;" John xx. 30-31. This passage corresponds precisely with the one just quoted. Neither of them looks upon faith only, as constituting a son of God—giving life or justifying; but the belief its that he might, have, what he has not yet, life through his name, and he gives the believer power to become what he is not yet— a son of God.

I am. truly surprised with one of Mr. M.'s statements in the speech just delivered. He says: "St. Paul, in order to impress the mind with the importance of charity, supposes a case, and a very strong one, too; but he does not pretend that any such case ever did, or ever could, occur." I do not think the Apostle does pretend that any such case ever did, or could occur, but I am not willing to admit that the holy Apostle supposed a case that never did or could occur. This is a likely affair, truly! He
was talking, at the very time he uttered this, to men who had supernatural gifts; spoke with tongues, prophesied and did miracles, but had not charity, or love, as Mr. Wesley translates agapee in this passage. They were making a grand mistake—the precise one, too, of my friend—in making supernatural gifts an evidence of their personal acceptance with God, or justification, while they had not love. The Apostle sets all this aside, by assuring them that, though they had much greater miraculous gifts than they had, and had not love, they were nothing—though they had all faith, even the faith for which Mr. M. contends, but without love, or with faith only, they were nothing. Mr. M. quotes the words of the Apostle—" Though I have the gift of prophesy, and understand all mysteries, and all knowledge, and though I have all faith, so that I could remove mountains, and have not charity, I am nothing,"—and remarks, "Now I take the ground distinctly, that no man was ever endowed with the miracle-working power of the Holy Ghost, according to the promise of the Scriptures, without being justified." I leave him and Paul here in direct issue. Paul makes the man with all faith, without charity, or with faith only, nothing; and Mr. M. makes him justified. The false theory of his creed has so long operated upon his mind, that he cannot be convinced, by the unequivocal oracles of heaven—the
clear authority of the Scriptures—of truth. The view he takes of the intention of miracles, is a mistaken one. The object of the miracles a man performed, was not to convince those who saw the miracles or read of them, that the man himself was justified, or a saint, but to confirm what he uttered, or some work he was in, or some grand move God was making among men. Miracles confirmed the mission of Christ, of the Apostles, the gospel and the church; but the worker of miracles had to have the same evidence of justification as any man. who never worked a miracle. No matter how much faith he has, nor how many miracles he may perform, if he has not love, he has nothing—he is not justified.

Mr. M. says that "One man (a baptized one, at that) attempted to purchase the "gift" with money, but he received a most withering rebuke." Why did Mr. M. stop and throw in parenthetically, in such a sarcastic manner, the words, "a baptized one, at that!" Shame upon such trifling! Nothing could show his lack of the very love of which Paul was speaking more clearly than this angry fling. Why did he not tell you that Simon was 'l one of the justified by faith only?'" for he believed. See Acts viii. 13: "Then Simon himself believed also." Was he justified? Let the gentleman tell us whether he was justified by faith only!

When I say faith is the act of the crea-
ture, I mean that it is something the creature does, as when it is said, "Abraham believed God," it was something Abraham did; or, as in the case of the Jailor, when Paul commanded him to "believe on the Lord Jesus Christ," he commanded him to do something, and something, too, before he could be justified; but not something that had merit in it to do the work—to justify, but something that would prepare his heart to be justified. If my friend does not say that faith does the work which belongs to God, he does say, in so many words, "It does the work—it justifies;" and when he tells what he means by the word "justifies," he says it means *pardon*. He has, then, without any straining or perversion of his language, made faith—the act of the creature, a depraved and unconverted creature—"do the work "—justify or pardon the sinner, and thus ascribes to faith the work that properly belongs to God, for pardon is the work of God. His whole argument upon merit is against faith as much as repentance; for there is no more merit in faith than in repentance. There is none in either, and one is as much a means, or as strictly means, through which man comes to God, and through which man is justified, as the other. I know that nothing else can perform the office of faith or do the work that faith does; nor can any thing else perform the office or do the work of repent-
ance. I am not saying any thing about the comparative importance of faith and repentance—no matter which is the more important—both are in the commission, and both appointments—both conditions, through which man is justified. But the true state of the case with Mr. M., or his church, is that he has no intelligible system of justification. Hence thousands connected with his church are only seekers, who have been seekers—many of them as anxious and honest souls as live—and the ministry cannot show them the way to God. Their system has, in this way, been tried and shown itself, in this way, to be a failure. Thousands of the seekers, who have belonged to his church on trial, have listened honestly, sought fervently and inquired diligently till the last, and died without finding. The fault is not in the people. There is no light in the teaching. Not a man here can tell, from all Mr. M. has said, how he may come to God. He preaches, here, that you may come and be justified by faith only; but you go forward in his church, and inquire what you must do, and you will hear nothing about justification by faith only, but he will invite you to the mourner's bench and tell you to pray and be prayed for. After you have repeated this, it may be, every evening for two weeks, as is the case in numerous instances, without any relief, he proposes to you to join on trial. Here many are kept for
years, and can be nothing more than seekers, for no reason in the world, only that the preachers will not give them the plain instructions of the holy Apostles to inquirers in precisely the same condition. All this, however, will come up on our fourth proposition, and I leave it for the present.

I must take the worthy gentleman back to Abraham once more. He has confined himself to the justification or pardon of the sinner in conversion. Where does he go to find his sinner? Abraham is the example. Where does he find Abraham's conversion, or his justification by faith only? He finds it in the fourth chapter of Romans. But is there anything about Abraham's conversion, or the pardon of his sins, in that chapter? He says, "Abraham believed God." Very well, what had God said, when he believed him? He believed the promise, that he should be the father of many nations. (See verse 17.) "Against hope he believed in hope, that he might be the father of many nations, according to that which was spoken." (See verse 18.) How old was he when, he believed? "And being not weak in faith, he considered not his own body now dead, when he was about an hundred years old, neither yet the deadness of Sarah's womb; he staggered not at the promise of God through unbelief; but was strong in faith, giving glory to God; and being fully persuaded that
what he had promised, he was able also to perform; and, therefore, it was imputed to him for righteousness." See Romans iv. 19, 20, 21, 22. This is his example of the justification of a sinner, found in the old saint—the patriarch Abraham—when, he was about an hundred years old. What think you of his sinner? Where will he find his righteousness justified in his other sense of approval, which he has admitted to be by works? If he could blush on account of defeat, he certainly would do it now, and admit that he is wrong. Abraham was certainly a righteous man scores of years before this justification; this justification was the justification of a righteous man, in the sense of approval, which Mr. M. admits to be by works. He has adopted this., and made it an example for us; even that we must be justified in the same sense, or made this the sense of the proposition, and this is refuted beyond redemption.

I have one more matter with the worthy gentleman before I take my seat. He says, "the word man is not in" John iii: 5. I say deliberately, and yet coolly and kindly, with all due deference to the gentleman, that the word man is in the passage. I am aware that the original is not anthropos, but tis; but it is translated correctly, man, in the common version, in this place, as it is in numerous other places. The pronoun he following the word, shows that it should
be translated man. "Except a man be born again he cannot enter into the kingdom of God." Not only so, but Nicodemus understood him to say man, for in his reply he used the word anthropos, in the words, "How can a man (anthropos) be born when he is old?" He says, "The Discipline does not pretend to quote the passage." I know not whether it pretends or not, but it says, "Our Savior Christ saith, None can enter in the kingdom," etc. When I say, that "Our Savior Christ saith," thus or so, I think the people look for a quotation. There cannot be a grander perversion of the word of God, than applying these words of our Lord to unconscious infants. I hope Mr. M. will never again do such a thing.

There is a grand chain of the items in the system of man's redemption, and if a single link be stricken out, all is lost and unavailing. If the goodness of God had never prompted the scheme, nothing would have followed; or if, when the goodness of God had prompted it, his love for man had not been such that he gave his Son, nothing for us would have followed. If the grace of our Lord Jesus Christ had not appeared in his becoming poor that we, through his poverty, might be rich, nothing else would have availed anything. If the Lord had not performed his mission on earth, no justification would have come to man. If the Apostles had not perform-
ed their work, in preaching the gospel to every creature, all would have been
lost. If the gospel had not been believed by man, all that God had done for
him would avail nothing; or if man believes the gospel and does not repent,
he will perish. When grace is the theme of the holy writer, he says we are
saved by grace. When faith is the theme, he says we are saved by faith, but
intends the reader to have understanding enough to know, that, at the same
time, it is by faith, it is not without grace, the blood of Christ, his death,
repentance, confession, etc.

It is precisely like this: a man once showed another gentleman and myself
a field of corn, saying, "This ground raised seventy-five bushels of corn to the
acre." Presently, he showed a horse, saying, "This raised that corn," pointing
to the same corn. In a few minutes, he showed us a plow, saying, "This plow
raised that corn you saw." Before we walked into his house, he pointed to his
sons, saying, "These boys raised that corn you saw." How is all this? It is a
plain matter. When the ground was the subject of conversation, he ascribed
the work of producing the corn to the ground, knowing that we would
understand that a horse, plow, and some body to plow, had been employed.
But when we were gone from the ground, and the horse became the subject
of conversation, he ascribed the work to the
horse, knowing that the balance would be understood, and so in the case of
the plow and the boys. In precisely the same way, when the Lord is speaking
of grace, he ascribes the work to it, and in the same way, when he is upon the
theme of faith, he ascribes salvation to it—not with the intention that the word
"only" shall be added, but with the understanding that every other part be in
its place.

MR. MERRILL'S FIFTH SPEECH.

GENTLEMEN MODERATORS, AND RESPECTED HEARERS:

While I regret the spirit manifested by the gentleman in his last speech, I
am glad he begins to feel the necessity of stirring up his strength and of doing
something to keep up the appearance of opposition. I am astonished at the
perversity of intellect that has betrayed him into such absurd positions in
regard to the different senses in which the word justification occurs in the
Scriptures. In my first speech, with the avowed purpose of avoiding confusion,
and enabling us all to keep the precise issue before us, I distinguished between
the different justifications, and showed you to which the Article before us
relates, and now the gentleman represents me as yielding to him on three
points! This he calls debating! He says I "evaded" debating justification in
three senses! But for the deep confu-
sion and disappointment that presses him down, he would know better than to expose himself in this way. He told you I assigned no reason for confining the debate to justification in one sense; but there is not a man of you that does not know that I did assign a "reason" over and over again. The simple and only "reason" is, that there is no other justification contemplated in the Article. I have invited him over and over again to show that my interpretation of the Article is wrong, but he has not ventured the attempt, he has not dared do it, and will not, unless it be in his closing speech, when I have no chance to reply. His sneering allusions to the mourners, and to praying for sinners, were not only out of place, irrelevant and uncalled for, but indicative of a spirit that no good man can envy. I have more respect for my church than to defend her against such assaults! He would have you believe that we have no place nor use for repentance, confession, baptism, and obedience, in our theology; but he will not convince any one of this. While we do not, like him, confound the means of justification, with the condition or receiving cause, we insist upon each and every part of the divine requirements, without confusing them. We find a place for prayer, for repentance, for baptism and for obedience; we attribute to each its own importance and its own work; and if Mr. F. would learn to do the same, he would
save himself the mortification of trying to maintain such crude, ill-digested, and contradictory notions as he has advanced today. No sinner was ever pardoned without repentance; no sinner ever repented without prayer and confession; this is all true, and as clearly my position, and much more consistently so, than it is Mr. F.'s But what is all that to the issue before us? Are we talking about a faith that excludes repentance, confession, or prayer? Mr. Franklin is, but I am not, and the proposition before us does not. He is away from the subject—far away.

There is a faith which is common to wicked men and devils. St. James spoke distinctly of that faith, when he said faith is dead, being alone. It is the mere assent of the mind, that does not affect the heart nor control the life. Such a faith is of no value in itself. It precedes repentance, exists without prayer, and produces no confession. It is the faith Mr. F. advocates, and he seems to be strangely averse to knowing anything about any other faith. He calls our attempts to impress his mind with the idea that there is a faith of the heart, which grows out of true penitence before the Lord, nothing but "mystification." This faith which precedes repentance, and fails to affect the heart, is dead, being alone. This was the fault in the faith of the "chief rulers" who believed, and would not confess Christ, through fear
of the Pharisees. It was of the head and not of the heart. I thus answer the "questions" proposed in my friend's last speech, and reply to all he said touching John xii. 42. He quoted John i. 11-12. It teaches that men are made "children of God by faith in Christ Jesus." It does not say they were believers an hour before they were made children. So also John xx. 30-31. "That, believing, you might have life through his name." This teaches that life through Christ, is by "believing." But he emphasizes through his name, as though that meant through baptism; but through his name is through himself. Baptism is not mentioned in either passage. It is by faith in the name or person of Christ. Mr. F. cannot torture these Scriptures into any other meaning. But the faith here mentioned is the true faith. It works by love and purifies the heart. It is a faith which is not dead, and therefore not alone. But every one who has this faith, receives Christ and is made a child of God by faith. All such receive power to become what they were not before—the children of God. That is, what they were not before they believed. This is by faith and not by baptism. Paul says it is by faith. (Gal. iii. 26.) When a man "believes with the heart unto righteousness" he is justified; then "confession is made with the mouth unto salvation;" but the faith of the heart is the only receiving cause of justification. He that believeth is
not condemned for a single moment. His condemnation ceases sooner than my friend could make ready to immerse him.

Mr. Franklin not only confounds the true and the false faith, but he confounds the *means* with the *condition* of justification. This I have shown before, but as he persists in doing it, I will persist in exposing it. Wesley says, "Baptism administered to real penitents is both a *means* and *seal* of pardon;" but did he say it was the *condition* of pardon? Never! Mr. Wesley knew better. He knew the difference between a *means* of pardon and the condition of justification, whether Mr. F. does or not. Thus on the day of Pentecost, those "real penitents," not yet genuine believers, as my friend claims, were commanded to repent and be baptized as a very useful *means* of pardon, but their faith was the only condition, the only thing in itself indispensable to their justification. But those Gentiles in the house of Cornelius were also real penitents. They were justified while Peter yet preached the word. That preaching was a *means* of justification, but not the condition, not the receiving cause. They were commanded to be baptized, not for the remission of sins, as were the penitents on the day of Pentecost, *but because they had already received the Holy Ghost!* In one case baptism was a *means* of pardon, in the other it was not; but in neither case was it a condition. Hence, baptism may come
before or after pardon—before or after the gift of the Holy Ghost; we have plain examples of both; but no man living will ever show it to be a condition of justification. That is what can not be done.

Mr. F. wishes to know where I learned that Saul of Tarsus was justified before he was baptized. I learned it in the Acts of the Apostles, ix. 17, 18. The scales fell from his eyes and he received sight—was filled with the Holy Ghost before he was baptized. The "all things" upon which Mr. F. dwelt, which were appointed for him to do, relate not to what he was to do in order to justification merely, as Mr. F. imagines, but to all things appointed for him to do in after life, as an Apostle and minister of Jesus Christ. He could, emblematically, wash away his sins, calling on the name of the Lord, after justification, just as well and just as consistently as before it; and no man, not even Mr. F. himself, will pretend that water literally washed away his sins.

I come next to the case of the Corinthians. Mr. F. thinks Paul did not suppose a case for illustration. "This," he exclaims, "is a likely affair, truly!" Then he believes that some of those Corinthians did speak with the tongues of men and of angels, and had not charity; that they did have the gift of prophecy, understand all mysteries, have all knowledge, and all faith, so as to remove mountains, and yet had no
charity! No sir; this cannot be! No unconverted man wrought a miracle in the name of Jesus Christ. Jesus says, "No man can do a miracle in my name, and lightly speak evil of me." Some hypocritical pretenders will come up in the day of judgment, with a lie in their mouths, and pretend to have cast out devils and done many wonderful works in his name; but, deceivers on earth, they will be liars there! The devil instigated unconverted men to imitate the miracles of good men, as far as possible; but Jesus never employed such to confirm the truth of Christianity. I hope, for the credit of the Christian religion, Mr. F. will review his position, abandon this monstrous error, and banish it forever from him; for, in all kindness I tell him, it leads to infidelity, black as midnight! God gives the Holy Spirit to all true believers, to witness to their adoption, to comfort, direct, and strengthen them in their journey to heaven; and, in addition to this, he gave to some of the primitive Christians power to perform miracles, to prophesy, to speak with tongues, etc., for the confirmation and edification of the church; but to say he gave these extraordinary gifts to any who had not the ordinary gifts, is untrue, absurd, preposterous! The Corinthian, no doubt, set too much store by the "gifts," and began to undervalue the "graces;" but Paul would have them value both as they ought. The
"gifts" were important, but they were "to fail;" they were not to be expected always in the church; but the "graces" were to remain. Charity never faileth. Will Mr. F. look at this? He represents Paul as speaking of a man with faith alone, and yet possessing all faith, all knowledge and supernatural gifts! Such terrible, terrible confusion, I have never seen! The gentleman calls my allusion to Simon, who wished to purchase the "gift" with money, an "angry fling," and then asks if he was justified. If his faith was genuine, he was justified; but there is ground for questioning the soundness of his faith. At any rate, he was not authorized to work miracles by the Holy Spirit; neither was any other unconverted man. But, strange as it may seem, I venture the prediction that Mr. F. will take the ground that the said Simon was justified. I know not whether he was or not, nor does it affect my cause one way or the other; but Mr. F. will find the laboring oar in his hand in relation to this case, after awhile. Mr. F. says, "Miracles confirmed the mission of Christ, of the Apostles, the gospel and the church;" and I agree well with this, but ask him to tell us how miracles could do this, if they could ever be wrought by other than good converted men? They confirmed the mission of the Apostles, by proving them to be men of God—men of true faith, accepted and approved of Heaven. I, therefore,
without any fear of issue with the Apostle, hold fast the position, "that no man was ever endowed with the miracle-working power of the Holy Ghost, according to the promise of the Scriptures, without being justified."

Now I notice again my friend's charge, that the Discipline perverts the words of Jesus, "Except a man be born again, he cannot enter into the kingdom of God." Therefore, being "born again," in my friend's estimation, is a condition of justification; for he makes entering the kingdom one with being justified. But he has read his Bible to little effect, who does not know that this is false. Men are justified in order that they may enter the kingdom. Justification takes away the legal hindrances, and renders it possible for man to enter the kingdom. Further, justification, in point of fact, precedes the new birth. It transpires in the mind of God, and then the new birth is effected in the heart of man. In this whole passage there is but one new birth mentioned. To be born again, is to be born of water and of the Spirit. The water is the emblem, and not the condition, of the Spirit's influence upon the soul. Hence Alexander Campbell says that baptism "is but the symbol of the transition, inward and spiritual, by which our souls are bathed in that ocean of love which purifies our persons, and makes them one with the Lord." But Mr. F. will probably say Mr.
Campbell was guilty of "mystification," in talking about the "symbol!" The gentleman has been using the Englishman's Greek Concordance, and found out that if *anthropos* is not in the text, the Greek particle, "tis," is there, and now he *says* it is properly translated *man*. I know the clause, as translated, gives a correct sense; for the expression, *except any one*, means *except a man*—the word man not applying exclusively to a grown person of the masculine gender, but generically to individuals of the human species; yet if Mr. F. believes that "tis" is a proper word for man, or at all synonymous with *anthropos*, he is hopelessly in the dark. As to applying the text to infants, I remark that any one reading the service for the baptism of infants, can see that the administration proceeds on the supposition that the infant will grow up, embrace the gospel and become a lively and faithful follower of Christ. This will explain the application of this language, the prayer offered for them and all that to which my friend objects. He has tried to pervert the Discipline, and has succeeded in proving that he does not understand it. Baptism, whether administered in infancy or not, is administered once for life; it is, therefore, appropriate to embrace, in the prayer offered on the occasion, matters pertaining to the whole future of the candidate.

<(I must now take the worthy gentleman
back to Abraham once more." I have shown clearly, and beyond dispute, that Abraham was justified when he believed God, and it was accounted to him for righteousness. When was this? Long before Isaac was born! Was Abraham a righteous man, and a believer in God's promise, for a single day before he was justified? Preposterous! Mr. F. makes light of it that I go to Abraham for the example of a justified sinner. Was he never a sinner? Was he an "old saint" before he was justified? Was he an "old saint" before he believed God? I care not how early Abraham believed God, nor how he had been counted righteous, when he offered his son upon the altar; but I do contend that he was "justified" at the very time he believed God; and no man was ever "accounted righteous" who was not justified. When God made promise to Abraham that he should have an heir, and a seed as the stars of heaven, it is said that then, before Isaac was born, "he believed in the Lord, and he accounted it to him for righteousness;" Gen. xv. 6. Abraham was circumcised before Isaac was born; but he was justified by faith before he was circumcised, for "he received the sign of circumcision, a seal of the righteousness of the faith which he had, being yet uncircumcised;" Rom. iv. 11. "Cometh this blessedness upon the circumcision only, or upon the uncircumcision also? For we say that faith was reckoned to Abraham for right-
eousness. How was it, then, reckoned? when he was in circumcision, or in uncircumcision?" Here is the precise question between Mr., F. and myself. Mr. F. says it was not until he offered Isaac upon the altar. That was some twenty years after he was circumcised. But Paul answers, "Not in circumcision, but in uncircumcision;" Rom. iv. 9, 10. Here Mr. F. ought to surrender. Abraham was justified before Isaac was born. There is no use, Mr. F., in disputing it any longer! From the time Abraham first believed God, he was justified; and ever after, wherever he received from God a promise and believed it, he received some fresh token of acceptance; and wherever he received a command from God and obeyed it, he received renewed assurance of divine approval. Hence, the fact that he was justified when he offered Isaac, does not prove that he was never justified before; and the Scriptures positively affirm that he was justified before. Now, how does my friend look standing up here and contradicting St. Paul, by affirming that Abraham was not justified at the time he was first accounted a righteous man? "If he could blush on account of defeat"—would not his crimsoned face proclaim his consciousness of failure? But I am not through yet. He asserts that James speaks of the same justification, or of justification in the same sense with St. Paul—thus arraying these Apostles against
each other. But he denies this consequence, and tries to *evade* it by talking about law works and gospel works. I exploded this sophism, by exposing the absurdity of his notions of law works. The law is that which the sinner transgresses— which condemns the guilty—which says "thou shalt not covet"—the only law that measures our obligations, that binds us in allegiance to the throne of God, and prescribes our duty to all. We obey it when we obey the gospel and love God supremely, and our neighbor as ourselves. But we have no justification by it; for we can only obey it by the aid of divine grace. Mr. F. calls this "mystification," and refuses to look at it, after making the distinction himself! I also called for a definition of his gospel works. He passes it in silence! But while I hold him prisoner, I will scatter this subterfuge to the four winds. By gospel works he *must mean* repentance, confession, and baptism, as conditions of pardon, or he means nothing relevant to our discussion. But what kind of works does James talk about? Such gospel works as Mr. F. insists upon? He never mentions them! Hear him: "If a brother or sister be naked, or destitute of daily food, and one of you say unto them, Depart in peace, be ye warmed and filled; notwithstanding ye give them not those things which are needful for the body; what doth it profit?" Here is the duty to feed the hungry and
clothe the naked—a, duty incumbent all through life—but not a word about any thing Mr. F. calls gospel work, and insists upon a condition of pardon.

"Was not Abraham our father justified by works, when he offered Isaac his son upon the altar?" Is this what my friend calls gospel work? Is this the condition of the forgiveness of sins? "Likewise also was not Rahab the harlot justified by works, when she had received the messengers, and had sent them out another way?" Will my friend call this gospel work? Can he see any thing like baptism as a condition of forgiveness of sins, in all this? It is easy to say that Paul talks of law works, and James of gospel works; but proving it, or even explaining it, is too much like "mystification!" for my friend to attempt it. Now I submit that if Mr. F. does not feel himself "stranded," it is because he is not sensible of his misery! Could Mr. F. speak with the tongues of men and of angels, he could not reconcile Paul and James without admitting that Abraham was justified more than once. This Mr. F. has denied. Paul says he was justified by faith, without works, before he was circumcised; but Mr. F. says he was not! James says he was justified by works when he offered Isaac; to this I agree with full consent; but I also agreed with St. Paul, that he was justified, in another sense, long before. I ask Mr. F. to stand up and agree with
both these Apostles; but his dogma of baptism in order to pardon, will not permit him to do it! His creed blinds and betrays him into this unenviable predicament. But for his confusion and disappointment, I would now expect him to yield the point, and submit to the gospel method of justification by grace, through faith in our Lord Jesus Christ. When his excitement wears off, and he reviews his position in the light of the Bible, I shall expect him to confess himself reproved and instructed.

I now close by a brief summary, and leave the subject with you.

1. Of the four senses in which men are justified, I have shown you that the Article relates only to justification in the sense of being "accounted righteous." The debate is confined to this justification, not because I "evaded," or "yielded," or "conceded" anything in regard to the other rises of the term, for I took my position in regard to them in my first speech, before Mr. F. opened his mouth, but simply because it is in the Article, and the others are not. The vigorous effort Mr. F. has made to press in other senses of the word, has discovered his extreme anxiety, and deep consciousness of failure, unless he could confuse the subject in some way.

2. His positions in relation to the different causes of justification, have been ambiguous, confused and contradictory. He either did not understand himself, or was
afraid to venture out in clear daylight. I have shown you that the doctrine of the Article is, that the grace of God is the only originating cause, "the blood of Jesus the only procuring or meritorious cause, and that faith is the only receiving cause. From this I have not swerved. The gentleman's "corn" illustration answers my purpose very well. The ground raised the corn—the horse raised the corn—the plow raised the corn—the boys raised the corn; each had a particular part to perform, and with respect to each particular feature of the work, it was the ground only, the horse only, the plow only, and the boys only. My friend will have to go farther than this for an illustration that will bring him out of the woods!

3. The Article does not assert that the faith by which we are justified is alone. It implies repentance and obedience; this I granted from the start; but while it is not alone in the abstract, it is only the faith that apprehends, receives and appropriates, the infinite merit of the Redeemer, to the justification of the sinner. Hence, nothing else in all the book of God, is imputed to the sinner for righteousness, but faith only. Mr. F. is not alone in this Hall, but he only made the last speech. And at this point he has virtually given up the controversy. He said all his objection to the Article was on account of the word "only." I made a fair proposition, setting forth my willing-
ness to admit that the word "only" ought to be stricken out, if he would show what else beside faith is imputed for righteousness; but he has not made the attempt! Moreover, he claimed that the Article excluded the grace of God and the blood of Jesus, and by his course confessed that if it did not, his opposition was a failure. I showed that it does not exclude these, but assigns to both their proper places in the great scheme of redemption and justification; but that the idea of justification by works does exclude the grace of God. This St. Paul boldly asserts: "To him that worketh, is the reward not reckoned of grace, but of debt." "But if it be of works, then is it no more grace." "Therefore it is of faith that it might be by grace." Hence, the whole effort of my friend has been directed against this Apostle! In his opposition to Paul, he tried to make James affiliate with him, but failed utterly. Poor man! he stands alone, confronted by the whole Bible! May his sorrow be of a godly sort!

4. The manner in which Mr. F. has responded to my arguments, has been observed by you all. In some instances he has ventured no reply, and in others, he has only aimed to involve me in a similar difficulty with himself. This was particularly the case, in his strictures on my argument from depravity. It was all he aimed at! Sometimes he quoted detached sentences,
and perverted my meaning, as in his repeated charges rung on the words, "faith
does the work—it justifies;" but he has uniformly omitted quoting or noticing
the Scriptures on which my arguments were founded! True, he said some of
my arguments contained nothing but "assumption," and complained about the
"joy" that surrounded him, and obstructed his vision, but his futile attempts at
reply, coming from a man of his reputed powers, prove that my positions were
invulnerable. 5. The opposing arguments adduced by the respondent, have all
received due and respectful consideration; and they have all been shown to
be aimed at a doctrine not before us, which nobody believes, but which he has
diligently labored to force upon, the Article, against the design of its framers,
against the true import of its language, and in spite of my disclaimers,
admonitions and rebukes; or else they have been proven irrelevant, confused
and inconclusive. In his closing reply, he may give you a rehash of them with
all confidence, pretending that they have not been met; but I have confidence
that you will not forget how persistently he confounds the means with the
condition of pardon, and jumbles together the causes and instrumentalities in
a manner that would not honor the capacity of the merest tyro in divinity. And
yet he has done the best that could be done! He is not a novice,
but a champion—often the chosen champion, the Goliath of the hosts here presents; but mortal man can not resist the truth of God. Neither age, experience, learning nor ingenuity, can turn aside the smooth stones of the infallible word. The dreams of fanaticism and prejudices of bigotry, may obscure the light for a season, but while reason keeps her throne, and mind grapples with mind, and thought with thought, the truth may enter the arena without apprehension of harm.

I close the discussion of this proposition with full confidence that I have maintained the true doctrine of the gospel, and held before you the only method of the sinner’s justification before the Lord. I honor every duty and every ordinance of the Christian economy, assigning to each its place and work, but will not confuse and confound them. A full and careful survey of our moral condition and relationships, and a candid examination of all Mr. Franklin has been able to say against it, only satisfies me more and more, that "We are accounted righteous before God, only for the merit of our Lord and Savior Jesus Christ by faith, and not for our own works or deservings;" and, feeling fully persuaded of this doctrine, I cannot doubt that its moral effects are truly set forth in the clause which says, "Wherefore, that we are justified by faith only, is a most wholesome doctrine, and very full of comfort."
We have now heard what the worthy gentleman could say in defense of justification by faith only. Our rules do not allow me to introduce any new matter in my closing speech. I will, therefore, spend my half hour in summing up and re-stating the argument. The first thing I shall attend to, shall be his attempt to evade the argument:

1. Our correspondence shows that I only proposed to discuss the statement following: "Wherefore, that we are justified by faith only, is a most wholesome doctrine and very fall of comfort." He understood me in this, for he explicitly mentions, in one of his letters, that I assailed "a part of the Ninth Article," and proposed to accommodate me. But when he attempted to accommodate me, he did it by presenting the whole of the Article for me to deny, in the place of what he knew I had assailed. This he did to have something bearing, at least, some semblance to the truth.

2. His second effort was to avoid the question in any sense in which "we are justified before God," but one—the sense of pardon in conversion. This he did by his unsupported assertion, that that was the only sense meant by the Discipline. This, any person could see, was without any foundation, as there is nothing in the Discipline confining the Article to justification.
in any one sense more than another. Justification, in every sense, is through the merit of Christ; and it is justification through the merit of Christ we are speaking of. The Article relates to justification in every sense in which "we are justified" through, the merit of Christ; and there is no sense in which we are justified, that is not through the merit of Christ. In this attempt at evasion, he failed, and, as a matter of course, lost the argument in every sense, according to his own admission, except one.

3. His third attempt at evasion, was his assertion, that justification by faith only was not justification by faith alone. I have demanded of him, in vain, to show what the word "only" means in the proposition, or what office it performs, if it does not mean singly, or alone; or if it does not exclude every thing else. Has he ever shown what that word means, or what office it performs, if it does not exclude every thing else? He has not, and no man living can. Some of the time, he interprets the Article precisely as if the word "only" were not in it, and admits that it is not by faith only that we are justified, but it is by faith, with the grace of God, the blood of Christ, repentance, confession, etc. But then, again, he turns the other side of his face to us, and gives it the exclusive sense, or lets it have its legitimate meaning, and makes it exclude everything else—
makes faith, and faith, only, do the work—justify. Such has been his unenviable position.

I. I am now ready to look at his arguments. His first argument is from the Scripture representations of human depravity. The argument, if there was anything in this point that could be called argument, is that man, being depraved, cannot justify himself, or do anything that will justify him—that there cannot be any merit in anything that he can do, and that he must be justified through the merit of Christ alone. This sounds very well; but what now is his deduction? That man is justified by faith only! But what is faith? Is it the merit of Christ? It is the act of the creature—the depraved, unconverted creature! Is there any merit in the act of the creature? No; the merit is in Christ alone. Faith is a work. "This is the work of God, that you believe," said Jesus. Paul speaks of the work of faith." Faith, then, is a work, the act of the creature. This act of a depraved creature has no merit in it—this work of the creature has no merit in it to save a sinner, or justify, any more than repentance, confession, or any thing else the Lord requires the creature to do. Faith does not do the work; it does not justify, but is simply a means through which (rod prepares the heart for justification. It pardons no man's sins, but prepares the hearts of men for pardon, as re-
pentance prepares the life, or character, of men for pardon. His first argument, then, is no argument at all, and proves nothing. II. His second argument, is founded on those Scriptures which ascribe the work of salvation to the grace of God. This is the most singular argument I ever knew. To state it in the most simple form, it amounts to this: The Scriptures say, "Salvation is by grace;" therefore, it is by faith only! I know that salvation is by grace, through faith; but not by grace only, or faith only. I stated, in my last speech before this, that salvation is by the goodness of God, the love of God, the grace of God; the mission of Christ, his blood; the mission of the Apostles, the Holy Spirit; by the word spoken, by faith in Christ, repentance, confession, calling on the name of the Lord and by baptism. The goodness of God prompted him to save man. His love moved him to the great work; his grace to man appeared, or his favor, in the Lord becoming poor that we through his poverty might be rich. The mission of Jesus prepared the way for carrying the grand scheme into operation. In his death, he shed his blood to purge us from sin. The Apostle's mission was indispensable in the great work. The mission of the Spirit was indispensable to inspiring the Apostles and preaching the word through them.

The word has its place in the grand scheme. It must be spoken that man may
hear and believe. But the goodness of God, his love, his grace, the mission of Christ, his blood, the mission of the Apostles, the work of the Spirit, inspiring them, and the word spoken, will all do poor fallen man no good, if he does not, believe, repent, confess Christ, and call on the Lord. No grace of God, nor merit of Christ, will save a man who does not believe; and no believing will save a man who does not repent. Where is his second argument, founded upon salvation by grace? It is no argument at all.

III. His third argument is founded upon those Scriptures that ascribe salvation to the death of Christ. This argument is fully answered in the remarks just made. The death of Christ is indispensable, but we are not saved by the death of Christ alone. The death of Christ will save no man who does not believe; or believes, and does not repent. But his logic is all of the same sort. It is this, I suppose: We are said to be saved by the death of Christ; therefore, we are saved by faith only. All he has said on this point, is simply talk, and no argument in it.

IV. His fourth argument is simply the naked and unsupported assertion, that faith brings the soul into contact with the blood of Christ, and renders that blood efficacious to the removal of guilt. If he were aiming to show that faith is indispensable, and I were denying it, he might
find an argument here. But that is not the state of the case. I am fully aware that men must believe, to come to the blood of Christ; but it is as indispensable that they repent and confess Christ, as that they believe. Belief alone will not bring them to the blood of Christ, else those Jews who believed on him, and would not confess him, would have been justified. This argument we have found to be no argument at all, and to prove nothing.

V. His fifth argument is drawn from those Scriptures which speak of the imputation of faith for righteousness. This argument I have taken completely out of his hands, in that he has confined the justification in debate to the pardon or justification of the sinner in conversion. His example given of faith, being imputed for righteousness, is the case of Abraham, who believed God when he made the promise to him, when he was about an hundred years old, who had been a righteous man many long years before this, and was a righteous man at this time. This justification was, therefore, the justification, of a righteous man, in the sense of approval, which he admits to be by works, and not by faith only. The apostle James refers to the identical same faith of Abraham, and shows that works wrought with his faith, and by works his faith was made perfect. In making this an example of the justification he is debating about—in refuting him at
this point, I refute his whole theory. The very case he has taken for an example, I have shown, beyond doubt, not to be by faith only, but by works, which wrought with his faith, and by which his faith was made perfect. He was not justified by the faith alone, nor the works alone, but the faith and works jointly; and the justification was not the justification of a sinner, in the sense of pardon, but the justification of a righteous man, who had been a righteous man more than fifty years, in the sense of approval.

VI. His sixth argument is founded upon the expression, "justified by faith." But this I have shown to be no argument at all, as no one doubts the doctrine of justification by faith, I believe in justification by faith as much as he, but I do not believe in his interpolation, "only," added to the word of God. If that interpolation means any thing, it is sinful to add it to the word of God. If it does not mean any thing, it is useless, and he is debating for nothing. But we all know that it does mean something. He has explained it to mean something. He has himself shown that its office was to exclude something, in his reference to Romish traditions. Such I have maintained to be its office. He has shown that he took it in that sense, when he said that neither repentance, confession nor any thing else but faith does the work—justifies. This, then, bears scarcely the sem-
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blance of an argument; but it is an utter failure.

VII. Mr. M.'s seventh argument is, that faith removed condemnation from the heart. Anybody can see, at a glance, that this is nothing but re-stating, in a little different form, his argument founded upon justification by faith. It is just as true, that he that repenteth not is condemned, as it is that he that believeth not is condemned; for he who said, "He who cometh to God must believe," has said, "Except ye repent ye shall perish." Either unbelief or impenitence will condemn a man, but neither belief or penitence, alone, will justify a man. His seventh argument, then, is no argument at all, but merely a rehash of the sixth argument.

VIII. His eighth argument is nothing but the unsupported assertion, "that every believer is in possession of eternal life." I have shown that the believer can only have eternal life prospectively in this world; for the Apostle promises to them who seek for glory and honor and immortality, eternal life; and at the same time the wicked shall go away into everlasting punishment, the righteous shall go into life eternal, which shows that they are not in possession of eternal life now. Not only so, but eternal life is the reward of the righteous, received in the judgment. If eternal life is the justification he is maintaining, as coming within the scope of our proposition, it is the
justification in the judgment, and he has admitted that it is not by faith only. His eighth argument, therefore, proves to be no argument at all. Thus ends his attempts, first at evasion and then at argument. He has neither succeeded in evading the issue, nor proving his proposition.

I. But now for my first argument against his doctrine of justification by faith only. I have shown that his Discipline makes baptism a means of justification not only to persons accountable, but to infants, in the following words: "Our Savior Christ saith, None can enter in the kingdom of God, except he be regenerate and born anew of water and of the Holy Ghost." The kingdom of God is a state of justification, and the Discipline applies the words of Jesus, not quoted correctly, but corrupted, as I have shown, by inserting none for man to infants, and they have thus perverted the passage and make baptism a condition of justification to infants; thus making many pious mothers believe that, except they have their infants baptized, they cannot enter into the kingdom of God, or a state of justification. In praying, as he does, if he goes according to Discipline, he implores the Lord, when about to baptize an infant, that it "may receive that thing which, by nature, it cannot have," and that it may be "delivered from the wrath of God." In applying the same words of our Lord—again "miserably misquoted—to adult persons,
when baptizing, they make him teach that none can enter the kingdom of God, or a state of justification, except "he be regenerate and born anew of water and of the Holy Ghost." Thus the Discipline here makes "born of water" baptism, and thus makes baptism a condition of justification, as I shall show, the Lord permitting, when we are upon our fourth proposition, it certainly is. I have thus refuted him with his own Discipline, and shown that justification is not by faith only, but by baptism, as well as faith. From this difficulty he has scarcely made the semblance of an effort to escape.

II. My second argument was founded upon the unequivocal statement of Mr. Wesley, that "baptism is both a means and a seal of pardon nor; did God ordinarily, in the primitive church, bestow this upon any, unless through this means." Mr. M. has himself admitted that baptism is a means of salvation, as singing, praying, reading the Bible, etc. But Mr. Wesley is stronger than that*; he says: "Neither did God ordinarily bestow this on any, unless through this means." Again, he says: "As it [baptism] admits into the church here, so into glory hereafter." This is not justification by faith only. Admitting into the church, is into a state of justification, and with him baptism admits into the church. What reply has he made to this? Surely none that deserves the name.
III. My third argument against his doctrine, is that the Lord, in the last commission, as Mark records it, puts faith and baptism both together, in the same sentence, both in order, to the same object. That object is salvation or justification. The words I allude to, read as follows: "He that believeth and is baptized shall be saved." Saved, here, means justified or pardoned. The Lord requires two things to be done, in order to the same end or object. We cannot be mistaken about the object, for my opponent admits that faith is for justification. The gospel is preached to men that they may believe, and he admits that the object of believing is that they be justified. It is justification, too, in the precise sense he admits to be in controversy. From this there is no escape. The baptism is connected, in the same sentence, in order to the same object—justification or salvation. When you can perceive what faith is in order to, here, you can see what baptism is for. Both are for the same thing. The only attempt Mr. M. has made to meet this, is by asserting that salvation here will be the future salvation. I do not deny that all our acts of obedience look forward ultimately to the eternal salvation; but believing, repenting, confessing and being baptized, look immediately to present justification or pardon. This commission has reference immediately to remission of sins. Luke has it, that "Repentance and
remission of sins should be preached in his name among all nations, beginning at Jerusalem." In the commission, then, in the place of faith only for remission of sins, we find repentance and baptism associated with faith, in order to the same thing.

IV. My fourth argument against his position, is in the unequivocal language of Paul: "Though a man have all faith, so that he can remove mountains, and have not love, he is nothing." This passage establishes two points beyond all doubt: 1st, That inasmuch as a man may have the, gift of prophecy, understand all knowledge, and have all faith, so that he can remove mountains, and have not love, he is nothing. Faith only cannot justify a man, for Paul would not have said of a justified man, "He is nothing." The man, then, with all faith, but faith without love, or faith only, is nothing. Certainly he who is nothing, is not justified in any sense. 2nd, This passage shows, conclusively, that supernatural gifts are no evidence that he who possesses them is justified; for here Paul, in rebuking those who abounded with supernatural gifts, but had gone to law one with another, informs them that though they had much greater gifts than any of them had, yet, if they had not love, they were nothing. I shall have use for this again, in another part of our debate.

V. My fifth argument against his doctrine is, that I have produced persons men-
tioned in the word of God, who believed, but did not confess, and were not justified. "Among the chief rulers also many believed on him; but because of the Pharisees they did not confess him, lest they be put out of the synagogue; 'for they loved the praise of men more than the praise of God;" John xii. 42. What think you of those faith alone Christians, who loved the praise of men more than the praise of God? Were they justified? There is no escape from this case, for it is stated in so many words, that "they believed on him," and it is evident that they were not justified; for the Apostle's language condemns them. Neither he, nor any other man occupying his position, can answer this. It shows, beyond the shadow of a doubt, that justification is not by faith only.

VI. My sixth argument against his doctrine is, that the holy Apostle says: "As many as received him, to them gave he power to become the sons of God, even, to as many as believe on his name;" John i. 12. This shows that believing on his name only, does not constitute a son of God, or justify, but to those who believe on God's name, he gives power to become what they are not before, or even when they believe—sons of God. To the same amount the same writer says: "These things are written that you might believe that Jesus is the Christ the Son of God, and that believing you might have life through his name." The belief is
that he *might have* (what he has not now) *life* through his name. What reply has he made to all this? Nothing that meets the case.

VII. My Seventh and last argument against his doctrine is, that he and his brethren have no intelligible system of conversion. They cannot show the sinner the way to God, or to justification. Hence they have constructed a kind of portico to their, church, into which they receive persons on; trial, who have come to them honestly inquiring: the way to justification, and 'have failed to find it. They have fastened to the preachers, both publicly and privately, but cannot find the way. They have come again and again and still failed to find, and have now joined on trial, with, the encouragement that maybe they may find salvation. When did the Apostles put poor souls, seeking salvation, on trial, without showing them the way to God? Never; no, never. Every honest inquirer that ever came to them was forthwith shown the way. They kept no anxious mourners seeking, agonizing and going into despair, but showed all the way to salvation on the first interview. Three thousand seekers came to Peter, on Pentecost, crying, "Men and brethren, what shall we do?" Had my friend's system been the one in use on that occasion, not one-fifth of the three thousand would have been converted. But the Apostle answered them and they all
heard the answer, did as commanded, and were justified in the very sense claimed by Mr. M. to be the sense of our proposition. "Repent and be baptized," said the man of God—the same day the Holy Spirit came from heaven to guide Kim into all truth—"every one of you, in the name of Jesus Christ, for the remission of sins, and you shall receive the gift of the Holy Spirit." "As many as gladly received his word, were baptized, and the same day there were added unto them about three thousand souls." Here was a preacher who could show seekers the way to God. Here was a system that had light in it. Let my worthy friend lay aside his system of doubts and uncertainties, and follow, implicitly, the word of the Lord, and he will show all the way into the kingdom who come to him.

[END OF FIRST PROPOSITION.]
SECOND PROPOSITION. —Immersion is the only Baptism taught in the Scriptures and practiced by the Apostles.

GENTLEMEN MODERATORS, LADIES AND GENTLEMEN:

I am truly thankful that a kind and gracious Providence has been over us through the past night, and that we are comfortably situated and permitted to prosecute our investigations. I hope we shall still keep in mind, that we all should have but a single aim, viz., to know the truth, the whole truth and nothing but the truth, touching the points in debate. We are not debating for victory over men or parties, but for the victory of truth over error. My desire is, that truth may prevail over all, no matter where it places me.

I did not succeed in getting our proposition stated as I desired. I proposed, in our correspondence, to affirm my practice—immersion—and defend it, and let my opponent deny. But I could not induce him to agree to this, because, as I suppose, he believes in and, in some instances, practices immersion. I then proposed for him
to affirm his practice—sprinkling or pouring—and defend it, and I would deny. This, too, he declined. I could induce him to agree to no proposition except something in the form of the present, requiring me to affirm, not only that immersion is baptism, but, negatively, that *nothing else is baptism*. I am not, therefore, expecting any debate on immersion, or my practice, but expecting my opponent to admit that I am right—that immersion is baptism.

The question remaining, or of any interest to us, is whether his practice—sprinkling or pouring—is baptism. Here is where the battle ground is to be after all, though my worthy friend did not have the fortitude to come up to the work and affirm his practice. I am truly gratified, then, that all his church and his Discipline agree with me, that immersion is baptism—that it is right, and that many of his members agree, further, that nothing but immersion is baptism, and can not be induced to receive any thing else.

Our question is a very simple one and easily comprehended. I affirm the simple proposition, that immersion is the only baptism taught in the Christian Scriptures and practiced by the Apostles. We had some little difference about that little word "only" on yesterday. We have the same word in our proposition to-day, and I shall have no trouble in getting my opponent to understand the meaning of that word to-
day. He did not understand it to mean alone on yesterday, but to-day he will understand it to mean alone. I shall not attempt to twist out of its meaning as he did, but shall admit that it means alone, in its most exclusive sense. The simple matter for us to determine, is precisely what the Apostles did when they baptized. Did they sprinkle water upon persons? pour water upon them? or immerse them in water? To say that they sprinkled water upon some, poured water upon others, and immersed others in water, I consider out of the question. When Jesus commanded the Apostles to baptize, he commanded them to do something. What they did, in obeying the command, was cm action—one action, and no more. Our inquiries, at this time, are to determine precisely what that one action was. We find one command, for one thing to be done. That one thing, in the common version of the New Testament, is called baptize. This word baptize expresses the one thing to be done—the only thing to be done in administering the ordinance, or rite, commanded to be done. When the Apostles obeyed this one command, they did one thing and no more. They performed one act, in obeying the one command to baptize, and no living man can make it appear that they did any more. Can one command be obeyed, in one act of obedience, in performing three acts, so different as the acts of sprinkling and pouring.
and immersing? Is it not self-evident, that if the command to do one thing, means to sprinkle, it does not mean to pour? or if it means to pour, it does not mean to sprinkle or immerse? or if it means to immerse, it does not mean to sprinkle or pour? To sprinkle, pour and immerse, are three distinct acts, and it is a natural impossibility for one command, expressing what is to be done, in one word, to mean three acts so different and distinct from each other. If by the word *baptizo*, the Lord meant *sprinkle*, he did not mean *pour*; for the word sprinkle does not mean pour. If he meant pour, he did not mean immerse; for pour does not mean immerse. If he meant immerse, he did not mean sprinkle; for immerse does not mean sprinkle. It is as rational to speak of sprinkling and pouring by immersing, as to speak of baptizing by sprinkling, pouring and immersing.

I. I shall, therefore, proceed to my first argument, which is, that the Lord and the Apostles, when they expressed that which was to be done literally, used but one word. That word was *baptizo*. When they spoke of the rite *literally*, they invariably used that one word. It is certain that a word can never have but one meaning when applied to one thing. The one thing it is applied to, so far as our controversy is concerned, is the rite, or the ordinance. Now, it is no matter how many meanings this word could have, when applied to
other things; it is certain that it can have but one meaning, when applied to one thing. No matter how many meanings a word may have, when applied to one thing, no matter how often, it can have but one meaning. Nothing can be clearer than that the Lord has used this one word invariably to express that which he required to be done, in performing the rite. No man of intelligence can fail to see that every time that word is used to express that one thing to be done, or that one command, it has the same meaning. No word can be used intelligibly, in two different senses, in reference to the same thing. Baptism is commanded. A command is something to be done. What is it that expresses what is to be done? No word, where that which is to be done, is literally expressed, but *baptizo*. If that word does not express what is to be done, it is not expressed at all, and no man knows whether he is baptized or not. It is manifest, that if that which is to be done is not revealed, no man knows whether it is done or not. Is it not a singular idea, that a positive command should be given, and that which is to be done not revealed? How are we to know what is to be done, or when it is done, on this hypothesis. Such, precisely, is the predicament of my worthy opponent, on this occasion. He believes that God has given a positive command, but has not revealed what is to be done, and consequently that
no man knows whether it is done or not, in any given case. He, therefore, intends to infer that it may be done in different ways.

Permit me to spend a few moments in defining the position of my opponent. He says, in our correspondence, "I hold that the mode is not essential, and that it is not definitely taught in the Scriptures." Again, speaking of baptism, he says: "It is not sprinkling, nor pouring, nor immersion, as such, but baptism." Here we have strange light! The mode is not definitely revealed, and not essential! How does he then know what it is not, or what it is, if the mode is not revealed? Is not this a clear concession, that he does not know any thing about it? The worthy gentleman, however, is not standing alone in this singular predicament, in coming up to debate on that which is not revealed, and that which he thus admits he does not know any thing about. Mr. Wesley says, Doctrinal Tracts, p. 243: "I say, by washing, dipping, or sprinkling, because it is not determined in Scripture in which of these ways it shall be done; neither by any express precept, nor by any such example as clearly proves it; nor by the force or meaning of the word "baptize." Again, speaking of being "buried by baptism," Mr. Wesley says: "Nothing can be inferred from such a figurative expression." It is true, he does say, in another place, upon the identical same
expression, that "this evidently alludes to the: ancient manner of baptizing by immersion." The position of my opponent, backed up by Mr. Wesley, is that the mode, as he calls it, is not essential to the validity of the ordinance; that it is not revealed, and, therefore, may be administered in any way! To this lax theology, I object. I do not believe the Lord ever gave a positive divine command without revealing what was commanded.

My position is entirely different from all this. The word *baptize* does not mean ordinance, purify, or cleanse. It has no water in it, nor fire, nor spirit. When found in the command of Jesus, it expresses what was to be done, and nothing else. The Lord simply commanded the subjects to be immersed. We learn nothing from *baptizo* about what they were to be immersed in, or for, but simply that they were to be immersed. Everything else, except the action, must be learned from other words. The word *baptizo* expresses the action, the thing to be done, the exact thing commanded, and nothing else. Now, if it be insisted that this word has different meanings, which I do not admit, even then it avails nothing, in this case; because no word can have different meanings, when applied to the same thing. The Divine appointment, rite, or ceremony, is the same thing wherever *baptizo* is applied to it. It can not, therefore, have two meanings, or three or
more, when applied to the same thing—it must always express the same action. That action was immersion, and nothing else. No man of any note contends that it was sprinkling or pouring.

II. My second argument is, that in departing from the appointment of God, it is more probable that they departed from the more laborious, inconvenient and unpleasant to the more easy, convenient and pleasant, than that they departed from the more easy, convenient and pleasant, to the more laborious, inconvenient and unpleasant. I am not aware that the clergy ever have, in that which they had to perform with their own hands, departed from the more easy, convenient and pleasant, to the more laborious, inconvenient and unpleasant. If immersion was the ancient practice, then pouring, sprinkling, and everything since practiced for baptism, is a corruption of, and a departure from, the primitive practice. On the other hand, if sprinkling was practiced anciently, immersing, pouring, and everything else practiced for baptism, is a corruption of, and a departure from, the original appointment of God. If, therefore, the apostles and first evangelists practiced that easy, convenient and pleasant usage, admired by Mr. Merrill, is it not strange, that when the apostasy took hold upon their hearts, they should have adopted the laborious, inconvenient and unpleasant practice of immersing? But how per-
fectly natural, when the lust of the flesh, the pride of life, and the love of ease began to take possession of their hearts, that they should have departed from immersion and have adopted the easy and comfortable practice of sprinkling. Nothing could be more natural than this; nor is there an argument in existence, now used against immersion, that has half the force, with the proud and pleasure-loving of this world, or one that makes half as many try to satisfy their consciences with sprinkling, as the appeal with reference to the inconvenience, unpleasantness and disagreeableness of immersion has. Immersion has ever had the feelings of the flesh, the pride of life and love of ease, on the part of the ministry, against it. How perfectly rational, too, when the ministry became proud, lovers of ease, convenience and pleasantness, they should gradually have departed from immersion and fallen in love with the easy practice of sprinkling.

There is another feature here that is equally deplorable. It is an indisputable historical fact, that as the light of the apostolic age receded, sprinkling gradually came into practice and gained the most extended prevalence at the zenith of the dark ages; and since the light of the Reformation has spread forth, immersion has gained in prevalence about in proportion as light has spread, till about one-fifth of the entire population of our glorious Union are im-
mersionists. Sprinkling for baptism is not known to any writing of the first two centuries, and only known at all for thirteen centuries in cases of extreme weakness or sickness, and in these cases they were not permitted to hold any office in the church. My argument from these premises amounts to this: That it is unreasonable and improbable that the ministry should have changed from the easy, convenient and pleasant practice of sprinkling or pouring, to the more laborious, inconvenient and unpleasant practice of immersing, when the spirit of pride and apostasy had taken hold of them and they were departing from the Lord; and it is equally unreasonable and improbable that they should have adhered more closely to the original appointment when departing into the darkness, ignorance and superstition of the dark ages, and then commenced departing from this original appointment as soon as the light of the Reformation burst forth! The true state of the case is, that as the apostolic light faded from the church, sprinkling gradually worked into it, till darkness reached its most expanded prevalence. Precisely at that period sprinkling prevailed more largely than at any other period in the history of the church. As soon as the light of the Information had shone forth, and the apostolic teachings and practices began to be resuscitated, sprinkling began to recede and immersion to extend. This shows
that as light, information and reformation prevail, immersion—though against
the feelings of the flesh, the pride of life and worldly influence—prevails;
which certainly could not and would not be the case, if it had not Divine
authority in its favor. When darkness leads to, the easy, the pleasant and
convenient, and light leads to the more laborious, inconvenient and
unpleasant, there must be a necessity for it, and that necessity, in this case, is
that the law of God requires it. When the law of God is examined and
brought to bear upon the souls of the people, they are immersed; but when
darkness and inattention prevail, sprinkling, they decide, will do!

III. My third argument is, that the Discipline; Mr. Wesley, and my worthy
friend, agree with me, that immersion is baptism. In baptizing, even an infant,
the Discipline requires the preacher to say, "Name this child." The Discipline
proceeds: "And then, naming it after them, he shall sprinkle, or pour water
upon it, or, if desired, immerse it in water." I must call the attention of the
audience to this: peculiar language. You perceive, it says nothing about
sprinkling or pouring the child, for this would sound ridiculous, even in their
own estimation; but the Discipline speaks in the more rational and intelligible
manner, of sprinkling and pouring water upon the child, or immersing in
water. This is sensible language. They do not speak of
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**sprinkling the child**, but **sprinkling water**; but they do speak of **immersing the child**, and not of **immersing water**. This can be done. It is rational. But if the words *sprinkle* and *pour* here mean *baptize*, then it is not the child that is baptized, but the *water is baptized upon the child!* This is clear to any intelligent mind at a glance. But I have simply gone aside to this to show that the Discipline endorses immersion. In connection with this, for the sake of those who may hear us, who have not read the Discipline, we give the direction given the minister in reference to those of riper years: "Then shall the minister take each person to be baptized by the right hand; and, placing him convenient to the font, according to his discretion, shall ask the name; and then shall sprinkle or pour water upon him [or, if he desire it, shall immerse him in water]." Here, then, in my opponent's own Discipline, we find a full endorsement of immersion.

Mr. Wesley says, "Baptism is performed, by washing, dipping, or sprinkling the person, in the name of the Father, and of the Son, and of the Holy Ghost;" Doct. Tracts, p. 243. In his note, on the words, "buried by baptism," Rom. vi. 4, he says: "This evidently alludes to the ancient manner of baptizing by immersion." Here, then, we have the endorsement of the Discipline, Doct. Tracts, endorsed by the Methodist Conference, and Wesley's Notes, for immer-
sion. Methodist preachers, however much they may dislike immersion, when they find persons (as they frequently do) who can not be persuaded to have water sprinkled or poured upon them, will go down into the water" with them, and lifting their hand to heaven, say, "I baptize you in the name of the Father, and of the Son, and of the Holy Ghost," and immerse the person in water. They thus lift their hand to heaven, before God and the people, and pronounce immersion baptism, in saying, "I baptize," when they immerse, and do this in the name of the Lord. This is a solemn and awful endorsement of immersion, and the men who thus endorse it, should be very careful not to say any thing against it. They show thus, that they can practice immersion without any violation of conscience. Our debate, therefore, is not about immersion. My opponent believes in immersion, lifts his hand to heaven and in the solemn and awful name of the whole Divinity, calls it baptism. This he could not do if he did not believe in it, without ruining his own soul. The question, then, and the only question to settle, on this occasion, is whether his practice will stand the test. This places him where he really is, in the affirmative, defending sprinkling, pouring, moistening, staining, cleansing, purifying, or any thing else he can think of. I have nothing at stake. He has everything at stake. It is a most fearful thing for a preacher to say,
"I baptize you in the name of the Father, and of the Son, and of the Holy Ghost," when he does not baptize at all. This I solemnly believe every man does who practices any thing but immersion.

IV. My fourth argument is founded upon the fact, that those who were proper subjects, and have been immersed, are satisfied. They may hear sprinklers preach, no matter how much, and they rarely ever become dissatisfied and desire to have water sprinkled or poured upon them. I do not say, that no case can be found, where immersed persons became dissatisfied and desire to have water sprinkled or poured upon them. If there are any such cases, they are exceedingly few. But, on the other hand, what multitudes of those who have received sprinkling or pouring become dissatisfied and, after hearing all their preachers can say to satisfy them, though they have confidence in them and love them, can not rest, nor be persuaded that they have been baptized, and are never satisfied till they are immersed. What is the reason of this vast difference? Why do those sprinkled, in such numerous instances, become dissatisfied? and why do those immersed so rarely, if ever, become dissatisfied? Many as sincere and honest as can be found on earth, remain dissatisfied with sprinkling all their lives, and dissatisfied when they come to death; and no reasoning, persuasions or arguments of their own preachers, whom they
love and have confidence in, can satisfy them. Why cannot the mind be put to rest on one side of the question, while it is at rest so generally on the other? Immersion answers the conscience, but sprinkling or pouring does not. My worthy friend and many other preachers know that they cannot satisfy the members of their own churches. In spite of all the comfort they can give them, the supports they can furnish, or evidences they can produce, their members, in numerous instances, have a consciousness all the time that they have not done their duty and are unhappy about it. Why is this? The reason is simply that sprinkling and pouring have no foundation in the Bible.

The only matter of surprise, in my mind, is, when they can and do immerse consciously, why they should continue a practice involving so many sincere, candid and honest souls, in their endeavors to serve God, in such an unhappy condition, such a state of doubt and uncertainty for life, in that which, to say the least, is of such great moment that they cannot be happy till they know they have done what the Lord commanded, when they could so easily practice that which would leave them in no doubt! A large number of those sprinkled, both of those sprinkled before they know anything, and those who receive it voluntarily, become unhappy about it, discontented and cannot rest till they are immersed. Why
involve them in this doubtful practice, when they could practice that which is followed by no such consequences? There can be no reason for it, That which God has appointed leaves persons in no such doubts. It is, at least, a strong evidence that immersion is of God, that it puts the heart to rest so far as the command to be baptized is concerned. This arises from the strong assurances found in the Bible, that immersion is baptism and that sprinkling is not.

V. My fifth argument is, that the Greek Church never practiced anything but immersion. In all the changes it has passed through and amidst all the innovations upon the usages of the Greek Church, she has preserved immersion all the time. I am fully aware that the Greek language as spoken by the Greek Church now, is not the same as the original Greek language. But the original Greek writings fell into the hands of the Greek Church, with her literature, at an early day, and she received and has kept the apostolic usage, so far as this action is concerned, all the time. The circumstance that Greeks understood their own literature, the meaning of their own tongue, which they had in writing as well as in speech among them, received the ordinance in it and practiced immersion all the time, is a strong evidence that immersion and nothing else is baptism.

VI. As I am hastening to lay before my friend as full an exhibit of my argument as
possible in my introductory speech, I hasten to my sixth argument, founded upon the fact that neither sprinkling, pouring or any thing but immersion, for baptism, is mentioned in any book written in the first two hundred years of the Christian era. So far as my information goes, not a writing of the first two centuries has been produced, in all the controversies on this subject, containing a solitary mention of any thing but immersion for baptism. Such a mention would have been produced long since, if it could have been done. I am well satisfied that no such mention is to be found. Can it, then, be possible that sprinkling or pouring, for baptism, was practiced during a space of two hundred years and never mentioned in a single writing produced in that whole period, nor alluded to in any shape or form? Sprinkling or pouring, for baptism, is not hinted at in all the Bible. It is true, we find both the words *sprinkle and pour*, but never used to express what the Apostles did when they baptized. Nor is there any mention of any person during this whole period ever being sprinkled or poured upon for baptism. No wonder that Mr. M. can not satisfy his own members with his practice, when he can not find a word about it in the Bible, nor any thing written in the first two centuries of the history of the Church. How his practice could have been revealed of God, commanded by the Savior and the Apostles, and
practiced for two hundred years, and yet not mentioned in the Bible, nor any other book of that whole period, is truly unaccountable! There is but one solution of the matter, and that is, that there was no such practice as sprinkling or pouring for baptism, during this whole period, in existence. Such a thing was not in existence. The writers in those times did not write about things not in existence, about which they never heard, and about which they knew nothing. This argument must be invalidated or my friend must fail. If my premise here is correct, and it certainly is, no argument from any other source can sustain sprinkling or pouring. Especially is this true, so far as our proposition is concerned, for we are to find what is taught in the Scriptures and was practiced by the Apostles. If sprinkling or pouring for baptism, is not in the Scriptures and was not practiced by the Apostles, then it has no authority and must fall to the ground.

VII. My seventh argument is, that immersion was invariably practiced by all professed Christians for the first thirteen hundred years, except after the beginning of the fourth century, in extreme cases of weakness, or sickness, or such as they called clinics, and these were never allowed to hold any office in the church. If there is any historical fact well sustained, this is; and this fact being sustained, leaves not one thing under the shining sun for sprinkling
or pouring for baptism to rest upon. I ask the worthy gentleman, who is to respond to me, to come forward and meet this. Is not what I have stated a well established fact, generally conceded on all hands? and if it is, upon what does sprinkling or pouring, for baptism, stand? Upon nothing under the sun; and here is found the reason that there is nothing satisfactory in it.

VIII. My eighth argument is founded upon the fact that nothing but *immerse*, or some word of the same import, can be substituted for *baptizo*, and make sense. It is a rule in language, or in interpretation, that the proper definition of a word, inserted for that word, or in the place of it, will make sense and give the true meaning to the reader. If *baptizo* means immerse, it will make sense to insert immerse in the place of *baptizo* in every place where it occurs and give the true meaning, or the meaning intended in the passage. A few examples of this sort will satisfy any person of common intelligence that it does not mean sprinkle, and that the Apostles did not sprinkle for baptism. Let us try sprinkle in the place of *baptizo* in a few examples: "Then went to him Jerusalem and all Judea, and all the region round about Jordan and were sprinkled of him in Jordan;" Mat. iii. 5-6. How was this done? I can understand how water can be sprinkled upon persons, as the Discipline expresses it, but how the people
could have been sprinkled of John in Jordan, I can not comprehend. How he could *sprinkle people in a river*, I pretend not to know! This would have been a greater task than to have immersed them. It is easy to see how John could have *immersed them in Jordan*. Let us have another case: "He shall *sprinkle* you with the Holy Ghost and with fire;" Mat. iii. 11. Did the Lord mean, when speaking of the baptism of the Holy Spirit and of fire, a mere sprinkle of the spirit and of fire? Would a mere sprinkle represent the grandest and most wonderful work of the Holy Spirit ever known to man? Did he not mean an overwhelming of the Holy Spirit and of fire? I have never known a man yet to try to make it appear that the baptism of the Spirit and fire was a mere sprinkle.

The Lord said to the disciples, "Are ye able to drink of the cup that I shall drink of, and to be baptized with the baptism that I am to be baptized with?" Matt. xx. 22. Does this mean, "Are you able to be *sprinkled with*, the *sprinkling* that I am to be *sprinkled with*?" This solemn passage refers to our Lord's great sufferings. Did he represent his great sufferings, when he made his soul an offering for sin, and bore our sins in his own body on the tree, by calling them a *sprinkling of sufferings*. He certainly did not. This would be rather weak imagery. He did not look upon his
sufferings as a mere sprinkling, when he said, "O my Father, if it be possible let this cup pass; nevertheless, not my will but thine be done." When he called these great sufferings a baptism he did not mean a sprinkling, but an immersion—an overwhelming. Here, then, the most superficial observer can see that baptizo cannot be translated sprinkle. Let us try another passage: "One Lord, one faith, one sprinkling;" Eph. iv. 5. Is that the meaning of this familiar passage? Mr. M. himself will not say so. Indeed, he will not take the position that baptizo means sprinkle, or that it should be translated sprinkle. Yet there is nothing clearer than that if it means sprinkle, it will make sense to translate it sprinkle. If, when the Lord commanded the Apostles to baptize, he meant to sprinkle; and if when the Apostles obeyed the command, they did sprinkle, it will make sense and mean just what he intended, to translate baptizo, which all admit to be a Greek word, sprinkle, in every case where it relates to this command. The Apostles had the Holy Spirit to guide them into all truth, and they not only understood what the Lord meant when he commanded them to baptize, but they did what he commanded them to do. If they sprinkled, in doing what he commanded them to do, that was what the Lord meant; and it will make sense, and do entire justice to the text, to translate baptizo, sprinkle.
Yet you perceive that it makes nonsense to read, "He shall sprinkle you with the Holy Spirit and with fire," as well as takes away all the force from the expression, touching that most splendid gift of the Spirit, and lowers it down to comparatively nothing—a mere sprinkle of the Spirit; and if the baptism of fire be a threat to the wicked, as I most solemnly believe it is, it lowers it down to nothing—a mere sprinkle. This is simply ridiculous.

Again, Acts viii. 38-39, we read of Philip and the nobleman, that they "went down both into the water, both Philip and the eunuch, and he sprinkled him. And when they were come up out of the water, the' Spirit of the Lord caught away Philip, that the eunuch saw him no more." No one can help feeling that there is an incongruity here, and that the word sprinkle is not congenial with the scope of the narrative. To say, "they went down both into the water, both Philip and the eunuch, and he immersed him, is consistent. It furnishes a satisfactory reason for going down into the water; but the narrative, with the word sprinkled inserted, in the place of "baptized," leaves the reader without any reason for going down into the water. It ascribes to them an action without an object; it says "they went down into the water," but assigns no reason for going down into the water. Once more: "Our fathers were once under the cloud, and all
passed through, the sea; and were all baptized unto Moses in the cloud and in the sea;" I. Cor. x. 1-2. Does this mean that they were all sprinkled unto Moses in the clouds and in the sea? If it does, I should like to know precisely what was done. There is nothing here about sprinkling water, cloud or sea; but sprinkling people into Moses, in the cloud, and in the sea. How people could be sprinkled into Moses is sufficiently singular; but how this could be done in a cloud and in the sea, is still more wonderful! How they could be immersed into Moses in the cloud and in the sea, when the cloud covered over them, and the sea surrounded them, is a sufficiently simple and plain matter; but there is certainly no meaning in saying, "they were sprinkled unto Moses in the cloud and in the sea."

As I am now upon a rule of considerable importance, I will introduce another example: "Buried with him in sprinkling, wherein also you are risen with him through the faith of the operation of God, who hath raised him from the dead;" Col. ii. 12. Any person can see that it will not do to say, "Buried with him in sprinkling" or to speak of being risen from sprinkling. Again, we read, "Therefore we are buried with him by baptism into death;" Rom. vi. 4. It will not do to say, "We are buried with him by sprinkling. No man living can tell how they could have been buried with
him by sprinkling or in sprinkling, as it is in the other passage. This shows, beyond, controversy, that baptism does not mean sprinkling. If baptize meant sprinkle, it would make sense to translate it sprinkle in every place where it is found. Here, I am walking on solid ground, and I solicit the most rigid and searching examination. IX. My ninth argument is, that the lexicons, with great unanimity, give plunge, dip, overwhelm or immerse as the first definition, or the primary meaning, of the word baptizo. This can not be questioned by any one who stands upon truth. If, then, for the sake of argument, we grant that baptizo has all the different meanings claimed by sprinklers, there is no reason, in the supposition that the Lord used it invariably when he aimed to express what was to be done literally, in performing the rite, and yet used it in a secondary sense, or with a secondary meaning, in every instance in the New Testament. The Savior and the Apostles have used the word in dispute a great number of times, and it will not do to say that he used it in a secondary sense every time; nor will it do to say that he used it in one sense at one time and in another sense at a different time, when speaking of the same rite. Can any man, in his right mind, suppose that while the New Testament strictly adheres to the identical same word, in expressing what the Lord commanded to be done, and yet
used that word in two different senses? If that word is thus used in two senses— one meaning immerse and the other sprinkle—then he commanded two things to be done, expressed by the same word, and no man can tell when he meant the one, or when he meant the other. This would render the command wholly unintelligible. A positive, Divine law can not be given in any such loose way as that. The Lord has employed but one word, and certainly that one word, when applied to the one rite, could have but one meaning. As he always used the one word, he must have used it in its primary, and not in its secondary, meaning. He most certainly did not use the same word invariably, in giving a positive command, in some cases in one sense, and in other cases in another sense; or in some cases, in the primary meaning, and in other cases, in the secondary meaning. This would make utter confusion. For the purpose of making a point here that my worthy opponent can not fail to see, I present the following:

1. The Lord invariably used the word *baptizo* when he expressed the thing to be done literally.

2. He must have used the word in its first sense, or primary meaning; for it is out of all reason to suppose that he used the same word invariably, in reference to the same thing, in a secondary sense; or that he used it some times in the pri-
mary, and some times in the secondary, sense.

3. The primary meaning of *baptizo* is unquestionably *immerse*.

4. If the Lord used the word *baptize* invariably, to express what was to be done, used it in its primary sense, and the primary sense is immerse, his command is to immerse.

   If the gentleman says the Lord overused any other word to express literally what was to be done, let him produce that word and the instance where it was used. If he says the word is used in any but the primary sense, let him produce the instance. If he denies that immersion is the primary meaning, let him produce his authority.

   But I shall walk out boldly and stand upon the ground of Alexander Carson, whose criticism I regard as the simplest, most profound and reliable, on this word, of any I ever saw. I deny that *baptizo*, strictly speaking, means ordinance, purify, cleanse, wash, moisten, or any thing but dip, no matter what English word be used to express it, whether plunge, overwhelm, or immerse. It has no such meaning as ordinance in it, or it never could be used where there is no ordinance. Yet we all know that it occurred thousands of times in the writings of the Greeks, before there was any such rite or ordinance as we are discussing. It occurs Mark vii. 4, and is translated *wash*, in the common version,
where no one thinks there is any ordinance. The same word precisely is used, and with the same meaning, where we read of the baptism of sufferings, of the Spirit, and of fire, where no one thinks it has any reference to* the ordinance. This shows that the word does not mean ordinance.

_____________

MR. MERRILL'S FIRST REPLY.

GENTLEMEN MODERATORS, LADIES AND GENTLEMEN:

You perceive that Mr. Franklin and myself have changed our relative positions this morning. It now devolves upon him to give shape and character to the discussion. I join him in expressions of gratitude to our Heavenly Father, for the kind providence by which we are preserved in health and safety, to renew our investigations; and, with him, I desire that truth and righteousness may prevail, until error shall be banished from the earth.

Nothing is more important, on this occasion, than that we conduct ourselves with, dignity and propriety. I am bound in courtesy to treat my friend, Mr. Franklin, with respect. His age, experience, and position, demand that I should always allude to Mm with respect, and regard his opinions with deference. But he also ought to feel himself in honor bound to award to me honesty and sincerity. Our rules of decorum impose this duty upon him. It is more
in sorrow than in anger that I feel myself impelled to point out his aberrations. There were, however, in his opening address, two such gross departures from propriety, that I must not let them pass. The first was with reference to the form, of the proposition, which is stated in his own words. When he invited me to discuss the subject of Baptism, I told him plainly that whenever he would affirm in debate what he had affirmed in preaching, and in regard to which he had so earnestly challenged discussion, I would hold myself ready to respond on fair and honorable terms. To that declaration I have adhered, in letter and spirit. His charge in the correspondence, that I refused to defend my practice, was in bad taste, if not in bad humor; but when he reiterates that charge in his opening speech, I confess I know not how to characterize his conduct. I doubt not that he feels oppressed with the task he has taken upon himself, but his proposition represents the true issue, placing the onus probandi where it properly belongs, and he has no right to complain. I am astonished to hear him complainingly insinuate that a mere novice in polemics has taken advantage of him. This does not sound well, coming from the lips of so experienced a warrior. The second point to which I refer, I can only regard as an undignified fling at our proceedings on yesterday. He insinuates that I tried to "twist out" of the
meaning of the word "only." I meet the charge with a flat denial, and excuse the gentleman on the ground of the soreness he feels, in reflecting upon the past. We will see whether he adheres to his exclusive term, in the strong sense he attaches to it. If he does, I shall certainly not object.

The first thing to be done, is to ascertain the precise issue between us. Mr. Franklin has not presented the issue just as it is. He has assumed that the word baptize expresses a specific action, no more and no less; but this is the point he is to prove. He probably anticipated some difficulty in his way, and took particular pains to inform us that the word does not mean "ordinance." But who pretends that the word baptize does mean ordinance? I do not. There is one thing, however, which my friend will hardly dispute. It is that the word baptism is the proper name of an ordinance. This he admits; for he says the word baptize "expresses the thing to be done in administering the ordinance." Baptism is, therefore, an ordinance. We then agree that baptize expresses the thing to be done in administering the ordinance; for the thing to be done is to baptize; but the question before us is as to the manner of doing this—the manner of baptizing, or of administering the rite of baptism. My friend assumes that it is done by putting the subject entirely under the water—by immersion, and by immersion only. He
claims that the word expresses this action specifically, and has no other meaning. He believes that immerse is precisely the meaning of *baptize*, and that it exhausts the meaning; that it relates to mode, and only to mode. This is the position of the celebrated Baptist, critic, Alexander Carson, whom my friend so highly complimented before he sat down. I was happy to hear Mr. F. so heartily endorse Mr. Carson, for I shall find use for some of his learning before we get through. It will be perfectly admissible for *me* to quote Carson, but for Mr. F. to do so, looks a little strange. I never quote as authorities, any of my own partisans. Mr. Carson asserts that *baptize* is "strictly univocal." He devotes an entire section to proving that it relates to "mode;" but Mr. F., with less learning, and with less eminence, takes it upon himself to repudiate the word "mode," and declares that *he* has no use for it at all! But the only advantage he gained is, that he is enabled to beg the question with a little more facility.

The real question is, as to whether *baptize* is a generic or a specific term. We must ascertain this before we can determine whether it expresses the *mode* of baptism, or whether it relates to the administration of the rite, without definitely prescribing the form of administration. I am not to maintain that "sprinkle" is the precise idea the word contains, and the whole idea; nor am
I to show that "pour" is precisely synonymous with baptize. If I show you that the word is *generic*—that it is the proper name of an ordinance, and relates to the administration of the ordinance, without definitely prescribing the mode, I shall have gained my point. My position is that the *manner* of the administration is to be learned outside of the mere word. I do not say we are left in the dark in regard to the mode, but that the word itself does not express the specific form of administration. With these remarks, I shall recall your attention to Mr. Franklin's nine arguments.

I. "The Lord and the Apostles, when they expressed that which was to be done literally, used but one word." The thing to be done was to administer the ordinance of baptism. The one word employed in the command was *baptizo*. Mr. F. lays down what I suppose he calls an axiom, or self-evident proposition, and evidently relies upon it to carry him through his difficult undertaking. Hence, before he sat down he called it up again, and tried to impress it by repetition. We must therefore look it full in the face. He says, "It is certain a word can never have but one meaning when applied to one thing." Here, then, is the argument: A word can never have but one meaning when applied to one thing; but the Lord and the Apostles, when speaking of baptism, used one word with reference to one thing; therefore, that one
word can have but one meaning. Now I hold that the gentleman's argument contains the sophism which logicians call *Petitio Principii*—a begging of the question. I dispute the correctness of the application of his rule. What does he mean when he says a word has but one meaning? Does he mean that the word is necessarily *univocal*? This is the point to be established by proof. Or does he simply mean that when a word is used in a given sense in reference to a certain thing, it must always bear that sense, when used by the speaker with reference to that thing? Then it is the *uniformity* of the use of the word, he is aiming at, and not its specific import. Now let us apply the rule to the case in hand. The Savior uses the word *baptizo* with reference to the rite of baptism. When he uses this *one* word with reference to this *one* thing, it must have *one* meaning. He would not use it in one sense at one time, and in another sense at another time, without notice of change. Very good, thus far. Then if he used it in the *specific* sense *once*, with reference to this one thing, baptism, he used it in the *same* sense always when speaking of that one thing; but if he used it in the *generic* sense *once*, when speaking of this ordinance, he used in the *generic* sense *always* when speaking of that one thing. The question is—In which sense did the Lord and the Apostles use this one word, when speaking of this one thing? My friend as-
sumes that it was in the specific. This I deny. He says it is certain that the Savior used this word to express the thing to be done; but does he mean that it is certain that the Savior, by using this word, aimed to give specific direction as to the mode or manner of using the water in the administration of the ordinance? If so, I dispute the point, and call for the proof. This is the precise issue between us. Thus in every turn he gives this "argument," he perpetrates a palpable sophism—begs the question.

He spent some time in denying my position. His labor was for nought. I claim the privilege of defining my own position. His reference to the "correspondence" showed an over-anxious desire to strain a point. I will not follow him into these digressions. He would spend his time to better advantage by defining and proving his own positions. He is fond of talking about my "singular predicaments." If he finds any comfort in it I am willing to permit him to enjoy it. His allusion to men. of note was simply ridiculous.

II. The gentleman's second argument is peculiar. "In departing from the appointments of God, it is more probable that they departed from the more laborious, inconvenient and unpleasant, to the more easy, convenient and pleasant." The gentleman is anxious to make his position look even "probable," but so far as this "argument"
is concerned, the facts are against him. The tendency of human nature in religious matters, is from the inward to the outward— from the spiritual to the physical—from the simple and plain to the mysterious and pompous. Even in Paul's day, there was a strong leaning from the liberty of the gospel to the "yoke of bondage," which the Apostles had to rebuke. Christianity was never more burdensome than in the midnight of the dark ages. Immersion was never more popular than when superstition and error overspread the church. It enjoyed almost uninterrupted sway during the first half of that dreadful thousand years.

"As the light of the apostolic age receded," the idea gained possession of the leaders in the church, that the simple rites of Christianity were not sufficiently impressive. They caught the spirit of the world, and as they mixed the philosophy of the schools with the teachings of Jesus, they sought to increase the influence of the ordinances of the gospel, by making them conform to the mysteries of the pagan temples. They were governed by "worldly wisdom" and religious fanaticism, and not by the desire for ease and convenience. They regarded baptism as a spiritual cleansing; and as they lost sight of its true design and spiritual import, they began to reason that if a little water was good, more was better, and then, came immersion.
Then they argued that as baptism was a cleansing, the body, should be washed and not the clothes; then came to the practice of immersing the subject, in puris naturalibus. Then also came other additions to the rite as practiced to this day by the Romanist. But I need not point them out. The tendency has always been, in case of departing from the divine appointments, to add to the ordinances, and never to the contrary. Hence, my friend’s second argument recoils with crushing weight upon himself.

III. His third argument is, "that the Discipline, Mr. Wesley, and my humble self, agree with him that immersion is baptism." Surely then my friend feels well sustained! Why did he not tell you the ground on which we admit that immersion is baptism? Perhaps he wanted me to spend my time in doing that. Well, perhaps I may satisfy him on this point before we close. He became vehement in declaiming upon the awful solemnity of the act of administering baptism. I agree to all this; it is a solemn thing. God forbid that I should ever speak lightly of it! I have not a word to say against the validity of immersion for baptism, when other things are all right. But if the gentleman expects me to agree with him that immersion is the prescribed mode, or that it was the practice of the Apostles, he is simply mistaken.

IV. The fourth "argument" is, "that
those who are immersed are satisfied." But are no others satisfied? He admits that they are. He admits also that there are occasional exceptions to Ms rule. It is true that many are immersed when young, who, after they get older, and examine the subject for themselves, become "satisfied" that their early impressions were erroneous; but no body tries to disturb their consciences about it. I venture the assertion that if we should pursue the same course in regard to this matter that immersionists pursue, our labors would be attended with the same results. Were I to go to the younger members of the churches that practice immersion exclusively, and tell them they must be "sprinkled" or they never could obey the gospel, and then 'belabor them until I got them confused and excited, I could produce numerous instances of persons dissatisfied with immersion. He talks about people becoming dissatisfied when sick and dying, because they have not been immersed. I do not know what his experience has been, but I have never seen such a case. When I visit the sick, I do not take advantage of their condition to trouble them about forms and ceremonies, or disputed dogmas, but try to point them to the Redeemer, as the only refuge of sinners—the only hope of the dying.

But Romanists are satisfied with their baptism, and they can not be satisfied to die without "extreme unction;" there-
fore their baptism is right, and "extreme unction" was practiced by the Apostles! Will my friend admit this argument? I judge not; and yet it is as conclusive as his own.

V. The gentleman's fifth "argument" was drawn from the practice of the Greek church. He admits that the Greeks have not the old Greek language, in which the New Testament was written, but he thinks there must be some connection between the modern and ancient Greeks, that enables the moderns to understand the Greek Testament better than other nations. Now this is simply gratuitous. But he says the Greek church "has kept the apostolic usage, so far as this action is concerned, all the time." If so, Mr. Franklin has lost it, or rather never had it; for he never administered baptism as the Greek church practices it, since he was born. But he must say the "Greeks understand their own literature," etc.; but this is nothing to the point, unless he proves that they understand the Greek of the New Testament better than others. Can he do it? Will he try?

VI. Mr. Franklin's sixth "argument" is a novelty. "Neither sprinkling, pouring, nor any thing but immersion, for baptism, is mentioned in any book written in the first two hundred years of the Christian era." Did Mr. Franklin ever see a book that was "written in the first two hundred years of the Christian era," in which immer-
*sion* is mentioned for baptism? The truth, is that the books written in the first two hundred years of the Christian era, which, have survived the ravages of time, and come down to us, are very scarce. We know very little of what was written by Christians during the first two centuries. If my worthy opponent had read all that has come down to the present, of the books then written, he would still be unprepared to make the assertion he has made, and which he calls his sixth argument. We are not in possession of the records of the church so near the apostolic age, and if the mode of baptism was then discussed, we have not the positions nor the arguments of the parties. But Mr. F. can not find a time when baptism, by pouring or sprinkling, was not recognized as valid, by the authorities of the church. The nearest approach he can make to it, will be in the early part of the dark ages—the palmy days of immersionism. Another remarkable fact is, that when the "fathers" began to mention immersion for baptism, they did not express it by *baptizo*, but employed another Greek term for that purpose. Mr. F. will have to "let down" a little from his confident tone, and his bold assertions, and his emphatic repetitions, touching this point.

VII. "Immersion was invariably practiced by all professed Christians for the first thirteen hundred years." This is
bare assumption, so far as the first two centuries are concerned. Immersion is not named as "the mode of baptism, by any writer whose works have come down to us, so far as I am informed; and if Mr. Franklin can produce the authority for his bold assertion, he will do service to his cause. Let him toll us who informs him that immersion was the invariable practice of all professed Christians, at that early period? We want the authority upon this point. The opinion of later writers will not do. His assertion in regard to clinic baptism, being considered invalid, is equally unsupported by history. It is perhaps true that persons who repented on sick beds, and submitted to baptism when they thought they were about to die, were looked upon with a little suspicion; but that their baptism was ever considered invalid, is incorrect. Had that been the obstacle to office-holding, it would easily have been removed, by a re-baptism. Mr. Franklin would soon have taken that difficulty out of the way.

VIII. But my learned friend has at length reached the argument which Mr. Campbell said was "for the special benefit of the more uneducated." It is founded upon the fact that "nothing but immersion, or some word of the same import can be substituted for baptizo, and make sense." The gentleman did not wish to read us Mr. Campbell's language right out. He is a little modest about that; so he said the
same thing in different words; but to tell the truth about it, I like Mr. Campbell's version better than his, for it is shorter and more sensible. Mr. Franklin, says: "It is a rule in language, or in interpretation [he seems a little uncertain whether the rule is in language, or in interpretation], that the proper definition of a word, inserted for that word, or in the place of it, will make sense and give the true meaning to the reader." This is a little ambiguous, but Mr. Campbell speaks out like a master in philology. He says, "The definition of a word and the word itself, are always, convertible terms."

I shall not detain to inquire into the correctness of Mr. Campbell's "first precept of the decalogue of philology," but remark that it is quite likely to be like most other general rules of language—liable to exceptions. But the difficulty in the case of my friend and his "illustrious predecessor," is that it is not a rule for defining words in our own language we want, in this particular instance, but a rule for translating words found in a dead language. Mr. Franklin, I presume, is aware that there are some Greek words for which no exact equivalent can be found in English. We can only translate them by employing a circumlocution. When my friend gets so far enlightened as to perceive that \textit{baptizo} is a generic term, he will discover that we have no English word that answers so precisely to it.
as to exhaust its meaning, as found in New Testament use; and that, consequently, our translators acted wisely in not trying to translate it. It is the divinely appointed name of an ordinance; and our translators treated it as a name, by giving it an English termination, and transferring it to our language; so that we have this rite under the divinely appointed name, and I object to giving it up for any other name. I call upon my friend, and all other advocates for new versions, to spare to us uncorrupted, not only this divine ordinance, but its heaven-ordained name!

The gentleman gave us several quotations of Scripture—not however as proof-texts, but as illustrations of his rule for the ignorant—to afford some amusement by playing upon the words, "pour," "sprinkle," "immerse," etc. Perhaps the gentleman saw something profound in what he said, and certainly he caused some to smile, but whether the intelligent hearer smiled at the wit, or at the man, is a question I shall not undertake to determine. Whenever he musters up courage to present any of the cases of baptism to which he alluded, as proofs of his proposition, I shall certainly be along with him, side by side. The case of Philip and the nobleman, the baptism in the cloud and in the sea, the baptism with the Holy Ghost and fire, and the burial by baptism, shall all be attended to in due time, if my friend will
advance boldly to the task, before him. I deny the correctness of his rule of interpretation when applied to translations, and call upon him to sustain it or abandon it. However, as he followed Mr. Campbell, I may offset that, by giving him one example furnished by Mr. Campbell's opponent. Take the word "circumcision," which literally means "to cut round," and wherever you find circumcision in the Scriptures, just substitute its definition, "to cut round," and see what sort of sense you will make. This will test the solidity of my friend's argument for the unlearned. When I take the ground that the word "sprinkled" is an equivalent to the Greek *baptizo*, the gentleman may apply his "rule" with some consistency. The use he has made of it, instead of being dignified with the name of argument, would be more accurately described, if it were denominated a pitiful attempt at special pleading.

IX. The gentleman's ninth argument is, "that the lexicons with great unanimity give plunge, dip, overwhelm or immerse, as the first definition, or the primary meaning, of the word *baptizo.*" But suppose I admit all this—what then? Here is the grand mistake of Mr. Franklin, and all who belong to the exclusive school. They *assume* that the first or primary meaning of the word, is to decide the question as to the sense in which the sacred writers used this term. But this is unfounded and false.
I know there is about plausibility enough in the proposition to strike the mind favorably at first thought, but yet I know it will not stand the test of rigid examination. It is not a question to be decided by lexicons, I want you, my hearers, to bear this in mind. The sense to be attached to this word, as used in the Scriptures, with reference to this religious ordinance, is not to be decided by lexicons, but by Bible usage. My appeal is to Bible use, and to Bible use alone. Mr. Campbell—I mean Alexander Campbell, and I never allude to him but with respect—says, "No learned man will ever rest his faith upon dictionaries;" Debat with Rice, page 96. Again—"I say the dictionaries are sometimes wrong, and that I can prove. So say all philologists and critics of eminence. The lexicons frequently contradict each other on various points;" Ibid page 106. Since the gentleman has so fully endorsed Mr. Carson as a critic, I will give you that learned man's opinion of the authority of lexicons. In his chapter on the burden of proof, in speaking of a definition Dr. Johnson gives of the word Paradox, Mr. Carson says, "It is given merely on the authority of etymology, which is no authority at all. Mere contrariety to the prevailing opinion, is not & paradox in the sense of the English language." This is another proof of the necessity of caution in using the authority of lexicons. If Dr. Johnson is guilty of such
an inaccuracy in the account of the meaning of an English word, what may we not fear from lexicographers in dead or foreign languages? Nothing but examples from a language can be ultimate proof of the meaning of words. The authority of lexicographers and critics is only secondary.

Nor is this question to be determined by appeal to the classics. I know that the classics will not sustain Mr. Franklin's position, but if they would, the question would not even then be settled. The New Testament Greek is not classic Greek. The primary meaning given in the lexicons, is the primary meaning of the word in classic Greek, in the opinion of the lexicographer; but very often, these same lexicographers, who give sink or immerse, as the first meaning of the word in classic Greek, give what they call the New Testament meaning, and then they render it by a generic term, as wash, cleanse or purify. They give these as the proper meanings of the term, in New Testament use, and not as its metaphorical or secondary meanings. Hence, my friend's doctrine can neither be sustained by an appeal to the lexicons, to the classics, nor to Bible use. My position is that the Bible use must determine the meaning of the word, as used by our Lord and his Apostles. Will the gentleman stand to this last appeal? Will he determine the question by the Scriptures? In the language of Mr. Carson, "Nothing but examples from a lan-
guage can be ultimate proof of the meaning of words." The New Testament Greek is the language from which the examples must come. The Septuagint version of the Old Testament, being the same language, may furnish examples that will be authoritative. I call upon my friend to lead the way in the appeal to the Scriptures, for examples by which to settle the meaning of this word. If he advances, I will follow; but if he does not advance, I may find it necessary to pursue my own course.

The gentleman put his first and last arguments together, and went on to draw inferences from them, as though they were settled points. Thus he furnished his four numerical proportions. This is an easy method of filling up the time, but it exhibits a sad want of logical accuracy. He said, "The Lord must have used the word in its first sense, or primary meaning." This is ambiguous, and calculated to mislead. No doubt our Savior used the word in its correct and proper meaning, when applied to the religious use of water; but that that was the first and primary meaning, is far from the truth. The first meaning of words is not always the correct meaning. Will my friend dispute this? He can not! The authorities will not sustain him. Then why make all this ado about the first meaning of the word? Is not the" use of words in a living language always changing? Is it not on this precise ground that Mr. Camp-
bell and my friend advocate a new translation? If the gentleman intends to support his proposition by philological disquisition, let him walk into philology like a man; but if he intends to do it by Bible use, let him appeal to Bible use.

Having thus reviewed Mr. Franklin's speech, and sufficiently answered his nine arguments as far as developed, I will proceed to lay the foundation for the opposition I intend to bring against the exclusive theory of my friend, and for the development of the scriptural doctrine of Christian Baptism. Permit me then to call your attention to some considerations of a general character, which will prove useful to you, and annoying to Mr. Franklin, throughout the discussion.

In the sublime scheme of saving Mercy, revealed and unfolded in the sacred Scriptures, we find two distinct features presented for our contemplation—the legal and the moral. This distinction is not speculative. It has its foundation in the nature of things, and is seen in all the provisions, agencies, and developments of the gospel of Jesus Christ; nor can it be overlooked without confusing all our ideas of the Christian economy, but especially of the ordinances of the church. Guilt and defilement are inseparable, yet there is a difference in their nature. Defilement follows guilt as the effect follows the cause, but defilement and guilt are no more identical than effect.
and cause. The one has respect to the divine law, and affects our relation to that law, but the other pertains only to our nature, and affects the passions and affections of the soul. Accordingly, we find in the Scriptures, two classes of terms, representing the *legal* and *moral* aspects of the saving plan, in actual adaptation to the wants of the soul, which is to be saved both from condemnation and depravity. The first class consists of words like these: *Sin, transgression, guilt, condemnation; pardon, remission, justification*, etc.; these are forensic terms, relating to the *legal* part of the work of salvation. The second class consists of the following: *Uncleanness, pollution, defilement; cleanse, wash, purify, sanctify*, etc.; these, you perceive, are of different import from those of the first class, and relate entirely to the *moral* part of our salvation. But the provision is made for *sin* and for *uncleanness*. When Jesus died, there issued from his side both *blood* and *water*. Hence God can *forgive* and *cleanse*. There is in the gospel *pardon* and *purity*; we may be *justified* and *sanctified*. The difficulties in the way of our salvation were in the *law* and *in its*. Those in the law were, of course, *legal*; those in us were *moral*. The first are removed by pardon; the second by sanctification. One is just as important as the other.

Corresponding with the *legal* and *moral* parts of the work of salvation, we find two
The debate on the divine, personal agents employed in its accomplishment—the Son and the Spirit. All that is legal in the work of salvation pertains to the office of the Son of God, as Redeemer and Mediator, and is effected by his death, resurrection, and intercession; and all that is moral, to be done in the heart, pertains to the office of the Holy Spirit, and is effected by the personal agency of him who searcheth all things—yea, the deep things of God. The provision for salvation is all through the Son; the application of the provision, is all by the Spirit. That the offices of the Son and Spirit are thus really distinct, is too plain to admit of dispute. No man can confound them in his mind, without confusing his conceptions of the remedial scheme, bewildering his understanding and exposing himself to the vagaries of wild and visionary errorists, or the crude dogmatisms of ignorance and fanaticism. But the distinction between the work of the Son and that of the Spirit, is no more plain and important than that between the legal and moral parts of the plan of salvation.

Corresponding to the offices of the Son and Spirit, and to the legal and moral, in the saving plan, we find in the typical institutions of the former dispensations, two distinct classes of ceremonial rites and services, namely, bloody sacrifices and watery ablutions—pointing to the blood and water which flowed from the side of Jesus,
and adumbrating our salvation from sin by pardon, and from uncleanness by sanctification. The bloody sacrifices typified the redeeming blood of Christ, and the watery ablutions typified the cleansing influence and power of the Holy Spirit. The "sprinkled" blood of the victims slain upon Jewish altars, derived its value and efficacy from "the blood of sprinkling that speaketh better things than that of Abel;" and the "sprinkled" water of purification derived its significance from the Holy Spirit of God, which is shed forth abundantly for the moral purification of the soul. But when the blood of Jesus was shed, the typical blood lost its meaning; and when the Holy Spirit was given, after Jesus was glorified, the typical use of water was no longer needed. The types were now fulfilled in the antitypes. But what becomes of these types? Now that types are no longer needed, what is to be done? Are we to be left without any external emblems of the work of the Son and of the Spirit? Is the blood of Jesus to be forgotten, and no more to be represented to the outward sense, to direct the eye of faith to the suffering, bleeding lamb? Is water no longer to represent the pouring out and the cleansing power of the Holy Spirit? Are all emblems to be abandoned? What say the Scriptures?

Answering to the feast of the passover, and to all the bloody sacrifices by which
our Savior's death was typified, we find no longer a typical but a commemorative rite instituted by Jesus himself, in which bread and wine are the ordained emblems of his body and blood, by the eating and drinking of which we show forth his death till he comes. This commemorative rite, which we call the Lord's Supper, is the representative of the office and work of Christ; it points to his sufferings and death, fixes the mind upon the cross, and signifies to our faith all our Savior did and suffered for our redemption. It relates to all that was legal in the work of bringing revolted man back to God; but it has no reference to the office and work of the Holy Spirit. The work of the Spirit was never typified by blood, and is never symbolized by wine. The death of Jesus took place once and is never to be repeated; but it is commemorated by a rite to be celebrated often. On the other hand, the work of the Spirit is a continuous work; it is not past, but present; hence, it is not shown forth in a commemorative rite, but in symbolized by a rite which is not repeated, but which retains its significancy during the whole period of life. That rite is baptism. It relates to the office and work of the Spirit. Hence the Apostles were not permitted to administer this rite under the gospel commission until the Spirit was given on the day of Pentecost. But the Spirit was given in a two-fold sense—the ordinary and the
extraordinary. The first was enlightening, purifying, saving; the second was miraculous. Accordingly there were two emblematic representations—water and fire. The first represents the common, saving influences of the Spirit, and continues to be administered in the church; the second represented the miracle-working power of the Spirit, and was administered by Christ himself, at the opening of the gospel dispensation, once for all. But the use of the fire was baptism, and the use of water is baptism. The fire sat upon the head, the Holy Ghost fell upon those who received it, and the water represents the whole.

The religious use of water among the Jews, which was emblematic of the cleansing of the soul, had long been called baptism; this was the general name for their purifications, which consisted of different applications of water. It was in view of this fact, an inspired Apostle, when speaking of these Jewish purifications, called them diaphoroi baptismois—different baptisms. Our Savior took this existing institution, as it had been practiced by the Jews, and by his own harbinger, John, and clothed it with his divine authority and sanction, raising it to the dignity of a sacramental rite, and made it the only standing symbol of the work of the Holy Spirit in the moral renovation of the heart. We have, therefore, "One Baptism," in place of the diaphoroi baptismois of the
former dispensation. And us the Lord's supper relates to the *legal*, so baptism relates to the *moral* part of the saving process.

Here we see the grand reason why there are two sacraments in the church, and only two. Here we behold the beauty, the simplicity and the real glory of the gospel scheme, in its wonderful adaptation to the legal and moral relationships and wants of mankind! And here, too, we discover the confusion and embarrassment that must overwhelm all who overlook the true and only foundation of the sacraments, as here set forth, in the legal and moral aspects of the Christian system.

Baptism cannot be a symbol, or figurative representation of the death, burial, and resurrection of Christ; for these are represented by the Lord's supper, and baptism relates not to Christ, but to the Holy Spirit. Neither can the Lord's supper represent the purification of the heart; for that is done by the Spirit and represented by baptism, and the Lord's supper relates not to the Holy Spirit, but to Christ. The death of Jesus is the foundation of the Lord's supper; and the supper derives its significance and value, not from the manner of its administration, but from that which it represents; hence the manner of its administration is not set forth as a matter essential to the validity of the rite. So the work of the Holy Spirit is the founda-
tion of the ordinance of baptism, and baptism, derives its significance and value, not from the manner of administration, but from the work of the Spirit which it represents; hence the manner of administration is not set forth as essential to the validity "of the ordinance. Had the manner of administering baptism been deemed essential to the rite, the sacred writers would have made the mode be conspicuous and plain that there never would have been ground for dispute in regard to it; but instead of this, not one of them, ever deemed it important so much as to tell us precisely how it was done! Would one of our modern immersions scribblers have left the subject as did the holy Apostles? But while the mode of baptism is not definitely prescribed, we are not in the dark in reference to it, as we will see in the further prosecution of our investigations. From the Bible use of the word, and the recorded baptisms of the New Testament, I intend to demonstrate the absolute falsity of Mr. Franklin's exclusive notions. I give him fair warning of this, that he may prepare to endure it with fortitude.

I call your attention, then, directly to this word *baptizo*. What is its character? Is it a specific term, expressing nothing but mode, or is it *generic*? I take the ground that it is a *generic* word. Mr. Carson says it is "*strictly univocal.*" If so, it is a word of one meaning only. Mr. Franklin takes
the same ground; for he tells us that he "walks out boldly" upon Mr. Carson's position. If it is "strictly univocal," having but one meaning, it is useless to talk about its primary or first meaning, for it can have no other. If it is strictly univocal, the lexicons, which give it several different meanings, are all wrong; the Bible use is wrong, and classic use is wrong; for in all these there are different meanings attached to it. But Mr. Franklin cannot sustain this position. Mr. Carson, with more learning and critical skill than my friend possesses, failed to do it. He grappled vigorously with the stubborn facts that stood in his way, but the facts would not yield.

A generic term is one which comprehends a genus or kind. Officer is a generic term. We say a man is an officer in the army, but by this term we do not specify the grade of office he holds. He may be Major, General, Colonel, or Captain; in either case he is an officer. Officer is generic, but Captain is specific. We say a man washed himself. Wash is a generic term; the operation may be performed in different ways, and the term wash does not specify the mode. The specific term that would express the mode must be included in the generic, but it does not exhaust its meaning. Just so with baptizo. It tells, in general, the thing to be done, but not the way to do it. The term that defines the mode must be embraced or included in the generic word bap-
\textit{tizo}, but it does not exhaust its meaning. It is not an \textit{equivalent} to the generic term; hence it may not be substituted for it. Here we see the error in the application of Mr. Campbell's rule, that "the definition of a word and the word itself, are always convertible terms;" which Mr. Franklin adopted as his eighth argument. Immerse, sprinkle; and pour, are included in \textit{baptizo}; but neither of them exhaust its meaning. They are not equivalents, and cannot be substituted for \textit{baptizo} without confusion. When I assert that \textit{baptizo} is used when it means or includes pouring, I do not mean that pouring is precisely synonymous with \textit{baptizo}. Hence, Mr. Franklin did not present the real issue at this point. I ask him distinctly, in your presence, Does \textit{immerse} exhaust the meaning of \textit{baptizo}? If so, it relates to the abstract idea of sinking beneath the fluid, and has no reference to results. It is without signification; and whatever else beside the abstract idea of being covered with water, may be included in or necessary to the ordinance, nothing of the kind is expressed by the command to \textit{baptize}. This is strong ground, but Mr Franklin has committed himself to it, and is bound to sustain himself if he can.

If \textit{baptizo} is thus strictly univocal, the corresponding noun, \textit{baptismos}, must be likewise; but I intend to show you that both the verb and noun are used in the Scriptures, not only in the generic sense, but so
as to actually exclude the idea of immersion. I now call your attention to Mark vii. 4: "And when they come from market, except they wash (can me baptisontai) they eat not. And many other things there be, which they have received to hold, as the washing (baptismous) of cups, and pots, and brazen vessels, and tables." It is generally conceded that the last word, klinon, means coaches or beds. In regard to those baptisms, I remark:

1. They were religious observances; and this being the case, immersion was not necessary to meet their design, which was ceremonial purification. In market, the Jews thought themselves liable to contact with Gentiles and other unclean persons, so as to contract uncleanness, in the religious sense. To guard against this, they adopted the practice of baptizing themselves, whenever they returned from market, before eating. These ceremonial purifications, here called baptizing, were not required to be done by immersion., neither by +the Jaw nor by the end to be obtained.

2. The frequency of these baptisms affords strong presumptive proof that they were not by immersion. They occurred on returning from market and before eating. The conveniences for immersion, and the necessary change of raiment, could not always be had.

3. The beds or couches could not be immersed. This is plain and important.
4. The water-pots used by the Jews, such as are mentioned in John ii. 6, which were "after the manner of the purifying of the Jews, containing two or three firkins apiece," were not of the capacity to admit of immersion.

I also ask attention to Hebrews ix. 10: "Which stood only in meats and drinks and divers washings (diaphrois baptismois) and carnal ordinances, imposed on them until the time of reformation." I have only time now to remark, that the baptisms here mentioned, consisted of different ablutions "imposed" by the ceremonial law; and not one of all these washings can be shown to have been by immersion, while some of them are known to have been by sprinkling. In every one of them where the manner of using the water is prescribed, it is by sprinkling; and in the others, where the mode is not prescribed, the matter is expressed by a generic term, properly rendered wash; but baptismois is the generic term which comprehends them, all, while the accompanying term, diaphoroi, excludes Mr. Carson's idea that the word is strictly univocal. I invite Mr. Franklin to lead the way in this appeal "to the law and the testimony." I hope he will stir up his strength and come to the rescue of his exclusive system, pouring upon our investigations that flood of light which he is reputed to possess. His friends expect it, his cause demands it, we all desire it, and certainly we may look that he
MR. FRANKLIN'S SECOND SPEECH.

GENTLEMEN MODERATORS, LADIES AND GENTLEMEN:

I was amused at the worthy gentleman, speaking of my age and his being a mere novice in debate. It did not before occur to me that I had any particular advantage of him in years. This, I presume, was only intended as a playful expression to which I certainly could have no objection. I am truly happy to learn that he has attained to a sufficient age and boldness in the Methodist faith to have the confidence of his brethren. As to the advantage he has in the proposition, it is one that I was compelled to give him or have no debate. I deemed it necessary to allude to it in my opening speech, not so much by way of complaint, as explanatory of my position, in affirming a negative. His remark that the proposition is in my own words, is certainly without thought. It is true, I wrote the words; but any one can see from the correspondence that I simply accepted a proposition previously proposed by him, with a mere verbal change, after he utterly refused to accept mine.

Whether the gentleman tried to twist out of the meaning of the word only I am willing to leave to this large and intelligent
audience to decide. I am under no mistake in this matter certainly.

Mr. M. thinks I have not stated the issue as it is; but I am not conscious of misstating it. He is anxious to get into a disquisition on specific and generic actions, but I have purposely avoided these words, so convenient for mystification, and have aimed to use the most simple terms I could possibly employ, I am determined to be understood and to have the subject we are discussing understood. He may, therefore, prepare to stand out in clear daylight. I stated that \textit{baptizo} does not mean \textit{ordinance}. This he admits. What does it mean, then? It means an \textit{action}. It is the \textit{action}, or the \textit{thing done}, in administering the rite or ordinance. The action expressed by this word, or the thing done in baptizing, may be performed thousands of times where there is no ordinance or rite. The Jews baptized cups as perfectly as ever any thing was baptized; yet there was no ordinance or rite in it. Baptize is not the proper name of the ordinance, for you can not learn from that word alone, whether there is any ordinance or not; but you must find some other word, or words, before you know whether the rite is spoken of or not. There is no such meaning as \textit{rite}, or ordinance, in the word \textit{baptizo}; for even in the New Testament we have to find other information with that word, before we know there is any reference to the rite. The word, therefore, does
not mean ordinance, rite, nor ceremony, but an action, or a thing done; and that one word, used in reference to that one thing, can have but one meaning. That one meaning is not sprinkling, nor pouring, but *immersing*.

What offset did the gentleman make against my second argument? Did he deny the fact, that if sprinkling was the ancient practice, they must have apostatized from it, till immersion became almost universal? He did not. Did he give you an instance where the clergy ever departed from the easy, convenient and pleasant, to the laborious, inconvenient and unpleasant, in that which they had to perform with their own hands? He did not. Did he deny the fact that the dark ages run immersion almost entirely out, and that the light of reformation is restoring it again? He did not. But he hinted pretty strongly that he considered immersion a pagan ceremony; yet he will perform it, in the name of the Lord, and call it *baptism*! He talks of adding to the *ordinance*, in departing from divine appointments, and never taking from them! Has he not admitted that the Romanists immersed for a thousand years, and attempted to ridicule it, by speaking of "immersing the subject in puris naturalibus?" Certainly he did; and yet he knows that when flourish darkness reached its greatest prevalence, it run immersion almost out; and since the light of refor-
tion has again appeared, immersion has gradually gained ground in about the same proportion as light has advanced.

The worthy gentleman has not a word to say against immersion as valid baptism! You see, then, that my third argument from Mr. Wesley, the Discipline, and his own admission, is admitted. They all agree with me, that immersion is right. But, after agreeing with me, that immersion is right, he makes a shift that I am truly sorry to hear. It is not valid because it is the prescribed mode, nor because it was the practice of the Apostles! How, then, in the sacred name of reason and religion, does he admit that it is valid and administer it in the name of the Lord? The Lord did not prescribe it! The Apostles did not practice it! Yet he will administer it, in the awful name of the Father, and of the Son, and of the Holy Spirit!!! This is shocking! It is not prescribed, and was not practiced by the Apostles; yet he will lift his hand to heaven and administer it in the name of the Lord, saying, "I baptize," etc.! This is truly elastic! pliable!

The gentleman did not meet my fourth argument. The immersed are satisfied, in life and in death. Large numbers of the sprinkled are not. How does he account for this? He does not persuade those immersed that they have not obeyed the Lord in baptism! There is a good reason why he does not; for he believes? they have obey-
ed the Lord in baptism. Immersion is not in doubt; it is not in dispute. Here is the reason he and thousands of other preachers can not satisfy their own members with sprinkling. It is eternally in debate—in doubt. His effort, on this occasion, is to satisfy this people with the doubtful, while they could have the indisputable.

The gentleman did not invalidate my argument from the practice of the Greek church. He alludes to their trine immersion, I suppose, in his confident statement, that I had never baptized as they do. But it matters not how many times they dip. They have had but the one Greek word to express the action, and no matter how many changes their language has gone through, that word has not changed, nor has their understanding of it changed. It means immerse, and they continue to immerse.

When I stated that sprinkling or pouring for baptism was not mentioned in any book written in the first or second centuries, I did not anticipate quite such a little and weak evasion as that employed by Mr. M. Did he, or any one who heard me, think that I was confining myself simply to the original manuscript? He appeared so to understand me; hence his wise question as to whether I had seen such writing. I have seen the New Testament, and it was written in the given time, and translated into English, and sprinkling or pouring
for baptism, is not found in it. I have the writings of the fathers standing upon
my shelf, translated into English, and neither sprinkle or pour is found in these
for baptism. I have other works, and have seen many, and know that what I am
spying is reliable. The original words for sprinkle and pour are found in
numerous instances in these works, and even in the New Testament, but are
never used for baptism; but the original word for immerse is used for baptism
invariably. He says I cannot find a time when sprinkling or pouring for
baptism was not valid. For the first three centuries, there was not one word
written about sprinkling or pouring for baptism, so far as we can find, and no
such practice was in existence. I have never said that immersion is the mode
of baptism, or that it is mentioned as such, in the early Christian writings. I
know it is not. Immersion is baptism; not a mode of it. You might as well say
immersion is a mode of immersion, as that immersion is a mode of baptism.
There was not one word about mode during the first two centuries, for the
good reason that Mystery Babylon had not introduced the innovation that
created the necessity for the word mode. He wishes me to tell him who
informed me that immersion was invariably practised in the first two centuries.
I will simply reply, that Mosheim tells me so, and many other distinguished
authori-
ties, which I can produce, if he desires to hear them.

My statement, touching clinics, was not that they did not think their baptism valid, but that they did not allow them to hold office. It was not their sick-bed repentance that made them ineligible to office, for the most of them were infants, who had no sick-bed repentance, or any other kind.

What an unaccountable word baptizo is! that we have no word that will exhaust its meaning! that it cannot be translated but by a circumlocution! I am, in this case, like the man who asked the Mormon to do a miracle; to whom the Mormon replied, "A wicked and adulterous generation; you seek a sign; but no sign shall be given you, but the sign of the prophet Jonah;" to which the man replied, "That will do as well as any. Give us the sign of Jonah." If no translation of baptizo can be given, but by a circumlocution, please give us that, and I will try the circumlocution in the place of the word. No circumlocution will servo the purpose of the worthy gentleman. When the Lord commanded the Apostles to baptize, he commanded something to be done. I care not what he commanded to be done, when we find what it was, and insert it in English, in the place of the Greek word, it will both exhaust the meaning of the original word and make sense. If, when the Lord commanded the Apostles to baptize, he meant to sprinkle,
it will not only make sense, but give his meaning, to insert the word sprinkle. But my opponent has not the boldness to assert that sprinkling is the equivalent for baptizo; but no man here can fail to see that, when the Lord commands him to baptize, and he sprinkles, professing to obey that command, he makes sprinkle equivalent, in the fullest and most literal sense, to baptize. When Mr. M. approached my argument from the agreement of the lexicons, that immerse is the primary meaning of baptizo, he forgot that he had consented that the same word used in reference to the same thing, must have the same meaning. He overlooked what I thought I had stated with great clearness, that using this word invariably when the Lord gave the command, he could not have used it in a secondary sense. He overlooks the fact, too, that the definitions given are actions, and when we are consulting lexicons, it is simply a question about what action was performed, and no name of an ordinance over comes into view. But he immediately abandons all lexicons, classics and authorities, and demands that we come to Bible usage. And pray where does he go, in Bible usage, to find the proper name of the ordinance? To the diverse baptisms, the baptisms of cups, etc., where we all know there is nothing under the sun about the ordinance! Then he takes a flight, in a learned disquisition on the legal and the.
moral aspects of the saving plan; but who in this audience could see what bearing it had upon the question in debate. He was arriving at the meaning of *baptizo* by a circumlocution; or, properly, evading the meaning of *baptizo* by a circumlocution. What light was there in the last half hour of his speech? No man. living could tell any more what the Lord meant, when he commanded men to be baptized, from all he said. Why did he not come to the plain cases of the. New Testament use of *baptizo* introduced by me, and examine them? Why fly off in a circumlocution, in the place of a plain and fair issue with, me? I understand the gentleman, and know who talks to fill up time. His harangue about legal and moral aspects of the plan of salvation, spun out and delivered probably fifty times before, may serve to make the people wonder what he means, or to fill up time, but not to show what the Lord commanded men to do, when he commanded them to baptize. Did he find what the Lord commanded from the Jewish purifications, some of them authorized in the law, and some not? Did any person in this assembly feel like he was pointing out the duty of any soul of our race. What example of Jesus did he give us? Not one; but he is bade among the ceremonies of the Jews, making distinctions that he could not understand yesterday, between the common, or ordinary, influence of the Spirit and ex-
extraordinary gifts. What light he shed forth!

Having now disposed of the gentleman's reply, I shall proceed with my affirmative argument, commenced in my opening speech. When my time expired, I had just entered upon my argument, to show that *baptizo* does not mean ordinance, purify, moisten, cleanse, stain, etc., etc. This argument I did not have time to develop, only so far as to show that it does not mean *ordinance*. This I did by showing that if the word means ordinance, it can never occur where there is no ordinance. The word *baptizo* has no ordinance in it, or it could not have been used thousands of times before the ordinance existed, and could not have been used so frequently in the New Testament, where all admit there is no allusion to the ordinance, as the baptism of suffering, baptism of fire, baptism of the Spirit, baptism of cups and divers baptisms. *Baptizo* is not the original word for ordinance.

That *baptizo* does not mean moisten is clear, for you find the word where it is evident there is no moistening. When you read of persons baptized in the Spirit, you do not think of moistening. If you should read that a man was baptized in fire, you would receive the idea that he was *burned*, not because baptize means *burn*. You receive the idea of burn from another word— the word *fire*. If you read that a man was
baptized in ink, you receive the idea that he is stained; not because there is any stain in the word *baptize*; but the idea of stain comes from, the word *ink*. You read that a man is baptized in water; you receive the idea that he is wet, or moistened; not because there is any idea of *wet* in *baptize*, but the idea of wet, or moistening, comes from the word *water*. There is no wash in *baptizo*, else a man would be washed when baptized in the Spirit, or in fire. But when you read of a man baptized in *water*, you receive the idea that he is *washed*, but not because there is any such idea in the word *baptize*, but the idea comes from the element he is said to be baptized in. In this case *wash* is not a meaning of *baptize*, but a result of baptizing in *water*. Baptize the man in fire, and you have the idea that he is *burned*; but you receive it not from the word baptize, but from the word *fire*. Burn is not the meaning of baptize, but a reasonable and natural result following baptizing in fire. If you read that a man is baptized in filth, you do not receive the idea that he is cleansed, but, on the contrary, that he has contracted filth; not, however, because *baptize* means *filth*, but the idea of *filth* is found in other words, describing the element in which the man was baptized, or the water. The contracting of filth is a result, or an effect, produced by being baptized in. a certain substance, but not baptizing itself. Cleansing might, in the same
way, be a result, or effect, of baptizing in clean water; but the baptizing and cleansing, in this case, are precisely as different as cause and effect.

5. My tenth argument is founded upon the fact, that the Greeks had three distinct words for the three different acts, immersing, pouring and sprinkling, and they never used one of these words for the other, in the place of the other, or used them as equivalents. They no more used these words interchangeably than we do the English words sprinkle, pour and immerse. They mean three distinct acts, and are all singularly found in one sentence, in the Greek Septuagint, Lev. xiv. 14-15. The passage reads as follows in the common version, and the three words are translated pour, dip and sprinkle: "And the priest shall take of the log of oil, and pour it into his left hand; and the priest shall dip his right finger in the oil in his left hand, and shall sprinkle of the oil with his finger seven times before the Lord." Here, in one sentence, we have bapto translated dip, cheo translated pour, and raino translated sprinkle. In the New Testament, baptizo, used in reference to the ordinance, stands entirely distinct from the words from which we have sprinkle and pour, in every place where they occur. We only find the word sprinkle seven times in the whole New Testament, and in no place referring to the ordinance. It conies from rantizo four times, from pras-
kusis once, and from, rantismos twice. Ekkeo occurs eighteen times in the New Testament, and is translated pour twelve times, if I have made no mistake in a very hasty examination. As before observed, baptizo is invariably used to express literally what the Lord commanded to be done. Now, these three words express actions as different, in every place where they are found, as our English words, sprinkle, pour, and immerse.

I maintain that if the Lord had intended that sprinkling or pouring should have been practiced, he had the precise words at command that meant sprinkle and pour, and would most unquestionably have used them, instead of baptizo, which has an entirely different meaning. This should settle the question in an unsophisticated mind, and, I think, will settle the question. If the Lord had intended the Apostles to "Go, therefore, and disciple all nations, sprinkling them into the name of the Father, and of the Son, and of the Holy Spirit," he would have used the word rantizo and not baptizo; but, in that case, he certainly would not have said "sprinkling them into the name," etc., but "sprinkle water upon them," as expressed in the Discipline. The Apostles could, as Mr. M. does, then have practiced as commanded, by sprinkling water upon them, but how men could sprinkle people into the name of the Father, and of the Son, and of the Holy
Spirit, is difficult to conceive. That the Apostles could "immerse them into the name of the Father, and of the Son, and of the Holy Spirit," is evident; but they could not sprinkle them "into the name," etc. Will the gentleman attend to this? Let him examine this, and he will find enough to do without his circumlocution; and if he must employ a circumlocution, I hope it will not be such an ambiguous one, that he himself will forget the object of it.

XI. My eleventh argument is founded upon the fact, that the King James' translators have translated *baptizo, dip*, in the common version. In the Greek Septuagint, in the account of Naaman, the Assyrian leper, dipping himself in Jordan, we have *baptizo*. *Baptizo* is translated *dip* here. The translators could honestly translate the word here, because they were not concerned to save Hainan from dipping himself, even though it was seven times; but when they come down to precisely the same form of expression, in the New Testament, where John was *dipping* in Jordan, they preferred the "circumlocution" to the *translation*, and gave us *baptize*, merely transferred and not translated. They did not want to so translate the word as "to contradict the doctrine of our church," or make it require them to *dip* in Jordan or any other river. *Bapto* is translated dip in three places in the common version of the New Testament. In the words, "His
vesture dipped in blood," Rev. xix. 13, *bapto* is translated *dipped*. In the words, "shall give a sop when I have dipped it," 1 John xiii. 26, *bapto* is translated *dipped*. In the words, that he may dip the tip of his finger," Luke xvi. 24, *bapto* is translated *dip*. In the words, "he that dippeth his hand with me," Matt. xxvi. 23, *embapto* is translated *dippeth*; Mark xiv. 20, and John xiii. 26, the same word is translated *dipped*. No one has any doubt what Naaman did when he dipped himself in Jordan. The same form of expression that tells what he did, in the original, tells us what John did when he baptized in Jordan. The only difference is, that the translators transferred in one place and translated in the other. Translate the word baptize in the history of the baptism of Jesus, and the others baptized in Jordan, and no man can doubt what was done. He *dipped* them in Jordan as Naaman *dipped* himself, only he dipped himself seven times, and they were dipped but once.

---

**MR. MERRILL'S SECOND REPLY.**

**GENTLEMEN MODERATORS AND RESPECTED HEARERS:**

I did not allude to the *age* of the gentleman out of any disrespect; nor did I do it with a view of asking any sympathy or favor on that score. The fact that he is some twenty years my senior, is in itself a
small matter; but I thought it looked a little strange to see a man of his experience and attainments, complaining that I had taken advantage of him in settling the preliminaries for a discussion* I sought no advantage, and desired none. After asking me to affirm, that the Methodist Discipline is better than the New Testament, he ought" to be a little "modest about referring to the different forms in which the questions were proposed. When he commenced the agitation of the subject by affirming his exclusive practice, and challenged controversy in regard to it, I could see no impropriety in holding him to affirm his exclusive proposition. His frequent allusions to my "utterly refusing" to affirm my practice, are designed to create capital, of which he stands in need; but, though I dislike such expressions, I must say, they are simply ridiculous. I cheerfully submit to this intelligent audience, the question as to which of us sought to "twist" the word "only," in our proposition on yesterday.

I was amused at the gentleman's hurried attempts to gather up the broken fragments, of his first speech. It is perhaps not right to take pleasure in his tribulations, but his tone was so confident in the midst of his overwhelming embarrassment, that I could not feel that degree of sympathy which his distress might otherwise have excited. He is determined not to have
any thing to do with such, hard words as generic and specific! He purposely avoided them, because he is determined to be understood! He has no idea of taking advantage of his ignorant congregation, by using "these words which are so convenient for mystifying!" He finds it much more convenient just to beg the question, by assuming that baptizo is a specific term, expressive of a specific action, than to enter upon the difficult task of proving his position, by any disquisition on the nature of the words employed in his proposition. He is so much afraid of "mystification" that he will not undertake to prove his assumptions, although his cause rests upon them! But what is he here for? Is it not to prove that baptizo is a specific term—that it expresses a specific action, and nothing else? But while he will not undertake to prove that which needs proof, and which is essential to the support of his proposition, he spends considerable time in proving that which needs no proof, and which can be of no service to him. How long he labored to prove that baptizo does not mean ordinance! And who in the world pretends that it does mean ordinance? But he says it means an action or something to be done! Certainly it does; for it is a verb, and all active verbs express action; but are we to understand him to mean just what he said here? Docs the word mean action? Is this its definition? No; that was not his mean-
ing. He just repeated his first argument, which I before showed begs the question. Every turn he gives it—every time he repeats it, he begs the question. Were he to stand up here and repeat it two thousand times, it would just be the same thing—a Hogging of the question, by assuming that *baptizo* is a specific and not a generic word. Because it expresses action, he takes it for granted that it expresses an action to be performed in a certain way. But he denies the use of the word "mode." Why does he do this? Is there any being without a mode of being? Can there be an action without a mode of action? Can there be any fact without its mode? This little dodge of Mr. Campbell's is too small to cover the retreat of a man of Mr. Franklin's size. Mr. Carson—Mr. Franklin's favorite critic—says it never expresses anything but mode! Does the gentleman deny that *Baptismos* is the name of the ordinance of baptism? He partly does, and he partly does not! He admits that *baptism* is an ordinance, and that the command to *baptize* is a command to administer the ordinance; but then to admit all this without some effort to stay the mind from the natural conclusion, would not do. So he makes a great ado over the fact that the word does not mean ordinance, and that it is often used where there is no ordinance!

His second argument was not only answered, but turned against him. He char-
ges me with ridiculing immersion, because I stated a plain fact in regard to the 
*abuse* of the ordinance of baptism, which was practised by the church, when 
men ceased to follow the steady light of Apostolic practice, and began to 
follow, not their own ideas of "ease and convenience," but the dictates of 
fanaticism. His idea about immersionism gaining in proportion to the increase 
of light, is laughable in the extreme. Does he deny that immersion had full 
sway for the first half of the thousand years called the dark age, and that the 
revival of "sprinkling" was about parallel with, the revival of letters? His pious 
airs and solemn exclamations over the fact that I admit the validity of 
immersion for baptism, and yet deny that the Apostles practiced it, were all 
very cheap and harmless. It may be "shocking "to his tender sensibilities, but 
if he can not understand it, I am satisfied that intelligent hearers will see no 
difficulty in the case. He *says* I did not meet his fourth argument, but I am 
satisfied that if there was any thing like argument in it, I did meet it fully. As 
to his argument from the practice of the Greek church, let him show that there 
is any necessary connection between that and the practice of the Apostles, and 
I will then dignify it with the name of argument. He depends altogether on the 
sound of words—Greek church! Surely the Greek church ought to understand 
Greek! How profound!
Does he not know that the schism between the Greek and Roman churches did not occur until about the middle of the eighth century? And does he not know that there is positively no connection between the modern Greek and the ancient Greek?

When he spoke so confidently about what was written in the first two centuries, I did not wish to confine him to "the original manuscripts;" but I wanted the saying of the men who lived at that period as to the manner of baptizing; and I still want their saying in an authentic form. This is all I demand, and nothing short of this will satisfy the inquiring. The opinion of Mosheim, or any other writer of modern times, will not answer the purpose. Will the gentleman prove his assertion? When he says the original words for "pouring," "sprinkling," etc., are never used in Scripture for baptism, and that the original for immerse is invariably used for baptism, is he not aware that he assumes the point in dispute—that baptize invariably means immerse? Every turn he makes brings him back to this one point. He can not get away from it. Baptizo means immerse and nothing else; it does not mean ordinance, it means immerse, just because it does not mean any thing else! But when I ask him to prove it, he cries out, "mystification!" "Mystery Babylon!" Well, perhaps his friends will be satisfied! About the most interesting portion of his speech
was his Mormon anecdote; but its application was faulty. I stated a fact that Mr. Franklin can not dispute—that some Greek words can only be fully expressed in English by a "circumlocution;" but instead of admitting or denying, he got up an anecdote, and at once began playing upon the word circumlocution. To come right down to an examination of the character and meaning of the words about which we dispute, would be too much like "mystification!" He is afraid his audience have not sense enough to understand him!

His misapprehension of my reply to his argument from the agreement of lexicons, is unaccountable. I showed him from his own critics, what estimate should be put upon the authority of lexicons; that the lexicons do not sustain his position, because the first meaning is not the proper meaning of words in all cases; that nothing but examples from a language can be ultimate proof of the meaning of words, etc.; and then he charges me with abandoning all lexicons, classics, and authorities! I did appeal to the language of the Bible as the only standard—the last appeal; and I still appeal to it, and intend to prove from it that Mr. Franklin is in error, deep, gross, dangerous. He again, in this connection, assumed that the Lord used baptizo in its first sense; what does he mean by this? Did I not admit that he used it in its proper sense? But the question is, which was
its proper meaning at that time? Mr. Franklin's favorite critic, Carson, tells us that words often enlarge their meaning so as to lose sight of their original meaning, and Mr. F. calls his criticism the ablest he ever saw. Let us then go to the Bible and see what the proper meaning of the word was, when used with reference to the religious use of water. Nothing but this appeal will satisfy our hearers. He says I went to the "divers, baptisms" to find the proper name of the ordinance. This is another mistake. I went there to prove that the word is used in the Scriptures with reference to the use of water in different ways, and that it relates to the ceremonial ablutions, some of which were positively enjoined to be performed by sprinkling, and not one of which can be shown to have been by immersion—and I found just what I went there for! He wants to know why I did not come to the plain cases of the New Testament. I was waiting for the gentleman on the affirmative to lead the way. When he presents the plain cases of the New Testament, I will be along with him; and if he does not present them soon, I will be ahead of him. I claim the privilege of appealing to the whole use of the word in the Scriptures, for the purpose of demonstrating that it is a generic term. If the word is a generic word, and if it is used in the generic sense in the New Testament, it is used in the same sense in reference to
the Christian ordinance. If the *baptisms* performed by the Jews upon themselves, after returning from market were not immersions, how will the gentleman make out exclusive immersion in case of all who were baptized in the Christian sense? If the "beds" were not immersed, how will he satisfy you that the word *baptizo* always means immerse, and nothing else? If the "divers baptisms" were not all performed by immersion, the gentleman fails to prove his proposition. Then let him not be alarmed at my appeal to the "divers baptisms," but keep up his courage and address himself to his task with all earnestness and fairness.

I knew the gentleman would not like my exposition of the *legal* and *moral* aspects of the Christian system, but he may rest assured of the fact that if he can not see the bearing of my "harangue" on the question before us, others can and will; and what is more, they will see its bearing directly against the gentleman on every proposition we are to debate. How wise he appeared, when, finding himself at a *dead stand*, he exclaimed, "What light he shed forth!"

Having now disposed of the gentleman's review of my speech, I will follow him in his further "expositions." In regard to all he has said to prove that *baptizo* does not moan *ordinance*, or that it does not contain the idea of cleansing *independently* of the
element used, I shall say but little, as it would not help him prove his proposition, if I were to admit it all. I do not, however, admit it all, because it is designed to support a false position; namely, that the secondary meaning of words is not their proper meaning. In direct contradiction to Mr. Franklin, Mr. Carson tells us that the secondary meaning of *bapto* is just as proper and literal as the first meaning. I know we would get the idea of pollution, if we were said to be baptized in or with filth; and that we would get the idea of wetting, if we were said to be baptized in or with water; and that we get the idea of burning when we are said to be baptized with fire; but what of all this? Does it prove that inasmuch as the word was commonly used with reference to purification by water, it could never enlarge its meaning so as to denote the purification? If Mr. F. will assert this, I will put against him the authority of his own most learned critics; and if he denies it, he yields all he intended to gain by his labored argument. I will wait patiently for him to take his position. I have seen all his "twistings" and "mystifications" before, and feel not in the least alarmed.

X. The fact stated as the basis of the gentleman's tenth argument, is indisputable; but the use he makes of the fact, is unwarrantable. The Greeks certainly had three words to express the three acts, pour,
sprinkle, immerse; but it is equally certain, that *baptizo* was not the specific word for immerse; and, consequently, when, the early Christians first began to speak of immersion for baptism, they expressed it by another word, namely, *kataduo*. Will my friend deny this fact? Did not those early Christian fathers understand their own language? His labor to prove that sprinkle is not equivalent to *baptizo*, is superfluous. Sprinkle is specific and expresses mode, and *baptizo* is generic, expressing a thing to be done that may be done in different ways. The passage quoted containing the original words for pour, dip, and sprinkle, does not contain *baptizo* at all, as ray friend would have you believe; but it contains *bapto*, which is translated dip, where an immersion would be out of the question. Hut why did not the Lord use the word sprinkle instead of *baptizo*? Because that word was too specific—too limited in its signification to embrace all that is embraced in the ordinance of Christian baptism. A more general term was better adapted to the cud in view. The Lord did not make everything turn on the mode of using the water, and then deny that the rite has any mode, as Mr. Franklin appears to do. When the gentleman proves the correctness of his rule for translating words, by substituting the definition of a word in the place of the word to be translated, I will attend to his
examples; and when he proves that baptizo can be accurately and fully translated without any circumlocution, I may he able to see some sense in his remarks about "ambiguous circumlocution." I hope, by the way, that he will not flatter himself too much with the idea that nobody else can see the bearing or object of my remarks, because he can not. He is so full of his "one idea" about immersion that he can not feel the force of an argument against him. This is perfectly natural. It is a law of the human mind that when a person long keeps his attention fixed upon any particular view of a subject, he loses his power of seeing that subject in any other light. This is the inevitable result of "riding a hobby."

XI. The gentleman makes what he calls an eleventh argument. It is founded on the fact that the translators have, in a few instances, translated baptizo, dip; and before he gets his argument made, he insinuates that these same translators were dishonest men! And what is remarkable in the case is, that in each of the examples he has given us from the New Testament, where baptizo is rendered dip, baptize is not in the text at all! And, further, where lap to is rendered dip, in most of the examples, an immersion was impossible! In the expression, "vesture dipped—bebammenon—in blood" (Rev. xix. 13), the allusion is most unquestionably to Isaiah lxxii.
1-3, where the prophet, in describing the very game scene, uses the expression, "and their blood shall be SPRINKLED UPON MY GARMENT, and I will STAIN all my raiment!" The idea is that of a warrior getting his garment stained in battle with the blood of his enemies. Immersion is out of the question here. So in the expression, "give a sop when I have dipped it," the idea is not that of immersion, but smearing. So in Matt, xxvi. 23: "He that dippeth his hand with me in the dish," does not mean immerse his hand; for it was not customary to immerse the hand in the dish from which they were eating. Bapto is the word from which baptizo is derived, and if we find its proper meaning, it will aid us in finding the proper meaning of baptizo.

The gentleman having walked out boldly upon the position of Mr. Carson, and so fully endorsed his criticism as the "ablest he ever saw," shall have the benefit of that learned critic's opinion of this word. Mr. Carson says of bapto: "Now while I contend that dyeing is the secondary meaning of this word, I contend also that this is 'a real literal meaning, ' independent of consequence. Although this meaning arose from the mode of dyeing by dipping, yet the word has come, by appropriation, to denote dyeing, without reference to mode." * * "That bapto signifies to dye in any manner, is a truth which, instead of being against us, serves to solve difficulties that
have been very clumsily got over by some of the ablest writers on this side of the question." * * "Nothing, in the history of words, is more common than to enlarge or diminish their meaning. Ideas not originally included in them are often affixed to some words, while others drop ideas originally asserted in their application. In this way, bapto, from signifying mere mode, came to be applied to a certain operation "usually performed in that mode. From signifying to dip, it came to signify to dye by dipping, because this was the way in which things were usually dyed. And afterwards, from dyeing by dipping, it came to denote dyeing in ANY MANNER. A like process might be shown in the history of a thousand words." Mr. Carson gives this as his opinion of the word bapto, and he supports it by several examples from the classics, which prove that bapto is a generic term. Among other examples, he gives the following: "The only instance in which I have observed the word bapto in this signification, in the works of Hippocrates, he employs it to denote dyeing by dropping the dyeing liquid on the thing dyed—' When it drops upon the garments, they are dyed. ' This, surely, is not dyeing by dipping." Then, after presenting several examples from other writers, proving the same point., he uses this language: a These examples are sufficient to prove that the word bapto signifies to dye in general, though originally,
and still usually, applied to dyeing by dipping. Having such evidence before my eyes, I could not deny this to my opponents, even were it a difficulty as to the subject of the mode of baptism." I will furnish my friend one more quotation from his favorite critic, and reserve others of a similar character for another speech. "Use," says Mr. Carson, "is always superior to etymology, as a witness on this subject. A word may come to enlarge its meanings, so as to lose sight of its origin. This fact must be obvious to every smatterer in philology." (For all these quotations, see Carson on the Mode of Baptism, chap, ii, section vi.).

Now I propose to "walk out boldly" upon so much of Mr. Carson's position as suits me. I find the following points which I adopt cheerfully: 1st, That dyeing is a real literal meaning of lap to, independent of consequence." 2nd, "Bapto has come, by appropriation, to denote dyeing, without reference to mode." 3rd, "From dyeing by dipping, it came to denote Dyeing in any manner." 4th, The examples adduced by the learned critic "are sufficient to prove that the word bapto signifies to dye in general." It is, therefore, a generic term. 5th, "Nothing, in the history of words, is more common than to enlarge or diminish their meaning." 6th, "A word may come to enlarge its meanings so as to lose sight of its origin."
Will Mr. Franklin "walk out boldly" upon these propositions, so clearly presented by his distinguished friend, Mr. Carson? I apprehend he will not! But whether he will or not he can not, escape. I intend to furnish examples from the Scriptures, which prove that the word is used where immersion is not implied. I refer to Leviticus xiv. 2-7: "This shall be the law of the leper in the day of his cleansing: He shall he brought unto the priest: and the priest shall go forth out of the camp; and the priest shall look, and, behold, if the plague of leprosy be healed in the leper"; then shall the priest command to take for him that is to be cleansed two birds alive and clean, and cedar wood, and scarlet, and hyssop: and the priest shall command that one of the birds be killed in an earthen vessel over running water: as for the living bird, he shall take it, and the cedar wood, and the scarlet, and the hyssop, and shall dip them and the living bird in the blood of the bird that was killed over the running water: and he shall sprinkle upon him that is to be cleansed from the leprosy seven times, and shall pronounce him clean, and shall let the living bird loose into the open field." In this passage, bapseei can not be understood of dipping all over, or in the sense of immersion; for the living bird, the cedar wood, the scarlet, and the hyssop, could not all be immersed in the blood of the bird that was killed. But my
friend's learned critic says the blood of the slain bird was received in a vessel of running water, in which mixture the things were to be dipped! But the "mixture" is all in the ideas of the critic. The bird was to be slain in a vessel over running water; but how the water could be in the vessel, and yet be "running water," is something which neither Mr. Carson nor Mr. Franklin can tell. Another thing may be remarked here, that however foolish and absurd it may appear to my friend, the ceremonial cleansing was to be effected by 'sprinkling.'

To the same effect is Daniel iv. 33: "The same hour was the thing fulfilled upon Nebuchadnezzar; and he was driven from men, and did eat grass as oxen, and his body was wet with the dew of heaven, till his hairs were grown like eagles' feathers, and his nails like birds' caws." The word wet is from bapto, and bears the general sense of moisten, but does not and can not admit the idea of a dipping or an immersion. No learning, no ingenuity, no quibbling nor twisting can extort from bapto the meaning of immersion in this place. The Baptist critics have spent, a vast amount of labor and learning on this passage; but there it stands, an everlasting contradiction to their assertions that bapto is a specific word, meaning nothing but mode. Before Mr. Franklin attempts to reply to this, he would do well to remember the contradictory positions his own critics have taken, in order to
escape the difficulty that stares them in the face.

In regard to the example found in II. Kings, v. 10-14, where Elisha commanded Naaman to wash (lousai) in Jordan, and the latter complied by dipping himself, (ebaptisato,) I remark: 1st, There is no evidence that Naaman did immerse himself; 2nd, Whatever he did, was in obedience to the command to wash himself; from which it appears that baptizo here takes the force and meaning of louo, which is unquestionably a generic term.

I have bow answered the gentleman's "arguments," laid the foundation" for my own theory, and presented him some clear proof of the fact that baptizo, derived from bapto, is a generic term, and, not wishing to anticipate him too much, I will just fill up my time by presenting an objection or two to his exclusive notions.

1. Immersion is not specifically commanded. This is clear and unquestionable. If baptizo does not necessarily mean immerse, (and we have seen that it does not), then, immersion is not commanded as the mode of baptism. My friend can not frame a sentence so as to assert that it is, without assuming the point in dispute, and thereby begging the question. If he thinks otherwise, let him make the attempt.

2. Immersion is not necessary to meet the design of baptism, or to complete its signification. Baptism is designed to represent
the moral cleansing of the soul, by the agency of the Holy Spirit; but the moral cleansing is fully represented by the sprinkling of water. No inspired writer represents the sanctification of the soul, by immersion, but invariably by sprinkling. God says: "I will sprinkle clean water upon you, and ye shall be clean." No such moral cleansing is represented by immersion.

3. Immersion is not universally practicable. The gospel was intended for all the world—for every creature. But not less than eight millions of human beings inhabit the polar regions, where immersion is impracticable for a large portion of the year. In some of those countries, brandy and mercury freeze during winter. How could immersion be practiced there? Where could water be obtained? Who could endure the process? I would advise my friend to make a missionary tour to those regions where the inhabitants crowd together in huts, and stop the openings of their houses with ice; where they procure water for necessary uses by melting snow and ice, and where the cup freezes to the lip if it be touched in drinking: let him go there and test the practicability of exclusive immersion! My friend may affect to make light of this objection, but he can not answer it. I present it in a definite form. Either Clod has enjoined a duty to be perpetually and universally binding, which, for a largo portion, of every year, is impracticable for millions
of the race, or else he has not enjoined immersion, as the exclusive form of baptism,

In case of sickness, every one knows that immersion is often burdensome and dangerous, if not entirely out of the question. But the gospel of Jesus Christ is not burdensome. It comes to the inhabitants of every clime, and to people of every class, and in every condition, with all its consolations, in perfect adaptation to every possible situation in life. But exclusive immersionism is evidently another system. Its want of universal adaptation is too plain to require proof; and that it is, in numerous instances, entirely impracticable, is an unquestionable fact.

MR. FRANKLIN'S THIRD SPEECH.

GENTLEMEN MODERATORS, LADIES AND GENTLEMEN:

I am compelled to admit the adroitness of the worthy gentleman, in seeming to allude to my age, professedly in reply to what I had said about his having the advantage, in his negative position. It was not his shrewdness that gave him the advantage of a negative position, when he is really in the affirmative, but his cowardice; which disposed him to refuse to debate at all, or have the negative. I was compelled to debate, by affirming a negative, not because he was so sharp as to got the advantage, but because he was so great a coward that I had
to give him the advantage or have no debate. With all his timorousness, however, I did not think of him being a mere boy, as his calculation makes him, only twenty-six years old! I did not think, though some of his arguments, I admit, are weak enough for one even younger, that he had an apology, in his favor, of his being twenty years my junior! I do not know how to meet this excuse for his failure to answer my argument, unless the maturity of my argument has made him think me vastly older than I am. Though he lifts his hand to heaven, and says, "I baptize," etc., and does this in the name of the Lord, when he only sprinkles, he was no more "green enough," young as he is, to undertake to prove, that sprinkling is baptism, than that the mourner's bench is divinely authorized, or his Discipline better than the New Testament. He is old enough, young as he is, to know well not to try to prove all he practices.

I have said nothing about an "ignorant congregation." I rely upon the intelligence of the congregation to understand me. I know the people do understand me and that they do not understand Mr. M. The reason is not that they are not intelligent; but the reason is that much that he has said had no bearing upon the subject, or is not intelligible. He is not trying to prove any thing, establish any tiling or enlighten any person. What has he said, throwing any
light upon baptism? Has he produced any example of sprinkling or pouring for baptism? Not one. Has he produced any command for sprinkling or pouring? Not one, nor any thing like it. What has he done? He informs you that *baptize* is not a *specific* but a *generic* term, and then, that we have no word into which it can be translated, or that we have no word that exhausts its meaning! that it cannot be translated only "by a circumlocution." I invited him, then, to translate it "by a circumlocution;" but, like the man, when asked to give the sign of Jonah, he could not give even that. But if it only means the name of an ordinance, why talk of the meaning of the word? You might as well go to the word *officer*, to find what a man did in performing the duties of an office. Among all the definitions of *baptizo* we do not find any one of them to be "the name of an ordinance," nor do we ever find it translated, "the proper name of an ordinance," not even by "a circumlocution." This meaning of this wonderful word, *baptizo*, is much younger than himself, and not near so well matured in proportion to its age. It has in its favor merely the unsupported assertion of Rev. S. M. Merrill. No other authority, I presume, on earth.

I am not contending that baptism expresses "an action to be performed in a *certain way*" but it expresses a *certain action that must be performed*. That action is *im-"*
merse, and I am not particular which way it is done, so that the action is performed. *Immerse* is the action, no matter, except as a mere question of propriety, whether back or face foremost, right or left side foremost; but it is not the action at all, when you *sprinkle* or *pour*. But the gentleman is now fully committed. I say, "Baptize means an action, or something to be done." To which, he says, "Certainly it does." It does not, then, mean *three* actions, the actions of sprinkling, pouring and immersing. I say, "It means a thing done." Mr. M. says, "Certainly it does." It does not, then, mean *three* things done. He who sprinkles, does one thing. He does not pour or immerse, but sprinkles. He who pours, does one thing. He does not immerse or sprinkle, but pours. He who immerses does one thing. He does not sprinkle or pour. In my practice, I do one thing; I *immerse*. Mr. M. does *three* things; he sprinkles, pours, and immerses. Sprinkling, pouring and immersing are not *one* thing, but *three*, as any man in this assembly can see as clearly as that two and two make four. No mystification can cover this up, nor hide it from this intelligent assembly.

Mr. M. asks, if I "deny that immersion had full sway for the first half of the thousand years called the dark ages." No, I do not; and from the identical same authority where he and myself learn this, we both, learn that immersion had full sway over
the remaining three centuries as we travel back to the beginning. He finds plenty of authority to show the prevalence of immersion in the first half of the thousand years of the dark ages, not seeming conscious that the same authority declares the prevalence of immersion back to the beginning. The same authority is good with him while he is looking one way, but no authority at all when his eye is turned another way. But the fact stares him, and all who stand where he does, in the face, that before the dark ages had terminated, they had well nigh done away immersion, and made sprinkling almost universal. Indeed, when he admits that immersion prevailed through the first half of the dark ages, he admits my argument, that the latter half of the dark ages run it out, and made sprinkling prevail. And since the light of reformation has again broke out, sprinkling is receding and immersion gaining. This argument stands in full force against him.

The worthy gentleman now does not call for the *manuscript* written in the first ages, but the *saying* of the men, alluded to so confidently my me. I do not, if I understand what he alludes to, allude to the *saying* of the writers of the first two centuries, but to what they did not say. They did not say any thing about sprinkling or pouring for baptism. This is what I confidently assert. If he questions it, let him produce one word of they kind, written in the specified period.
What reason has Mr. M. given for telling the audience that I am afraid they have not sense enough to understand me? Certainly he has no foundation in the world for saying such a thing. I never found any difficulty in making an audience understand me. I have not a fear but this audience will understand me.

He Bays he has shown, from my own critics, that the first meaning is not the proper meaning of words in all cases. All he has shown, in this respect, amounts to precisely nothing. We are in discussion about one word; and simply to find its meaning in reference to one thing. Its primary meaning, beyond all doubt, is immerse. This he has not denied. Let him, deny this, and chore will he time enough for starting general propositions about words. Immerse is the primary meaning of the word invariably used to express literally what was to be clone. Let him deny this, and then we will hear his general principles. He did not go to the Jewish baptisms to learn the meaning of *baptismos*, but to find that the word is used in the Scriptures with reference to the use of water *in different ways*. Indeed! And this learning, from Jewish ceremonies, is all to enlighten us, of the nineteenth century, on the meaning of the command to he baptized! No wonder that one man in his church has water sprinkled upon him; another has it poured upon him; another
is immersed; another kneels down in the water and has water poured upon him. Any person can see that he has no system. The preacher has no way, can show no way, and has nothing tangible in any form in his church. Mr. M. has attempted to establish nothing, to maintain nothing, but simply to interpose difficulties. No wonder he can not satisfy his own members. He thinks I will satisfy my own brethren. I have no doubt they are all well satisfied now, for he has admitted that their baptism is valid. But I doubt exceedingly whether he will satisfy his brethren. From the restlessness I see among them, I doubt exceedingly whether he will satisfy them. Why does he not come to some plain case in the New Testament, and show his authority for sprinkling? For the simple reason, that he can find none.

I have no objection to his "expounding" upon legal and moral aspects, till dooms day, only that it has nothing to do with the debate. It proves nothing, only that he had no argument.

I should like to know if my friend thinks *kataduo* means invariably *immerse*. Does he think the Lord should have used that word if he meant *immerse*? Donnegan does not give *immerse* as a definition of *kataduo* at all. He defines it "to dip under; sink—properly, to cause the sinking of. Neut. to plunge; go clown; penetrate deeply, enter privately; to go into or min-
gle in." You can see, at once, that this was not the word for *immerse*. Mr. M. did not even venture to assert that this was the Greek word for *immerse*, but adroitly for one so *young*, who asks if I do not know that when the early Christians began to speak of immersion for baptism, they used the word *kataduo*. I should like to see the history that shows where they first began to speak of immersion for baptism in the early ages. I would not hesitate to offer him a premium for a history of that sort, especially where they used *kataduo* to express the action. I did not think he was so *young*, or so *green*, as to swallow this down from Mr. Rico, without confessing his indebtedness to him. My fact, that the Greeks had their three words for sprinkle, pour and *immerse*, is granted, and *baptize* was the word for *immerse*.

Having now given as much attention to the worthy gentleman's speech as I deem necessary, I shall proceed with my regular argument. I am anxious to keep plenty of matter before him to think about. In order to this end, I shall try and accommodate him, in giving him Bible argument. Although he has given so little attention to the clear Bible argument already before him, I shall proceed to lay other important considerations before him.

XII. My twelfth argument is founded upon the expressions "they went down into the water," "came up out of the
water," and were baptized \textit{in water}. The first expression I shall invite his attention to, is found Matt. iii. 16: "And Jesus, when he was baptized, went up straightway out of the water." I wish his special attention to the words "\textit{went up straightway out, of the water}." They had been \textit{in} the water, or they could not have \textit{went up out of the water}. " We read again, in the same chapter, verses five and six: "Then went out to him Jerusalem, and all Judea, and all the region round about Jordan, and were baptized of him in Jordan, confessing their sins." Here it is said, they "were baptized by him in Jordan." Again, we read, "And there went out unto him all the land of Judea, and they of Jerusalem, and were all baptized of him in the river of Jordan;" Mark i. 5. Here it is said, they were "baptized \textit{in the river} of Jordan." The original word \textit{potamos}, here translated \textit{river}, is translated both \textit{waters and floods}, in other passages, so that it is virtually said, "they were baptized \textit{in the waters or floods} of Jordan." Still once more, we read, "And they went down both into the water, both Philip and the eunuch; and he baptized him; and when they were come up out of the water, the Spirit of the Lord caught away Philip;" Acts viii. 38-39. Again, we read, "And it came to pass in those days, that Jesus came from Nazareth of Galilee, and was baptized of John in Jordan;" Mark i. 9. What think you of all
this? They went down into the water, were baptized in the river, waters or floods of Jordan, and come up out of the, water, and Jesus was baptized in Jordan. Can any man, with these expressions before him, have any doubt how they baptized in the time of Jesus and the Apostles? Not one particle. They did not go down into the water. to sprinkle, nor did they come up straightway out of the water, when they had been sprinkled, nor were the people sprinkled of John in the river of Jordan; nor does anybody here, not excepting Mr. AT. himself, think that Jesus was sprinkled of John in Jordan. Such an idea would be preposterous and ridiculous in the extreme. But I can not let the King James' translators pass without a little stricture here. The manner in which they have translated the Greek preposition en, exposes them in the eyes of all fair and honest thinking men. They commence with Matthew first, and translate en seventeen times in, once within, and once among. Here they come to baptizing en (in) water. They saw that to translate it as they had just done, virtually, nineteen times, in, thus clearly saying, in so many words, "baptized in water," would favor immersion. They immediately whip round and translate it with, thus making it read "baptized with water." As soon as they succeed in getting it in nine times in succession, and then give us, unnecessarily, with once, and then, twenty-nine times in
succession, m, and continue at about the same rate through the 'New Testament.

They have, however, in this, only injured themselves with all discerning men, for they have shown a want of integrity. They could not say "baptized with Jordan," "baptized with the wilderness" nor "with Enon." This was too preposterous even in their own estimation. Remember, then, that they went down into the water, baptized in the water, in Jordan, and came up out of the water, and then ask yourselves the question, honestly, if you think they sprinkled, or poured or did any thing but immersed. Jesus was baptized of John in Jordan, and came up straightway out of the water. How was He baptized of John in Jordan? Was he sprinkled of John in Jordan? How could John have sprinkled a person? especially how could he have sprinkled him in a river? Can Mr. M. tell? He never can. XIII. My thirteenth argument is founded on baptizing at a certain place because there was much water there. The Scripture says, "And John also was baptizing in Enon, near Salim, because there was much water there;" John iii. 23. What reason is here assigned for baptizing in this place? "Because there was much water there." Did John sprinkle in Enon, because there was much water there? This would be a singular reason? No; he did not sprinkle there because there was much water there, but immersed in Enon because there was much
water there. Let the worthy gentleman meet this. We are now in the Bible, the old family Bible that lay on the stand—the King James' version. Will he meet me here and try the strength of the Bible argument? I will certainly be with him, if he will. The more closely and carefully he examines the subject, the better. I wish him to tell us distinctly what he thinks of the reason given in the word of God for baptizing in Enon near Salim. That reason, as assigned in the word of God, is "because there was much water there." Did any man, or could any man, ever assign such a reason for sprinkling and pouring in Enon? Surely not.

This passage has been tortured in various ways by those who are trying to evade immersion. I have heard some take the position that Enon was a town, and, consequently, that it contained nothing in favor of immersion. Others, in trying to evade the clear force of the passage, say that the original, translated "much water," there should be rendered "many waters." Others, again, say that the "much water" was for their beasts; but I leave my worthy friend to make his election among these evasions, or to adopt some other expedient, as he may see fit. This much I will vouch for: that he will never give a satisfactory answer to this argument.

XIV. My fourteenth argument is founded upon the expressions, "buried by bap-
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tism," and "buried in baptism." I will read the passages including these expressions: "Buried with him in baptism, wherein also ye are risen with him through the faith of the operation of God, who hath raised him from the dead;" Coll. ii. 12. "Know ye not that so many of us as were baptized into Jesus Christ, were baptized into his death? Therefore we are buried with him by baptism into death; that like as Christ was raised up from the dead by the glory of the Father, even so we also should walk in newness of life. For if we have been planted together in the likeness of his death, we shall be also in the likeness of his resurrection;" Romans vi. 3-5. Here we find two terms to which we invite your most candid and respectful attention. One of these is "buried," and the other is "planted." Nor do we wish you to look at these terms in their isolated form, but in their true contextual import. You are not to fix your eye simply upon the fact that they were buried, but notice that they were "buried with him." They were buried with Christ. How were they buried with him? "Buried with him by baptism," or by the action of baptism. "Buried with him in baptism," or in the action of baptism. How was this done? Not by sprinkling or pouring certainly. There never was such a thing as buried with him by sprinkling or pouring. There never can be such a thing as being buried with him in sprink-
ling or pouring. Such a thing, is, in itself, a natural and physical impossibility.

But there are several things to be noticed in these passages: 1st, They were in the likeness of the burial of Jesus. 2nd, They were, at the same time, in the likeness of his death. 3rd, They were in the likeness of his resurrection. In the process of immersion there is—1st, A burial like the Lord was buried. 2nd, When in the likeness of his burial, they are in the likeness of his death. 3rd, There is a likeness of his resurrection, and rising up from immersion. But in sprinkling there is no likeness of the burial of Jesus, no likeness of his death, and no likeness of his resurrection. Nothing can be more obvious than this to the most casual observer. The whole church at Collosse were buried in baptism, and the whole church at Rome were buried by baptism, and Paul refers to it as a well-known and established matter. They had all been buried with him by baptism into death—had all been in the likeness of his death, and had all been raised from this burial, like as Christ had been raised from the dead. They were then, unquestionably, all immersed. If, then, the whole membership at both Rome and Collosse were immersed, what ground has any man to doubt that all were immersed? Can any man allow himself to think that they immersed in one place, sprinkled in another and poured in all-
other? Such a supposition is out of the question. Had there been two or three ways of baptizing, some reference would have been made to it in the Scriptures, which we all know is not the case. Nothing can be farther from all reason and consistency than to suppose that they practiced in different ways, but that no one mentioned it in all the writings of the New Testament, or any other writing of the first two centuries, or even alluded to it in any shape or form. They practiced, unquestionably, in but one way for centuries, and that one way was burying in baptism, or immersing, from which they rose to walk in newness of life. From this the worthy gentleman will never escape, with all his **legal** and **moral** aspects of the subject, his outward symbol of inward grace, types and antitypes.

——

**MR. MERRILL’S THIRD REPLY.**

GENTLEMEN MODERATORS, AND RESPECTED HEARERS:

I have committed a grave offence! In my last speech, I made a remark which implied a random guess at the **age** of my opponent, and missed it just **six years**! I am perfectly willing to stand corrected, but I protest against the gentleman's method of accounting for the mistake. I did **not** judge him older than he is, because of the **great wisdom** he has displayed; no,
not by any means! It is well known that trouble and sorrow, especially when it amounts to mental agony, will effect the appearance of a person, causing him to seem older than he is. I looked at the gentleman in his distress, and judged entirely by his appearance. But he is determined to have a little capital out of the correspondence. For my part, I am satisfied with that, and have no occasion to refer to it, except in reply to him. He insists that he was obliged to affirm the proposition, before us, or have no debate! He has again and again charged that I refused to affirm and defend my practice. Now, in full view of all that has passed between us, I deliberately deny the charge, and demand, of him to prove it, or to retract what he has said on this point. I did insist that the affirmative belonged to him, which was correct, but so far as refusing to debate on any other terms is concerned, I never did. He has said so much about this matter now, that it is time to bring it to a close. He is therefore to prove what he has said, or to take it bade. As to his charge of "cowardice," I wonder not' that the people smiled when he made it. He is old enough to know that it is wrong to make such unfounded and preposterous assertions, in the presence of his Maker, and before a congregation assembled to hear the truth. The gentleman seems to question the fact that baptismos is the name of an ordi-
nance! Has he courage to deny it boldly? Who talked about translating it *the name of an ordinance*? I did not. But is it not a name? The translation of a name is a different thing. John was the name of the Baptist; but who would think about translating the word John, "the name of the Baptist?" This is one of his *mature* arguments! The gentleman is so accustomed to begging the question, that he does it without appearing to know it. Hence his assertion that *baptize* does not express an action to be performed *in a certain way*, but an action that must be performed; that action is immerse, etc. This is just what he is to prove. He says the same authorities that teach the prevalence of immersion during the first half of the dark ages, teach the same thing in regard to the first two centuries! Why did he not just give the authority on this point? Let him show from any writer of that period that immersion is mentioned for baptism, if he can. That will amount to something. But he alludes not to what those writers did say, but to what they *did not say*! That is very convenient; but then he affirms that one practice did prevail, and that another practice did not prevail, at that time; and he calls upon me to show where it is said sprinkling did prevail, but refuses to show where it is said immersion did prevail! I know he depends on what they *did not say*; but when he makes a positive assertion,
based on the authority of the writers of a given period, he must let us know what they did say.

The gentleman denies the authority of his own favorite critic—the one, too, on whoso position he was going to walk out so boldly! But I can not let him off so easily at this point, I did show, from Mr. Carson, that the proper meaning of words is not always their primary meaning. This is too plain and important to be passed over so slightly by my friend. I know he would like to dodge it if he could, but I intend that he shall look it in the face. Bapto is the word from which baptize is derived. I have shown, both by the authority of my friend's learned critic, and the Bible use, that it is a generic term; and, therefore, that it is not restricted in its meaning to a specific action, as Mr. F. pretends. He may make as many exclamations, and put on as much surprise, and look as wise as he finds it convenient, over the use of the word with reference to Jewish ceremonies, but the facts stand out before him. He has a peculiar tact for putting on airs, when he meets a point he can not answer, and expects no doubt to keep up the spirits of his friends by his antic freaks; but I intend to make both himself and them feel the necessity of argument, instead of assertion and exclamation. Hear, then, my friend's favorite critic, Air. Carson.
After charging some of the Baptist critics with straining matters, and employing false criticism, in trying to prove that when \textit{bapto} relates to dyeing, it is always dyeing by dipping, he says: "The observations of Dr. Gale on this subject fall in some degree tinder the above censure. 'The Grecians, ' says he, 'very frequently apply the word in all its various forms to the dyer's art, sometimes perhaps not very properly, but always so as, to imply and refer only to its true natural signification to \textit{dip}? What does this learned writer mean when he expresses a doubt of the propriety of this usage? Does he mean that such an extension of the meaning of words is in some degree a trespass against the laws of language? But such a usage is in strict accordance with the laws of language; and the history of a thousand words sanctions this example. Language has no logical truth for its standard; and therefore against this it can not trespass. \textsc{Use is the sole arbiter of language; and whatever is agreeable to this authority, stands justified beyond impeachment.} Candlestick is as properly applied to gold as to timber; \textit{bapto} signifies to \textit{dye by sprinkling}, as properly as by dipping, though originally it was confined to the latter.

"Nor is he well founded when he asserts that the word in such applications always implies and refers to its primary significa-
tion only. On the contrary, I have produced some examples, and he himself has produced others, in which candor can not say that there is any such implication or reference. From such examples it could not be known even that bapto has the meaning of dip. They relate to dyeing wholly without reference to dipping; nay, some of them without an expressed reference to another mode. This is a fact, and were it even against me, I could not but admit it.

"Nor are such applications of the word to be accounted for by metaphor, as Dr. Gale asserts. They are as literal as a primary meaning. It is by extension of literal meaning, and not by figure of any kind, that words come to depart so far from their original signification. The examples of this kind which Dr. Gale produces, can not be accounted for by his philosophy. 'Magnes, an old comic poet of Athens, used the Lydian music, shaved his face and smeared it over with tawny ashes.' Now, surely baptomenos here has no reference to its primary meaning. Nor is it used figuratively. The face of the person was rubbed with the ashes. By any thing implied or referred to in this example, it could not be known that bapto ever signifies to dip."

So much for Mr. Carson's candor. His learning and intelligence recoil at the "clumsy" method of getting over difficulties, adopted by his brethren; and while he sees their "straining" and false criti-
cism, with their manifest failures, he makes a vigorous effort to redeem the cause; but without success. He proves that *bapto* is *generic*, though in terms he denies it. I take what he proves, and let his assertions go. Further examples of the word in Bible use will be given in proper time. Will my friend look at these already advanced? It is *easy to say* they amount to nothing.

Does he deny that the early Christians used *kataduo* to express the baptisms that were performed by immersion? Will he pretend to say it does not mean immerse? If not, what does his allusion to it amount to? Why quote Donnegan, who makes it more specific than *baptize*? Is he not hard pressed? Does he dispute the examples given by Mr. Rice? Then why allude to him? But the gentleman has finally got to the Bible, and I hasten to stand by his side.

XII. His twelfth argument is founded not upon the meaning, but upon the *sound* of certain words and phrases. "They went down into the water," "came up out of the Water," and were baptized *in water*, are all expressions which, when brought to the test of enlightened criticism, afford not the slightest foundation for my friend's exclusive notions. It is true that the custom of modern immersionists, of repairing to rivers, streams, and ponds of one kind and another, for the purpose of immersing, has fixed, in the minds of the people of this gen-
eration, a certain habit of associating the idea of immersion with the phraseology employed in the passages read to you; and Mr. F. evidently relies more upon this habit of association, than upon the true meaning of the Scriptures. His first example is the baptism of our Savior. He asserts, with all confidence, that nobody questioned that the Savior was immersed. He goes further, and insinuates that any one who doubts his assertion must be dishonest! Now, I claim to be an honest man, and I do honestly doubt that Jesus was immersed. I find not the least proof in the Bible that he was immersed, and I find something pointing to a different mode. His baptism was for the fulfillment of "all righteousness;" evidently alluding to the requirements of the Mosaic Ritual; and now, before we proceed any farther with this case, I ask the gentleman on the affirmative, to show us the requirement of the Mosaic Ritual or Levitical law, that was or could be fulfilled by immersion. Will he do it? If not, he must forever fail of making anything out of this case. In regard to the multitudes that went out to be baptized of John in Jordan, I remark that all the evidence of their immersion is found in the simple fact that they were baptized in the river; but is he willing to assert that they could not be baptized in any other form or way, in the river? If not, he has not so much as attempted proof. The place of their baptism is not in question. It is the
manner of baptizing that we are debating. Is it certain these vast multitudes were all immersed by John? Is improbable? Is it possible? So far from proving the certainty, or the probability of this, I doubt whether Mr. F. can prove the possibility of it. If he thinks he can, let him try it.

The case of Philip and the Ethiopian is his next example. This is so important, and such a great favorite, and my friend is so very fond of increasing the list of his so called arguments, that I wonder he did not present it under a distinct head, duly labeled, and numbered as a distinct argument. But notwithstanding this omission, we must look at it candidly and fairly. The question is, was the eunuch immersed? My friend says he was. I doubt it, and demand the proof. Where is the evidence? It is not in the word 

baptize; it is not in the preposition eis, here translated into; it is not in the preposition ek, here translated out of; where then is it? I deny that there was water enough in the place to immerse the man in; and I deny that there is any proof that they entered the water at all. Now I call upon Mr. Franklin to show that there was a sufficient quantity of water there in the desert, and that eis necessarily implies an entrance into the water. Here is straight forward work for him.

The bold assertion of my friend, that the translators of the Bible were dishonest men, just because they did not render the
preposition en, to suit the exclusive notions he has seen fit to adopt, was one of the most uncalled for, daring, and presumptuous flings, at men of approved character, moral worth, and eminent learning, that I have ever heard. What spirit prompted him to this? Does he not, by this course, proclaim his own defeat and shame? Surely he feels himself hard pressed. But another thing: Why does he play so much, upon the word sprinkle? Is it to create a laugh, to excite prejudice, or to exhibit truth? I leave you to judge. I have now noticed this twelfth argument sufficient to point out its defects, and to indicate the course Mr. F. must take to sustain it, and for the present I leave it, with the understanding that I shall canvass thoroughly his efforts to make out a case of immersion from any of the examples here presented. Let him lead the way boldly, or I shall have to multiply difficulties on his hands. He must give us more than repetitions of the phrases *down into the water, up out of the water*, etc.; for were he to lift his voice even louder than ever before, in repeating and emphasizing these words, he would make nothing out of them by that means. He must look at the facts themselves, and gather light from all the circumstances surrounding them.

XIII. His thirteenth argument is founded on baptizing at a certain place, because there was much water there. He refers to
Enon Bear to Salim. Well, what was Enon? Was it a river? No, not a river; but what was it? He did not find it convenient to tell. He anticipated some of the difficulties in his way, called them evasions, looked at them with much apparent wisdom and confidence; and then turned away without putting forth a hand to remove a single one of them. Does he indeed deny that the original, translated "much, water," means "many waters?" Bare he deny it? We shall see. Does he deny that "much water" was needed for the multitudes attending upon John's ministry, apart from the simple consideration of the amount required for baptism? Perhaps he may! But he emphasizes the words, "He baptized in Enon because there was much water there." Now look at this. The distinguishing feature of John's office and work, was his practice of baptizing; hence, in speaking of his exercising his ministry in a particular place, the sacred writers say he baptized in a certain place; but they did not, by this language, exclude the idea of his preaching, exhorting, etc., in that place. When it is said he baptized in a certain place, the general fact is denoted that he made that place his stand for preaching, exhorting, baptizing, and doing all the work that pertained to his office. In selecting a stand for the exercise of his ministry, he would always have respect to the wants, comforts, and conveniences of the vast multitudes who
flocked around him. He must therefore find a place where water could be obtained for man and beast, whether he baptized by immersion or not. Hence, the simple fact that he baptized in a given locality, because there was much water—*polla hudata*—"many waters" there, is no proof whatever of his manner of administering the ordinance of baptism. Now, I submit that whether this is "satisfactory" to Mr. F. or not, it is a sufficient reply to all he has yet said upon this point. And just here I will insist up on a fact which Mr. Rice urged upon the attention of his opponent, without obtaining any satisfactory answer. It is this: There is no instance upon record, of the Apostles ever going a step out of their way to obtain water for the administration of this ordinance. Whether they were in the city, in the wilderness, by the river, or upon the public high-way, when they found a proper subject for baptism, they administered the ordinance without going a step out of their way in search of water. How could this fact exist, if immersion was the invariable mode?

XIV. His fourteenth argument is founded on the expressions, "Buried by baptism," and "buried in baptism." (Rom. vi. 3-5; Col. ii. 12. ) These expressions, however, are not so different as to make any thing for the notions of my friend. He invites attention to the terms "buried" and "planted;" and if he had read another
verse he would have had another term, namely, "crucified." These three terms are very nearly related—they point to the same effect—the same experience; but they do not allude to the mode of baptism. All the support my friend's theory obtains from these Scriptures, is forced from the sound of the words, associated with the modern style of burial. And this is the grand argument—the stronghold of the exclusive system. I am glad. Mr. F. has brought it forward in good time, and with such great confidence. I shall have the pleasure of rescuing these Scriptures from the miserable perversions to which they have been subjected. I solicit your most careful attention.

The basis of the gentleman's argument is the manner of burying the dead. He makes light of the idea of burying by pouring or sprinkling; but did he ever know one to be buried by dipping in the earth? This is all too small for a grave divine, as my opponent should be, to indulge in. It must be evident to all that he confounds the "burial" mentioned in the Scriptures cited, with the "baptism." This is an error into which immersionists generally fall. The baptism is one thing, and the burial is another. Let this be borne in mind. Baptism is not a burial; it is not called a burial; neither does it imply a burial. The relation between the baptism and the burial is a point to which I invite Mr.
Franklin's particular attention. "Buried by baptism." That which is done by baptism is not baptism in itself. "We are buried with him." Not merely was once for a moment buried, as in the act of immersion; but we are buried. It is something that is done by baptism, and remains after baptism. A man can not cease to be buried with Christ, without losing his interest in the death of Christ. Again: In what are we buried? In the water? It is not said so in the Bible. Into what are we buried? Into the water? No; but into death. Into what death? That depends on the character of the burial. If the burial is literal, the death is literal; but if the burial is mystical, the death is of the same character. To bury a person in the water literally into death, is to drown him. It can mean nothing else! But if the death is not literal, the burial is not literal; and if the burial is not literal, the baptism need not be by immersion. If baptism is the burial, the rising from the burial is rising from baptism; and if rising from burial is becoming unburied, rising from baptism is becoming unbaptized. But there is no rising from burial, no rising from baptism, no rising from water, nor any thing of the kind, intimated in the passage. My friend mistakes the points of comparison altogether. The comparison is not, as he assumes, between the burial and resurrection of our Lord, and the burial and resurrec-
tion literally effected in the act of baptism. Mark this point well. The comparison is between the death, burial and resurrection of Christ, on one hand, and the mystical death, burial and resurrection of believers, on the other hand. This mystical death, burial and resurrection is effected by the agency of the Holy Spirit; and is, therefore, properly represented by baptism, which, as before explained (in my opening speech), relates only to the office of the Spirit. By an easy figure, that is said to be done by baptism, which is really done by the Spirit which baptism represents. Hence the language is plain, and none need be misled. We are buried by baptism into death—not death literally or spiritually, but as the preceding verse declares, into the death of Christ. We are covered, in being buried, with that into which we are buried, and we are buried into that with which we are covered; hence, we are buried into, and covered with, not the literal element in or with which we are baptized, but the death of Christ. The burial is thus distinct from the baptism. It is a mystic burial, as it is a mystic "planting," and a mystic "crucifixion," mentioned in the same passage. I am not talking about a mystic baptism; that is not the point; but that which baptism is said to effect—the death, burial and crucifixion—is mystical. As Christ was crucified literally, we are crucified with him; as he died literally, we die with him;
and as he was buried literally, so we are buried with him—not literally, but mystically. We die to sin, we are buried into his death and we walk in newness of life. All this is the work of the Spirit, symbolized by baptism, and, by an easy figure, attributed to baptism. Hence, in all the passage, there is no allusion to immersion. The mode of baptism was foreign to the Apostle's design.

I object to Mr. Franklin's interpretation: 1st, That it makes part of the terms literal, and part figurative, in the same passage. 2nd, It confounds the burial and baptism, which are evidently distinct. 3rd, It makes that a past and momentary action, which the Apostle represents as a continuous effect. 4th, It mistakes the points of comparison throughout the passage. 5th, It confounds the sacraments by putting baptism where the Scriptures always put the supper of our Lord. This last point I would impress upon your minds more fully. Baptism never relates to the death and resurrection of Christ. The sacrament of the Lord's supper invariably represents all that. This was fully shown in some remarks in my first speech, which I told you would be useful to you, and annoying to Mr. F., throughout the discussion. He affected to make light of those remarks, professed not to see their bearing, etc.; but he knew better than to attempt to answer them. Now he overlooks the legal and
moral aspects of the Christian system, fails to see the real foundation of the sacraments, and runs into the blunder of making baptism represent the death and burial of Jesus Christ! Surely he will let the past go, and begin anew. "We are buried." I hope we shall ever be buried! But we are also "crucified." This alludes to the mode of baptism as much as the other. Hence the scope of the passage is against the notions of my friend. Look at the other part: "That like as Christ was raised up from the dead by the glory of the Father, even so we also should"—be raised up out of the water? Perhaps Mr. Franklin would have written it thus, but St. Paul did not. "Even so we also should walk in newness of life." I have more to say on these passages, but will wait until my opponent makes another attempt.

I will close this speech by presenting one more example of the use of the word baptize. I select it from the Apocrypha, and present it only as an illustration of the use of the word: "He that washeth himself from a dead body, and toucheth it again, what availeth his washing;" Ecc. xxxiv. 25. Here are two words rendered wash in the same verse. The last one—loutro—is unquestionably generic, and the first is not more specific, but bears the same general sense in this place. My friend will never be able to make baptizomenos specific, and loutro generic, when the words occur in the
same verse, and answer precisely to each other. But what is meant by the expression, "He that washeth himself from a dead body?" It is an allusion to the requirement of the law of Moses, which enjoined upon all persons who might touch a dead body to be purified by the sprinkling of the water of purification upon them. I have time now merely to present the law requiring the washing expressed in the passage before us by the word baptizomenos. It is found in Numbers xix. 17-19: "And for an unclean person they shall take of the ashes of the burnt heifer of purification for gin, and running water shall be put thereto in a vessel, and a clean person shall take hyssop, and dip it in the water, and sprinkle it upon the tent, and upon all the vessels, and upon the persons that were there, and upon him that touched a bone, or one slain, or one dead, or a grave; and the clean person shall sprinkle upon the unclean on the third day, and on the seventh day; and on the seventh day he shall purify himself, and wash his clothes, and bathe himself in water and shall be clean at even." This was the law, and it is plain that the real purification was in the sprinkling of the water by the clean person upon the unclean. Hence the reason assigned in the 13th verse, why the person shall be cut off from Israel: "Whosoever toucheth the dead body of any man that is dead, and purifieth not himself, defileth the
tabernacle of the Lord; and that soul shall be cut off from Israel, because the water of separation was not sprinkled upon him, he shall be unclean; his uncleanness is yet upon him." This whole process of purification, the principal part of which is the sprinkling of the water of separation, is expressed by the generic term *baptize*, which is used synonymously with *louo*. Let my friend Franklin dispute this, and get round if he can.

---

**MR. FRANKLIN'S FOURTH SPEECH.**

GENTLEMEN MODERATORS, LADIES AND GENTLEMEN:

I am anxious to lay my main arguments before the worthy gentleman tonight, that he may have the benefit of a night's meditation on them and the full day to-morrow to try their strength. I shall, therefore, proceed with my regular argument. I have nothing in view but to bring out the truth, the whole truth, and nothing but the truth, and, therefore, present my reasons for my position as early and fully as possible, that the fairest opportunity may be afforded to assail them. I wish the worthy gentleman to try every point—make his best effort; if aught can be invalidated, let it be done. I want nothing that is not substantial and reliable. If I am in any danger, let it be seen; or if I am likely to lead any other person astray, let it appear.
XV. My fifteenth argument is founded upon the expression, "born of water." This important figurative expression is found in the language of our Lord, in his conversation with Nicodemus, John iii. 5, and in the Methodist Discipline, applied to baptism. Mr. M. and myself are perfectly agreed, that "born of water," is baptism. No matter how highly figurative an expression may be, it must, to be admitted as a proper figure at all, have some semblance, in some particular, or in some respect, to the literal. Yet, no figure is exactly like the literal in all respects; and many figures are like the literal only in a single feature, or in one particular. In this figurative expression, there is one clear point of resemblance to the literal. In the literal birth, there is a coming forth from the mother. In the figurative expression, "born of water," the person is contemplated as coming forth from the water, as the child comes forth from the mother. Coming forth from immersion, has a semblance to coming forth from a natural birth, but coming forth from sprinkling, has no such semblance.

There is no figurative expression in my acquaintance, that is more opposite, appropriate and forcible than this simple and unadorned figurative expression from the holy lips of our Lord, nor is there one which those capable of appreciating it, feel more sensibly than this, when they see
those immersed rise and struggle for the first breath in the new state, or the
new creation. In this figurative expression, the water is in the place of the
mother, and the Spirit the place of the father. Those born of God are begotten
by the word of truth, uttered by the lips of the holy Apostles, under the
unerring inspiration of the Holy Spirit, and brought forth from their baptism
to the enjoyment of the new state. Such are "born of water and of the Spirit,"
as the child is born of its mother and father, or of its parents. But there is
nothing in sprinkling that has the least semblance to a birth. If the worthy
gentleman should choose to follow in the wake of Dr. Rice, and inform us,
that "Jerusalem from above is the mother of us all," thus trying to render a
figure ridiculous by literalizing it, I would save him of both the weakness and
trouble of so doing, by informing him that no one thinks the \textit{water} is the
mother of the church, or the individual members; but in being "born of water,"
they come forth from the water as the child comes forth from its mother. An
effort to literalize a figure, shows either unfairness or that a man has not
studied the nature of figurative language.

XVI. My sixteenth argument is founded upon the expression, "planted
together in the likeness of His death," Rom. vi. 5. There are three points in this
one expression that do not suit sprinkling and cannot be harmonized with it.
1, "Planted;" 2,
"Likeness of His death;" 3, "Likeness of His resurrection." Planting itself has no resemblance to sprinkling. *Planting* is not done by sprinkling or pouring, but by 'burying. The planting mentioned here, was in the likeness of the death of Christ. In His death, he was buried; and when persons are in the likeness of His death, they are buried. Those mentioned here, were not only planted, and in the likeness of the death of Christ in His burial, but they were in the likeness of His resurrection. In immersion there is a planting, a burial, in the likeness of the burial of Christ, in His death, and a resurrection like Christ rose from the dead. In sprinkling there is no planting, no likeness of the death of Christ and no likeness of a resurrection. The entire force of all these expressions is lost in sprinkling. There is nothing bearing the least analogy to these expressions. The sprinkler has nothing to say about planting together the in likeness of the death of Christ, or the likeness of his resurrection. He has nothing bearing any similitude to these expressions, and consequently no use for them.

XVII. My seventeenth argument is founded upon baptizing *in water* and the *body being washed with water*. "Let us draw near with a true heart, in full assurance of faith, having our hearts sprinkled from an evil conscience, and our bodies washed with pure water;" Heb. x. 22.
Here my friend can find the words "sprinkled" and "washed," from their proper representatives in the original; but, unfortunately for my friend, the sprinkling applies to the heart, and the washing to the body, as a result of baptism. This is a fatal passage to the practice of sprinkling or pouring. In the practice of sprinkling and pouring, there is absolutely nothing in the shape of, or that could, by any kind of stretch of imagination, be called washing of the body. In many instances, as now practiced, we see neither sprinkling, pouring nor immersion. It is neither the sprinkling mode, the pouring mode or immersing mode, and we find no washing the body in pure water, but simply moistened fingers laid upon the face. When I see such practice as this, I cannot help feeling that some men are simply trying how ridiculous they can render the commandment of God in the eyes of the world. In all such perversions and corruptions of the primitive practice, the idea of imitating Jesus, in his baptism, or following the practice of the Apostles, never appears to enter into the mind at all, unless it be to oppose it.

But in the case of the present argument, we plant our foot upon two plain statements of the common version, as follows: 1, Baptizing in the river, or in the waters of Jordan; 2, The result that follows baptizing in the water—"their bodies washed with pure water." In sprinkling or pour-
ing, there are two matters of fact wanting to make a Now Testament baptism. 1. They are not baptized in water, or the river; 2. Their bodies are not washed with water. In plain matter of fact, sprinkling or pouring does not fill the description. In sprinkling, laying wet fingers upon the face, or pouring, they are not baptized in water, and the bodies are not washed with water. In immersing, they are baptized in water, and their bodies are washed with water. Neither he nor any man living can escape this argument from now till the day of judgment.

XVIII. My eighteenth argument is founded upon the baptism of sufferings. I have already alluded to this, as an illustration; but it is too important, in this discussion, to pass in that way. I intend making a distinct argument upon it, and one that I rely upon, with much confidence, and invite the special attention of my worthy friend to it. I prove, first, from the baptism of sufferings, that baptism is not the name of an ordinance, for here we have baptism where there is no ordinance. This could not be if baptism were the proper name of the ordinance, for the proper name, properly used, must refer to that of which it is the proper name. The proper name of Mr. Merrill always means Mr. Merrill. The proper name of the ordinance always means the ordinance; but here, as in many other places, we find baptism
where we all agree that it does not mean the ordinance. The word baptism does not, then, mean ordinance, and is not the proper name of the ordinance. The word baptize has no matter in it, for here, in the baptism of sufferings, we have baptism without water. In one single word, we have baptism here without any ordinance, or rite, without water, moistening, cleansing, washing, purifying, sprinkling or pouring, consisting simply of an immersion, or an overwhelming in suffering, when the Lord poured out his soul unto death and made his soul an offering for sin.

"No man has ever attempted, so far as I recollect, to make it appear that the baptism of sufferings was sprinkling. The Lord was not sprinkled in sufferings, nor poured, but he was immersed or overwhelmed in sufferings as we are overwhelmed in the waters of baptism, when we are in the likeness of his death. This fixes the meaning of the word baptize. It can have nothing to do with any definition but one, and that one is immerse, or overwhelm. This is what the word means, and all it means, no matter whether applied to the rite, or what. It means immerse, or overwhelm.

Having now briefly stated the main body of the argument, during the first day, and my first speech to-night, that my opponent may have a fair opportunity to examine it, I shall proceed to notice some things in the
worthy gentleman's speeches that I have paid but little attention to. I shall also elaborate my arguments and more fully develop them as we proceed, and as occasion shall require. The first thing, then, I shall advert to, is the fact that evidently stands out clear to this audience, that Mr. M. and those agreeing with him, have no tangible doctrine, no well defined principles, nor clear teaching on the whole subject under discussion. Every man does that which seems good in his own eyes. One man is immersed, another has had water poured upon him, another has been sprinkled upon, another kneels in the water and is poured upon, and yet another kneels and is sprinkled upon! The preacher seems to have no conscience in the matter; but regarding it as a little unpleasant to go down into the water, and baptize in the water, in the river; bury the person in baptism; thus washing the body in water, and coming up out of the water, according to the Scriptures, he preaches a sermon, the burden of which is to satisfy the new converts that sprinkling or pouring will do as well as immersion. But it frequently turns out that a portion of his own converts do not believe him, and can not be persuaded that anything but immersion is baptism. They must be immersed and he, pliable and easy man, though he does not believe there is any authority for immersion in the Bible, goes
down into the water and lifts his hand to heaven, and pronounces immersion baptism, in the name of the Lord!

That the Methodist church has no light on the subject, is as evident as any proposition in this world. The preachers have no agreement about it, unless it be a kind of general understanding that they do not like, and will oppose, immersion. They generally say that there is no authority for immersion, and that they can prove sprinkling; but many of their own converts do not believe them, will not be sprinkled, but will be immersed. When the preacher cannot convince the candidate that he is right, and the candidate wrong, the good man gives up to the convert, yields his own views to a young convert, and practices contrary to his own preaching, his own feelings, and does all this in the name of the Lord! How are the people to be established in any thing under such a ministration as this? No wonder if a man should waver, when he hears his own preacher, in whom he has had confidence, and whom he loves, declare before the church, and before his God, that there is no authority for immersion, and then go forth to the water, and not only immerse in the name of the Lord, but call it baptism!

What has my worthy friend, with his fine talents, his liberal learning, pleasant and agreeable manners, even attempted to prove? What has he tried to establish?
What point has he labored to make clear and intelligible to this audience? He comes forward, declaring that the manner of baptizing is not revealed; yet admitting that immersion is baptism, that he has administered it, calling it baptism, in the name of the Lord! But what is he trying to maintain? The whole seems to amount to about this: The manner of baptizing is not revealed; the whole subject is left in the dark; therefore, any way will do. But this will not do for conscientious people. They can not practice, in the name of the Lord, what the Lord did not appoint. They cannot immerse, nor be immersed, if the Lord did not command it. If the whole matter is in the dark; if we can not tell what the Lord commanded, we had better, a thousand times, do nothing, than do something in the name of the Lord, not knowing whether it is what the Lord commanded or not. If my opponent's logic amounts to anything, it is simply to mystify and darken counsel, and not to throw any light on the subject. Has he referred you to a clear example of baptizing in the New Testament, and claimed that it was sprinkling or pouring? Not one. Where has he been? Back under Moses, consulting the Jewish ritual, the ceremonies, the types and shadows, the baptisms of cups, pots beds and the like. He can learn Christianity faster from the types than the antitypes, from the shadow than the substance"
from the law than the gospel, the letter than the Spirit, the promise than the full development of the good things to come. The full glory of Christian light, as delineated in the teachings and practice of the holy Apostles, as found upon the sacred pages of the New Testament, is too refulgent for his vision. It suits his work of mystification better to be back among types and shadows, cups, pots and couches, than under the clear light of the gospel. But what did he find among the Jewish cups, pots and beds? Did he find any ordinance, or rite, such as we are debating about? Not at all. It is true he found his proper name of the ordinance, but no ordinance or rite! What was he here for, then? The object of baptizing the cups, pots and beds, was to wash them. The reason the translators had for translating *baptize wash*, in some few cases, referring to these Jewish ceremonies, was that the object of the baptizing was to wash them, and they gave the object in the place of the proper translation of the word, which they should not have done. The intention of the word was not to reveal the object, but the thing done. The object of baptizing the cups and beds must be learned from some other source.

But since, I presume, we are agreed that the object of baptizing the cups, pots and beds was to wash them, permit me to inquire of the worthy gentleman, if they sprinkled them to wash them. Did any-
body ever sprinkle any thing, when the object was to wash it? Did they pour those pots, cups and beds to wash them? No, sir; this is preposterous in the highest degree. They immersed them to wash them, and immersing them did wash them; but sprinkling or pouring them did not wash them. Washing was not then, and is not now, done by sprinkling, no matter whether it be cups, beds or the hands. There was not then, and is not now, and can not be, any such thing as washing cups, pots, beds or hands by sprinkling or pouring them. When the object was to wash cups, pots, beds and hands, they dipped them, or immersed them, in water, to accomplish that object, but did not think of sprinkling or pouring cups, pots, beds and hands to wash them. By the way, since my worthy friend is pretty ingenious, I should like to see him, especially as he is so expert in Jewish ceremonies, sprinkle or pour a lot of cups, pots, beds and hands! I should like to see how it could be done, and, especially, how it could result in washing them!

The worthy gentleman thinks the examples I have given, where *bapto* is translated *dip*, are such as to preclude immersion. Indeed! Then the King James' translators have erred in favor of Baptists, in giving us *dip* from *bapto*, where it can not be *dip*! Why did not he then show us, if *dip* is not a proper rendering, what would
be? Perhaps he would render as follows: "Send Lazarus, that he may sprinkle his finger in water and cool my tongue!" "He who sprinkles his hand in the dish with me shall betray me." "Shall come with his garments sprinkled in blood." "When he sprinkled the sop, he gave it to Judas." Or would he render—"poured his hand in the dish"—"pour his finger in water"— "His garments poured in blood." There is not a simpler expression in human speech, when we consider their ancient, simple and unpolished manner of living and eating, where they sat round their large dish, without knife or fork, each one taking his bread in his hand, and dipping it in the gravy in the dish, called it "dipping the hand in the dish." It was not sprinkling the hand in the dish, nor pouring the hand in the dish. No man could see how this could be done, but a child can understand how a man could "dip his hand in the dish." The expression, "dip his finger in water," is perfectly simple; but sprinkle his finger in water, or pour his finger in water, is wholly unintelligible. No man can ever feel satisfied with a practice requiring such cavilling as my opponent's position, on these expressions, does. The "garments dipped in blood," Mr. M. thinks clearly against me. But he is widely mistaken in this. The language here is figurative; but the idea of dipping is as evidently found in its full force here as in any other passage.
There would be no force in saying, He shall come with his garments *sprinkled* in blood or *poured* in blood; but the force is great, when we read that he shall come with his garments *dipped* in blood. The majesty of the great conqueror, the mighty victor and captain of our salvation; the awe, terror and horror to his enemies, are heightened and enforced by the declaration, that he shall come with his garments *dipped* in blood; but the power of the expression is greatly let down when we say he shall come with his garments *sprinkled* in blood. This detracts from the true import of the expression, precisely as it does to say, "He shall *sprinkle* in the Holy Spirit and in fire," or "Can you be *sprinkled* with the *sprinkling* that I am to be *sprinkled* with?" The true state of the case is, that there is no such idea as sprinkling connected with any of these expressions, no matter whether used figuratively or literally. The idea of immersion is always present, and nothing else can fill their import.

The question we are discussing is not a mere theoretical one, but a practical one. We are all concerned in it. Every honest person that ever makes a profession of religion, must make some sort of a decision in reference to it. The object of our debate is not victory, but to elicit truth; to throw light upon the path of the sincere, who are trying to serve God. My object is to show sincere persons how they may pro-
ceed safely and intelligently in this important matter. In acting upon the subject, what are the courses that may be pursued? Or, in other words, what have they to decide upon? Or what have they to choose between? They have the following:

1. The Friend, or, as called by others, the Quaker, says that water baptism, 'as performed by the Apostles, was unquestionably immersion; but that it was simply a Jewish ceremony, and not intended, by our Savior, to be perpetuated in the church of Christ. He claims that he has the inward baptism of the Spirit, which is all that is required in our day. Here is one choice, and a few thousand people, absurd as it may appear, have taken this as the meaning of the Bible on the subject.

2. A second ground is to conclude that the precise manner of baptizing is not revealed; that at can not now be determined how the Apostles did baptize, and, consequently, that the whole matter is in the dark, and we cannot tell anything about it. Many have come to this conclusion, given the matter up and decided not to do any thing, as they have decided that what is to be done is not revealed.

3. A third class have decided that immersion, and nothing else, is baptism; have been immersed, and are perfectly satisfied.

4. A fourth class have decided that the mode, as they call it, is not revealed, and, consequently, that the whole matter is left
merely to the caprice of the candidate, to be sprinkled or poured upon or immersed in water. These have no established practice in any way, and, consequently, the minds of their members are constantly being unsettled in regard to their baptism. They have *immersionists* and *sprinklers* all in "the same faith and order," and, as a matter of course, much trouble on the subject.

5. A fifth class have decided to practice nothing but sprinkling, have been sprinkled and try to satisfy themselves that sprinkling will do.

6. A sixth class have had water poured upon them, and defend that as the right way, and try to satisfy themselves that pouring will do.

7. A seventh class have gone down into the water, kneeled down and had water poured upon their heads, and consequently defend that, as the right way, and try to satisfy themselves that it will do.

8. An eighth class go down into the water and immerse three times face foremost.

Now, in the midst of all this confusion, what is to be done? Those who claim that we should be immersed three times are comparatively few, and if we should remove the difficulty out of the way for all but these, it would narrow it down very much, if we should never satisfy these. Besides, they admit that *baptize* means *immerse*, and consequently when the Apos-
the says, "There is one Lord, one faith, one baptism," it is the same as "one Lord, one faith, one immersion." This is sufficient to decide the case with all of these who are not beyond the precincts of reason. The class that are so perplexed and confused that they will not try to do anything, would be relieved, if the sprinklers, pourers and immersers, were only reconciled. Indeed, the main difficulty would be removed, if these three parties would settle their dispute. Is there, then, any ground upon which they can settle their dispute? I think there is.

Mr. M. admits that immersion is valid baptism and, in some instances, practices it. He does not doubt that immersion is baptism, for when he immerses, he lifts his hand to heaven and says, "I baptize you in the name of the Father, and of the Son, and of the Holy Spirit." He thus calls immersion baptism, in the name of the Lord, and administers it consciously. He can, then, immerse. Dr. N. L. Rice, said in his debate with Mr. Campbell, that he never denied that immersion is baptism. In one single word, almost all sprinklers and pourers receive immersed persons, without ever questioning their baptism. In one word, they almost all admit, with Mr. M., that immersion is valid. What, then, is the dispute about? It is not about immersion, but about sprinkling and pouring. They have always been in doubt ever since
they have been in existence. How shall we then get rid of the dispute, except by ceasing to practice that which has always been in dispute, and always practice that which has never been in doubt? I will, before I take my seat, introduce a plain illustration that has been used a great many times before. Suppose I owe a man in this audience ten dollars; I lay down one ten dollar bill, saying, "I believe it good, but some judges say it is a counterfeit." I lay down a second bill of a similar description. I also lay down a ten dollar gold piece, saying, "They all agree that this is good; you can have your choice." Which would he take, one of the doubtful bills, or the gold piece? Not a man here would hesitate one moment, but would forthwith take the gold. Well, immersion is the gold. It has been good all the time. An immersed person has been regarded as baptized generally, and by almost all parties. Here, then, is something that we can agree in and practice, with a good conscience.

____________

MR. MERRILL'S FOURTH REPLY.

GENTLEMEN MODERATORS, AND THE AUDIENCE:

As the gentleman proceeded to advance his affirmative arguments, in his last speech, before noticing what I had said in reply, I will immediately attend to his
"arguments," and then follow him in his miscellaneous matters, as I judge lit. He is still bold and confident, and dishes out to us by the wholesale the very strongest kinds of—assertions.

XV. His fifteenth argument is founded on the expression, "born of water." This expression occurs in our Lord's conversation with Nicodemus, John iii. 5, and is undoubtedly figurative. Mr. F. admits that it is figurative; and he admits, farther, that in order to be a figure at all, it must "have some semblance, in some particular, of in some respect, to the literal." The literal what? Why, certainly the thing the figure is designed to represent. But what is it designed to represent in this case? Most unquestionably the quickening power and energy of the Holy Ghost, in the moral renovation of the soul. But how far must the resemblance, between the figure and the thing represented, be carried? This is an important point. It is right here Mr. F. violates the rules of interpretation, and presses the matter beyond all propriety and modesty. The Savior never intended this figurative expression to be used in this way. But Mr. F. says truly, that "no figure is exactly like the literal in all respects, and many figures are like the literal only in a single feature, or in one particular." This is just the case with the figure before us. The leading thought in the expression, is, that there is
the beginning of a new manner of life. In the literal birth, there is the beginning of a new manner of life; in the new birth, effected by the Holy Spirit, there is the beginning of a new spiritual life; and so in the emblematic representation of it, there is a conformity of language and idea, without any allusion to the manner of the birth. Nothing is more crude, forced and inelegant, than the gentleman's view of this matter. I am tempted to call it an outrage upon all the laws of figurative language, and upon good taste and common sense itself. Surely nothing but a determination to force the language of the Scriptures into the support of a favorite dogma, could induce a man to make such use of a figurative expression. "In this figurative expression the water is in the place of the mother, and the Spirit in the place of the father!" Bless me! to what lengths will the man go, rather than fail to find proof of his notions! Then, after this, he cautions us against literalizing a figure I Surely the caution comes with good grace from him, after trying to run this figure upon all fours. Of course, we never pretend to find a resemblance between a birth and the sprinkling of water; but the figure does not relate to the manner of baptism at all. It represents the beginning of a new life, and is called a birth on that account.

But while on the subject, I will catechise my friend a little. Does the Savior men-
tion two distinct births, or but one? If two, into what life does each one separately introduce us? If but one, what is it that is the basis of the figure—the spirit, or the water? What is the relation of water to the Spirit? And is the water the emblem or the condition of the Spirit's influence? Will Mr. F. look at these matters? If he will, he may rise above the uncouth ideas he has imbibed, in regard to this beautiful representation of the Spirit's work, in renewing and sanctifying the soul.

XVI. His sixteenth argument is founded upon the expression, "Planted together in the likeness of his death;" Rom. vi. 5. This argument was sufficiently answered in my last speech, when I showed that the whole passage makes no allusion to the mode of baptism; and also in my first speech, in showing that baptism is not designed to represent the death and resurrection of Jesus Christ at all. But while my friend continues to catch at straws, I must continue to answer whatever he dignifies with the name of argument.

The word sumphutoi, here rendered planted together, is derived from sun, with, and phuo, to grow, and literally means to grow together. Critics tell us that it is a metaphor taken from grafting; and we can all see how well it represents the union between Christ and true believers; that as the scion grows together with the stock into which it is inserted, deriving its life
and nourishment therefrom, so the believer lives in Christ, and grows up into him, but to see any allusion to a sudden dip into the water and out again, in this passage, requires the optics of one bent on seeing immersion, and nothing but immersion, all through the Bible. But Mr. F. keeps false issues constantly before us. He seeks to gain a little favor to his notions, by showing that there is no resemblance between "planting" and "sprinkling." But who pretends that there is? His whole argument goes on the supposition that I am trying to find "sprinkling" in every passage that he is trying to press into the support of immersion. This is a grand mistake. Most of the passages he cites would be as badly tortured by making them teach sprinkling as immersion. The truth is, they neither teach the one nor the other. Like the one now before us, they relate to the newness of life in which the Christian walks, without any allusion to any mode of baptism whatever. He quotes a passage and shows that it does not specifically teach sprinkling, and jumps right to the conclusion that therefore it must teach immersion! "Accurate logician! profound reasoner!" "What light he sheds forth!" XVII. His seventeenth argument is founded upon being baptized in water, and the body being washed with water. He quotes Heb. x. 22. "Let us draw near with a true heart, in full assurance of faith, hav-
ing our hearts sprinkled from an evil conscience, and our bodies washed with pure water." I was really surprised to find Mr. F. applying this passage to baptism. Why, my dear sirs, the gentleman must know as well as he knows any thing, that it has no kind of reference to baptism whatever. And then to talk about persons having their "bodies washed in pure water," after being dipped in torbid streams and filthy, stagnant ponds, such as are sometimes used, is the night of folly! His mistake is in literalizing a figure. The passage alludes to the purifications of the priests under the law, preparatory to entering into the holy and most holy places, and makes those purifications typical of the moral cleansing of the soul by the blood of Jesus Christ. There is no allusion in it to baptism. Baptism was foreign to the design and scope of the passage. When I talk about fulfilling this passage, by sprinkling water, the gentleman may spread out on the absurdity of washing the body by sprinkling. I repeat the remark, and call his attention to it, that I deny that the passage has any allusion to baptism; and I challenge him to find baptism in it if he can. Is the word wash, bapto, or baptize, or equivalent to either? Will the gentleman dare say it is? But if the allusion is to the washing of the priests under the law, and the application to the moral cleansing of the soul, what has the passage
to do with the subject of baptism? Nothing—absolutely nothing! And this is the solid ground on which the gentleman says, "we plant our foot!" As to the expression, baptizing in water, I will only remark that if Mr. F. will venture to say the preposition en does not, and can not, have the sense of with, I will meet him at that point, and go with him into an investigation of the authorities. Our bodies are washed in pure water when "our souls are bathed in that ocean of love that purifies our persons, and makes them one with the Lord."

XVIII. His eighteenth argument is based on the baptism of sufferings. I could admit all the gentleman claims, in regard to the meaning of the word baptism, when used with reference to our Savior's sufferings, without any detriment to my position. No man pretends that it has the specific sense of sprinkle in that place. In fact, it is the height of absurdity to suppose it has any reference to mode at all. It was not the mode of his sufferings our Savior had in mind when he called them a baptism, but their greatness and intensity. Mr. F. must agree that the word is here used in its metaphorical, and not in its literal, sense. Then I ask him, in all candor, to tell us what he expects to prove by the metaphorical use of the word? I have no disposition to dispute that the allusion was to the overwhelming sufferings of our Savior, when he died for our sins. This is in per-
fect harmony with my view of the *generic* character of the word. But how does Mr. F. expect to prove, by this passage, that the word is specific, or, as Mr. Carson says, "strictly univocal?" I do not claim that it ought to be translated "sprinkle." I claim that our translators did right in not translating it at all. Then what does all the gentleman's eloquence on the suffering of Christ amount to? Just nothing" at all.

I scarcely know how to express" my view of the remarks which the gentleman made about the name of the ordinance, without calling them extremely shallow. I said *baptismos* is the name of the ordinance. I did not say that was the definition of the word, nor that it always relates to the ordinance, nor that it should be translated thus; but the Savior calls the ordinance about which we are debating, *baptism*; and everybody believes with me that *baptism* is an ordinance, nor can Mr. Franklin himself deny it. Then what has he been talking about? Nothing under the sun! I give him full credit for great proficiency in the science of perversion; so he need spend no more time in displaying his skill in that direction. Of coarse he is betrayed into it unconsciously, but, nevertheless, his practice has made him an *adept*.

But what are we to think of the gentleman when he asserts so roundly that the word can have nothing to do with any
definition but one, and that that one is immerse? Does he know more about it than all the lexicographers, critics and theologians of the present and past ages? Has he become an oracle? Has he displayed learning enough to justify us in laying aside all the authorities and taking his *ipse dixit*, or bare assertion, for our guide in these matters? I rather guess not! I think we will still require proof, even from Mr. Franklin; and if he considers us impertinent in this, he must excuse us on the ground that we have never *learned* to take assertions instead of arguments. Yes, Mr. F., I call for the proof. I can not afford to allow you to beg the question in this way. The people want light. Instead of spending your time in making false positions for me, and beating at figments of your own brain, just go to work and define your own position, *and prove it*, and you will get a patient hearing. You must excuse me, sir, but I must insist that you stick to the real issue before us, and give us a little more proof, or a little less coasting.

The gentleman informs you that we have no tangible doctrine; that we have no well-defined principles, or clear teaching on the subject. He loves to talk about our converts not believing us, and represents us as spending all our time in trying to convince them that *baptize* means nothing but sprinkle, and insinuates that we are
pliant enough to preach that immersion is not baptism, and then to go and immerse them, saying "I baptize you," etc. Now I must believe that the gentleman knows this is all a perversion of our doctrine and practice. He resorts to this sort of witness against his neighbors when he feels sorely pressed, and is determined to make an impression at all hazards! I shall not often follow him into these digressions, but I fear I shall have to expose him. As to the charge that there is no agreement among Methodists on the subject of baptism, it is decidedly ridiculous. In a large body of professed Christians, where there is but little agitation of a particular subject, it may be taken for granted that there is both agreement and contentment; but whenever you see a man (or a church or party) everlastingly harping upon a disputed dogma, giving his neighbors no rest by day or night, you may be assured that his ideas are crude and ill-digested, and that he is not satisfied with himself or anybody else. He can only keep himself in the notion he has imbibed, by continually arguing himself into it.

The gentleman asks what I have attempted to prove. Well, I have attempted to prove that bapto and baptize are generic terms; and consequently that my friend's notions are unscriptural, unsatisfactory and absurd. I have also attempted to prove that baptism is the ordained emblem of the
work of the Holy Spirit; and consequently that it is not a figurative representation of the death, burial and resurrection of our Lord Jesus Christ. And I have made a little progress in this work. I have made this last point so plain that Mr. F. has not ventured to dispute it, although he proceeds to argue from the burial and resurrection of Christ to the mode of baptism, just as though I had not shown the absurdity of his position. He perhaps indulges a faint hope that his hearers will forget my exposition of his theory, and take his mere say so for proof of his doctrine.

Here is another false representation of my position. He describes me as holding that the whole matter is left in the dark in regard to the mode of baptism. I said nothing of the kind, but the contrary. Perhaps he indulges the hope that because it takes longer to correct errors than to perpetrate them, I will not have time to correct all his errors, and that he will have a surplus as capital when the debate is over. It sometimes happens, however, that we can correct a whole class, by making an example of a principal one. I may disappoint the gentleman by adopting this method.

He tried to throw a little dust by misconstruing my appeal to the Jewish Ritual. I went there simply for examples and illustrations of the Bible use of the words in dispute. My appeal was perfectly le-
gitimate and successful, and the gentleman would do himself honor by going into the investigation himself. But he finds it more convenient to represent me as leaving the superior light of the gospel, to go back to the writings of Moses in search of the Christian ordinance I Shame on such trifling! But he made quite a speech on washing cups, pots and beds! yet he did not deny the ground I took in relation to that subject. His idea of washing is altogether for the purpose of physical cleansing, and he thinks that could only be accomplished by immersion. But did I not show you that the cleansing sought was a religious and not a physical cleansing? And were not the religious purifications generally effected by sprinkling? The worthy gentleman will have to try his hand again at this point. And let me ask him, right here, if, he really believes that the beds were actually immersed every time they were purified in a religious sense? If he dare say yes, let him prove it; and if he say nay, he admits my ground and gives up his own. Here, Mr. F., is something for you to do besides perverting my position. Again: He misapprehends my saying in regard to bapto as translated dip by King James' translators. I did say some of the examples given preclude the idea of immersion; but I did not object to the translation, nor suppose it should always have been rendered sprinkle, or pour, in-
stead of dip. There may be a proper dip where there can be no immersion. Sometimes the leading idea conveyed by *bapto* is *dip*, sometimes it is *wet*, and sometimes it is *dye*, and sometimes it is *smear*. But Mr. F. persists in representing me as holding that it always means pour or sprinkle, and nothing else! He seems to think that when he shows that it does not mean pour or sprinkle, he has triumphantly proved that it does mean immerse! But the truth is, he has not met the issue at all. He makes light of the idea of garments being sprinkled with blood! Why did he not remember the language of Isaiah, before quoted? He thinks the Prophet "let down" the force and dignity of the subject, when he described the conqueror as coming with *dyed* garments, and then explains the matter by saying that his raiment was *stained* by the blood of his enemies being "sprinkled" upon them! No doubt Mr. F. would have had due regard to the dignity of the subject, and employed different and more appropriate language than Isaiah did!

The gentleman made out a list of some eight classes of persons, who understand the subject of baptism differently. What does he expect to prove by this? Is it any evidence that the Bible makes the whole service of God consist in having the water used in the right form in baptism? Is it any proof that *baptize* is a specific term, and
means nothing but immerse? Does he expect to prove by it that immersion is so clearly taught in the Scriptures that none but the blinded can fail to see it? He says, "Now in the midst of all this confusion, what is to be done?" And what does he propose? Why, if we will all just yield our consciences, and come over to him, and take his word and do as he directs, we may have union! Modest man! But is it not a little singular that he can stand up here and insinuate so plainly that nobody but immersions have any conscience in the matter? But he is "ringing" again on the fact that everybody admits that immersion will do. Is this any proof of his exclusive proposition? And he still talks about people being dissatisfied with sprinkling. I repeat that I could make as many dissatisfied with immersion as he can with sprinkling, by pursuing the same course. But people who are satisfied themselves, are generally satisfied to let their neighbors think for themselves. "Let every man be fully persuaded in his own mind," is a bit of advice that applies well to all questions of outward form, including the mode of baptism. The gentleman asks, "How shall we ever get rid of the dispute?" I answer, by taking the advice of St. Paul, "Let every man be fully persuaded in his own mind," and by ceasing to disturb the consciences of the young and inexperienced about forms and modes.
Having noticed what I deemed worthy of notice in the gentleman's speech, I will proceed with further *examples of the use of the word baptize in the Scriptures*, I call attention to I. Cor. x. 1-2: "Moreover, brethren, I would not have you ignorant, how that all our fathers were under the cloud, and all passed through the sea; and were all baptized (*ebaptisanto*) unto Moses in the cloud and in the sea." The plain facts in this case are all I want. It is clear, 1st, That there was a real baptism of water— they were all baptized. 2nd, The baptism took place while the Israelites were crossing the Red Sea. They were baptized in the Sea. 3rd, The cloud was employed as the instrument of baptism. The cloud undoubtedly furnished the water. 4th, They were not immersed in the sea; for the Bible says expressly that they passed over "dry-shod." 5th, The idea that the cloud came down upon the walls formed by the sea, and formed an arch for them to pass under, is far-fetched, forced and unsupported by the least particle of evidence. This is nothing but the invention of some fruitful imagination. 6th, What the cloud did is clearly taught in other parts of the Bible. I refer to the Psalm in which the passage over the Red Sea is celebrated in sacred song. "The waters saw thee, O God, the waters saw thee; they were afraid; the depths also Were troubled. *The clouds poured out water*; the skies sent out a sound;
thine arrows also went abroad. The voice of thy thunder was in the heaven; the lightnings lightened the world; the earth trembled and shook. Thy way is in the sea, and thy path in the great waters, and thy footsteps are not known. Thou leadest thy people like a flock, by the hand of Moses and Aaron;" Psalm lxxvii. 16-20. We need have no more dispute as to what the clouds did. The people were baptized, but they were not immersed. The word here retains its generic sense, and the circumstances prove that the baptism was not by immersion.

I now invite attention to the baptism by the Holy Ghost and fire; Matthew iii. 11: "He shall baptize you with the Holy Ghost and with fire." This was the promise, as made by John the Baptist; but we have it in. the Savior's own words in Acts i. 5: "For John truly baptized with water; but ye shall be baptized with the Holy Ghost not many days hence." When this promise was fulfilled, on the day of Pentecost, the Holy Ghost was poured out upon them, as predicted by the prophet Joel. My argument is this: The promise, "ye shall be baptized with the Holy Ghost," was fulfilled by the pouring out of the Holy Ghost. The same specific action of the Spirit is called a baptism and a pouring out. I do not say the word pour, as applied to the Spirit, means the same precisely as baptize, in the promise—that is not the point; but I do
say, and no man can dispute the fact, that the same specific action of the Spirit is called baptism and pouring out. The baptism is, therefore, by pouring, as certain as there is meaning in language. Baptize is the generic term, and pour is the specific term, which expresses the mode. This fact will never be answered. It stands out upon the sacred page, an everlasting refutation of my friend's exclusive notions. His idea of immersing in the Holy Ghost is crude, 'unintelligible and leads to materialism. This I will prove whenever he takes his ground in relation to it.

But there was also a baptism lay fire. My friend has already called this up, and ridiculed the idea of "sprinkling" in fire. But what do you suppose he believes in regard to the promise of a baptism with fire? I do not wish to anticipate him, but I predict that he will tell you it is the fire of hell! This is his position, for I have it in print. But this promise was made to the very same persons, and in conjunction with the promise of baptism by the Holy Spirit; and it was fulfilled. upon the same persons, and at the same time that they were baptized with the Holy Ghost. "And there appeared unto them cloven tongues like as of fire, and it sat upon each of them;" Acts ii. 3. They were then and there baptized with the Holy Ghost and fire. The fire was the emblem of the Spirit in its miracle-working power. It was a baptism, but not an im-
ersion. It did not overwhelm or envelop their bodies, but it sat upon each of them. This is clear, plain, incontrovertible. Mr. F. may tax his ingenuity to escape, but right here I shall hold him. No playing upon the word "sprinkle" will do him any good. No dodging the issue can be practiced here. No perverting of my position is now in the range of possibility.

He has been calling upon me for plain cases of apostolic practice, which were not by immersion. I give him the case of the three thousand baptized on the day of Pentecost. In regard to this case, I remark that the Apostles neither had time nor conveniences for immersing this vast multitude that day. Where did they find the water? How had they time? How came the baptized by changes of raiment? Let the gentleman look at this case, and show us that the baptism was by immersion, if he is able to do it. Let the gentleman try his hand upon this case, and I will furnish him others in due time. But I must not give him too much at once, as he will want some time to patch up and revamp his affirmative arguments, now so torn and shattered.

Now, how stands the case? I have shown from the gentleman's own favorite critic, that bapto, from which baptize is derived, is used to signify dyeing in the generic sense, without reference to mode, and sometimes with an express allusion to a mode different from immersion. I have
shown from Bible use that it is used in the generic sense of *wet*, without reference to mode; and that it is also used in the general sense of *smear* or *stain*, and that sometimes it refers to staining which is done by sprinkling. I have shown that *baptize* is not more specific or restricted in its import, but tells the thing done without denying the mode. Has my friend touched this issue? Never! True, he has blurred over it, and tried to ridicule my position, but he has never yet recognized the ground I occupy, nor tried to meet it. He goes on the supposition that I am contending that wherever either of these words occur, they mean, specifically, to pour or sprinkle; but the audience will bear me witness, that this is a perversion. Why does he sneer at my reference to Jewish ceremonies? Is it not because it is too clear to be denied, that those Jewish washings called *baptisms* were not by immersion? But if they were not, then my friend must for ever fail to maintain his exclusive proposition. I go to these ceremonies only to find the sense in which the word is used in the Scriptures, and I find that my position is sustained, and Mr. Franklin's is overthrown; hence his attempt to excite prejudice against my appeal to Bible usage. But his labor will be vain. Every man of intelligence can see the propriety of my course. And every intelligent hearer will appreciate his efforts.
to divert attention from my arguments. I stand before a discriminating public, and appeal not to the passions and prejudices of my hearers, but to their understanding and intelligence.

---

**MR. FRANKLIN'S FIFTH SPEECH.**

GENTLEMEN MODERATORS, LADIES AND GENTLEMEN:

I am now ready to give attention more fully to the response, the worthy gentleman, from time to time, has been making. I shall not, therefore, in my last speech tonight, attempt much more than a review of things already introduced. I could not see why Mr. M. should be so excited, in his speech before the one just delivered, in alluding to the correspondence, in connection with his being so young! He only had to modify his statement six years! In the place of my having *twenty years* the advantage of him, as an apology for his doing no better, he now falls, from, his former statement; to *fourteen years*. A pretty liberal modification! Quite a falling off! Not quite one third off! But whoever will read the correspondence, will find that a more liberal modification than this will have to be made before some of his statements will stand the test. He denies the charge of refusing to debate his practice, and demands of me the proof of it, or that I retract. This, he says, he does *deliberately*. Well,
let us look at it. In the correspondence, I proposed to debate the question, "Is the divine ordinance of the New Testament, called baptism, in the common version, sprinkling or pouring?" he practices sprinkling and pouring, and calls it baptism, in the name of the Lord. Did he refuse to debate this? He not only refused, but admitted that the mode (and sprinkling and pouring he calls modes) "is not definitely taught in the Scriptures," and that baptism "is not sprinkling, nor pouring, nor immersion, as such, but baptism." What was the reason, when I pressed it upon him in different ways, if he did not refuse, he did not affirm and defend his practice of sprinkling for baptism? The reason is, simply, that he does not believe that sprinkling is baptism, as he has declared in the correspondence, but does believe that immersion is baptism, as he has admitted in the debate. Many of his brethren agree with him, that sprinkling is not baptism, and that immersion is baptism; and this is the reason why the young man is so sensitive in reference to the correspondence. Every man here can see how fatal his admission is to him. If sprinkling is not baptism, as he has admitted, no man can be baptized by sprinkling. This he feels, and this his brethren feel, and this explains the excitement and restlessness among his friends when I am speaking. They can not endure it to hoar him admit that sprinkling, as such, is not baptism, and that immer-
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**sion is baptism**, especially those of them whom he has sprinkled, and called it baptism in the name of the Lord.

The worthy gentleman demands of me some authority, written in the first two centuries, for immersion. What does he want authority on immersion for? Has he not admitted that immersion is baptism? Has he not, in the presence of some present, when about to immerse, called immersion baptism in the name of the Lord? Did I not offer to affirm that immersion is baptism, and fail to induce him to deny it? Does not his own Discipline, which he almost swore, in his ordination, he would defend, recognize immersion as baptism? But now he wants me to quote a writer, of the first two centuries, that ever said anything about immersion for baptism! Why, sir, we are not debasing on immersion. The very first definition of *baptize* given in every lexicon either he or myself ever saw, is *immerse*, or some word of the same import. His own Discipline requires him to immerse, and he promised, in his ordination, in the most solemn manner, to defend the Discipline. He himself immerses and when he does it, says, "I baptize you in the name of the Father, and of the Son, and of the Holy Spirit," thus calling immersion *baptism*, before Heaven and before the world. But now, when I press him with the argument, that there is not a mention of sprinkling or pouring, for baptism, in all that was
written in the first two centuries, he dodges the question, evades and tries to
shift the responsibility, by demanding authority for that about which we have
no debate, and in which we are both agreed, that immersion is baptism! Why
call upon me to prove what he has not had the nerve to deny, and what he can
not deny, without invalidating the baptism of some of his own members, some
of them to whom he has administered the rite with his own hands, endorsed
by the Discipline, and it endorsed by the Conference! Immersion is apart of
his faith and practice, as well as mine, and he is under as much obligation to
produce authority for immersion as I am.

Mr. M. certainly knew that I did not aim to demand of him to produce,
from the writings of the first two centuries, our English words *sprinkle*, and
*pour*. He certainly knew that I only demanded their equivalents, or their
proper representatives, from the originals, applied to baptism. Did he produce
these, ever applied to the ordinance, from any writing of the specified period?
He did not, and never will. What did he do in this dilemma? He adroitly
turned round, and wisely demanded authority for immersion, which he himself
professes to believe in and practices? My sixth argument, then, founded upon
the fact that *sprinkling* or *pouring*, or their Greek representatives, are not
mentioned for baptism in the first two centuries, re-
mains untouched and invulnerable. His practice of sprinkling or pouring for baptism, is not mentioned in the Bible, or any book written in the first two centuries. The simple reason why this dispute is unknown to the writings of this important period, as Mr. M. admits, is because there was no such dispute. There was, at that time, but one Way of baptizing, and, consequently, no dispute about it. There was but one practice. They baptized or immersed, and did nothing else for baptism. Nothing was said against pouring and sprinkling, nor against penance and indulgences, all for the same reason, viz., that these innovations had not come into existence.

The worthy gentleman tells you that I deny the authority of my "own favorite critic!" I should like to know when this denial was made*. Certainly no one in this assembly knows anything about it. It has no existence, except in the imagination of the gentleman. What dispute have we had on the question, whether the primary meaning of words is always the proper meaning? This is no question in our controversy. His long quotation from Carson touched no issue made by me. I understand my friend. He first talks about Mr. Campbell, then Carson, and then starts the question, whether the primary meaning of words is always the proper meaning. This serves the double purpose of making a
show of having read Campbell and" Carson, and filling up time. Probably he thought, too, that it would serve a third purpose, viz., to decoy me from my intended course; but what has all this to do in answering my arguments? Nothing under the sun, except it be to create a little fog in which to try to hide. There is not a man here can see how it can be answering any argument advanced by me. But there is one thing that every, person who keeps his own conscience can see, and that is, that if baptism is simply "the proper name of the ordinance," as Mr. M. maintains, he has nothing in the world to do with the meaning of the word *baptize*, no matter whether it be primary or secondary. I should be happy to see him get enough clear light to define his position and stick to it, so that I may know where to find him. But the true state of the case is, that, with him, *baptize* is such a wonderful word that it can not be defined! He can not tell what it does mean! It can not be translated except by a circumlocution! When I call on him for a translation, even by a circumlocution, he fails to give one. When he is at one angle, he reasons as if he believed it to be simply the proper name of the ordinance, expressing nothing of the manner of administering it. Then he is round at another angle, talking about *primary* and *secondary* meanings of *baptize*. Now, if he can get far enough out of the fog to see one point
clearly, I should like to have him stand some place decisively. Can he, then, tell us whether there is any thing in the meaning of *baptize* from which we can learn any thing about what the Apostles did when they baptized? Has that word any such meaning as *sprinkle, pour or immerse* in it? or has it all three of these meanings? or is it simply the proper name of the ordinance, having none of these meanings in it? When *baptize* is used in reference to the rite, does it express any thing about what action is to be performed. Now let the gentleman come out and tell us where he stands, and stand there, and not talk at times as if he thought the term *generic*, as he wishes me to express it, and then, at other times, as if he thought *it specific*. To use his own illustration, borrowed, I believe, from Dr. N. L. Rice, the word *officer* does not contain any meaning, in itself, from which' we could determine whether the officer referred to was captain, colonel or general. No criticism in this universe could ever determine, from the word *officer*, what office the man called *officer* held; and he would be doubly stupid who would try to determine what office was meant by talking of the *primary* and *secondary* meaning of the word officer. In precisely the same way, if *baptize* means simply the proper name of the ordinance, all talk about primary and secondary meanings is mere moon-shine, or even poorer light than
moon-shine. But if *baptize* means *sprinkle, pour or immerse*, or all three of these, it's not the proper name of the ordinance, and we have to deal with the meaning of the word. If he has any position touching this point, let him stand out in clear daylight and take his position.

What does it avail for the worthy gentleman to go to the Apocrypha, the Mosaic ritual, the Jewish baptism of cups and beds, professing not to use his favorite word, "pretending" to find the meaning of *baptize*? It was not the proper meaning of this word he was in search of here, nor in any other place to which he has referred. The proper meaning of the word is precisely what he dreaded, and aimed to avoid, when he said it was the proper name of an ordinance. If *baptize* is used simply as the proper name of the ordinance, it does not express the action; but if it expresses action, then it is not the name of the ordinance. In one case we have nothing to do with the meaning of I/he word; in the other we have nothing to do with the proper name of the ordinance. In other words, as I claim that the word *baptize* is no proper name of the ordinance, but expresses one action and nothing else, I have a right to go to the proper meaning of the word to find what that action is, and the whole history of the use of it; but as Mr. M. maintains that it is simply the proper name of the ordinance, he has nothing to do with...
the meaning of the word. He denies, if I understand him, that *baptize* expresses the action, or describes any thing of what is to be done, in administering the ordinance. In doing this, he cuts himself off from finding any sprinkling or pouring in the word. This he thinks he can well afford to do, if he can cut me off from finding immersion in it. This he can never escape by any of his undignified, unkind and undeserved remarks about "wise looks," "putting on airs," etc., etc.

My twelfth argument, the gentleman in formed you, in one of his speeches, is founded not upon the meaning but upon the *sound* of certain words and phrases; such, for instance, as "they" went down into the water," "came up out of the water" and "were baptized in the river of Jordan." He says, "It is true, that the custom of modern immersionists, of repairing, to rivers, streams, and ponds, of one kind or another, for the purpose of immersing, has fixed in the minds of the people of this generation, a certain way of associating the idea of immersion with the phraseology in the passages read to you by Mr. F. "I think the gentlemen is nearer right in this statement than any thing he has said on the subject. That idea is certainly "fixed in the minds of the people of this generation" so that no sophistry or caviling of any sort, *can unfix it in their minds*. I think not the sound but the *meaning* of such
passages as read by me, has unmistakably fixed that idea in their minds, and I am not altogether without hope that the same idea may be fixed yet in the mind of the worthy gentleman. Pray, tell us, what does the expression, "they went down into the water," mean? I do not ask what the sound is—the mere jingle of words—buy what the meaning is. Did he attempt to show you that I had mistaken the meaning? or that I had assumed a wrong meaning? He did not. Did he venture to tell you that eis is wrongly translated "into," here? He did not. Did he venture to tell you that ek is wrongly translated, in the phrase, "came up out of the water?" He did not. Did he tell you that there was any thing wrong in the phrase, "baptized in the river of Jordan?" Thanks to heaven, he did not. His conscience was too strong to allow it. His learning too accurate, his judgment too good. He would not—he could not so prostrate his reason, as to call in question the translation in any one of the phrases, "went down into the water, " "came up out of the water, " or "baptized in the river."

What, then, is the obvious meaning, but not merely the sound, of these expressions? I demand of Mr. M., for whom I entertain none but the kindest feelings, if he thinks the people of this generation are lead by the sound and not the sense, what is the meaning of the words, "went down into the
water?" What did they do, when "they went down into the water?" What did they do when they "came up out of the water?" What did they do when they "baptized in the river," or waters of Jordan? What did our Lord do when "he went up straightway out of the water?" We not only have the expression "went into the water," but "went down into the water;" and not only "came out of the water," but "came up out of the water;" and not "baptized at the water," but "in the river," or water. What does this mean? What shall we think this means when we shall stand in the presence of God in the last judgment! Did they not wade down into the water? Did I mistake the sound for the sense, when I thought it meant, that they waded down into the water? Does Mr. M. solemnly think before God, that I mistook the sound for the meaning, or that I was about to lead this audience to take the sound for the meaning, in claiming that it means, that they waded down into the water. Has he not seen his own converts, or those of his brethren, under the influence of the expressions, "went down into the water" and "came up out of the water," wade into the water and then have water sprinkled upon them? He no doubt has. Does he believe in his heart that I mistook the sound for the sense of the words "came up out of the water?" If he does, let him tell us what these words mean. Does he
think I took the sound for the sense, of the words, "baptized in water." Why was he then, so cautious, as not to tell us precisely what this expression means? Why did he simply challenge me to prove what was self-evident, and fail to deny squarely and directly any position I had taken? Why did he not show that I had mistaken the meaning of these expressions? or why did he not inform us what they do mean? For the best reason in the world, viz., if they do not have the obvious meaning which he saw you would give them, no man living can tell any thing about what they mean. The worthy gentleman tells us that he "honestly doubts that Jesus was immersed!" He finds not the least proof that he was immersed! I am not to examine the honesty of the worthy gentleman. The Lord knows us both. He knows all about our honesty. I touch not that part of the subject. But I ask him, since he doubts whether Jesus was immersed, if he does not know that the word of God says, "he was baptized in Jordon?" and that he "went up straightway out of the water?" This he believes unquestionably. Does he not know that Jesus was not sprinkled in Jordan? Does he not know that he was not poured in Jordon? This was impossible, to say nothing of his having "went up straightway out of the water." What reason does he give for doubting that Jesus was immersed? Nothing certainly that can an-
swer the demands of any reasonable conscience. The last I saw of him, as he left the Lord coaling up straightway out of the water, he was disappearing among the Jewish types, the washing of cups, couches and tables, with the purifications under the law, with a mixture of the ashes of a red heifer and other ingredients as prescribed by Moses and not by Jesus; the law and not the gospel; the letter and not the spirit. He learns what the substance is from the type, what the reality is from the shadow, and what the spirit is from the letter. He would prefer any place to find how the Apostles and first preachers of Christ baptized, to a close and careful analysis of the plain examples of the New Testament. But what ground did he give for his doubts that Jesus was immersed? His, like most doubting men, stated no ground for his doubts, nor do I believe he can. He can not tell how he could have been sprinkled in Jordan, nor why he should have "went up straightway out of the water" if he had only been sprinkled. How water could have been sprinkled upon him, as the Discipline expresses it, or how he could have been immersed in the river, is all plain enough; but the idea of sprinkling a person is a pretty great stretch of the figurative, and sprinkling a person in a river is out of the question. The expression, "they went up straightway out of the water," could not be any part of the history of a
case of sprinkling. But I leave him on this point, for the present, not believing that there is any danger of his doubts spreading much in this community.

In his doubts, he has fallen into another trouble. John could not have immersed such vast multitudes! It is astonishing what trouble some men will take upon themselves. When men are misled by religious training, they will find difficulties that even children would laugh at in after ages. It is the easiest thing imaginable for a man to conclude that the number baptized by John, was at least seven-fold greater than it was. Then, how easy to conclude that he did it all with his own hands, for which there is not a particle of evidence, and thus make an impossibility of it. But this is not reasoning, nor arguing, but manufacturing doubts. It serves that end and no other.

What response did the gentleman make to the argument drawn from the statement, that John "baptized in Enon, near Salim, because there was much water there?" He approached it very cautiously, asking if I would deny that the original from which we have "much water," meant "many waters." What if I should not deny it, and admit that he was baptizing in Enon because there were many waters there? What good would it do him? The historian aims to give a reason for baptizing there, and his reason is because there was much water
there. Would the statement, "there were many waters there," be any reason for sprinkling or pouring there? Mr. M. does not need "much water," nor "many waters," when" he sprinkles or pours; he, therefore, does not sprinkle in Enon, near Salim, because there is "much water" or "many waters there." He has no use for "much water," nor "many waters," but I do baptize in the Ohio river because there is much water there. The passage does not say that John resorted to this place because there was much water there, or that he preached at this place because there was much water there, but that he was baptizing in Enon, near Salim, because there was much water there.

Mr. M. thinks the three thousand could not have been immersed on the day of Pentecost. Immersion is a monstrous thing with the worthy gentleman; it has nothing but an interminable series of difficulties in his mind. I have sympathized with him and his brethren many times in these troubles. At one time, they are in trouble how such vast multitudes could have been immersed. Then they are in trouble about the sandy deserts, where they imagine almost innumerable inhabitants living thousands of miles from water. Again, they, are in distress about hosts of people in the Arctic regions among the interminable ice, where no water could be had to immerse. Then that little water that Philip and the
eunuch came to, where there was not water sufficient, as one man said, to immerse a duck. Again, some poor, dear, delicate man can not go into the water and immerse, without the most imminent danger of losing his life! They seem to have worked themselves into such a perfect horror of immersion that a good man can but pity them, especially when they can not get their own members to believe them. It never enters into their minds, when they are talking about the difficulty of immersing the three thousand in one day, that no more time is consumed in immersing than in sprinkling. I was once present when a Baptist preacher immersed quite a number, and a gentleman was standing by, who was a member of no church, who noticed the time, calling my attention to his watch, as I stood by him, and it was found that he baptized, about two in a minute. Now let the gentleman take into the account the customs of Jews—their rude manner of living; camping in tents, sleeping upon the ground; their rough apparel and habits of bathing; and that they would think nothing of being immersed and going with their wet clothes on till they would dry. Such people as these did not have the same horror of water as my friend, nor did they need or have the preparation of robes and other equipage as the people think they must have now. Suppose, then, that nobody baptized but the Apostles, how long would it have taken
twelve men, strong, hardy men, fishermen, used to the water, to immerse three thousand people, such as I have described? Allow each man only to baptize two in a minute, and any boy here, that has only learned the first rules of arithmetic, will tell you that the baptizing could all have been, done in less than three hours.

No man not misled by the blinding influence of a false system would ever think of such a thing as even making it at all unreasonable for twelve men to immerse three thousand people in the time they had—probably six or eight hours. I pity the man wedded to the system depending upon such subterfuges for its defense. Such men are not conscious how miserably weak and manifestly futile and little all such subterfuges must appear in the eyes of all the enlightened arising all around us. How must it look to an ordinary school-boy, who has had but a glance at a common school atlas, and who knows that there is plenty of water in any little creek in three miles of the very head spring of it to immerse any number of people, to see a preacher of the gospel trying to make it appear that there was not water in the small river called a "certain water," to which Philip and the eunuch came, sufficient to immerse a man! How preposterous and ridiculous it will appear to those who shall live fifty years from now, to hear it said that preachers of former times, in their opposition to
immersion, used to tell of people living in deserts, where there was no water to immerse! of their living in the frozen regions of the North, where water to immerse could not be had! The time will soon come when they will hardly believe that such weak things were ever introduced gravely in argument. I am truly sorry that Mr. M. is willing to allow his name to go upon the list, introducing such manifestly futile objections to the obvious practice of the holy Apostles of Jesus Christ. Still, every man must make his election, and enter his name upon the list where he thinks proper, and prepare for the consequences. This one thing, however, he may depend upon, viz., that he can never make even his own converts believe that he is right. They have no confidence in such logic, and will be constantly forsaking him who uses it. They know it will not do to lean upon in the great and solemn matters of religion. In their more solemn moments, they will say to themselves, These miserable subterfuges are all nothing. The Lord was baptized *in* Jordan, and went *up* straightway *out of the water*. Philip and the eunuch *went down into* the water, and be baptized him, and they came *up out of* the water; they were *buried in baptism*, and baptized in certain places, because there was *much loaf*er there, all of which is incompatible with any practice but immersion. Besides, those immersed are satisfied, and their
mind is at rest on the subject. They do not wish to be sprinkled or poured upon. I know I am not satisfied. I can not satisfy myself. I must go down into the water, be baptized in the water, and come up out of the water. I say, in their more solemn moments, they will thus reason; they can not avoid it. The more intelligent, the greater the difficulty to satisfy themselves. They will go further; they will say, "Bro. Merrill admits that immersion is baptism, immerses himself, lifts his hand to heaven, when about to immerse, and calls it baptism, in the name of the Lord; and our Discipline recognizes immersion as baptism; I must, therefore, be immersed."

The worthy gentleman knows the trouble he has to pacify his own members, and quiet their consciences, not the more weak and unenlightened, nor the more cold and indifferent, but as well-informed, pious and devoted as any, are found in these troubles. Why, then, continue a practice in doubt, in dispute and uncertainty, involving so many sincere and honest souls in trouble and doubt, when he could practice that which has never been in doubt and uncertainty. Immersion has never been in doubt and uncertainty. Those immersed are satisfied about their baptism, and have no doubts about it. If we could see the number who have been distressed about their baptism, who have been sprinkled or poured upon, hear their conversations with their preach-
ers and their fellow church-members, and know the anxiety and solicitude they have had about it, the number of times they have prayed for relief, the number of them never satisfied till the day of their death, nor when dying, then we could make some estimate of the ruinous practice of sprinkling and pouring for baptism. If we could see the number now in the eternal world, who never were satisfied with their sprinkling and pouring, not even when dying, we could begin to realize the unhappiness occasioned by sprinkling and pouring, and all without a solitary reason; for the preachers themselves admit that immersion is baptism. What apology can there be for a doubtful practice, when we can have one without doubt? I would advise every precious soul who hears me this night, and exhort you, if I were making the last speech I ever expected to make, not to receive the doubtful, but that about which there is no doubt. Be solemnly immersed, and all will admit that you are baptized.

MR. MERRILL'S FIFTH REPLY.

GENTLEMEN MODERATORS, AND THE AUDIENCE:

Without attempting to reply to the exhortation with which the gentleman filled up his time, I will call your attention to several points wherein he has misapprehended my position, and put constructions
upon my language which I never intended, and which can be regarded in no other light than perversions.

In regard to the "correspondence," you have all observed my perfect satisfaction with that, and the disposition of the gentleman to manufacture some capital, by fixing upon it a gloss of his own; but it is already before the public, and I am perfectly willing to let the people compare the statements of Mr. Franklin with the correspondence. I know they will find the gentleman entirely unsupported. But he thinks there is quite a "falling off" in my calculation as to his age. Well, if he has reported himself correctly, I feel no disposition to contend, as it was a mere incidental remark that called it up. The ridiculous use the gentleman has made of the remark needs no further exposure.

But he said I declared in the correspondence that sprinkling is not baptism. I never declared any such thing! The gentleman exceeds all men I have ever seen in taking a wrong view of the language of an opponent, but he can not sustain himself at this point. I do not intend to charge him with intentional perversions; I attribute it to the influence of his zeal for his favorite hobby. But I can not, in justice to myself, allow his representations to pass for my positions. I said that the ordinance which he calls initiatory, was not sprinkling, as such. This is the ground,
and all the ground, he has for saying I admit that sprinkling is not baptism. This, you perceive, is far different from laying that baptism may not be performed by sprinkling. One of the gross errors of the gentleman's theory is, that immersion, as such, is baptism. And yet, strangely enough, he admits that there may be an immersion where the ordinance of baptism is not! If sprinkling, as such, wore baptism, wherever a sprinkling occurred, there would be a baptism. This I do not believe; and I think my friend himself will admit that an immersion can occur when there is no baptism. Will he not?

He is also wide of the mark in representing my statement in regard to the proper name of the ordinance. I said that baptimos is the proper name of the ordinance. I still say it, and I doubt whether Mr. F. will deny it. But he says I said that baptizo is simply the name of the ordinance! He puts the word "simply" into my mouth, and adroitly substitutes the verb for the noun—representing me as calling a verb the name of an ordinance! Then he would have you think I wished to define the word, "the name of an ordinance!" What shall I say of such representations? I think I will just let you form your own opinions in regard to the matter. Truly he has made a wonderful discovery when he tells you that if baptizo expresses an action, it has nothing to do with the name of an or-
dinance! But what of *baptismos*? Does the *noun* express an action?

Another mistake which, but for his embarrassing position, I. would consider inexcusable, was with reference to the *sound* of certain words and phrases, leading people to associate the idea of immersion with certain passages of Scripture. I ascribed the habit of association, fixed in the minds of the people of this generation, neither to the *sound* nor to the *meaning* of the Scripture language, but to the *custom of immersionists!* Surely I was not ambiguous, and think I was not misunderstood to any great extent. It is the sound of these words, in connection with the habit of association, which habit has grown out of the custom of modern immersionists, that Mr. F. relies upon to support his position. These examples of the gentleman's inaccuracy in representing my language, are sufficient to show that it will not do to take his *ipse dixit*, where the position of an opponent is concerned. A little more caution, with a little less dogmatism, would do honor to the intelligence and candor of my worthy antagonist.

One more remark: The gentleman insinuates that there is a terrible restlessness among my friends while he is speaking. Does he expect that in this vast assembly there will be no restlessness, during our two-hour sessions, situated as this congregation is? And how does he know that
those who have seen fit to retire, while he was speaking, were my friends? In fact, I do not know it myself. It may be that somebody who is not particularly favorable to either of us, has become a little disgusted. At any rate, I see no reason why the gentleman should fly into a rage and throw angry flouts at the congregation. My friends will give him a patient hearing as long as he will give the subject a respectful consideration.

The gentleman gives a strange turn to my demand for his authority for asserting so roundly that nothing but immersion was practiced during the first two centuries of the Christian era. He says I admit immersion, and am under as much obligation to produce authority for it as he! But it was an assertion concerning a historical fact that I demanded the proof for. I again demand that he give us the language of some respectable writer of that period, whose decision can be regarded as authority, wherein immersion is expressly pointed to as the mode of baptism at that time. It is the assumed absence of such mention of pouring or sprinkling at that time that he dwells upon, and I simply want you to understand that immersion is in the same category, so far as this argument is concerned. Let the gentleman prove the antiquity of his practice, if he appeals to its antiquity as proof of its Bible authority. The grounds on which I admit
the validity of immersion, as one form of baptism, are well "Understood.

When a man purposes to "walk out boldly" upon the position of a certain critic, and is afterwards found occupying ground decidedly antagonistic to that critic, is it not proof that he does deny the authority of his own critic, even without his saying in so many words, "I deny the authority of that critic?" Mr. Carson says that *bapto* signifies to dye by *sprinkling*, as properly as by *dipping*;" and Mr. F. must either admit it or deny the authority of his own favorite critic. Which will he do? Again, with reference to numerous examples of the word, Mr. Carson says: "They relate to dyeing *wholly without reference to dipping*; nay, some of them with an *expressed reference to another mode.*" Will Mr. F. admit or deny? Dare he say yea or nay? My appeal to the *use of the word* in the Jewish Ritual, the Apocrypha, etc., was well understood, and perfectly legitimate. Mr. Carson says, "*Use is the sole arbiter of language; and whatever is agreeable to this authority, stands justified beyond impeachment*" I do appeal to the use of the word as ultimate proof of its proper meaning, at the time of the institution of Christian baptism. My friend may throw a little dust by sneering at my appeal to the use of the word in the Old Testament, but he can not follow me in the appeal, and answer my arguments. Jesus lived under the law of Moses, and the Jews
lived under it, and their language took shape from its types and ceremonies; and no living man can understand the language of the New Testament without studying it in the light of the Jewish Ritual. Why does the gentleman try to throw discredit upon my appeal to the use of the word? Is it not because he feels that use is against him?

Did you observe his method of getting over the difficulties with which his exclusive notions stand encumbered? He evidently expects to laugh us out of them! But what progress did he make in showing the universal practicability of immersion? Not the least in the world. But he misrepresented me again. He left the impression that I had spoken of vast multitudes living in deserts thousands of miles from water, and in the frozen regions of the North where no water could be obtained! But I did nothing of the kind. I spoke of one baptism which was performed in the "desert," and of the inhabitants of the polar regions who live where, for a large portion of the year, water has to be obtained by melting snow and ice. Why did not the gentleman represent me fairly, and solve the difficulty for us, if it is so easily done? He affects to laugh at these difficulties as though they were very small—surely then he can very easily take them all out of the way.

But I must look at the baptism of the
eunuch. This was in the "desert." The question is, was he immersed? If so, where is the proof? To say it is in baptizo, is to beg the question. To say the preposition eis necessarily denotes an entrance into the water, is to assert without authority, and in direct opposition to the very best of authority—that of use. Then where is the proof? It is not to be found. Every chain of evidence my friend can furnish, will lack one essential link. But he tells us there was a "small river" called "a certain water," into which Philip and the eunuch "waded!" His imagination is exceedingly fruitful. He can supply rivers of water in the desert with the greatest ease! No wonder he laughs at small difficulties in the way of immersion, in the polar regions. But let no one be deceived by the gentleman's "small river." If he will just prove that there is or ever was any "river" between Jerusalem and Gaza, we will excuse him from obviating some other difficulties. But this he can not do. The inspired writer says, "They came unto a certain water." That is all. The expression is elthon epi ti hudor. That little word ti is the same that Mr. F. said in another place is properly translated man; but now he appeals to make it the name of a river! It is a Greek particle which signifies "some," "any," and is often used in the diminutive sense, so as to denote a very small quantity. It is here rendered "cer-
tain," and conveys the idea very clearly that the water was not large, and that it was not named; yet it is known that very small streams in that country were called by some name. Palestine does not abound in "broad rivers and streams." Kitto says, "The Jordan is the only river of any note in Palestine, and besides it there are only two or three perennial streams. The greater number of the streams which figure in the history, and find a place in the maps, are merely torrents or water courses." Mr. Mitchell, in his Ancient Geography, after describing Jordan, Jabbak, Gadara, Heshbon, Kisbon, Besor and Kedron, says: "The largest only of the foregoing streams contains water all the year; the others are dry during the summer." But authorities are needless. If there had been a stream of water there in the desert, large enough to immerse a man in, it would have been named; it would have been one of the noted rivers of Palestine. The very fact that there is no such stream there, imposes the burden upon my friend of proving the practicability of immersion, in this celebrated case. The exclamation, of the nobleman shows surprise at finding any water in that place. Riding along in the chariot, earnestly listening to Philip, he exclaims *idou, hudor—behold! water!* Nothing is said directly as to the quantity. The pronoun *ti* means some, or *any*, but would not likely have been used of a living
stream, when it is known that every living stream and many more torrents or water courses, were named and called rivers. This must have been in the vicinity of the place where Abraham and Isaac were obliged to dig wells, in order to procure water for their flocks. It was here, between Jerusalem and Gaza, in the valley of Gerar, that "the herdmen of Gerar did strive with Isaac's herdmen, saying, The water is ours." The whole history of the country shows not only that there was no "river" there, but that water was very scarce—much too scarce for the accommodation of immersionists. In regard to the proposition eis, I remark that it does not necessarily express an entrance into the water. It expresses motion towards,. and approach unto, a given point or place, but the idea of an entrance, if there be an entrance, must be gathered from the general . construction of the sentence, and not from, the natural force of the preposition. The usual method of expressing an entrance by this preposition, is by employing it as a prefix to the verb. When eis is made a prefix to the verb, and then follows the verb as a preposition, an entrance is expressed; but when there is no double use of eis, that is, when it is not prefixed to the verb, the entrance is not expressed. Any amount of examples can be given illustrating this rule, but I content myself with referring you to John xx. 1-8. In this
paragraph, we have several examples that demand serious attention. "The first
day of the week cometh Mary Magdalene early, when it was yet dark, eis to mnemeion—unto the sepulcher, and seeth the stone taken away ek ton mnemeion—from the sepulcher." Here we have eis and ek, "unto," and "from," when there was positively no "into" nor "out of." Deny this, who can? Peter therefore went forth, and that other disciple, and came eis to mnemeion—to the sepulcher. So they ran both together, and the other disciple did outrun Peter, and came first eis to mnemeion—to the sepulcher. And he stooping
down, and looking in, saw the linen clothes lying; yet "went he not in" (ou menoi eiselthen). Here eis expresses the approach to the sepulchre, while it is expressly said he went not in. But in the next verse we have the fact of Peter's entrance stated expressly, and accordingly we find the prefix to the verb, as follows: "Then cometh Simon Peter following him, kai eiselthen eis to mnemeion—and went into the sepulcher," etc. Then in the 8th verse we find still another striking example. It reads as follows: "Tote oun eiselthen kai ho allos mathetes—then went in also that other disciple, ho elthon protos eis to mnemeion—which came first to the sepulcher. In this, you observe, in the first clause, where the entrance of "that other disciple" is expressed, the word eis is the prefix to the verb; but in the other
clause, where the approach of that same disciple to the sepulcher is denoted, we have the preposition eis, properly signifying to, and the verb without the prefix. '

Now let my friend show, if he can, that my view of these prepositions is wrong. I do not say that eis never means into, nor that ek never means out of; nor is it sufficient for him to show that they do sometimes mean thus; but he must show that they do necessarily mean into and out of, in the place in question. I want no dodging nor evading, but a fair investigation of the issue. My position is negative and his is positive. I hold that eis does not necessarily denote an entrance into the water; but he must show that it does. The gentleman said something about "wading"—but if he will find anything in the narrative about "wading" or like "wading," I will excuse him from finding the prefix to the verb, in order to express the act of entering into the water! You now see that the gentleman has something to do to find a plain case of immersion, even in this, his favorite New Testament example.

He repeated his sweeping assertions in regard to the baptism of our Savior, and instead of answering my plain and pertinent question as to the requirement of the Levitical law that could be fulfilled by immersion, he tried to excite some merriment by talking about leaving me among the types and ceremonies of the Jews!
Does he forget that John and Jesus were living under the Levitical law, and that they were fulfilling the righteousness of that law? Then I repeat the inquiry—What requirement of that law could be fulfilled by the immersion of Jesus? If he will not answer this, let him tell us the meaning of the phrase, "Thus it becometh us to fulfill all righteousness." Does it relate to the Levitical law at all? If so, why pour contempt on ray reference to that law? If not, why not say so, and tell us what it does relate to? Jesus waited till he was thirty years old, because the law required it; and the same law that required this, required a religious consecration by the sprinkling of water; and it has been already shown that those washings, enjoined by the law to be done by "sprinkling," are called in the New Testament *baptismois*. No wonder my friend is shy about this point! He feels the ground trembling beneath his feet. His loud noise and frequent repetitions about going down into the water, and coming up out of the water, will avail him nothing, so long as he refuses to examine all the circumstances of the case. And he thinks John had help from other hands in baptizing the multitudes that flocked to his baptism? Let him prove it, and then we will receive it as a satisfactory solution of some of the difficulties of his case. And he thinks the twelve Apostles could easily immerse three.
thousand in a few hours; but did he prove it? I doubt whether they labored against time—disposing of two in a minute! But where did they immense this multitude? There was no river at Jerusalem—that is certain. The only chance was to resort to "pools." Immersionists have no difficulty in finding "pools" anywhere! Their great cry is "the pools! the pools!" whenever they are pressed on this point. But they can find no "pool" available in this case, unless it be that of Bethesda; but that was not available. It was within the precincts of the temple, under the control of the priests, and used for washing sacrifices, if obtainable, the water was not "pure water," after the washing of so many animals for sacrifice; and the "priests" would not, just at that time, be quite so accommodating to the Apostles, whom they despised, as to allow them to immerse three thousand souls into a new faith, which they regarded with jealously, as the most fearful foe to Judaism. Will the gentleman look again at the facts in the case?

The gentleman made some significant remarks about "honesty." He talks about those who "keep their own consciences," etc., in a way that looks very much like calling in question the conscientiousness of those who differ from him. And he talks about conscientious people getting dissatisfied, and being unable to die in peace because they were not immersed; leaving the
impression that nobody is honest, and that nobody can die in peace, but the immersed. Why not come out like a man and assert, in the face of Heaven, what he covertly insinuates, and what is no doubt the legitimate conclusion from his premises? Let him tell us what he means, and I will know where to find him, and just how to answer him?

I shall now call your attention to the baptism of Saul of Tarsus. There are two points clearly presented in the history of this case, that can never be reconciled with the idea that he was immersed. He was baptized in the house, and that while standing up. I refer to Acts ix. 17-19: "And Ananias went his way, and entered into the house: and putting his hands on him, said, Brother Saul, the Lord (even Jesus that appeared unto thee in the way as thou earnest) hath sent me, that thou mightiest receive thy sight, and be filled with the Holy Ghost. And immediately there fell from his eyes as it had scales: and he received sight forthwith, and arose, and was baptized. And when he had received meat he was strengthened." Saul was in the house of Judas, on the street called Straight, in the city of Damascus. He had been there for three days without sight, and neither did he eat nor drink. He was evidently in a prostrate, helpless condition, through excessive fasting, anxiety, and distress of mind. He was not in a condition to under-
go the labor of traveling out in search of water; and the narrative not only
gives no account of any such thing, but actually precludes the idea. It
Impresses us with the shortness of time that elapsed between the entering of
Ananias into the house where he was, and the consummation of his errand. He
entered—put his hands on him—said Brother Saul—and immediately the
scales fell from his eyes, and he received sight forthwith, and arose, and was
baptized. Then he received meat and was strengthened, so as to be able to
preach Christ in the synagogues. But he received no moat until after he was
baptized; and no living man can ever gather from the narrative that he left the
house till after he received meat and was strengthened. He was baptized in the
house, just as certainly as the narrative is true. Let my friend get him out of the
house before baptism, if he is able.

But he "arose"—anastas—stood up, and was baptized. In Acts i. 15, we
have precisely the same expression in regard to Peter, where there can be no
doubt that he stood on his feet: "And in those days Peter stood up—anastas—in the midst of the disciples," etc. This is the very idea
conveyed by anastas. Peter "stood up," and Saul "stood up," and he was
baptized in that position. This agrees with the command as given by Ananias:
"And now why tarriest thou? arise, and be baptized;"
Acts xxii. 16. The original is *anastas baptisai*—literally, *stand up, and be baptized*. This is to the point and conclusive. Saul was not immersed, but he was baptized in a private house, in the city of Damascus, while standing on his feet! If my friend calls in question the correctness of my interpretation of *anastas baptisai*, I will corroborate it by examples enough to put it beyond the reach of cavil. This is one of the "plain cases of the New Testament," for which my friend has been calling. I judge it is rather too plain for his comfort. He certainly will not pretend that Saul was immersed in a private house, while standing on his feet. But let him take his own course in regard to this baptism. No man can make immersion of it.

Another "plain case of the New Testament," is the baptism of Cornelius, and those that were with him in his house, as recorded Acts x. They were assembled in the house of Cornelius to hear the word of the Lord, and while Peter was yet preaching, the Holy Ghost *fell on alt them which heard the word*. The Jews present expressed some surprise, because that on the *Gentiles also was poured out the gift of the Holy Ghost*. "Then answered Peter, Can any man forbid water, that these should not be baptized, which have received the Holy Ghost as well as we? And he commanded them to be baptized in the name of the Lord." Now here are the facts: They were in the
house, and they must have the water brought to them, or they must repair to
the water. If the former, the baptism was by affusion; but if the latter, it might
have been by immersion. Which did Peter contemplate—the removal of the
water to the people, or the removal of the people to the water? His question
was an inquiry for obstacles in the way. He wanted to know if there was any
prohibition that would hinder the removal of the water or the people. If he
contemplated removing the people, in asking about prohibitions, he would
naturally ask if there were any prohibitions on the people—who can forbid
the people? But this he did not do. He sought to know whether the water was
prohibited; hence, he contemplated the removal of the water. This is plain and
natural. It harmonizes delightfully 'with our doctrine of baptism in the house,
by affusion; but no man living can see any indication of immersion there. A
German divine has well said that the inquiry of Peter, when put into modern
etiquette, would run thus: "Will some one present be kind enough to furnish
us a little water, that these may now be baptized, who have already received
the Holy Ghost?"

Now, my friends, let me remind you of the ground we occupy. Mr. F. is
not merely trying to prove immersion, but exclusive immersion. He must find
immersion in every case where the word *baptizo* oc-
curs in the Bible. Has he done it? Can he do it? Never! I am not trying to prove that *baptizo* ought to be translated *pour* or *sprinkle*; that is not my doctrine; I do not believe it ought to be translated any different from the common version. Baptize is now an English word, and a just equivalent for *baptizo*; it is the best equivalent the language contains. Sprinkle is too limited, pour is too limited, immerse is too limited—none of these words can give the full idea of baptize. They will always lack the religious element. They lack the idea of dedication. Consecrate would come nearer the idea than either of the specific terms that express mode. But Mr. F. makes a wonderful ado over this—calls it a wonderful word, etc. Now, let me ask him to give us a single English word that is a perfect equivalent for the Greek *Hades*, rendered hell ten times in the New Testament. He thinks it so strange that some Greek words have no exact equivalents in English that I want to test the matter a little. We will soon see the propriety of my remarks on the primary and proper meaning of words. Mr. F. will get light rapidly enough for his comfort. I hope he will keep in good cheer.
MR. FRANKLIN'S SIXTH SPEECH.

GENTLEMEN MODERATORS, LADIES AND GENTLEMEN:

I am truly thankful to a good and gracious Providence, which has been over us through the past night, for the health and strength afforded us for the prosecution of our investigation. I trust the same good feeling will pervade our discussion to its termination. We have now a full day before us to elaborate the argument introduced; respond to objections and develop the subject in all its bearings more fully. I shall not confine myself to any one of the speeches of my friend, but collect a few items from several of his speeches that demand some attention.

The worthy gentleman has certainly learned something from the fable of the rat and the meal. He has discovered that "caution is the parent of safety." His tread is with extreme cautiousness. He saw, from an early period, that he could prove nothing in this controversy, and consequently sought a negative position, where he could deny, demand proof and discant upon "assertions." But he can not escape in this way. Merely denying will not answer his purpose. He practices sprinkling and pouring for baptism. Has he found any authority for either? Not one syllable. The position I occupy is very plain. I practice immersion for baptism. His own Discipline recognizes immersion
for baptism. Mr. Wesley and Dr. Clarke admitted immersion for baptism. The Methodist Church endorses immersion for baptism, both in practicing it and in her Conference endorsing it in the Discipline, and in the writings of Mr. Wesley sent forth by her and sold by Methodist preachers. Mr. Merrill endorses immersion by administering it in the name of the Lord and calling it baptism. He has said, "God forbid that I should say any thing against it." You see, then, that that we have no debate on immersion— that my opponent, his Discipline, Conference and whole church, endorse immersion. It is, then, established, and admitted by Wesley, Clarke, the Discipline, Conference and the whole Methodist Church, that immersion is baptism. This much is settled, and upon this we have no debate.

But aside from this practice, though immersion is agreed by us all to be baptism, he practices sprinkling and pouring, and calls it baptism; but for this practice he furnishes not one word of proof from any source. But he is not singular in this; for no man ever did, or ever can, adduce any authority for any thing but immersion. It is impossible to bring something out of nothing. The strength of Samson could not do this. But how does he meet my argument founded upon the expression born of water?" "The leading thought in this expression is, that there is the beginning of
the now manner of life," he says. He asks, "What is it designed to represent?"
He answers, "Most unquestionably the quickening power and energy of the Holy Spirit." If that is the meaning of the expression, why does his Discipline, then, apply it to baptism? And what, then, does "born of the Spirit" mean? It is not "born of the Spirit and of the Spirit," but "born of water and of the Spirit." Born of water, his own Discipline makes baptism. The figurative expression, "born of water," does not mean "born of the Spirit;" for that is added to it; nor does it represent the influence of the Spirit. "Born of the Spirit" represents the influence of the Spirit; but "born of water" is baptism, and is applied to it in his own Discipline and by Mr. Wesley. The holy Apostle says we are "begotten by the word of truth;" and, as a matter of course, it is by the Spirit who spoke the truth, through holy men of God; and when baptized, we are "born of water and of the Spirit," as the child is born of the mother and father.

The worthy gentleman talked so delicately of "taste" and "modesty," that I almost feared he would faint. If there was any thing wanting in taste, indelicate or immodest, it was in Tit's mind, and not in the chaste and elegant figure from the pure and holy lips of our Lord, nor from any thing uttered by me in reference to it. It is in as good taste, in a pure mind, to speak
of being "born of water" and "begotten by the word of truth," as to speak of being buried or raised from the dead. But after the gentleman recovered himself from his fine taste and extreme modesty, he inquired whether there is one birth or two. One birth, most unquestionably, of water and of the Spirit. The Spirit gives the life; and after the Spirit, through the truth, has changed the heart, the person comes forth from baptism, or is born of water, to a new state, or a new manner of life. What foundation has he for making "born of water" represent the work of the Spirit, in the same sentence where the work of the Spirit is represented in other words? There is certainly no reason for representing that by which the words "born of water," in the same sentence, is represented by other words. The words "born of the Spirit," represent the work of the Spirit, and the words "born of water," represent baptism and nothing else. In being "born of water," the person comes from the water as the child comes from it's mother. This figure is applicable to immersion, but not to sprinkling or pouring, as the gentleman admits.

The gentleman has attempted to reply to my argument, founded upon the expression, "planted together in the likeness of his death." This argument, he thinks, he had sufficiently replied to in a former speech, in which he showed that the whole
passage makes no allusion to the mode of baptism. This sounds strange on the ear of this audience, truly! What do the words "hurled with him by baptism" mean? Have they any meaning at all? He admits that they do not mean, "sprinkled with him by baptism." What does the expression, "planted together in the likeness of his death," mean? He admits that it does not mean sprinkling. I think he will find but few here who will not agree with him in this. Yet baptism is here! Yes, baptism and: no sprinkling. But we find burying and planting. But this planting which was done by burying by baptism, or as expressed Col. ii? 12, "buried with him in baptism," the gentleman soon "expounds" into grafting, and makes it simply representing ingrafting into Christ. But this "planting together" is "in the likeness of his. death," and that is in his burial. They are in the likeness of his death when "buried with him by baptism into death," at which time they are "planted together in the likeness of his death." Why did the gentleman try to excite a smile by speaking of a "sudden dip into the water and out again?" This he "dignifies with the name of argument!" This may pass for ridicule or slang, but not for argument, in the city of Portsmouth, especially from him who practices immersion in the name of the Lord.

Mr. M. was surprised to hear me quote the words, "Having our bodies washed
with pure water," and apply them to baptism, He says, I must know, as well as I know any thing, that this has no reference to baptism. He says, I may "spread out" on the absurdity of washing the body by sprinkling. I am truly sorry to set the father at variance against the son, but I can not avoid it. If my memory is not at fault, Mr. Wesley, in his note on the words "buried with him in baptism" (Col. ii. 12), says, "This as evidently alludes to the ancient manner of baptizing by immersion, as that other passage, Heb. x. 22, does to that of sprinkling." I do not know that I have the precise words; but, if I have not, I will turn to the passage and read it. Father Wesley differs with his son in the gospel, Mr. M., in two particulars: 1st, Mr. M. denies that the passage has any reference to baptism; Father Wesley applies it to baptism. 2nd, Mr. M. admits that there is no sprinkling in it; Father Wesley finds sprinkling in it. He thinks I knew it had no reference to baptism; but I do not know whether he thinks Father Wesley knew it had no reference to it or not. But entering still more profoundly and learnedly into the subject, he inquires, "Is the word wash, bapto, or baptizo, or equivalent to either?" It is neither bapto, or baptizo, nor equivalent to either; it is the result that follows immersing, but not sprinkling. The heart is sprinkled from an evil conscience—sprinkled in the blood of Christ; and the body is
washed in pure water, when baptized, or as a result of baptizing. The sprinkling of the heart from an evil conscience, has to do with the purification of the heart; but to make the washing of the body, mean the purification of the soul, is most preposterous "expounding." The truth is, that the Apostle refers to both the internal work and the external effect. Internally, the converted man has had his heart sprinkled from an evil conscience; and externally, he has had his body washed with pure water. This external washing results from immersion and nothing else. There is no more reason for saying it refers "to the moral cleansing of the soul," nor Scripture, than for saying it refers to the Romish confessional. His little cavil, in reference to "pure water," and "turbid water," will not convince sensible men that washing the body in pure water means "moral cleansing of the soul," and has no reference to any kind of water, even if they can not see exactly how the word "pure" came to be used there.

Touching the argument from baptizing in Jordan and in the river of Jordan, he says: "I will only remark, that if he will venture to say the preposition en does not and can not have the sense of with, I will meet him at that point." Is he not adroit? Why does he not launch out, and say that "baptizing in Jordan," "baptizing in Enon," and "baptizing in the river Jordan," should be read, "baptizing with Jordan," "baptiz-
ing *with* Enon," and "baptizing *with* the river Jordan?" For the best reason in the world, viz, because he will not jeopardize his reputation as a scholar so to do. He knows the baptizing was "*in* Jordan," "*in* Enon," and "*in* the river of Jordan;" and though he seemed to think that I had insinuated that he was not honest, I believe that his candor and honor will not allow him to deny that *en* is correctly translated in these places. At all events, he has not denied or questioned the translation. So long, then, as the translation in my proof is not questioned, there is no need of argument about the use of the original word *en*, in other places. My proof stands not only unimpeached, but unimpeachable.

The worthy gentleman has spoken truly sympathetically of the King James' translators. He can not hear it intimated that they have dealt unfairly with us. But did he offer any excuse for them, in the instance of unfairness cited by me? Did he deny my statement? Not one word of it. How then does he attempt to exconorate them? I stated that, where we have the account of Naaman dipping himself in Jordan, in the Septuagint, we have *baptize.* The King James' translators have translated it "dipped." When these same translators came to the same Greek word *baptizo*, in the same form of expression, in the New Testament, they transfer the word, instead of translating it. In the commencement of the New
Testament, they translate *en* "in" seventeen times, "within" once, and "among" once, in the first nineteen occurrences of the word. They then come to "baptizing *en* water," and translate it "with," till done with that one passage, and then translate it nine times in succession "in," then once "with," and twenty-nine times "in." Now there are reasons why they could not translate it "*with*" in some instances. They could not say *with* the wilderness, *with* Jordan, nor *with* Enon. But there is no reason why they might not have translated it uniformly "*in*" in all these places. It is no matter how *en* could or should be translated in some passage not in dispute; but in the passages quoted by me, and relied upon as proof, that *en* should be translated "*in*" has not been denied by Mr. M., and, I think, will not be.

By the way, I see no reason why any man of our time should be so smitten with the greatness and learning of the King James' translators. What have they done for the world? My opponent has spoken freely in their praise; but what does he know about them? Can he even give their names, place of residence, and position. Surely he can not with any certainty, except a very few of them. It sounds astonishing to hear men extol the King James' translators, who can not tell who one half of them were. It has become so common that many do it without thinking how lit-
tie is known, even by well-informed men, about them.

Mr. M. thinks he could admit all I have said on the baptism of sufferings without detriment to his position. He says that no man claims that it has the specific sense of sprinkling in that place. He admits that it means overwhelming. If this is not detrimental to his position, I know not what could be. The passage shows that *baptizo* does not mean sprinkle, but that it does mean overwhelm or immerse. This is an end to it being the proper name of an ordinance. There is no proper name of an ordinance here, nor ordinance itself. It is not *baptizo* here neither, upon which he attempted to make a little play, but *baptisma*. Is it the proper name of the ordinance? No; he admits that it means overwhelming. He significantly inquires, What of *baptismos*? Well, sir, it is certain that it is not the proper name of an ordinance (Mark vii. 4), or the ordinance was administered to cups and pots. *Baptismos* is there found in the original, and translated "washing," in the common version. There was no ordinance there. The same is true of Mark vi 8, and also of Heb. ix. 10. This latter, passage does not mean "diverse ordinances" I presume. "Diverse immersions" are here mentioned, though no ordinance can be referred to.

That my worthy friend has no position, is evident. That he has no well defined
doctrine which, he is aiming to defend, or no work that he is aiming to do, only to oppose me, is clear. This was manifest to all, from his excitement on last evening. He was prodigiously perplexed, and when he came to what he was unable to answer, he disposed of it by pronouncing it "folly" and "silly." That was all cheap, and duly appreciated by me; but how he was to answer my argument, he found not. I sympathize with him, and dislike to expose him, but can not let him pass. I shall, therefore, place him and his position out in clear daylight, that all may see where he has been. He has, then, beginning with our correspondence, which I know he dislikes to hear of, been at the following angles:

Position 1. The mode is not definitely revealed in the Bible.

Position 2. The mode is not sprinkling, pouring nor immersion, as such, but baptism. I stop not now to inquire how he knows this, if the mode is not revealed. If it is not revealed, as a matter of course, we do not know any thing about it. Moses says, "Revealed things belong to us and to our children, but secret things," or things not revealed,"belong to God."

Position 3. He admits that immersion is valid baptism, but not because it was practiced by the Apostles, or divinely authorized, and administers it in the name of the Lord.
Position 4. He quotes Scripture to prove sprinkling, but how he harmonizes those Scriptures, containing clear revelations of sprinkling for baptism, with his other position, that the mode is not revealed, he does not inform us.

Position 5. He learns, from the baptism of the Holy Spirit, that baptism is rightly administered by pouring.

Position 6. The candidate appears before him, and he lays aside all his learning, proof and argument, and inquires, "How do you choose to have the ordinance administered?" The candidate decides the "vexed question," not revealed in the Bible, and the preacher yields to the decision, though, in some instances, rather reluctantly.

Position 7. He then soothes his conscience, in this pliable theology, by quoting the words, "Let every man be fully persuaded in his own mind."

The gentleman, in his last speech last night, accused me of misrepresenting him. No doubt he thought so, in his excitement, but this I will not do. I will attack his real positions, where they have relevancy enough to demand it, or admit that I can not. He says, "I said that the ordinance which he calls initiatory, was not sprinkling, as such. This is the ground, and all the ground, he has for saying I admit that sprinkling is not baptism." Now, the worthy gentleman is mistaken. Here is
his language, in the correspondence. Hear it: "The ordinance called 'initiatory,' is baptism. It is not sprinkling, nor pouring, nor immersion, as such, but baptism." I read from his letter of March 9th. He says, "The ordinance called 'initiatory,,' is baptism." What does he say of this ordinance, which, in one short sentence, he twice over calls "baptism?" He says, "It is not sprinkling." What is not sprinkling? "It”—the ordinance, which he says is baptism, is not sprinkling. Very well, then; if the ordinance, which is baptism, is not sprinkling, as it certainly is not, sprinkling is not baptism. That is as certain as that two and two make four, or as certain as that if immersion is not sprinkling, sprinkling is not immersion; or if James is not John, John is not James. I have not misrepresented the worthy gentleman and will not.

Mr. M. has gone to the baptism of the Holy Spirit to find "a mode of baptism." He has emphasized the words "poured out" and "fell on them." But do these terms mean baptism? We must not be misled by the jingle of words. There are two things to be looked into here: 1st, Who were baptized? 2nd, What was poured out? The word "poured," does not mean baptism, for the Holy Spirit was poured out, and not the people. The Holy Spirit was not baptized, but the people were. The gentleman's effort to stigmatize my posi-
tion with materialism, because I believe they were immersed in the Holy Spirit, is as much against the plain language of Scripture as against me. He can say as many and as fine things about the materialistic view of the Spirit being poured out as he can of being immersed in the Spirit. The idea of persons being immersed in the Holy Spirit, or overwhelmed in it, is no more materialistic than the idea of the Spirit being poured out. There is nothing materialistic in either. The true state of the case was, that the Spirit was poured out, but the pouring out was not baptism, or the Spirit was baptized. The pouring out, then, was not baptizing, as the Spirit was poured out, and not baptized, but like the rain pouring out and filling some place to baptize in, filled all the house where they were sitting. It was not merely the sound that filled the house. It was the Spirit that was "poured out," "shed forth" and "fell on them"—was it not? The Bible says it was. It says, "He hath shed forth this which you now see and hear." What was it that was shed forth, which they saw and heard? It was the Spirit. To raise a dispute about the sound is as unworthy as if I should say it was not Mr. Merrill you heard, but the sound of his voice. It is true, they heard a sound from heaven, but it is equally true that they heard the Holy Spirit, who made the sound. The Spirit was the all-
thor of the sound, of the tongues, the gifts bestowed and the words uttered, and those who saw the figurative representation of the tongues, heard the sound and the words uttered—saw and heard the Spirit, who showed himself in gifts and tongues visible, and made himself audible in a mighty sound, as of a rushing wind. The Spirit, then, who was heard in the sound, seen in the tongues and understood by the words uttered to be present, filled the house, and thus overwhelmed them.

The worthy gentleman talked so smoothly and prettily about Cornelius being baptized in his house, that I suppose that those who have not thought particularly on the subject, felt no doubt that it was clearly stated that Cornelius was baptized in the house. But there is not a word of the kind in the whole history of the case. Mr. M. is not to infer, because the historian did not tell us where he was baptized, that it was in the house, and then build an argument upon that inference. This is taking a little too much for granted. We take nothing for granted in debate.

I confess that I was no little surprised to hear Mr. M. turn the question, "Can any man forbid water, that these should not be baptized who have received the Holy Spirit as well as we?" into the mere question, "Will some one be so good as to bring a little water?" This caps the climax! "The question was about obstacles."
Yes; but not the frivolous obstacle arising for the want of a bowl of water, nor a river of water. But the obstacle the Apostle was inquiring into was something transcendently greater than that. It was the question about receiving the Gentiles, and no question upon the insignificant subjects of removing the people to the water, nor bringing water to the people. Peter had to be convinced himself that it was right to receive the Gentiles into the kingdom of Christ. The miracle was to convince the Jews that God was willing to receive the Gentiles as well as the Jews. Hence, Peter, in his apology for receiving them, when he returned to his Jewish brethren, said, "Forasmuch, then, as God gave them the like gift as he did unto us, who believed on the Lord Jesus Christ, what was I that I could withstand God." It is truly a likely affair, that after Cornelius had prayed in his house, seen an angel, sent some forty miles for a man to tell him words whereby he should be saved, and had received Peter so cordially—it is, I say, a likely affair, that Peter should start a grave question about a bowl of water, and argue as a reason why he should have it, that the Gentiles had received the Holy Spirit. His question was of transcendently more importance than that. There is not a syllable in the history of the case of their being baptized in the house, going to the water, or bringing water to them. All this is simply imaginary with my friend.
The gentleman made another draw upon his imagination, and fancied that Saul was unquestionably baptized in the house, and baptized standing up, about which there is not one word in the sacred history. As the historian does not say where he was baptized, Mr. M. infers that he was baptized in the house, where Ananias first found him; and from the words, "Arise and be baptized," he infers that he was baptized standing. Full of learning, he proves that he was baptized standing, from the Greek anastas, rendered "arise." Anisteemi, like our English word arise, was used to express the first move when starting to do any thing, without expressing any thing of the posture of the body when doing it. When the command came to Peter, Acts x. 20: "Arise, therefore, and get thee down," he was required to get down standing, I suppose! He could not get down without arising, but the arising was when starting, and certainly not when getting down. But in the case of Saul, there was no need of the command to arise to be sprinkled or poured upon. This could have been done when he was sitting, as well as for him to arise; but Ananias intended to immerse him, and this he could not do without his arising. From the picture Mr. M. drew of Saul's feebleness, owing to his fasting and anxiety, as a reason why he could not have gone out to be baptized, one would almost have come to the conclusion that he
could not have stood up. But this was a little too small. It was certainly not
designed for enlightened people.

We go with the gentleman into the desert, to where the Scripture says, of
Philip and the eunuch, "they came unto a certain water." In order to make it
out of the question for the nobleman to have been immersed, the gentleman
undertakes to prove that the "certain water" that they came to, was so small
that a man could not be immersed in it. Colton's Universal Atlas, the fullest
and most modern and reliable of any ever published, represents "a certain
water" to rise a little south of Jerusalem, and make its course directly on
towards Gaza, till within a few miles of it, and then running a northwesterly
course to the Mediterranean Sea, at Askelon. Now the idea of this water, more
than one hundred miles in length, according to Colton's scale of distances, not
having water to immerse a man in, is preposterous. There are thousands of
brooks, where no water appears on the map at all, amply sufficient for
immersion. The gentleman gives us the Greek elthon epi ti hudor, and refers
to where the particle fa's is translated "man" (John iii. 5), and informs you that
I said it is properly translated man. Did he deny it? If he does, I will supply
him with a few examples. Did he deny that it is properly rendered certain
(Acts viii. 26)? He did not, and, I think, will not. Did lie
deny that *eis* is correctly translated in the phrase, "they both went down into the water?" He did not. Did he deny that *ek* is correctly translated in the phrase, "come up out of the water?" He did not. What did he deny then? Nothing only the word "wade," in my language, in describing what I thought was done. They not only went "into the water," but "down into the water; and not only "come out of the water," but "come up out of the water" —small a water as it was. They "came unto a certain water," first. This was at it. They then "went down into the water." "He baptized him." They, then, "come up out of the water." Here is an end to all caviling. No matter how may be translated in other places. He has not denied that it is correctly translated here, nor told us how it should be translated.

The word *baptizo* does not mean *ordinance*, but *immerse*, and, consequently, wherever there is a *baptism*, there is an *immersion*, but not necessarily an ordinance. To constitute the divine rite, or ordinance, there must be a proper subject immersed in the name of the Lord. No man ever was authorized to administer sprinkling, as a religious rite, in the name of the Lord.

__________

MR. MERRILL'S SIXTH REPLY.

GENTLEMEN MODERATORS, AND RESPECTED HEARERS:

After the night's refreshment, the gentleman endeavored to give us a hasty
glance at the principal points in which he had fallen behind on yesterday—evidently indulging the hope that inasmuch as he has advanced his affirmative arguments, and whipped round upon the negative, he will be able to notice slightly what I may advance against his exclusive proposition. He takes great pains to tell you that I have done nothing, affirmed nothing, and proven nothing! He certainly feels it important to tell this. Were he not to repeat it over and over, the audience would "undoubtedly come to a different conclusion. He must still charge me with seeking a negative position from, considerations of prudence! I will only remark that when I take a position in debate, whether affirmative or negative, you will never find me whining about it afterwards.

I am sorry to find my worthy friend still unable to comprehend my position, or to give a correct representation of my arguments. I thought the exposures of his perversions, given in my lust speech, would cause him to become a little more cautious; but he has given us another dish of pretty much the same sort. I shall not, hereafter, be very careful to point out his errors in this respect; for I have reason to know that the intelligent hearer will detect his misrepresentations, and appreciate them, fully. The gentleman intimated that I have been "excited!" What does the man mean? Does he think the people here
have no discernment at all? No, sir! The trouble with the gentleman is, that I will not become excited. It is not in his power either to excite, confuse, or alarm me! His attempts in that direction will all prove unavailing, as heretofore.

His attempt to mend up his argument from the expression "born of water," was a decided failure. He pretends that there were two distinct births mentioned. Did he prove it? He did not. Did he show the relation of the water to the Spirit? He did not. Dare he come out plainly and deny that the water represents the Spirit? Perhaps he may, but I think not. What if "born of water" does mean baptism, does not baptism represent the influence of the Spirit? Perhaps he may, but I think not. What if "born of water" does mean baptism, does not baptism represent the influence of the Spirit? What if "born of water" does mean baptism, does not baptism represent the influence of the Spirit? My friend's theology would lead to this conclusion! The truth is, he does not understand the passage. There is one inward, spiritual effect, represented by an outward, visible ordinance; and the leading thought is that of the beginning of a new life, on which account the metaphor is employed by which the spiritual effect is called a "birth." The allusion is not to the manner of a birth, and hence not to the manner of baptism. My friend utterly fails to find the mode of baptism here. I found no "immodesty" in the metaphor
itself, but only in the gentleman's vulgar exposition of it.

In his notice of my reply to his argument founded on "planting," he can see nothing but "ridicule" and "slang!" Why did he not take hold of my exposition of the passage, and show its incorrectness? For the best reason in the world—he could not! It was easier to seize upon an incidental remark and call it "slang." I told him plainly what the language of Paul means, and now instead of noticing my explanation, he asks again what it means! I ask again if it alludes to the mode of baptism any more than the word "crucified," found in the next verse does? "Buried" is not baptism, "planted" is not baptism, "crucified" is not baptism; but all these are metaphors pointing to a moral effect of the Spirit's influence—and inasmuch as baptism is the ordained emblem of the Spirit's work, that effect, set forth in these three metaphors, is ascribed to baptism. The mode of baptism is not alluded to in any one of these metaphors.

I showed that the gentleman's proof-text which contains the expression, "Having our hearts sprinkled from an evil conscience, and our bodies washed with pure water," has no allusion to baptism; and how does he reply? He gives us his own declaration that it does allude to baptism, and makes quite an ado over the fact that Mr. Wesley said of buried in baptism, that
it was as much an allusion to the manner of baptizing by immersion, as the other manner of baptizing by sprinkling or pouring water is alluded to in Heb. x. 22. I freely admit that one passage alludes to the manner of baptizing just as much as the other. But neither of them contains the least allusion to the mode of baptism at all. Here is Mr. Wesley's comment on the clause on which my friend relies: "And our bodies washed with pure water—All our conversation spotless and holy, which is far more acceptable to God than all the legal sprinklings and washings." The allusion is to these "legal sprinklings and washings," and Mr. F. did not venture to deny it. These same "sprinklings and washings" are called diaphorois baptismois—diverse baptisms—but the gentleman becomes excited and terribly horrified, when I refer to this fact as proof against his position, as to the meaning of the word. He knows some of these baptisms under the law were commanded to be done by "sprinkling;" and he knows, further, that wherever the mode is not specified, the action is expressed by a generic word. This fact, which forever destroys his theory, he has not denied, nor can he deny it. He says: "Internally, the converted man has had his heart sprinkled from an evil conscience; and externally, he has had his body washed with pure water. This external washing results from immersion and noth-
ing else." Now, I have shown that the allusion is not to Christian baptism, but to Jewish washings, and if Mr. F. would show that the Jewish washings were by immersion and nothing else, his position would become plausible; but he knows very well that he can not do it, and he will not try to do it.

But the gentleman is very courageous, and yet extremely cautious, in holding on to his argument from baptizing in the river, etc. He insists that John could not baptize with the river, with Enon, nor with the wilderness. But let the gentleman look again. John baptized in the river, in the same sense in which he baptized in the wilderness. The preposition devotes the locality of the persons when the ordinance was administered, but says nothing about the mode, and indicates nothing about the mode. There is no question as to the locality of the baptisms, and the argument which he claims to be untouched, is just no argument at all. By the way, my remark touching en, was with respect to what he said of baptizing in water. And he still persists that the translators of the Bible were poor, ignorant, obscure, dishonest creatures, unknown and unworthy to be known! And he—yes, he is competent to pronounce upon their capacity and integrity! Shame!!

The baptism of sufferings was the next point the gentleman on the affirmative
mentioned. Here he finds the noun, and, seemingly, denies that it is the name of an ordinance! But he is careful, in denying this, to specify places where the word occurs with reference to other things than the ordinance. But will he come right out and deny the plain proposition that baptismos is, as a matter of fact, the name of an ordinance? I ask not for the definition of the word, nor for its other uses and applications, but is it, or is it not, the name of the ordinance? I do not regard the question as of much importance in itself, but this shuffling and quibbling about it needs to be brought to a close. In the case of the baptism of sufferings, there was no ordinance; there was a metaphorical use of the term that indicates nothing whatever that can have any tendency to decide the issue before us; there is in it no allusion to the mode of administering the ordinance at all. Then, I ask again, what does he expect to prove by this metaphorical use of the word?

The gentleman insists that I have no position, and proceeds to fix up several positions for me. He finds it easier to make and beat down false positions, than to meet and answer my real positions. When did I say "the mode is not sprinkling, pouring, nor immersion, as such, but baptism?" Never in this world! Were it not for his confusion, I should be utterly unable to reconcile this statement with Christian
candor and honesty. By adroitly substituting "the mode," for "the ordinance called 'initiatory, '' he makes out this false charge. And this is a specimen of the "positions" he fixes up for me, and sets out in numerical order! Perhaps the audience will take his statements for my positions! And perhaps they may desire proof. And he is the man who talks about soothing the conscience in pliable theology! I would say to him that modesty is a real virtue. I feel no disposition to reply to any of his attempts to torture the "correspondence." He is now welcome to all the capital he is able to make by this means. I am not at all "sensitive" about it. He alluded to the baptism of the Holy Spirit, but evidently felt that he was treading on dangerous ground. My argument was, *that the same specific action of the Spirit, is in one place called a baptism, and in another a pouring out*. Did he so much as notice this argument? He did not, and I do not expect him so much as to appreciate it. He says the people were not "poured!" Wonderful! But were they not baptized by the Spirit, when it was poured out upon them? If so, the pouring out expresses the baptism. The generic *baptize* is in the promise, and the specific *pour* is in the fulfillment. But now for Mr. Franklin's materialism. He says the Spirit, "like the rain pouring out and filling *some place to baptize in*, filled all the house where they
were sitting." And just here he saw the difficulty. There is not a word said about the Spirit filling a place to baptize in, nor is there a word said about any baptism after the pouring out of the Spirit! It was the "sound" that filled the house, and not the Spirit. This the gentleman sees and tries to obviate by saying that to raise a dispute about the "sound" is unworthy, etc.; and I wonder not that he is anxious to stave off an investigation of this point—but he must face it! The sound is the Spirit, he would have us believe; but this is absurd. And he concedes it to be absurd; for he says "the Spirit made the sound." The all pervading Spirit of God, in an important sense, fills all things; but here is a special manifestation spoken of. The presence of the Spirit was symbolized by the tongues of fire. These did not overwhelm the people, nor fill all the house, like rain filling the pool; but they sat upon the heads of the Apostles. This action of the fire is called a baptism; and this extraordinary manifestation of the Spirit is called a baptism; but in neither instance is the idea of immersion expressed, implied, hinted at, or at all admissible. And that the idea advanced by the gentleman in regard to the Spirit filling a place to baptize in, is pure materialism, needs no proof. But he thinks the same difficulty attaches itself to the scriptural language of pouring out the Spirit. Not at all. The Spirit is said to
be poured out, not because there is a literal pouring out like water, but because its influence is represented by the pouring of water; and this proves that pouring water represents the baptism of the Spirit as conclusively as if the Spirit were itself literally poured in the action of baptism by it. Here the gentleman lies prostrate at my feet. And did you notice how he skipped the baptism by fire? Then the baptisms of Haul and Cornelius were glanced at. He thinks I drew upon "imagination" to learn that Saul was baptized in the house! But do we not find him in the house when commanded to be baptized? And does he not draw upon his imagination, and upon nothing else, in order to get him out of the house? And does it not devolve on him to prove that he left the house before being baptized? The circumstances narrated are all against the supposition that he left the house to be baptized, and my friend can not dodge the issue by imagining that he left, when he ought to prove it. What if he could be sprinkled without standing up—does that prove that he would not stand up in order to receive the ordinance by affusion? And where is there any thing said or intimated about Cornelius, and those who were with him, leaving the house? Did not the gentleman draw upon his imagination in this case? Truly the Apostle was about to receive the Gentiles into fellowship with the church,
contrary to his former prejudices, but this was settled in his mind by the vision which he had seen, and by the manifestation of the Spirit. When the Holy Ghost fell upon the Gentiles, Peter was fully convinced that they ought to be baptized with water. But the water was not present. It must be brought. Hence he spoke of a possible prohibition on the water. He made no inquiry as to the propriety of baptizing them. *They had received the Holy Ghost,* and that was enough for him. He then called for the water, and commanded them to be baptized. That is the history of the case, and it remains for Mr. F. to imagine that they left the house. These plain cases of the New Testament are against my friend.

And so is the case of the Philippian Jailor. I appeal to this baptism with much confidence. The circumstances brought to light preclude the idea of immersion. Let us look at them: 1st, Paul and Silas were committed to prison under a strict charge that they be kept safely. 2nd, Under the influence of that charge the Jailor "thrust them into the inner prison." 3rd, They sang and prayed at midnight until the earthquake occurred, and the prison doors were opened. 4th, The Jailor awoke from sleep, and was alarmed. Supposing the prisoners were fled, he was about to kill himself, so as to avoid a public execution. Paul saw him get his sword, and cried out to him. to desist, informing him that they
were all there. 6th, He called for a light, and sprang in, and inquired what he should do. 7th, He washed their stripes, and was immediately baptized, he and all his household (Acts xvii. 20-40). Here, again, my friend must resort to "imagination," in order to get the Jailor, all his household and the prisoners out of the house, and away in search of water, at midnight, in open violation of law, and at the peril of the life of the Jailor! The only hypothesis that will meet all the facts developed, and explain the circumstances named, in a perfectly natural way, is that the house occupied by the Jailor, and the prison, both outer and inner, were all under the same roof. Hence Paul could see out of his dungeon into the apartment of the Jailor, and discover his motions, while the Jailor could not see into the dungeon so as to discover the prisoners. When the Jailor sprang in, it was into the "inner prison;" and when he brought them out, it was out of the "inner prison;" and not out of the prison building; and when they were out, they were not out of the building, but out of the "inner prison," and, consequently, in another apartment, which we may call an outer prison. This was, doubtless, between the part of the building occupied by the Jailor and family, and that called the "inner prison." Here the stripes of the prisoners were washed. There was, therefore, some water present; for no doubt the Jailor was
exceedingly tender and careful in bathing the lacerated backs of these men of God, as he now knew them to be. And if the history is accurate, we must believe that right here—not out of the building, but out of the family residence, and out of the "inner prison"—the baptism was administered. But if so, there was no immersion. My friend may "imagine" them all out of the building, and away in search of a river, but let him prove it if he is able. The plain, untortured narrative, is directly against him.

Now to Philip and the nobleman in the desert again. My friend exhibits a want of acquaintance with the physical geography of Palestine, that is truly astonishing. He speaks of a "certain water" rising a "little south of Jerusalem," and running towards Gaza, and emptying into the Mediterranean near Askelon! Now, does not almost every school-boy know that a stream running, as he says., would have to cross a large range of mountains? Water rising south of Jerusalem runs into the Dead Sea, and not into the Mediterranean. And is it not true that most of the streams that find a place in the maps, are nothing more than wet weather branches? This is proven beyond all doubt. No, sir; the gentleman has not found the stream of sufficient capacity to immerse the man in, and he can not find it, for the simple reason that it is not there. The little branch that
empties into the Mediterranean was that little brook Sorek, on which lived the woman whom Samson admired too much; but it was only a spring branch, and did not cross the mountains, as my friend's atlas would have us believe.

But he wishes to know what I denied respecting the prepositions *eis* and *ek*, translated *into* and *out of*. I denied that they necessarily imply or express an entrance into the water—and I proved it too! Now he relies upon the words *down* and *up*, to help him along with his difficult task. They went *down*—yes, *down*, from where? Why, from the chariot. And they ascended from the water. Does this *down* and *up* prove that one or the other was *lying down* and had to be *raised up*? Not at all; for they both went *down*, and they both *went up*. But no one presumes that Philip was *down* in a horizontal position. The gentleman denies relying upon the mere "jingle" of the words, in this case, but it is quite evident that he has nothing else to rely upon. I gave examples of the use of these prepositions where an entrance was not expressed, but positively denied. Did the gentleman show you the difference in the passages, or wherein the examples adduced differ from that before us? Does he affirm that *eis* necessarily expresses an entrance into the water? Has he become so disgusted with the affirmative of this proposition that he has forgotten where he stands? I
wish to remind him that, however reluctantly, he is, nevertheless, on the affirmative, and has something to do more than to assert and deny—more than to threaten me with examples and proofs of his position, on condition that I will do thus and so. I am here to follow him, and to examine his arguments, and I intend that not one of them shall escape notice. I have, in this debate, as many affirmatives as he, and as much time to spend upon them. I make no complaint of this, and I regret that my friend occupies his position so reluctantly. But he has pledged himself to it, and his friends will expect him to lead the way fearlessly.

He has attempted to show that my position is self-contradictory in asserting that the mode of baptism is not revealed and that it is revealed! This is all gratuitous. My position has been from the start that the mode is not definitely defined or prescribed in the Scriptures, and yet that we are not left in the dark in relation to it. I plant myself upon the broad ground of revelation, and affirm that the definite mode of baptism is not clearly set forth; but that we must learn what it is from the Bible use of the word, and from the circumstances surrounding the administration, together with its symbolic import and design. In all this there is nothing even paradoxical. It is the truth in relation to the case, the whole truth, and nothing but
the truth. I admit immersion to be valid, because it is not forbidden, and because another mode is not so strictly enjoined as to be essential to the ordinance. And it is fortunate for the gentleman that I admit this—for if I did not, he evidently would be troubled to prove it. He has utterly failed to make out one clear case of immersion. He has failed to show that \textit{bapto} is a specific term, expressive of mode, much less can he show this in regard to \textit{baptizo}. The figure of being "born of water" lends him no countenance, and that other figure of a "burial" effected by baptism, has been taken entirely out of his hands. What then has he to stand upon? Nothing but his bare assertions, and the mere "jingle" of a few scriptural words and phrases, together with an association of ideas arising from \textit{modern} customs! But he may insist that I have not noticed the expression "buried in baptism," found in Col. ii. 12. The idea is not baptized in baptism, nor buried in burial, nor immersed in immersion; hence, the burial is not the baptism. It is the moral effect represented by baptism. That the burial is not a literal burial in water, is evident from the rising expressed. "Wherein also ye are risen with him through the faith of the operation of God." Do men rise thus from the water when literally buried or immersed? Such rise not "through the faith of the operation of God," but through the physi-
cal strength of the administrator's arm! The burial is a metaphorical expression, pointing not to the mode, but to the moral result attributed to baptism. I care not what Wesley, or any other uninspired man, says on this point. I take only the language of holy writ. If my interpretation is wrong, let my friend show it. He is not debating with any one but your humble servant. The moral effect denoted by the burial is not momentary, but continuous. Hence the burial is not momentary.—not past, but present and continuous. And now I appeal to the gentleman to give his authority for making baptism emblematic of the burial and resurrection of Jesus Christ. Where is his authority for placing baptism where the Scriptures place the Lord's sapper? Why will he not look at the legal and moral features of the Christian system? Is he not a little timorous at this point? Can he prove that baptism has any relation to the office and work of Christ? Dare he dispute that it relates wholly to the office and work of the Holy Spirit? I tell you, my friends, the gentleman has mistaken the whole subject. He has made it a hobby for a score of years, without learning the first principles involved in the controversy. He begs the question whenever he attempts proof from the meaning of the one word in relation to the one thing, and assumes, in direct opposition to all authorities in the language,
that the *first* meaning of words is always the *proper* meaning. With such inaccuracies he *may* succeed in satisfying his friends that immersion *will do*, but he can not convince any one that it is the only baptism taught in the Scriptures, or practiced by the Apostles. No wonder he "utterly refused" to debate the proposition suggested by me, which sets forth his real position in an affirmative way—that immersion is essential to the validity of the ordinance of Christian baptism.

He has become quite familiar with the fable of the rat and the meal, and not only quotes it flippantly, but practices upon its moral. And, like the boy whistling past the grave yard, to keep up his courage, or to divert attention from his fears, he charges me with "cowardice." When, where, under what circumstances, have I shown timorousness in this affair? A pretty charge, truly, to come from Mr. Franklin! I heard enough of the gentleman's learning, and eloquence, and experience, and all that, from his friends, while the correspondence was progressing, to almost frighten a wooden man; but when they found they could not beat me off by such boastings of his gigantic powers, but that they must face the music, then they changed the tune and said they did not consider him so very smart after all! And when the gentleman fails, as fail he must, to sustain, himself, they will still have a resort—
he will have to bear the blame, as not meeting the expectations of his friends! No, sir; I looked at the position of the man, as chief editor of the church organ—a sort of oracle amongst the brethren, and took it for granted that if he could not sustain himself, the fault was in the cause. This was my view, and it is still my view.

Now I ask again, what has he established? What has he been trying to establish? He shrinks from a rigid examination of the words on which he relies, charging me with attempts at "mystification," and chooses to rely upon bold asseverations. He forsakes the ground of his favorite critic, refusing to "walk out boldly" upon it. He denounces my appeal to legal washings, called baptisms, and all that because, forsooth, there is no ordinance in the texts referred to! Where is his philology? Where his criticisms? Where his logic? Where are his facts and general principles? Where his plain cases of Apostolic practice? And finally, sirs, where is his argument? I heard his assertions, his boastings, his special pleadings, and his complainings—but who heard his arguments?

MR. FRANKLIN'S SEVENTH SPEECH.

GENTLEMEN MODERATORS, LADIES AND GENTLEMEN:

My opponent is a little dull of understanding this morning. Speaking of my remarks, in reply to him, on the words
"born of water and of the Spirit," he says, "He pretends that there were two
distinct births!" He did this immediately after my saying, with all possible
distinctness and emphasis, there was "unquestionably but one!" Yet he is not
excited, and we do not "find him whining." It is but little use for me to state
my position for his benefit, or to answer his questions. He asked me, on
yesterday, whether there were two births or one, distinctly. I answered him
without any hesitation, or equivocation, "unquestionably but one." He rises
right up, almost as soon as the words are out of my lips, and tells you that I
"pretend that there were two distinct births spoken of!" This is to be put down,
not to an intention to misrepresent, but to his confusion and excitement.
"Born of water," is baptism, and "born of the Spirit," represents the influence
of the Spirit, or is the influence of the Spirit itself. There is but one birth, "of
water and of the Spirit;" hence the word "born" only occurs once. The one
birth, of water and of the Spirit, brings the person into the new state, or into
the kingdom; and without it, the Lord says a man can not enter into the
kingdom. All his talk about baptism representing the Spirit, is without a
shadow of foundation, mere mist and sophistry; and if there has been any
thing vulgar, it was in his mind and not mine, nor in any thing I have said.
I must attend to the gentleman a little more carefully on "buried with him in baptism." He informs us that "buried with him in baptism," and "planted together in the likeness of his death," "are metaphors pointing to a moral effect of the Spirit's influence;" but where is the proof of this? Did he give any, or simply say so? By what rule of language, or what kind of reasoning, does he make the simple expressions, "buried with him in baptism," and "buried with him by baptism into death," mean a metaphor of the influence of the Spirit? It was easy to say this, but a more unsupported and unsupportable assertion can not be tittered. It would have been just as audible to say it meant any thing else he could have thought of. The word "baptism" here, is no metaphor. It is used in its literal sense. The word "buried" is no metaphor, but is used in its literal sense. The expressions, "you are buried with him by baptism," and "buried with him in baptism," are as literal as language can be; and in this literal burial in baptism, we are in the likeness of his death. There is nothing about the influence of the Spirit in this language; but it is a clear statement, as literal as language can be, that they are buried with him in baptism. There is no such a metaphor in the Bible, as "bury," to represent the influence of the Spirit. The word "baptize" is no metaphor, to represent the Spirit, in any place, unless it be
where it is called "baptizing in the Holy Spirit," and there is nothing of that sort in this passage. The words "risen with him," are not used to represent the influence of the Spirit, in any place. A grander farce could not be invented. There is not an authority in the world that makes the words, "planted together in the likeness of his death," a metaphor, to represent the influence of the Spirit. The Spirit's influence is not represented by the likeness of his death; but we are planted together in the likeness of his death, when we are buried with him in baptism, and at no other time.

One of the weakest things I have met with in a long time, was the effort of Mr. M. to prove, from the tense, that the burial could not be baptism. In one of his speeches he quoted the words, "we are buried," to prove that we are in that burial yet! Why did he not quote the words, "you are baptized," or "we are baptized," as found in different places, to prove that we are yet in baptism? If the words, "we are," prove that we are yet in the burial, they prove that we are yet in the baptism; for we have it, "we are buried with him in baptism," or, as it is in the other place, "by baptism." This was, positively, one of the last of criticisms! We are buried with him, proves that we are yet in the burial! Then it proves that we are yet in the baptism. This is absolutely too weak.
I can not think it needs any reply. If the expressions, "buried with him in baptism," and "buried with him by baptism," do not show that they immersed, ancienly, when they baptized, no language can show it. Though Mr. M. has said, with so much assurance, "these expressions have no reference to the manner of baptising," Mr. Wesley says, on the words, "we are buried with him," Romans vi. 4: "Alluding to the 'ancient manner of baptising by immersion, that as Christ was raised from the dead by the glory—glorious power of the Father—so we also, by the same power, should rise again; and as he lives a new life in heaven, so we should walk in newness of life. This, says the Apostle, our very baptism represents to us." On the other passage, Col. ii. 12, "buried with him in baptism," Mr. Wesley has the following: "The ancient manner of baptizing by immersion is as manifestly alluded to here as the other manner of baptizing by sprinkling or pouring of water is, Heb. x. 22." Mr. Wesley does not only, in opposition to Mr. M., find an allusion to the "manner" of baptizing, or the mode, as the latter calls it, but he agrees with me that the allusion is "to the ancient manner of baptizing by immersion." Has the worthy gentleman found out that Mr. Wesley was mistaken? or is he mistaken himself? He is evidently mistaken, and Wesley right,

The gentleman informed us, that "John
baptized in the river, in the same sense in which he baptized in the wilderness." He says, "The preposition denotes the locality of the persons when they were baptized." "Very well." In the wilderness, " was not at it, nor with it, but, as it is well expressed, in it; and "in the river," was not at it, nor with it, but "in the river." This expresses the locality where they were, when they were baptized. Where was that locality? or where were they? They were in the river or waters of Jordan. They went down into the water, were in the water when baptized, and came up out of the water. This was not sprinkling nor pouring; for they would not have gone down into the water to sprinkle or pour, could not have sprinkled in the river, and, as a matter of course, could not have come up out of the water. The worthy gentleman has become weary of the sound and meaning of both of these expressions. They are conclusive. They did not sprinkle or pour in Jordan; but they did immerse. This sounds natural. They went down into the water, were immersed in the river and came up out of the water.

The sentence, that the King James' translators "were poor, ignorant, obscure, dishonest creatures, unknown and unworthy to be known," must be taken at a discount, when that description is spoken for my language. I accused them of unfairness, and made my specification. Did
Mr. M. invalidate my proof, that they were unfair? He did not. I expressed surprise that he should laud them as he did, when he could not tell who they were, or their positions in the world. Did he tell who they were, or show that he knew any thing of consequence about them? He did not; but performed the lighter task of saying "Shame!"

The worthy gentleman is in trouble about the baptism of sufferings, and talks with great determination; but he had as well keep cool, and he will understand full as well. He has admitted that there is no sprinkling nor pouring in the baptism of sufferings, but an overwhelming. What word expresses that overwhelming? The very word we are in controversy about. It expresses no name of an ordinance, and no man living can tell from that word alone whether there is any ordinance or not. Here we have baptism of sufferings, or, as he has admitted, an overwhelming, but no ordinance. Has not the gentleman been sufficiently exposed in his position, that baptism is the proper name of an ordinance, without an authority in the world to support him? He asked me "What of baptismos?" in a former speech, and I referred him to the word, where it was not only evident that it was not the ordinance, but where it is evident there was no ordinance.

Mr. M. is becoming so irritable on some points, that, from sympathy, I am almost
dispensed to let him pass. But I can not let him off in denying that he said the mode is not sprinkling. Why did he not meet my language fairly and squarely? Did I not quote his precise words, and make out the case clearly? If I did not, no case can be clearly made out. His words are: "The ordinance called 'initiatory,' is baptism. It is not sprinkling, pouring nor immersion, as such, but baptism." Now what is it that "is not sprinkling," etc. ? Baptism; is it not? Well, if baptism is not sprinkling, as he says, is it not as certain as certainty, that sprinkling is not baptism? If sprinkling is not baptism, then, beyond all dispute, sprinkling water upon a person is not baptizing a person. Sprinkling water upon a person, can not be baptizing a person, nor a mode of baptizing a person, unless sprinkling is baptising, and this can not be unless baptizing is sprinkling. This is as evident as that two and two make four. If the initiatory ordinance is baptism, and it (baptism) is not sprinkling, then sprinkling is not baptism. There is no misrepresentation about this; it is as clear as sunbeams. Mr. M. thinks I did not meet him fairly on the baptism of the Spirit. I did not feel that I was treading upon any dangerous ground here. Speaking of the baptism of the Spirit, he says, "My argument was, that the same specific action of the, Spirit is in one place called a baptism, and in another a
pouring out." This I deny. Here is a fair issue. I fully appreciate the gentleman's argument, and have met with it before today. I did notice this argument, and stranded it so that he did not repair it, and never will; but I did not show the fallacy of it off, as I can very easily do. In the first place, I would inquire, if the specific action is pour, can it be sprinkle or immerse? If I were to take his unsupported assertion, which he calls an "argument," without any discount, what does it amount to? It only amounts to this: that one specific action is expressed by two different words. If this is true, you may use either of these words to express this specific action. I hope we shall have no cringing here, but that the gentleman will face the responsibility. If the Lord has used the two Greek words, ekko and baptizo, to express "the same specific action," it is no difference which one of the words we use to express that specific action. If pour means baptize, baptize means pour, and if that is not the case, then his assumption is a fable, and no argument at all. Let us try baptizo, and see how it will express the sense of ekko. "And the wine baptizeth (ekko) out;" Matt, ix. 17. "The wine is baptized (ekko');" Mark ii. 22. "Baptized (ekko) out of the changers' money;" John ii. 15. "I will baptize (ekko) out of my Spirit;" Acts ii. 17. "He hath baptized forth (ekko) this which you now see and hear;" Acts ii. 33.
Does it express the "same specific action" that it does with the word *pour*, or *ekkeo*, to insert baptize? Every man here sees that it does not. But I am not done with the gentleman yet. If the two words, *ekkeo* and *baptizo*, express the same specific action, let us try the matter the other way. Since *pour*, in English, or *ekkeo*, in Greek, expresses the same specific action, as baptize, let us try the word *pour*, and see if it will make sense. "I indeed *pour* (baptize) you with water;" Luke iii. 16. "He shall *pour* (baptize) you with the Holy Ghost;" Luke iii. 16. You can see that it makes nonsense. The Lord himself says, "I will pour out of my Spirit." That was pouring out *the Spirit*, but not baptizing at all. He said again, "You shall be baptized in the Holy Spirit not many clays hence." Here we have two distinct actions. The Spirit is the subject of one action, and people the subjects of the other. The Spirit was *poured out* in the one action, and the people were *baptized* in the other action. The subjects of the action are distinct, the words that express the actions are distinct, and the actions are distinct. One action could have taken place if there had been no people there; the other could not. The Spirit could have been *poured out*, if there had been no people there, but they could not have been baptized, if they had not been there. The gentleman significantly said, "There is not a word said about any
baptism after the pouring out of the Spirit," and he might have added, with equally as much truth, nor a word about baptizing before, nor when the Spirit was poured out, much less that the pouring of the Spirit was the baptizing of the people. This is all assumption.

The gentleman, as I anticipated, raised a quibble about the sound filling the house. I am truly sorry to have to frett out such little plays upon words as this; but my opponent must decide for himself what kind of criticism he will endorse. I take it that the Spirit was poured out; that the Spirit came in the sound; that the Spirit sat upon each of them; that it was the Spirit they saw and the Spirit they heard. The expression, "it sat upon each of them," does not mean that "it," the sound, or "it," the tongues,"sat upon each of them," but, "it," the Spirit. When they heard the sound, they heard him who made the sound, and when they saw his emblem sitting upon them, they saw him. It was the Spirit that was shed forth, which they saw and heard, and in which they were baptized, and no sound.

There is not one word about any baptism of fire on the day of Pentecost. In the reference to the baptism of fire, Matt, iii., we find "fire" mentioned three times in succession. The fire that shall burn the trees that bring not good fruit, the baptism of fire and the fire that shall burn the chaff.
The fire mentioned in the former and latter instances, is no blessing, but the emblem of the punishment of wicked men. Not only so, but he finds before him a generation of vipers and good people, or good trees and bad ones, chaff and wheat; the wheat to be garnered and the chaff burned; or the good baptized with Spirit and the bad baptized in fire. They will be overwhelmed in it. But if the gentleman will have it, that it consisted of the tongues like as of fire, it was certainly not pouring nor sprinkling, nor do I know where he learned that the tongues were upon the head.

The worthy gentleman tries to excuse himself in asserting, as if he had infallible testimony, that Paul and Cornelius were both baptized in the house. Finding not one word on the subject, he now falls back, modestly, and thinks I draw upon my imagination, in thinking they were brought out of the house. But this is simply a shirking. I have built no argument upon being brought out. I do not build argument upon assumption. He undertook to build an argument in favor of their being sprinkled, and founded it upon their being baptized in the house; but when, we call on him for the proof that they were baptized in the house, he has not one word. Failing here, he determines that he will make something of the case of the Philippian Jailor. He states his points in his case
numerically, but he is careful to omit some of the clearest matters in the narrative. Let us look at the case. "He called, for a light and sprang in." What follows? "And brought them out." They are now out of the prison. The history proceeds, "And they spoke unto him the word of the Lord, and to all that were in his house." They are now in the Jailor's house. "And he took them the same hour of the night, and washed their stripes and was baptized, he and all his straightway." Where did he take them to? Took them out of his house, where they had spoken to him the word of the Lord. Hence, the very next sentence commences, "And when he had brought them into his house, he set meat before them, and rejoiced, believing in God with all his house." They were in his house when they spoke to him the word, and "he took them" out of his house, or he could not have "brought them into his house." There is no countenance for sprinkling here; but the fact clearly deducible from the history, that they were out of the house when the baptizing was done, is favorable to immersion; for they would not have gone out to sprinkle.

The worthy gentleman is astonished at my ignorance of physical geography, and informs you that the "certain water," found upon my atlas, is but an insignificant stream that goes dry in dry weather! Where does he get all his infallible inform-
ation? Colton's Atlas is as good as there is in the world, and it represents streams rising a few miles south of Jerusalem, and running into the Dead Sea, and the one I speak of making its course to the Mediterranean Sea. I am perfectly posted about the mountains, and that this stream rises in the mountains, winding through them till within a few miles of Gaza, and then northwest to the sea. To speak of a stream winding more than one hundred miles through the mountains without water to immerse, is simply ridiculous.

Mr. M. has not yet had the nerve to come up and deny that eis is correctly translated, in the words "went down both into the water" nor that ek is correctly translated in the phrase, "they came up out of the water." But he inquires, "Does that prove that one or the other was lying down in the water?" It is true, this is little, but it receives importance from the standing and learning of the worthy gentleman. I stated to him once precisely what it proves, and that can not be expressed in any clearer terms than those employed. "They went down into the water." He suggests, that the meaning of that is, "they went down from the chariot," and that "went up out of the water," means "they went up to the chariot." This has no authority save that of the worthy gentleman, and it is contradicted by matter of fact, for Philip did not return to the chariot.
But there is nothing about going down from the chariot or up to the chariot except in the minds of men twisted out of shape by trying to support that which has not a particle of foundation. It is simply a plain history of a case of immersion and nothing else. "They went down both into the water, both Philip and the eunuch, and he immersed him and they came up out of the water." This passage is an end to all contradiction.

The worthy gentleman thinks there is nothing paradoxical in his admitting that the mode is not revealed, that the ordinance is not sprinkling, and, of course, that sprinkling is not the ordinance; that immersion is valid baptism; then trying to prove sprinkling; then pouring; and then, soothing his conscience by a shamefully perverted application of the words, "Let every man be fully persuaded in his own mind." If he has one clear ray of light on the whole subject, I should like to see it. He has been at almost every point of the compass, and has no system, only to let every one do as seems good in his own eyes. Being put out with his self-contradictions, he descends to the private remarks he says he has heard, but as a matter of course he could not tell who he heard say all these things, and tries to manufacture a little sympathy. No man here thinks I am under any obligation to follow him and look after all these little personal matters.
he claims to have heard. These are matters that I have nothing to do with, and matters that I have no concern about. I will risk these brethren sitting around me saying any thing disparaging. They understand the gentleman!

____________________

MR. MERRILL'S SEVENTH REPLY.

GENTLEMEN MODERATORS, AND THE AUDIENCE:

We are making a little progress in the argument. My opponent now distinctly asserts, that in the conversation of our Lord with Nicodemus, there was but one new birth mentioned. I have succeeded in getting from him an expression on this point that can not he misunderstood. Now we agree thus far—that the expression "born of water and of the Spirit," does not contemplate more than one new birth. Then the expression "born of water," does not, in itself, convey the idea of the new birth contemplated. In other words, "born of water," which he admits has reference to baptism, does not express the full idea of what the Scriptures call being "born again." He has further admitted that the language is figurative. Hence, the birth is not literal or physical. He has also admitted that a figure often resembles the thing represented only in one single feature. Then the question is—What is the new birth? The answer must be that
it is a moral effect of the active operation of the Holy Spirit which changes the
heart of the sinner; it is a moral change, inward and spiritual, by which the
sinner passes from death unto life. Then what relation does baptism, sustain
to this new birth, which is inward and spiritual? I have before shown that
baptism is the standing emblem of the office and work of the Holy Spirit; but
I now remark that it "is but the symbol of the transition, inward and spiritual,
by which our souls are bathed in that ocean of love, which purifies our
persons, and makes them one with the Lord." Then what is the point of
resemblance between a literal birth and this moral effect, which is produced
by the Holy Spirit, and symbolized by baptism? Is the resemblance between
the manner of a birth and the manner of the Spirit's influence? If so, my friend
may be right in making the metaphor of the birth denote the manner of
baptism. But what does he or any one else know about the manner of the
Spirit's operations? Just nothing at all! And that is just what his argument
amounts to. But where is the foundation of the metaphor? Where is the point
of resemblance? I answer, that in the literal birth, there is the beginning of a
new life; and we all know that in the renewing of the Holy Ghost, there is the
beginning of a new life; so that the idea of the manner of baptism, is not
necessary to a correct and full under-
standing of this figurative expression, is foreign to the subject, and can not be
deduced from the passage without a gross perversion.

It is very true that "born of water" is baptism; and that "born of the Spirit"
is the thing represented by baptism, is just as certainly true as that there is any
meaning in language. My friend calls this "mist and sophistry," but he can not
dispute it, and present a good reason for his position, any more than he can.
make a world! He might as well just confess that he has mistaken the meaning
of this whole passage. Until he finds a resemblance between the manner of a
literal birth, and the manner of the Spirit's influence in regenerating the soul,
he can find no allusion to the manner of baptism, in the phrase "born of
water."

I am sorry my friend was so dull of apprehension as to miss my meaning
in regard to the "burial." I never said baptism was a metaphor. I can not
conceive how Mr. F. could imagine such a thing. But I did say that the words
"buried," "planted," and crucified," were metaphorical. Has the gentleman
denied it? Can he—dare he deny it? He found it easier to transfer what I said
of these words, to the other word, baptism, which I admitted was literal. But
what are we to think of his candor? Were it not for his confusion and
excitement, what could we think?
Now he says the burial was literal. If so, the death was literal, and the subject of the burial was drowned—killed! Did I say "bury" represents the influence of the Spirit? So Mr. F. represents me; but his own quotation of my words, shows that he misrepresents me. I said these metaphors point to the moral effect of the Spirit's influence. Is the influence of the Spirit the same as the moral effect of that influence? Most certainly not! In this great transaction, the agent is the Holy Spirit; the symbol is baptism; and the moral effect, is the burial into the death of Christ. Baptism is one thing, and the burial is another. Baptism is not metaphorical, but the burial is metaphorical. This metaphor does not represent the influence of the Spirit—baptism always represents that—but it does express the moral effect which is symbolized by baptism, and, by an easy figure, attributed to baptism. Can the gentleman understand me now? He must try his hand again, and for his own credit, it is important that he shall not again misapprehend my meaning. And he thinks my reference to the "tense" was the last and weakest of all criticism! Well, perhaps it was; but, if so, he did not show it nor expose it. I still venture the assertion, that, "weak" as it is, he is not able to answer it. We are buried with him. Is it not so? The moment we cease to be buried with Christ, we cease to have a saving interest in him. We
do not cease to be buried with him, the moment the ceremony of baptism is
over. This would be the case, if the burial were nothing but an immersion in
water; but he who imagines that such is the meaning of the passage, is very
much mistaken. The "burial" is no more a momentary action than is the
"crucifixion" of the "old man," mentioned in the connection; nor is one any
more an allusion to the mode of baptism than the other. Nor does the fact that
we are yet buried, prove that we are yet in the act of being baptized, as Mr. F.
thinks; for the simple reason that the burial and the act of being baptized are
different, as has been repeatedly shown. The gentleman's attempt to save the
argument from "burial" and "planting," "is absolutely too weak."

The gentleman has again repeated his assertions about the locality of
John's baptism, and declared that he could not have sprinkled the people in
the river. This is one of his quibbles to which I have paid but little attention;
but since he seems to rely upon it with some considerable confidence, I will
try to treat it seriously. He does a good deal in the way of playing upon the
word "sprinkle," and has even declared that it was a "physical impossibility"
for John to sprinkle men in the river. And he laughed contemptuously, in a
former speech, at the idea of "sprinkling or pouring a lot of cups, pots, beds
and hands!" I
feel ashamed to notice such perfect puerility, but must not let any thing pass that he relies upon. In all this, he ignores the rules of language respecting the active and passive voices, repudiates rhetoric and common sense, and rushes headlong to the conclusion that whatever is said to be "sprinkled," is necessarily reduced to small bits, and distributed like scattered drops of water! I have heard ignorant cavilers trying to bolster up their exclusive notions by resorting to this childish subterfuge— but never till now did I conceive it possible for of man of learning and intelligence to put it forth in the form of sober argument. But what does it all mean? Was it "physically impossible" that John should take the people into the river, and "sprinkle" them by scores? He will not say that it was! St. Paul says that Moses "sprinkled both the book and all the people." Did he chop the book and all the people to pieces, and sprinkle them by scattering the particles hither and thither? Such would seem to be the case, according to the brilliant ideas of my astute friend! And in the same chapter (Heb. ix. ) we learn that "the blood of bulls and of goats, and the ashes of an heifer sprinkling the unclean, sanctifieth to the purifying of the flesh;" but Mr. F. sneers at the idea of "sprinkling" a thing when the object is to wash or cleanse it! God said, by the mouth of the prophet, "I will sprinkle
clean water upon you, and ye shall be clean;" but Mr. F. hoots at it, and cries "preposterous!" But, notwithstanding his intense hatred to "sprinkling," he must know that when God selected a word to indicate the manner of using water or blood, in a religious cleansing, by which the washing away of human guilt was denoted, he selected "sprinkle." This the gentleman knows and can. not dispute; and yet he ridicules the idea of "sprinkling" any thing when the object is to denote a moral cleansing! The gentleman certainly forgets the bearing of his remarks. I doubt not that John used the water, in administering baptism, just as the Jews used it in their ceremonial purifications. That was by dipping the hyssop in the water and sprinkling it upon the people. Thus Moses "sprinkled the book and all the people." These sprinklings or purifications are called baptisms, and there is not the least particle of evidence that John ever changed the method of using the water. We have positive evidence that the Jews baptized by sprinkling, and no evidence that John changed the mode. The evidence that the Jews baptized by sprinkling is found in the fact that they sprinkled water in some of their purifications, and all their purifications together are called "divers baptisms." Other reasons have been given why John repaired to places where water was abundant, aside from the
mere question of mode. Nor has he made any thing out of the baptism of sufferings. He admits that the word is used metaphorically—that the allusion was not to the *mode* of sufferings—that there was, in fact, no literal immersion. —then I ask, again, What does he expect to prove by the metaphorical use of the word? If the word, as used with reference to our Savior's sufferings, proves any thing on the subject of mode, it is just what I contend for—that it is *generic*, and does not express mode at all. If I were contending that the word always has the specific sense of sprinkle, he might then appeal to this example for proof against me—but such is not the case, and his appeal is altogether vain. I need scarcely repeat that I never pretended that *baptismos* means ordinance; this you all know: but the gentleman dodges the issue again in regard to the name of an ordinance. I know the word often occurs where there is no ordinance—where there is no water—no wetting; but that is not the question, and has no connection with it. The question is one of fact: *Is baptismos*, as a matter of fact, the name of the ordinance?

He spent some time again in trying to make something out of the "correspondence," but failed as usual. I once said that baptism is not sprinkling, *as such*. If it were, then wherever a "sprinkling" occurred there would be a baptism; but I be-
lieve sprinklings, occur very often where there is no baptism. I believe also that immersions often occur where there is no baptism. On the other hand, there may be a baptism where there is no immersion nor sprinkling. Docs Mr. F. believe there can be no immersion without a baptism? I put this question to him fairly and squarely, and hope he will answer it—if he can safely.

His effort to escape the argument from the baptism of the Holy Ghost, was most remarkable. His remarks prove, what I before said, that he does not appreciate the argument. I said plainly that the word *pour*, when applied to the Spirit, does *not* mean the same precisely as *baptizo*—that is not the point; but I presented a plain *fact*, which contained the argument, and now the gentleman denies the *fact*. But, after denying the *fact*, and showing that he did see where the issue was, he proceeded to argue upon a very different issue—one indeed that is not an issue at all, and, which can have no possible bearing on the question before us! His whole argument, including his list of examples, is designed to show that *pour* and baptize, are not synonymous, and can not be used interchangeably. All this I most cheerfully admit. In fact, I asserted it when I first presented the argument. The reason is, *pour* is specific, and expresses mode, and *baptize* is generic, and does not express mode. But then the
generic includes the specific. This has already been shown. Accordingly, baptize is in the promise, lout pour is in the account of the fulfillment. The promise was, Ye shall be baptized with the Holy Ghost. Now, when was that promise fulfilled? Was it not in the very act of the Holy Spirit which is called a pouring out? If so, the baptism was by pouring out, or there is no meaning in language. The one action of the Spirit was alluded to both in the promise and the fulfillment. The gentleman's talk about the "sound" and the "wind" amounts to sound and wind, and nothing more. The inspired writer says the "sound" filled the house; but then they were not baptized in "sound;" yet Mr. F. thinks the "sound" and "wind" and "Spirit," were all one. If this is not his position, I do not understand him. He says the Spirit came in the sound; the Spirit sat upon them, etc.; but, unfortunately for him, he finds nothing of the kind in the account. The sound filled the house—but the Holy Ghost filled the disciples, while the cloven tongues like as of fire sat upon their heads. Thus you observe that I adhere to the plain statements found in the Book, while the "quibbling" and the "little plays upon the word," are all done by the gentleman on the affirmative.

But he says there were two distinct actions; that the people were subjects of one action, and that the Spirit was the subject
of the other action, etc.; but did be prove this? He did not, and he can not! It is nothing but bare assumption. He feels the force of the fact that the same specific action of the Spirit, is called a baptism and a pouring out, and some show of reply must be made; but the idea of getting up "two distinct actions"—one to answer to the pouring, and the other to the baptizing, will not do. This is too glaring. I deny it flatly, and demand the proof. Let the gentleman show vis the two distinct actions if he can. I fear not successful contradiction when I affirm that if the Apostles were not baptized with the Holy Ghost when it was poured out upon them, they were never baptized with it. All the quibbling and assumption and dodging in the universe, can not make any baptism distinct from the pouring out.

But the gentleman alluded to the baptism of fire, and fulfilled my prediction that he would make it the fire of hell! Can he make this out? Would it ever have been thought of, but for the benefit of a perishing dogma? I verily believe not. The promise is made to the same permits, at the same time, and in the same verse, with the promise of baptism with the Holy Ghost; and can it be, that, under such circumstances, the word fire relates to hell-torments, while the Holy Ghost denotes the highest blessing? What if there were two characters before him? What if he did declare
the chaff should be burned with unquenchable fire? Does that prove that half
the promise made to the disciples was a threatening designed for the wicked?
Never! The baptism was one—it was with the Holy Ghost and fire. The Spirit
was invisible. It filled their hearts. But the emblem was along with it. The fire
sat upon them. They were not immersed in the Spirit, but they were filled with
his divine presence; nor were they immersed in the fire, but it rested upon
their heads. The promise was fulfilled then or never. They were baptized with
the Holy Ghost and fire, or the words of John, and Jesus, and Luke, are all to
be set aside as untrue!

The gentleman is evidently alarmed at the "plain cases of the New
Testament," for which he called so lustily. I still assert as confidently as ever
that Saul and Cornelius were baptized in the house. I have the "infallible
testimony" that they were in the house at the time some of the transactions
narrated occurred, and there is not the least shadow of testimony that they left
the house before they were baptized. Then it clearly devolves on Mr. F. to
show that they did leave the house; but he excuses himself from the attempt
by saying he "built no argument upon their being brought out." I know he built
no argument on these examples at all—he is the last man to do that—but then
I urged them against his position, and he can not
save his cause without getting them out of the house. He "adroitly" calls on me to prove that they were baptized in the house; but I have them in, and it is for him to get them out! The burden of proof is upon him.

But he tries to get the Jailor and household, with Paul and Silas, out in the dark, with the prison doors all open, and going off, contrary to the law of the land, in search of water to immerse in! In my statement of this case, I omitted no material fact. "He brought them out"—out of where? Out of the "inner prison," of course; but does this prove that he brought them out of the prison? Not at all. Nor is it said he took them into his own house, until after he and all his were baptized. They spoke the word of the Lord to them all together—out of his house, and out of the "inner prison," but not out of the prison building. My position is that the only hypothesis that will account for all the facts brought to light in the narrative, is, that the Jailor occupied one part of the prison building for his family residence. We have clear evidence that the prison contained more than one apartment; and when the Jailor brought his prisoners out of the inner prison, they were still in the building. Nor is it likely that he would risk his life in taking them out of the prison building before he heard them speak the word of the Lord. They were honest men,
and would not expose their keeper to any danger, even if he were willing. But when he brought them out of the apartment in which they had been confined, the excitement of the occasion would naturally attract all that were in the house to the spot; so that the word of the Lord could be spoken to them, and they could all, then and there, receive baptism from the same vessel from which the prisoners' stripes were washed. All this is perfectly natural and consistent; but there is no countenance to immersion here. Mr. F. must try yet again.

The gentleman still relies on Colton's Atlas to prove that there was water in the "desert" to answer the purpose of immersion; and he claims to be "perfectly posted" in regard to the matter; but did I not produce good authority for pronouncing the "certain water" nothing but a wet-weather torrent? Has he quoted a single man who ever saw the river that winds through the mountains for nearly a hundred miles? No, sir; nor he can not. The idea is preposterous. *There is no such river there!* He has seen nothing but a mark on the map, and the whole list of travelers have failed to find his river. What, then, does he rely upon? In regard to the prepositions *eis* and *ek*, the gentleman occupies a strange position. He refuses to advocate his own cause, unless I will assail the translation! Have I not
shown, as clearly as language can show any tiling, that *eis* does not necessarily express an entrance, and that *ek* does not necessarily denote a going out? Then why does he quibble about the "translation?" Can he deceive any one into the idea that I am under the necessity of making war on the translation, in order to draw him out? If *eis* necessarily denotes an entrance, let him say so. Let him nerve himself up to the task, and assert that the preposition, without the prefix to the verb, expresses an entrance, and I will further demonstrate the falsity of his position. I can wait with patience.

If my position were as confused as the gentleman's ideas respecting it, there would he no difficulty in finding something paradoxical in it. But the misfortune with him is, the people can discriminate between his perversions and my positions. I stand out boldly upon the broad ground, that the mode of baptism, is not definitely prescribed—and yet that we are not altogether in the dark respecting it. I have "descended" to no personalities, nor have I employed epithets instead of arguments, but the gentleman talks fluently about me "soothing" my "conscience by shameful perversions" of the Apostle's words! He is, in all this, very courteous, but when I press the cold facts upon him, which he can. not meet, he charges me with improprieties! But he is well understood.
We are both scrutinized by intelligent hearers. I could, were it proper, name the author of the only "private remark" alluded to by me. The gentleman is present, and knows well to what I alluded. But I made the allusion in reply to the gentleman on the affirmative. Let him proceed with his arguments, and not spend so much time in complaining of his position, and he will find less to complain, about.

MR. FRANKLIN'S EIGHTH SPEECH.

GENTLEMEN MODERATORS, LADIES AND GENTLEMEN:

My opponent has given his reason for saying that sprinkling is not baptism. If he should affirm that sprinkling is baptism, he would have to maintain that wherever there is sprinkling there is baptism, and wherever there is baptism there is sprinkling. That is all so, without doubt. I am perfectly willing to take all the consequences and say all that of immersion. Immersion is baptism, and baptism is immersion. Wherever there is an immersion there is a baptism; and wherever there is a baptism there is an immersion. But there can be an immersion, or a baptism, and no ordinance or religious rite. A man might be immersed, or be sprinkled or poured upon, and there be no ordinance. Hence we find each of the words signifying the
three actions, sprinkle, pour and immerse, in both Greek and English, where there is no ordinance, or religious rite of any sort. This shows how preposterous it is to speak of baptism being the proper name of the ordinance. The word is never used in any such sense in the New Testament. The word expresses an action, one action, and nothing else, no matter what the subject of that action is—whether cups, pots, beds, hands, or people; and no matter what that action is in—whether sufferings, fire, spirit or water. That one action is never sprinkle or pour, but always immerse. Hence the distinguished and learned Dr. Lillie, a Presbyterian, employed as a translator, or revisor, by the American Bible Union, in the great and good work of revising the English Scriptures, in translating Eph. iv. 5, "One Lord, one faith, one baptism," gives us, "One Lord, one faith, one immersion." For "doctrine of baptisms" (Heb. vi. 2), he gives us "doctrine of immersions." He fears not to translate the word, and does it without any "circumlocution," at that! Is Mr. M. a better scholar than Dr. Lillie?—or has he more at stake? He finds no difficulty, so far as I have seen, in translating *baptizo*, wherever found, and all without any "circumlocution;" but Mr. M. can not translate it at all—it is such a wonderful word! I have tried over and over again to induce him to translate the word in some way, but he will not do it. He admits that *baptizo*
is a Greek word, but to get it into English is the trouble! He has not attempted to translate it into English; and he will not; he knows that no translation made, or that can be made, will suit him. It is mere talk to say that the word can not be translated; that no English word will exhaust its meaning, etc. If one word will not exhaust its meaning, give us several words. If it means sprinkle, pour and immerse, translate into all of these words. But the truth is, that the word means immerse, and it will make sense to translate it immerse in every place in the New Testament where it is found.

The worthy gentleman has been saying, I know not how often, that when the use of water is described, as a religious ceremony, it is sprinkling, and he has actually referred us to a place where the word *sprinkle* is found. But what is his object in that? Does he think that has any reference to the subject in debate? I knew long ago that the word *sprinkle* was in the Bible in a few places, and even in the New Testament some seven times; but the trouble is, that it has no reference to the ordinance. It is never used in reference to the rite in any place in the Bible. What light does it, then, throw upon the subject for him to quote a passage from the Old Testament, that has not the slightest reference to the ordinance, containing the word *sprinkle*! Does he wish you to “take the sound for the meaning?”— or what can he have in view? He can not
Possibly think he is showing how the Apostles baptized, or that he is showing what *baptizo* means; for there is nothing about either. The only purpose it can serve, to go back among the Jewish ceremonies, is, to escape from the clear light of the New Testament and get back among the types and shadows—among the mists and fogs before the mystery of the gospel was made known, before the secret was revealed, and before the unsearchable riches of Jesus Christ were developed to mankind. The types and shadows were the best lights possessed once; but the antitype is clearer than the type always. The reality is always clearer than the shadow. The type of a man, or the picture, will give some idea of his appearance, to one who never saw him; but if you have the man himself before you, it is easier to determine the appearance of the man by looking at him, than the picture, even if you have a good picture. But if some man would cheat you and show a picture of something else in the place of the man he was talking about, to give you an idea of the appearance of the man, he not only would fail to enlighten you, but would mislead you. What, then, is my friend in search of among the types? Has he found a type of baptism? Not at all. He makes baptism itself a type of the work of the Holy Spirit in the heart, and then he goes to the work of the Spirit to learn what baptism is. With him, baptism
represents the work of the Spirit, and then the work of the Spirit represents
baptism. With him, baptism represents the work of the Spirit and then he goes
to the work of the Spirit to learn what baptism is! Thus he runs round and
round in a circle, without proving any thing, affording any light or any
satisfaction to the conscience of one soul in this assembly.

The worthy gentleman desires to know if *eis* can not be rendered any
other way than as found in the expression, "went down into the water." It can
not, in that passage, without violating one of the first, plainest and most
important of all rules in translating, viz., that the primary meaning is always
to be given, unless there is something in the connection forbidding it. In this
connection there is nothing forbidding the first meaning, or no reason why the
first meaning shall not be adopted. Mr. M. has given no reason, and he can
give no reason why the first meaning should not be adopted. The translators
have gone according to the rule. They find no reason why the first meaning
may not be adopted; and they find *eis* after a verb of motion, in which case it
should be translated *into*. They have honestly translated it *into*. Mr. M. has
not, and, I think, his honor will not permit him to deny that the translation is
correct. It can not be translated any other way, in the passages in dispute,
without violating the simplest rules in translating.
The same observations are true of *ek*. Its literal and first meaning is *out of*, and the rule requires that it be so translated, unless there is a reason in the context, why some other meaning should be adopted, or unless there be some clear difficulty in the way of giving the first meaning. It can not, in the passages in controversy, be translated any way but *out of*, without violating the clear and well-established rules of translating.

I notice that Mr. M., in criticising sprinkling cups, pots, beds, hands and people, only attempted to meet one part of the difficulty, and that the part the least relied upon. I knew that, by a pretty great stretch of the figurative, we could say, "sprinkled both the book and the people," though the idea is simply and literally sprinkled *upon* the book and the people. He knows, too, that his Discipline has it "*sprinkle or pour water upon* them," and "*immerse them in water.*" This is literal. But the main point, if you noticed, the gentleman passed in profound silence. I admit the possibility of using the expression, *sprinkled or poured the people*, but it is with the understanding that the ellipsis be supplied, so as to read, "sprinkled or poured upon the people." This no man who does his own thinking can deny. But the difficulty that Mr. M. glided over silently and that he must face, is that of sprinkling or pouring people *in a river, or in water*. This
is a natural and a physical impossibility. There is not a man that can stretch
his imagination to believe, that our Lord was sprinkled of John in Jordan and
that he went up straight way out of the water, or that Philip and the eunuch
went down into the water and that he sprinkled him, and they came up out
of the water, or that John was sprinkling in Enon near Salim because there
was much water there. All that is necessary to understand all this, is to allow
reason to have her proper place, and let a sound mind take the place of a
prejudiced and a perverted understanding. Let the gentleman, then, if he can,
meet the case fairly and squarely and show how people could be sprinkled in
the river or water. I can see how water could be sprinkled upon the people,
but I can not see how the people could be sprinkled in the river. I can see
how they could be immersed in the river.

I do not like to make little of an opponent, or to accuse him of trifling; but
when I look at the solemn passage, Rom. vi. 1-6, and Col. ii. 12-13, it requires
a great stretch of charity, to call it by a milder name than trifling. Especially
is this the case, when we look at that least of all plays upon verbiage—that
mere trick of trying to manufacture something from sound and not from
meaning, in emphasizing the words "we are buried with him in baptism." We
continue in the burial, or remain in it, he allows! What does he
think to prove by that? Nothing under the shining sun, unless it be that what
the Apostle says is not true; that is, that we are not buried with him in
baptism. No cavil can escape the Apostle's plain language. We are not in
debate about when the burial took place, nor how long it continues, but the
simple matter with us, is stated in the most unequivocal words. Is the language
of God true, that they were "buried with him in baptism?" Is the language
true, that the disciples at Borne were "buried with him by baptism?" I care
not when it was done, nor do I care for any little cavils about how long it
continues. But does he believe the language of God, that states that they were
"buried with him by baptism?" If he does, that matter is settled. He knows
that they were not buried with him by sprinkling, that such a thing could not
be, and that such is not the meaning. Has Mr. M. risen, young as he is, to such
distinction that he can set aside the venerable Wesley? Shall he set aside by
a single assertion, Dr. A. Clarke? These great men, unhesitatingly declare not
only that immersion was the ancient practice, but that the expressions, "buried
with him in baptism," and "buried with him by baptism," evidently allude to
the ancient manner of baptizing by immersion." John Calvin declares boldly
that the ancient manner was immersion. But our young divines have found out
that
Wesley, Clarke and Calvin were mistaken, and that these expressions have no reference to the manner of baptizing!

I think the gentleman is a little sick of his unsupported and unsupportable assertion, that the word *pour*, in the words, "I will pour out my Spirit," expresses the same' specification, as the word *baptize*, in the promise, "he shall *baptize* you with the Holy Spirit." The word *pour*, here, does not mean baptize, and the word *baptize*, in the promise, does not mean pour. There were two things done. The Spirit was poured out. This could have been done if there had been no people there. The people were baptized. This is another thing. The Spirit was *poured*. Does pour here mean baptize? Mr. M. says it does. Then the Spirit was baptized, for "the Spirit was *poured* out." The true state of the case is, that *pour* does not mean baptize; hence, the Spirit was *poured*, but not baptized; and baptize does not mean *pour*, in the promise, for the people were *baptized*, but not *poured*. If *pour* and *baptize* in these two passages, express the same thing, or the same action, then nothing can be clearer than that that which was *poured* was *baptized*. The one action is the same, the one thing is the same, or that which was done is the same, no matter how many terms express it. If that which was done, is clearly expressed by the words "pour out my Spirit," and that is the same thing.
meant by the baptism of the Spirit, then the Spirit was baptized, for it was *poured out*.

The Spirit could have been poured out and no baptizing done. Baptizing could have been done, if there had been no pouring out of the Spirit. The promise, "I will pour out my Spirit," does not mean, as any man here can see, "I will baptize my Spirit," but I will send forth my Spirit; hence the Apostle says, "He hath shed forth this which you now see and hear." The Spirit of the Lord was poured out, shed forth, or sent forth, but this does not express what he did, after he was sent forth. He overwhelmed the Apostles with his stupendous and miraculous powers, after he was sent forth. Sending the Spirit forth, and what he did after he was sent forth, are two as distinct things as sending Jesus and what Jesus did after he was sent. The basis of the expression "baptism of the Holy Spirit," is not *pour*, nor *sprinkle*, but the overwhelming influence of the Spirit upon the Apostles. This is forcibly and clearly expressed in the sentence, "He shall immerse you in the Holy Spirit." This is precisely what the passage says, when we have it in English.

My worthy friend has been in the habit of having what he says taken for granted, without any proof, so long, that he sweeps aside the highest and best authority in the world, by a single assertion. He sweeps
aside the grand Atlas of Colton—the latest, the fullest and most perfect in the world; and the "certain water," mentioned in the word of God, having its source a short distance south of Jerusalem, and winding through the hill country, till near Gaza, and thence to the Mediterranean Sea, calling it "a mark upon the atlas," where there was no water, except in "wet weather!" He then criticises upon the Greek particle, *ti*, translated "certain," and informs us that it means *a little* water! It is a wonder that they found "a little water," in this desert, where there was no water except in wet weather! As a matter of course it was a dry time when Philip and the eunuch came to this "certain water." Is there any man here that does not know that the expression, "they came unto a certain water," is not applied by writers to a quart or a pint, or any insignificant amount not sufficient to immerse a man? Is there any man here that does not know that water in abundance for immersing, is found in creeks within five miles of their source, even when the weather is so dry that there has been no running water for weeks? I have seen and immersed in as beautiful and clear water as need be in creeks of this description, in less than five miles from the head branch, and can show Mr. M. any number of such places in our own State. Is there any man here that does not know, that when you admit the
truth of the statement, "they came unto a certain water," that it is just as likely that they came unto water enough for immersion, as that they came unto water at all? How desperate, then, must the cause of the man be, who has to try to make you believe there was not water sufficient for immersion, to create doubts in your mind about immersion! There is no need of all this twisting. If a man desires to know that he is right, he must take up the sacred narrative, and when he is informed that "they came unto a certain water," believe it in its obvious import; and when he finds that "they went down into the water," believe it, and no caviling about it. When he finds that "they came up out of the water," believe it, and regard no twisting and evasion of these plain matters.

But I am not done with the worthy gentleman! He talks about "confusion." I can show you where confusion reigns. The gentleman has no position, only to oppose me. He holds nothing, maintains nothing and defends nothing. He makes himself responsible for nothing. He argues negatively. He paved the way for this in the correspondence, which he has such an aversion to hearing. His positions, when at different points of the compass, have been as follows:

1. The mode is not definitely revealed in the Bible.
2. Baptism is not sprinkling, pouring nor
immersion, as such, but baptism. You must not puzzle him to tell how he knows this, if the mode is not revealed.

3. He admits that immersion is baptism, administers it for baptism and calls it baptism in the name of the Lord. I know not how he knows this, when the mode is not revealed.

4. He throws aside all his learning and knowledge, and inquires of the candidate how the ordinance shall be administered.

5. He finds a passage in the Old Testament, where it has no reference to the ordinance, containing the word sprinkle, that clearly reveals the mode, and shows it to be sprinkling! How he harmonizes this with his other position, that the mode is not revealed, is a matter that you must not inquire into! He has a way of satisfying himself, though he may not be able to satisfy you.

6. He finds the mode next clearly set forth in the words, "I will pour out my Spirit," and he thinks it is pouring beyond dispute! This too, may puzzle you to harmonize with his other position, that the mode is not revealed; his other one, that immersion is baptism; or his other one, that it is sprinkling; or his other one, that baptism is not sprinkling, pouring, nor immersing, as such!

7. His seventh position, negatively, as usual, is that "buried with him in baptism," and "buried with him by baptism,"
which Clarke and Wesley say "evidently allude to the ancient manner of baptizing by immersion," has no allusion to the manner of baptizing at all; but symbolizes the work of the Holy Spirit. Such are a few of the illuminations he has afforded us since we have entered upon this proposition. Hence, he says, "We are making a little progress."

But he is now before you as a preacher, and he must come up and face the expressions, "buried with him in baptism," and "buried with him by baptism." Now he may make his election among the several kinds of baptism. The clear and unequivocal language is "buried with him in baptism." What kind of baptism is it in which they are buried with him. Does it mean the baptism of sufferings? It does not, for all the disciples were not baptized in sufferings; and this is a baptism through which all the disciples at Home and Collosse had gone. Does it mean the baptism of fire! He will not say that it does; for he thinks that sat upon them. I might have made "sat upon each of them," another of his modes, and even located it upon the head. He does not think all the disciples at Borne and Collosse were "buried with Christ in baptism" of fire. Was it, then, baptism in water they were "buried in?" He contends not, for this would amount to immersion. If they were buried with him in water baptism at all, it was buried
with him by immersion. To avoid this dilemma, he resorts to the Spirit. The burial represents the work of the Spirit! That is not Scripture. It is naked assertion. It is "buried in baptism" of some sort. He will not admit that it is in water, fire or sufferings. What, then, is it? There is nothing left but the baptism of the Spirit. There is no other baptism mentioned. He is left, then, to take the baptism of the Spirit. The churches at Rome and Collosse, then, according to this doctrine, were "buried with Christ in baptism" of the Spirit! The baptism of the Spirit, his position makes a burial, or an immersion! Yet he tries to prove that it was pouring. The pouring out, he thinks at one time the baptism of the Spirit, but at another time they were buried in the baptism of the Spirit*! No wonder nothing upon the subject is established in his church. It is not strange that one man is sprinkled upon, another poured upon, another immersed, another kneels in the water, and has it poured upon the head, and another has not attempted to be baptized at all. No wonder, among all this vacillating, equivocating and twisting, that there are thousands of honest souls, in his church, in doubt, uncertainty and perplexity on the whole subject. No wonder that the good people, the true lovers of Jesus, in the Methodist church, who are honestly trying to serve God, are wavering and seeking baptism some place else. There
is but one safe course for all such, and that we would exhort them to take, if these were the last words we over expected to litter on the subject; and that is, in the fear of the Lord, be honestly and solemnly immersed into the name of the Father, and of the Son and of the Holy Spirit, and your trouble about baptism will be at an end.

——

MR. MERRILL'S EIGHTH REPLY.

GENTLEMEN MODERATORS, AND THE AUDIENCE:

The gentleman says he is willing to take all the consequences of saying that wherever there is an immersion there is a baptism; but he saw that it would never do to leave the subject there, and proceeded to guard it by saying there might be a baptism where there is no ordinance! Well, his disclaimer may help him a little, but it will not save him. He is now fully committed to the doctrine that baptism consists of the abstract action of entering into the water, neither more nor less. Then, whatever the ordinance may involve or imply, over and above the abstract idea of entering the water, is no part of baptism! The ordinance and the baptism are not the same! And the man who accidentally falls into the river, is just as effectually baptized as though he were dipped by an inspired Apostle! Nothing is lacking to complete the baptism, although every
thing may be lacking to complete the ordinance!

It seems impossible for him to state my positions correctly. There must be some fate controlling his intellect that he can not resist. He will, in spite of every thing, carry the impression that I have admitted that baptism may not be administered by sprinkling, simply because I said baptism is not sprinkling, as such! As to the "distinguished and learned Dr. Lillie," I have only to remark, that if he has hired himself to the so-called Bible Union, to translate baptismos immersion, I care not the snap of my finger for his learning. It will not have the weight of a feather with men who do their own thinking.

The gentleman spent some more of his time in trying to throw dust over my appeal to the Bible use of the word. I go to the types and ceremonies of the former dispensation, as he knows very well, only for illustrations; and if he did not feel the force of my appeal to Bible use, he would not make such an effort to stir up prejudice and raise fog. That Bible use is against him, I have shown beyond all question. As yet, I have paid but little attention to authorities outside of Bible use. I will, however, call the gentleman's attention to one or two facts bearing on the subject. You all remember how boldly the affirmant walked out upon the ground taken by Mr. Carson, and then how sud-
denly he walked back again. Mr. Carson was indeed a learned man, though he was a strong partisan, a rigid immersions, and an uncompromising enemy to Pedo-baptist theology. But with all his learning and prejudice he admits that *bapto* signifies to *dye by sprinkling*; and that this is not a metaphorical, but a literal meaning of the word. By way of vindication of this opinion, he cites examples from the classics, proving beyond all question, that *bapto* expresses an action without reference to mode, and that it sometimes occurs where there can be no allusion to dipping, but where another mode is expressly pointed out. I gave some of the examples in a former speech, but now call them up again. The first was from Hippocrates. He used *bapto* to denote the action of *dyeing* a garment by *dropping the coloring fluid upon it*. "When it drops upon the garments they are dyed." This, Mr. Carson concedes, was dyeing without any reference to dipping. Was Mr. Carson right? If so, Mr. Franklin is wrong. Did Hippocrates use *bapto* correctly? If so, Mr. F. must for ever fail! I have on my side the authority of Carson, and what is of vastly more importance, the use of the word by Hippocrates. Another example adduced by Carson, to prove that *bapto* does not always denote dipping, is the following: "Magnes, an old comic poet of Athens, used the Lydian music, shaved his face and *smeared* it over with tawny
ashes." In commenting upon this example, Mr. Carson says, "Now, surely \textit{baptomenos} here has no reference to its primary meaning. Nor is it used figuratively. The face of the person was rubbed with the ashes. By any thing implied or referred to in this example, it could not be known that \textit{bapto} ever signifies \textit{to dip}. I' These examples prove that even in classic as well as in Bible use, \textit{bapto} is used without any reference to dipping. And how does Mr. F. expect to sustain himself in his position that it always means \textit{dip} or \textit{immerse} and nothing else? It is unquestionable that so far as mode is concerned, \textit{bapto} and \textit{baptizo} are of one import. Hence, Mr. Franklin's bare assertions, must encounter the authority of his own favorite critic, the authority of Bible and classic usage, as well as the authority of the best critics and lexicographers that ever saw the sun! Is he a better scholar than Mr. Carson and all the lexicographers?

But he tries to appear profound in asking what I went to the types for. Had I gone to the types to learn from the types the nature of a Christian ordinance, there might have been some show of propriety in his course; but he knows I did no such thing! I went to the Old Testament to see how the word \textit{bapto} was used before the coming of Christ; and I found it! Although the word occurs with reference to the types, it occurs just as literally there as any where
else. The gentleman can not escape the responsibility of appealing to Bible use by any such puerile harangues as that he delivered about the types. And he tried to show that I was arguing in a circle I But did he do it? No, sir; he did not. Baptism represents the work of the Spirit. This I have demonstrated. And the Holy Spirit is said to be "poured out," in allusion to the ordinary method of using water, which is its ordained emblem. There is no "circle" in this; but there is an argument against the gentleman which is unanswerable.

But he was again laboring with the prepositions eis and ek, in the account of the baptism in the "desert." He begins to realize his position as affirmant, and with a great nourish of trumpets, he puts forth a rule to sustain the translation—and even goes so far as to assert that the translators —King, James' translators—have honestly translated the passage! But what of all this? What if I were to admit the correctness of the translation—would that prove that these prepositions express such an entrance and such a going out, as to involve the idea of immersion? It certainly would not! If they went into the water ankle deep—and Mr. F. can never prove that the water was even that deep—the act of going in and of coming out, would be as correctly expressed by these prepositions, as if they entered to a depth sufficient to cover
them. That they did not enter to a depth to constitute immersion, is evident from the account itself. For it is said they both "went down into the water," and then, after this, Philip baptized the eunuch. No one believes that Philip was immersed on that occasion, and yet, so far as the prepositions are concerned, there is precisely the same evidence of his immersion that there was of the immersion of the eunuch. The truth is, the only evidence in the case is not in the prepositions, but in the word baptized; and that, we have seen, does not necessarily express an immersion. This is the only example of Christian baptism my friend has adduced in proof of his exclusive proposition; and here, instead of proving exclusive immersion, he fails to make out a case of immersion at all! Before he can do this, he must show that the preposition eis necessarily expresses an entrance into the water—and that to the extent of immersion; but this he can not do, and prefers quibbling about the "translation." The translation, however, will not help him. It is a good rule of interpretation, that the literal meaning of words, whether prepositions or otherwise, is to be preferred, unless there is some actual demand to the contrary. But did the gentleman prove that into is any more the literal meaning of eis than unto? Or did he prove that out of is any more the literal meaning of elf, than from? But, admitting all this, I
ask again, was there not a real hindrance to a literal entrance into the water, to a depth necessary to effect an immersion, when the water itself was not of sufficient depth to admit of immersion?

But he thinks Paul made "a great stretch of the figurative," when he said Moses "sprinkled the books and all the people!" And he insists that it is a "natural and physical impossibility" to sprinkle a man in the river! And, further, he thinks there is not a man who can "stretch his imagination to believe" that John baptized by sprinkling! Why does he not just say at once that all who profess to believe this, are knaves and hypocrites? This is the clear import of his language. But whether the gentleman can "stretch his imagination" to believe it or not, I know that it is possible to "sprinkle people in the river," for I have seen it done. And I have seen them, after being "sprinkled in the river," "go up straightway out of the water!" Now here is a chance for the gentleman to enlarge on the horrible. Upon this he can let out his imagination to full "stretch"— but the fact is fixed!

But the gentleman has been compelled to "stretch" "his "charity," as well as his imagination! I am a little afraid that this "stretching" business will yet extend to his conscience, but I hope that is not so good material for stretching as his imagination has proved to be! Whenever ho
finds himself compelled to march right up to a point which he can not meet "fairly and squarely," you see him paving the way by prefatory remarks, expressive of strong contempt for the very little thing that stands before him! Thus he approached my exposure of his favorite idea that baptism is a "burial." He now sees that the "burial" is not the "baptism;" that the baptism was a momentary action, and that the effect, figuratively called a "burial," is continuous; that we must remain buried with Christ, as we remain dead to sin, and as our life continues hid with Christ in God, or else lose our interest in the Savior—and he can not deny it! He falls back upon the language itself, upon the mere jingle of the word itself, and wants to know if I believe the word of God, that they were "buried with him by baptism;" but the word of God does not say they "were," but that they are buried! I know Mr. F. shakes his head and calls it "little," but he must face it. Nothing is little that is essential to the true understanding of the Holy Scriptures. And you must not forget that he is contending for a "literal burial" and a "figurative death!" This, with him, is not a "mere trick," but grave argument—profound reasoning! Nor must you forget that he is putting baptism in the room and stead of the Lord's supper, by making it an emblem of the death and resurrection of Jesus Christ.
The gentleman occasionally tells a bit of his experience, and applies it to me. He is evidently "sick" of the argument from the baptism of the Spirit. In every turn he gives it, he perpetrates the blunder of involving himself in materialism. He insists that the Spirit would have been poured out, if there had been no people there! I will not stop to inquire as to the abstract possibility of this; for it has not the least shadow of bearing on the issue; but then we have a plain matter of fact before us—not what could have been, but what actually was. The question is—did the outpouring of the Spirit, on the day of Pentecost, fulfill the promise made to the disciples, that they should be baptized with the Holy Ghost? No unprejudiced mind can hesitate for a moment to say it did. No quibbling about what could have been is necessary to a full, clear and satisfactory answer. If it did not, that promise was never fulfilled! No baptism by the Spirit, after the pouring out, is recorded or hinted at. The idea is preposterous. No grander figment ever sprang from the brain of a sane man. And his play upon the word "pour," as applied to the Spirit, is equally futile. The Spirit on that day did a great work for the Apostles. It inspired their souls with light, life and love; it gave them tongues and wisdom and power they never had before; they were truly "filled with the Holy Ghost." The prediction that the
Spirit should be "poured out" was eminently fulfilled; for they were then and there baptized with the Holy Ghost. Just so in the house of Cornelius. "While Peter yet spake these words, the Holy Ghost fell on all them that heard the word." Peter was reminded of the day of Pentecost, and recognized it as a baptism. He immediately commanded them to be baptized with water, because they had received the Holy Ghost. When he returned to Jerusalem and gave an account of the matter, he said, "And as I began to speak, the Holy Ghost fell on them, as on us at the beginning. Then remembered I the word of the Lord, how that he said, John indeed baptized you with water; but ye shall be baptized with the Holy Ghost;" Acts xi. 15-16. No man not blinded by devotion to his creed, can read this and deny that the action of the Holy Ghost which fulfilled the prediction of Joel respecting the pouring out, was the baptism with the Holy Ghost, promised by the Lord Jesus Christ. But if so, the baptism was not immersion. My friend knows this. Hence his attempt to show that the baptism was after the pouring out.

The gentleman is still in trouble about the "certain water" in the desert, which he calls a "river." And he has immersed in creeks m less than five miles from their source! I will not dispute the fact. It is very probable he has. I have seen a dam built across a pretty largo creek in order
to secure a depth sufficient for immersion. But that was not in Palestine. There is a difference between the creeks here and there. The "certain water" was just as apt to have been a well, with arrangements made for watering animals, as a creek; or it might have been a boiling spring issuing from the sandy soil; there is nothing in the account to antagonize either hypothesis. My friend can find nothing, except by forcing the prepositions. As to the little spring branch that originated in the mountains, and ran down through the valley of Sorek, it is evident that if the road from Jerusalem to Gaza crossed it at all, it was at or very near its source in the mountains; and it is also evident that when springs, even in this country, afford water sufficient to immerse in within five miles of their source, it is not in the mountains, but in the valleys, where the current is sluggish. The gentleman must try again. His experience in this country will not set aside the uniform testimony of all writers in regard to the physical geography of Palestine. I know he hates to give up this his only example of Apostolic practice—but he can't help himself.

Returning from his fruitless search after a river in the "hill country of Judea," the gentleman tries to comfort himself by the reflection that "confusion reigns" in my camp! He sets forth seven propositions in numerical order, as indicating the con-
tradictory positions I have taken. I have no desire to retort by caricaturing the
gentleman. My soul loathes such trickery! But I will say to him in all plainness
and kindness, that if he will take my positions, as I make them, and point out
a single inconsistency or contradiction, I will confess it frankly before the
world, and abandon forever the doctrine that requires it. Here is a fair
proposition. The gentleman loves to compare the points of my doctrine. Here
is a fair opportunity for him to exercise his powers to their utmost capacity. I
challenge him to the task.

After his luminous expose of my positions, the gentleman returns to the
argument from the "burial," as if conscious that he had left it in a bad plight.
And finding himself unable to analyze the passages, and reply to my argument,
he attempts to shake your confidence in what I have said, by appealing to great
names. I revere the names of Wesley, Clarke and Calvin, as much as it is
proper to revere human beings; but when it comes to interpreting a passage of
God's word, I bow to no human authority. I examine what others have said,
use their labors, avail myself of all the aids the learning of great men can
afford—but, after all, I must be permitted to do my own thinking. If I do not
assign good reasons for differing from those wise and good men, when I see fit
to diverge from their path, then let me
bear the brand of presumption. But in this case, I could present names of equal worth with those named by him, who sustain my view of these Scriptures in every material part. But we are not here to contend about the opinions of men. Our business is with divine truth. And the gentleman undertakes a hopeless task, when he seeks for immersion in these Scriptures. But he asks whether the baptism was of sufferings, of Spirit, of fire, or of water, by which they were buried. I answer, frankly, that, in my humble opinion, Christian baptism was meant by the Apostle; but he must not overlook what I have so often pressed upon his attention, that the burial was not the baptism. Nor wore the members of the church at Rome and Collosse buried in the water, nor into the water, but into the death of Christ—where they remain buried as long as they have any interest in him. And just here the gentleman fell into his old habit, against which I so particularly cautioned him. He said I "resort to the Spirit. The burial represents the work of the Spirit!" Now I would like to be able to believe that he did not know better than to represent me thus. But his is the responsibility. If he will knowingly misrepresent me, I violate no rule in pointing it out, and charging it home. If he did it in his "confusion," he is excusable. If not in confusion, he stands convicted. But I never said the
burial represents the work of the Spirit. My position was clearly taken that it was the *baptism* that represents the work of the Spirit. By this I stand invulnerable. But I have ever contended that the "burial" was distinct from the "baptism." That which is done by baptism, is of necessity distinct from baptism. Hence his labor to show that I hold that the baptism by which the baptized are "buried," is that of the Holy Spirit, is all fruitless. The truth is, he denies that any are baptized by the Spirit at all, except those who received power to work miracles. He is in deep confusion and perplexity in relation to this whole subject. In overlooking the *legal* and *moral* aspects of the Christian system, he is utterly unable to find the foundation of the sacraments, or to comprehend their nature, design and import. He needs to be taught the first principles of the oracles of God. But he is not aware of his condition, and will not believe me when I point it out. Yet I do not despair of helping him. I see he is not past feeling, and hence there is hope. When the excitement of debate wears off, he may see the great truths of the gospel in a different light, enlarge the boundaries of his intellectual vision, and emerge from the darkness in which he is "buried," into the pure sunshine of heavenly truth!

But I must again remind you of the progress we are making. Bible usage is in
favor of the generic sense of *bapto* and *baptizo*. This is put beyond the reach of cavil. Carson, Mr. Franklin's old favorite, in spite of himself, lends his testimony in our favor. He declares, and proves, that *bapto* means to *dye by sprinkling*, as literally as by dipping; and there is no rule of language that will make *bapto* express the "sprinkling" of coloring liquid, and yet be incapable of expressing the sprinkling of water. So far as mode is concerned, there is no difference in sprinkling water and coloring liquid. Then Carson sustains me, and contradicts my friend. The appeal to the classics does the same. And the lexicons are but the echo of Bible use and classic use. They also give several distinct meanings to these words. Use, the sole arbiter of language, compels them to do it. The meaning of the word, tried by every rule, is decidedly in my favor. It is generic—expressing an action without declaring its mode. Then the circumstances under which that action was performed by the Apostles, are decidedly unfavorable to the idea, that it was by immersion. They baptized three thousand in one city, where there was no river, in part of a day. They baptized in the desert, where no large stream of water flows. They baptized, in three distinct instances, where all the circumstances, and the scope of the history, prove it to have been in the house. The pouring out of the Holy Ghost is called a baptism. The fire
that sat upon the Apostles was a baptism. The legal washings of the Jews, mostly done by sprinkling, were baptisms. The religious cleansing of themselves and household utensils were baptisms. All this is clear and unquestionable. And yet the gentleman tells you I have no position, and have proved nothing! And he states a question of fact which I deny positively. It is that the most intelligent of our members are in doubt and perplexity as to their baptism. A more unfounded assertion can not be made. Our people are satisfied. If any are not, it must be such as fall under the proselyting influence of immersionists, who would be better employed in leading penitents to Christ, than in disturbing the consciences of the weaker and inexperienced members of other churches, about the mere form of using water in baptism. The gentleman's oft repeated assertion, that I have great trouble in satisfying my members, is without the least shadow of support. Not only are our members satisfied with their baptism, but they are satisfied to let other people think for themselves. They have their faith, their opinions, their doctrines, but they do not find it necessary to keep themselves in the faith by perpetual debate. Millions of honest Christians as ever breathed, have lived and died without immersion, and gone to heaven in triumph. This Mr. F. dare not dispute. Then what is all his special plead-
ing about? I know his tactics. He aims to impress the illiterate. He aims to make you believe, too, that the persons who occasionally become disaffected, and suffer themselves to be lead away by proselyting influences, are our more substantial members. This will all do for effect, but where the facts are known, it is ridiculous. One of the most zealous immersionists I ever knew, once invited me to his house to convince me that immersion was the only baptism, and that infant baptism was an innovation; but in less than half a day he confessed that he had been duped—that there was no immersion in the Bible, and promised to have his children baptized the first opportunity. There is a man in this congregation of undoubted integrity, ready to give names, dates and locality of persons raised under Baptist influence, who, after being immersed, became satisfied that affusion was more scriptural, and applied to the Methodist preacher to be baptized by sprinkling. But what of all this? It is a full offset to all he has said about persons becoming dissatisfied—but I make no account of it. I appeal to the Bible, and not to the prejudices, fears or passions of the people. Perfection is not in his church nor mine. Invidious comparisons I will not make. Truth needs no props. We all need to mourn and seek for more grace, to emulate the virtues of the good, to avoid the errors of the wayward, and to aid and
instruct the feeble and ignorant. But we should not disparage the efforts of any who try to serve God. Nor should we disturb the consciences of the weak in regard to outward forms.

MR. FRANKLIN'S NINTH SPEECH.

GENTLEMEN MODERATORS, LADIES AND GENTLEMEN:

With me, this is not a mere conflict with my worthy opponent. I am not seeking a victory over him, or over his brethren. I am seeking a Victory of truth over error, of light over darkness, of a clear and divinely authorized practice over confusion, irregularity and uncertainty. In my feeble efforts, I have been trying to extricate the public mind from uncertainty, doubt and disappointment, from that which is unreliable, unsatisfactory and distracting, and place it upon that which is infallibly safe, satisfactory and reliable. I am weary of this interminable strife, this constant disagreement and vexatious wrangle. But how are we to get rid of it, unless we can find something that is truly orthodox, evangelical and catholic? We can never get rid of it so long as that which has been in doubt ever since its introduction is practiced. So long as that which is doubtful, uncertain and unsatisfactory—that which has been in dispute among as good men as the world contains—
that which has been nothing but a bone of contention ever since its existence, an occasion for strife and a stumbling-block to thousands, is practiced, maintained and urged upon the people, we can have no Christian union, harmony and uniformity. Thousands of as sincere people as the world contains, are every year being induced to receive sprinkling or pouring for baptism—in many instances through much persuasion and contrary to the convictions of their own consciences. Thousands, and may I not say that millions have sprinkling imposed upon them for baptism not only without their choice or consent, but before they knew there was a God, a church, or a Bible. How is it possible for such procedure as this to prove anything else than unsatisfactory? These, in scores, are becoming dissatisfied, discontented and doubtful whether they have obeyed the commandment of God. These are then twitted, for their comfort, with being weak-minded and ignorant people. But this, it is well known, in this country, is not the case. They are as well-informed, as pious and conscientious as any to be found. Indeed, they are the conscientious especially. Those who have no conscience in the matter, of course, have no trouble about it. They care nothing about it, feel nothing about it and can laugh at and trifle with the pious, godly and solemn concern of those who fear that they have not done the
commandments of God. No one can count the dissatisfaction growing out of this doubtful practice. If you could know the trouble the preachers have to pacify the minds of their own members, you would see a sad picture. No one can count the trouble that persons have had, the protracted trouble, uneasiness and discontent, all growing out of practicing, imposing upon and leading the people into the doubtful, uncertain and groundless practice of sprinkling and pouring for baptism.

Who is to blame for all this? Not the people; for they are not pressing sprinkling or pouring upon the preachers. Not all the preachers; for many of them practice nothing for baptism that is doubtful, nothing that leaves the people in doubt and uncertainty; nothing that fails to satisfy the conscience. Who, then, is to blame for all this dissatisfaction? Who is to answer in the day of judgment for the thousands, and even millions, that have had a practice imposed upon them that they have constantly doubted and with which they have been dissatisfied ever since they thought for themselves? Who is to blame for all our contention and strife arising from this matter? Those, and those only, who preach, urge upon and impose upon the people that which has always been in doubt and uncertainty, when they could have practiced that about which there is no doubt. Why does my worthy friend prac-
nemonic sprinkling? Is it because he does not believe in immersion? No; for he says, "God forbid that I should say any thing against immersion." He practices immersion some of the time, which shows that he has no conscientious scruples about it. He opens and reads from Wesley and Clarke, that the ancient manner was immersion. He knows that Luther and Calvin, without hesitation, declared that the ancient manner of baptizing was immersion. He knows that his discipline requires him to immerse under certain circumstances. All the preachers of any considerable information know this and know that there is no doubt and uncertainty about immersion. They know that those immersed are satisfied, their conscience is at rest and they have no more trouble about it. There is, therefore, no apology for continuing a doubtful practice, when we can have one without doubt, an uncertain when we could have a certain practice, that which in such numerous instances proves unsatisfactory, when they could practice that which so uniformly renders satisfaction.

Who is to blame for involving the whole country in doubt and uncertainty, his confusion and perplexity among conflicting practices and rival customs? Manifestly those who maintain and try to justify conflicting practices, and not those who practice nothing only the ancient and apostolic practice and that which is admitted by all
to be valid. That immersion was the ancient practice, the apostolic practice, and admitted by all to be valid; or that immersion is orthodox, evangelical and catholic; that it is safe, infallibly safe and satisfactory, is indisputable and undeniable. It is that upon which we all agree and can practice without any violation of conscience. Let it then become the invariable practice, and all dissatisfaction and trouble and confusion will cease. The doubts and disquietudes will disappear, and one grand step will be taken for the union of the children of God, and one of the greatest bones of contention will be laid aside. But to talk of any peace, any satisfaction or quietude, ever obtaining, while this doubtful and unsatisfactory practice of sprinkling and pouring is kept up among us, is out of the question. We can not have a contrariety of practice without trouble, in a matter, like this, that concerns all.

The worthy gentleman has furnished us with some very important and, I might say, very special information touching the Philippian jail and Jailor! I have had the fortune to find no gentleman so perfectly conversant with that whole matter as he. The men I have heard speak of it, generally were confined to the Bible and other books for their information about the matter, but Mr. M. has furnished information not found in the Bible or any other book. He learns that the Jailor's house was in the prison;
that when "he brought them out," as the Scripture says, it was simply out of the *inner prison*, and that when he spoke to the Jailor and to all that were in his house the word of the Lord, he was still in the prison, though not the inner, but the outer prison; and that when the Jailor *took them* the same hour of the night and was baptized, he and all his, straightway, they were out of the Jailor's house, but still in the prison, and when he took them into his house again, they were all still in the prison! Now there are several things in this that I wish the worthy gentleman to be a little particular about—as, for instance, 1st, I should like to know how he found out with such infallible certainty that the Jailor's house was in the Philippian jail, the inner prison, or the outer. Is not this, a fiction of his own imagination, and no information at all? Where has a jailor resided, with his family, in a prison? This is truly a new chapter of enlightenment touching jails and jailor's! 2nd, Where did he learn that when the jailor took" Paul and Silas and washed their stripes and was baptized, he was simply out of his own house, but *in the jail?* They were out of the jailor's house when the jailor was baptized. That much is clear. But who told the gentleman that they were *in the prison?* Nobody told him so; he can furnish no evidence of that sort. He sprang in and "brought them out," and they spoke to him and to all that were in his house the
word of the Lord. They were in the Jailor's house when this was done. The Jailor took them, the same hour and was baptized, he and all his, straightway. They were now out of the Jailor's house; for he brought them into his house. Here, then, Mr. M. and myself agree that they were out of the Jailor's house. What does he found his argument against immersion upon? Upon his naked assertion, that when they were out of the jailor's house they were in the prison. This is precisely what he has no authority for; and yet, without this, he has no argument. He assumes that there was no water to immerse in the prison, and then assumes that the baptizing was in the prison; and upon these two assumptions he founds an objection to immersion. The true state of the case is, that the first thing the Jailor did, he brought them out. They then spoke to him and all in his house. This was evidently in the jailor's house and not in the prison at all. They were out to baptize, or the jailor could not have brought them into his house, as the Scripture says he did; and there is not the slightest evidence that while they were out of the jailor's house, they were back in the prison again.

In the midst of the troubles of my worthy friend, he imagines a tremendous sparsity of water about Jerusalem, and the very little to be found, like some of our modern meeting-houses, under lock and key, and
not at all accessible to Christians. But he must recollect that, Litter as the
persecution was then, they delivered the second sermon in Solomon's porch,
which was not yet locked against the Christians. They frequently had the
privilege of speaking in the synagogues, which shows that the modern device
of locks and prohibiting pools was not resorted to, as a means of opposing the
gospel, till a later period. But, to relieve the gentleman from all trouble about
obtaining water to immerse any number of people in Jerusalem, I will state to
him that I have a work lying before me, written by a man who spent more than
three years in Jerusalem, containing numerous authorities, before the time of
the Apostles, cotemporary with them and extending down three hundred
years, showing, in the most ample manner, that all the gentleman's trouble
about water, is nothing but the variest fiction ever uttered. Has Mr. M. ever
read of the Moulton Sea, having constantly passing through it an immense
quantity of running water? Has he ever read of the Brook Kidron; the pool of
Gileon and the Pool of Siloam? No man who has paid any attention to the
Bible account could doubt for one moment that there was abundance of water
for baptizing in Jerusalem. The very circumstance of his making such a
baseless objection to immersion, shows the want of a real objection. Nothing
can be more ridiculous
and groundless than the idea that there was not water in Jerusalem to immerse. I can not bring myself to feel that such a futile and baseless objection can need any grave reply for the benefit of this intelligent audience.

But I demand of those who hear me, if they please, to reflect, and see if they can find any thing that my worthy friend has produced that can possibly satisfy any human being that sprinkling or pouring is baptism, or that any thing but immersion is. What is the amount of his argument? I feel like making an effort to sum up his argument, that you may enjoy the full benefit of it. It amounts to something like the following:

1. Twelve men could not have immersed three thousand people on the day of Pentecost; therefore, they must have been sprinkled or poured upon.

2. John the Baptist could not have immersed the vast multitudes said to have been baptized by him, in the short time allotted to him for the work; therefore, he must have sprinkled or poured water upon them.

3. That "certain water," that Philip and the eunuch are said to have "went down into" and "came up out of," was not sufficient to immerse; therefore, Philip must have sprinkled him.

4. There are frozen regions and sandy deserts where no water to immerse can
be had; therefore, sprinkling or pouring must be modes of valid baptism. This argument is very convincing!

5. From the fact that Saul was in the house when Ananias came to him, he infers that he was baptized in the house; and if baptized in the house, he infers that he could not have been immersed; but must have been sprinkled or poured upon.

6. From the fact that Peter preached to Cornelius and to all that were in his house, he infers that he was baptized in the house, and therefore could not have been immersed, but must have been sprinkled or poured upon.

7. From the fact that the Jailor took Paul and Silas out, and allowed them to preach to him and all that were in his house, and from the fact that he took them the same hour of the night and was baptized and brought them into his house, he infers that he was baptized in the prison, and infers that there was no water there to immerse in, from which he infers that they must have been sprinkled. This is a very strong argument, founded upon three inferences.

8. He actually finds the word sprinkle, in the Old Testament, where there is not the remotest reference to baptism, from which he infers that sprinkling is a mode of baptism.

9. He finds where the Holy Spirit is said to have been poured out, and asserts, without
any authority, that this *pouring* was baptism, from which he infers *that pouring* is a mode of baptism.

10. "Buried in baptism," he thinks represents the work of the Holy Spirit; hence the work of the Holy Spirit is a *burial*, and baptism represents that work; hence baptism must be a *burial*!

I had plenty of time, and have thus aided my friend in summing up his argument and in keeping it before the audience. But I shall now proceed to notice one or two other points before my time expires. I am in no trouble in the world about saying that immersion is baptism, and baptism is immersion. I meant just what I said and said just what I meant."Baptism does not even contain all of the abstract idea of entering into the water." It contains simply the idea of *immersion*; no more or no less, no matter whether in water or fire. I have produced baptism and called his attention to it over and over again where he knows there is no ordinance; but, as yet, it appears I have not penetrated his mind with the idea. There must be something more than immersion, or baptism, which is precisely the same, before you have the ordinance. There must be a proper subject, and the immersion must be performed in the name of the Lord, before the rite or ordinance is present. I did not ask the gentleman to affirm that *sprinkling* is the *ordinance*, but that it is baptism, or, if you please, the action.
The gentleman dispenses with the learned Dr. Lillie and Mr. Carson, with the snap of his finger. Dr. Lillie is no authority— not even worth the snap of the gentleman's finger—because he is hired by the Bible Union. Indeed; and were not the King James' translators hired? those men whom he talked so sympathetically over. Docs the fact that a man is hired to work, prove that his work is not worth the snap of a finger? If so, his brethren had better stop his salary and not hire him. He knows the influence hiring has upon a man experimentally, and therefore can speak freely!

Mr. Carson must be set aside, because he is a partisan, though he is a learned man! He was a partisan, and belonged to the strictest sect of partisans; and his learning and honest investigations cost him the loss of his salary. He was a Presbyterian, enjoying a comfortable salary in a large church in Scotland, when he undertook to investigate this subject. His investigations lead to his immersion. This testimony is not to be set aside, by Mr. M., who, if he came into the church according to his Discipline, in his infancy, had no more to do in deciding what church he would belong to than in determining the time when he would be born into this world. Nor has Mr. M. any foundation for the assertion, frequently repeated, that I have forsaken Carson. The position of Carson that I walked out upon, I maintain.
yet as firmly as ever, and shall, if God will, embody it in my recapitulation; but I do not allow any opponent to lead me, when I am in the affirmative, especially when I could not induce him to affirm. I pay attention to such things as I think need reply, and such as I know have no force, and will make no impression, I let pass.

If nothing will do my worthy friend only to be exposed, in his little and unsupported cavil about the tense, Rom. vi. 4, I will just inform him that the tense is precisely the same in the third and fourth verses in the original. The third verse reads, "Know ye not, that so many of us as were baptized into Jesus Christ, were baptized into his death." Here, you perceive, it is, "were baptized." The tense of the fourth verse, in the original, is precisely the same, and, in English, should read, "Therefore, we were buried with him by baptism." There is not a particle of ground for changing the tense from the past, as found expressed twice over in the third verse, and giving us the present tense, verse fourth. If the gentleman will appeal to his Greek Testament, and speak with, the same candor he did in his last speech, in admitting that Christian baptism is here meant, he will admit that it is the past tense, and consequently his argument, that they are still in the burial is precisely as strong as that they are still in their baptism.
Now if Mr. M. please, I ask him to take one deliberate look at this passage. The baptism, he now admits, here spoken of, is Christian baptism. This passage says they were "buried with him by baptism." The burial was the result of baptizing. The fact is stated that they were buried with him. How was this done? The answer is, "By baptism." This baptism, Mr. M. admits, is Christian baptism. This, then, is an end to the dispute on this point. When it is correctly translated, it is the past tense, as the verse before has it. It then, reads, "We were buried with him by baptism," not in death but into death. The burial was not in the death, nor by the death, but "in baptism," Col. ii. 12, and by baptism," Rom. vi. 4; and this is now admitted to be Christian baptism. It is, then, in Christian baptism, or by Christian baptism, we are buried with Christ, and it is from this we "are risen with him through the faith of the operation of God, who hath raised him from the dead," Col. ii. 12.

Mr. M. says, "I know that it is possible to sprinkle people in the river," and that "I have seen it done." He says, "I have seen them after being sprinkled in the river, go up straightway out of the water." Well, I am glad to find him converted on the meaning of "go up straightway out of the water." He evidently uses it here in the same sense as I have been using it.
Since he now understands "go up out of the water," the next thing to notice is what he saw done in the river. He saw persons "go down into the water," in the New Testament sense, and water sprinkled upon them, not in the river, or in the water, but on them out of the river, or not on the part that was in the river, but the part that was out of the river, and then saw them "go up out of the river," in the Scripture sense. But what caused these to go down into the river and up out of the river?—the obvious meaning of the words "down into" and "up out of." The argument is now surrendered virtually, and the question is settled.

MR. MERRILL'S NINTH REPLY.

GENTLEMEN MODERATORS, AND RESPECTED HEARERS:

In discussing a subject such as is now before us, it is exceedingly important that we have due regard to the interest involved, and to the kind of testimony that is to determine the issue. We are not contending merely for an empty ceremony, without spiritual significance or practical bearing. Nor are we contending for victory over men or parties. So far as I am concerned, my object is to promote truth, instruct the inquiring, and arrest the progress of mischievous error. If the position of my worthy opponent be correct, I have never
been baptized, have no right to the name of Christian, to the sacrament of the Lord's supper, nor to any privilege in the church of God. I want to know if the large mass of professing Christians in this country, are nothing but intruders in the church, hypocrites and deceivers, while they imagine themselves honest, and on their way to heaven. If there is no baptism but immersion, such is the case, and more! But I do not believe this. I do not believe I am deceived. I do not believe the large majority of the professed friends of Christ, are so wofully blinded. I do not believe the most learned, pious, and faithful men that ever lived, who have prayerfully considered every verse in the Bible, have been so fearfully blinded as to live and die without baptism. Nor do I believe that if the use of water in one particular form were necessary to the validity of baptism, the Lord would have left the subject in such a posture as to admit of mistake, by sincere and honest seekers after truth. But all this Mr. Franklin believes! His creed unchurches much the larger portion of Christendom. With him, I regret the existence of strife. I would that no man could he found so full of conceit and dogmatism, as to wish to impose his views upon his neighbors. I would that all men would learn to love the Lord and his people, and exercise that forbearance and charity that the gospel imposes as a duty. But whence arises the strife?
Who are the disturbers of Israel? Who wage war upon their neighbors, in regard to forms and modes? Do those who believe the mode not essential? Do they who proclaim to the world that baptism is sufficient, whether administered by pouring, sprinkling or immersion? No, sir; they ask not how the water has been applied, nor how much! They ask only, "Is thy heart right?"

Wherever they find a lover of Jesus, sincerely obeying the gospel, and trying to get to heaven, they recognize him as a Christian brother, ask him to the communion of the body and blood of Jesus, and bid him God-speed. They make no outward form—no mere mode, a test of discipleship. They never enter upon the despicable business of frightening the ignorant or inexperienced, by telling them that they must perish for ever unless they have the water applied in the right form! Then, when shall we have peace? Never, so long as men insist upon any one form of Baptism as the exclusive mode. Exclusiveness is the parent of bigotry; and bigotry will always beget strife and evil work!

What a picture the gentleman drew of the condition of the churches that practice sprinkling or pouring! One would think that, from time immemorial, they have presented a scene of confusion and strife, on the subject of baptism! that all the intelligent, conscientious members, have been in
rebellion against sprinkling, and that the preachers, who have no conscience in the matter, are laboring night and day to keep them quiet, binding and forcing upon them a right that is obnoxious and disgusting! But does the gentleman expect that any intelligent man will believe a word of all this! Does he think we will lay aside common sense, hoodwink our faculties, and stultify ourselves, just for his accommodation? If so, let him proceed with his caricature! His sympathetic appeal, on the ground that immersion is "safe," would be barely possible in a general harangue to the multitude, where many were averse to investigation or incapable of it; but in sober debate, where argument is wanted, where the question is as to what the Scriptures teach and the Apostles practiced, it is the very last species of special pleading. It dwindles into mere cant! It is a perfect realization of the old adage, "a drowning man will catch at straws."

The gentleman made a desperate effort to get the Jailor and prisoners out of the Philippian jail, before the baptism—but he failed, of course. That is what he is unable to do. His imagination is very elastic, and his powers of influence very strong, but all is of no avail. The history is against him. When the keeper of the prison took his sword and was about to kill himself, how came Paul by the information, if he did not see his motions? Will
it do to infer that he got it by revelation? Or is it not more rational to say that Paul, being himself in the dungeon, and the keeper in a room in the same building, less dark, could very naturally see what was going on, after the doors were open? And is it not true that the very language, he "thrust them into the inner prison," because of the strict charge received, implies, without any stretch of inference, that there was a more common prison, which was not the "inner prison?" No man can hesitate a moment here. Then, again, in regard to the phrase on which the affirmant relies—he "brought them out." Is there in this the least particle of evidence that he took them out of anything except the inner prison? Not the least in the world! Then while they were "out," to the full extent of their being "out" that night, it is said "they spake unto him the word of the Lord, and to all that were in his house." Did they all go out of the building—literally out of doors in the night, to hear the word of the Lord? The gentleman himself can hardly infer this! The whole scope of the narrative carries on its face the idea that the keeper was sleeping in a part of the building in which the prison was, and that when he brought Paul and Silas out of the "inner prison," they were yet in the building, where the preaching was done, the prisoners' stripes washed and the keeper and
his household baptized; after which they went into the apartment occupied by the keeper as a residence. All this is perfectly natural. It requires no forced inference. No one would ever have thought of any thing else, but for the accommodation of immersionism. Then there are real difficulties in the way of the presumption of my opponent. Had the keeper been seen out of the building with those prisoners, his life would have been forfeited. It was to avoid public execution that he was about to take his own life, when he thought the prisoners were gone. Would they, then, under those circumstances, have left the prison that night, to search for water to immerse in? There was a river near the city, but it is absolutely preposterous to suppose the Jailor, with his prisoners and household, visited it that night. Too "great a stretch of imagination" is required to believe this. And the next day the prisoners threw themselves upon their dignity and rights, actually refusing to leave the prison privately. I tell you, sirs, the fancy, the fiction, the inference, the stretch of imagination, and the absurdity, too, are all on the other side. My friend has taxed his ingenuity to force this passage out of his way; but there it stands!

But he asks, "Where has a jailor resided, with his family, in a prison?" If he had just added the word "building," his question would have represented what I
said; and I would answer—In almost every county in the State of Ohio, and wherever else there are prisons! The nearest instance I can think of just now, is up here on Sixth street, between Court and Washington. And with all the gentleman's hostility to inference, he infers that the keeper took the prisoners into his house, where they spoke the word of the Lord, and that they all went out of the house in order to baptism, and then that he brought them in again, after baptism! This is not only inference, but it is contrary to the plain narrative. But the gentleman is forced to desperate means to save a desperate cause! The truth is, this narrative, without any forcing or torturing, gives a plain example of baptism, in the night, in the prison building, under such circumstances as to actually preclude the idea of immersion. It binds the exclusive theory of my friend in chains of adamant, and consigns it to the stocks and dungeon of an inner prison! With all his noisy declamation, he cannot create an earthquake sufficient to jar a door or break a link! Possibly we may hear from him again on this point, but I think he is about through with it. The more comfort he seeks in this case, the dryer and colder it becomes!

The gentleman thinks that because the Apostles preached in Solomon's porch— the most public place about the temple— that therefore they could have uninterrup-
ted access to the pool of Bethesda, for a sufficient length of time, on the great feast day, too, (Pentecost,) to accomplish the immersion, in its polluted waters, of three thousand converts to the faith so inveterately hated by the whole priesthood! But he has a book lying before him that sets the matter right! Well, I suppose, then, the matter is settled!—but, by the way, might it not be well for the gentleman to favor us with the name of that wonderful book? And may it not be that some are so incredulous as to desire to hear a passage or two read from it? Does Mr. F. believe the people were baptized in the Moulten Sea? He does not. Does he believe the brook Kidron afforded the accommodation? He knows better! Does he think it was in either the Pool Gihon or Siloam? Not a word of it! Then what progress has he made in removing the difficulty, by calling over the names of these pools, and this brook? Not the least in the world, and he can not. He may affect to make light of it, but, with his great book lying before him, his lively imagination, and his powers of ridicule and sarcasm, he is still unable to remove the mountain.

The gentleman gave you a summary of my arguments, which he designed for a caricature—but I doubt if he can so much as satisfactorily to himself, answer his own statement of them; for after he did the summing up, finding them looking rather
formidable, oven in the dress he put upon them, he very suddenly turned away from them to attend to another point or two I Well, I have plenty of time to follow him in his own course. But you will not, of course, take his statements as my positions, after the numerous exposures I have made of his incorrect statements.

I have told you frequently that both *bapto* and *baptizo* occur often in the Scriptures, where the ordinance of Christian baptism is not; but what the affirmant desires to make out of this fact, is a profound mystery. When I appeal to the use of these terms, where the ordinance is not, he becomes horrified at the idea of going amongst the types for light in reference to a Christian institution! The use of the word where the ordinance is not, proves to a demonstration that it does not always mean immerse; and when I present these examples in proof of the generic character of the word, he then says he don't care how many meanings it has, when used with reference to other things, it can only have one meaning when used with reference to the ordinance. And now he says there must be "something more" than baptism before you have the ordinance! Will he tell us what else besides baptism is necessary to constitute the ordinance? And will he also tell us the *name* of the ordinance which consists of baptism and something else added to it? And will he tell
us where he gets his authority for adding "something more" to baptism, in order to make up the ordinance? The truth is, if the gentleman's doctrine be true, there is no ordinance! A man is baptized when he falls into a river, or when he goes in for the purpose of bathing, just as well and perfectly as he can be. The abstract idea of immersion is all there is in it! The pertinacity with which the gentleman begs the question, is truly astonishing. He not only asserts that baptism and immersion are precisely the same, but he goes on to argue and draw inferences from the assertion, as though it were an established fact! A word or two in regard to the authority of great names. The gentleman thinks I set aside the sayings of Clarke, Wesley, Calvin and Luther, with too little consideration. But do these learned, good, and wise men sustain the proposition Mr. F. affirms? Not by any means. They admit that immersion was practiced ancienly, but not exclusively. They believed, taught, and practiced baptism by different modes. They had no idea that the mode was necessarily uniform. But they knew as much about Greek, and ancient customs, too, as does Mr. Franklin. Were they honest? If so, their lives proclaim the sincerity of their faith in baptism without immersion. But if they were not honest, why does Mr. Franklin quote them? I will read you a passage from Mr. Wesley—not as authority,
but to vindicate him from misrepresentation—to show you that he does not sustain the position of Mr. F. I read his remarks on Matt. iii. 5-6: "Such prodigious numbers could hardly be baptized by immersing their whole bodies under water; nor can we think they were provided with change of raiment for it, which was scarcely practicable for such vast multitudes. And yet they could not be immersed naked with modesty, nor in their wearing apparel with safety. It seems, therefore, that they stood in ranks on the edge of the river, and that John, passing along before them, cast water on their heads or faces, by which means he might baptize many thousands in a day. And this way most naturally signified Christ's baptizing them with the Holy Ghost and with fire, which John spoke of, as prefigured by his baptizing with water, and which was eminently fulfilled, when the Holy Ghost sat upon the disciples in the appearance of tongues, or flames of fire." This was the honest opinion of Mr. Wesley. And he had no prejudice in his mind against immersion. Will Mr. Franklin take this testimony of Mr. Wesley? I judge not; nor can he overthrow it!

The power of habit is next thing to omnipotent. My friend has so long been accustomed to a misconception of the positions of his antagonist, that it seems impossible for him to avoid it. He says I "dispensed with Dr. Lillie and Mr. Carson, 1
with the snap of my finger! As for Dr. Lillie, I care no more for his authority than I do for the naked assertion of Mr. Franklin—but I did not dispense with Carson at all. I took Mr. Carson as the very best immersions authority that can be produced, and put his learning and authority over against the bare assertion of Mr. Franklin. The gentleman on the affirmative is the man who wants to "dispense" with his old friend and favorite critic, Mr. Carson! The personality to which the gentleman "descended," by way of playing on the word "hire," is perfectly harmless, coming from him in connection with the barefaced misrepresentation which I have just now pointed out. But he intends to "reaffirm" the position he "walked out upon," when he comes to the "recapitulation!" Would it not be well for him to prove it by good logic, Scripture, or some other competent authority, before he comes to the recapitulation? And he don't intend to be led by me while he is on the affirmative! Well, I did not desire to "lead" him, but in four speeches he advanced his "arguments," and then found himself so far behind that he whipped round upon the negative, and has been trying ever since to get up—but without effect! Now, finding the prospect of overtaking me growing dim, he comforts himself with the reflection that he can "reaffirm" his shattered "positions" when he comes to recapitulate! Well, well!!
The gentleman, it seems, is not yet willing to see his last hope wrested from him, without one more faint effort to resist the aggressor. He returns to the argument on "burying by baptism," as though he had caught an idea that would really help him. It is the tense of the verb *suncthapto*, which he thinks is expressive of past time. Well, there are several tenses in the Greek that relate to past time; and did the gentleman name the verb or the tense? No; he did no such thing as that; and I begin to suspect that, notwithstanding the large pretensions he made as to his knowledge of the language, when he was preaching here, and had no opponent, he does not know enough about the language to tell the tense of this verb, or to explain its force! He is on the affirmative, and very much opposed to being led; then, I will just ask him to demonstrate his competency to expound Greek, and criticize the translations, by telling us all about this verb. And lest he should think me delinquent, I will inform him that the *tense of the verb in the original, justifies the translation just as it is*; and if he wishes to change the translation, let him come forth and show his reasons. It expresses an action done in past time, and which, in this case, has not been undone; and, consequently, one that remains done. We were baptized into the death of Christ, at which time our life was hid with Christ in God—we *are*, therefore, buried with him.
Sin is personified under the name of the "old man." This "old man" is crucified, dead and buried. The burial lasts as long as the death. It is a plain question of fact: Are we "buried," in this figurative sense, as long as we remain "dead to sin," and as long as our life is hid with Christ in God?" If so, my position is correct, and that of Mr. F. is wrong; but if not, our burial into the death of Christ is but momentary; and by ceasing to be buried with him, we cease to be in him, or in his death; and, consequently, we lose all interest in him by being unbaptized! Who will believe this? None that think for themselves! And yet if the position that the baptism is the burial, and the burial the baptism, be true, there is no escape from these consequences. And if the burial is physical, the death is physical, and the result is drowning! Mr. F. talked as though he had forced me to admit that Paul was speaking of Christian baptism! But this was my ground from the beginning. I never dreamed of calling it any other baptism. And I have looked at the subject deliberately, again and again; and the more I look at it, the less appearance of immersion I see about it. Baptism is the appointed, standing symbol of the office and work of the Spirit. The Spirit inducts us into the Savior. "For by one Spirit we are all baptized into one body;" I. Cor. xii. 13. The work which the Spirit actually performs, is represented by Chris-
tian baptism; and, by one of the most common and easy figures in all the range of language, that which is the result of the invisible agency is attributed to the visible emblem which sets forth that agency to the outward senses. This is the truth in regard to this passage of Scripture, and the gentleman's learning can not overthrow it, nor can his quibbling escape it.

The gentleman closed by proclaiming that the argument was virtually surrendered, and the question settled! Not so fast, my dear sir! His play upon going down into the river, and coming up out of it, is not quite so potent. If the jingle of these words, together with *modern customs*, does induce some honest and very scrupulous persons to go down into the water to be baptized by sprinkling or pouring, this only proves the absurdity of his assertions that it is physically impossible to sprinkle people in the river. It proves nothing, in point of fact, as to the scriptural mode of baptism.

I have now followed the gentleman in his "winding way," and answered every thing worth answering, and some that was not. I have corrected numerous errors into which he has fallen, and left others for your good sense and discrimination to correct. Now, what has he accomplished? What does he rely upon? Evidently nothing but the meaning of the word *baptizo*, which, he insists, is precisely the same as
immerse? Has he proved this? By what authority? Bible usage? No! Classic usage? No! Lexicons? No! All these give other meanings to the word. But he says there is neither water, fire, Spirit, nor ordinance in the word! I know this as well as he does, and never thought of doubting it; but then it is applied or used with reference to all these, under such circumstances as to preclude immersion.

Has he so much as taken up the question on which this whole controversy hinges— as to whether the word is generic or univocal? He has not; but he told you he avoided these words because he was determined to be understood! How many examples has he given of apostolic practice? One—only one! And has he made out a clear and satisfactory case of immersion? Not by a great deal. Has he broken the argument from the action of the Spirit? Has he got the Israelites all immersed in the Red Sea, when they passed over "dry-shod"? Has he got Nebuchadnezzar immersed in the dew when he lay out in the grass? Has he satisfied you that the Jews did actually immerse themselves on returning from market? Has he proved that they did literally immerse their beds? Has he convinced any one that all the legal washings of the Jews, called "divers baptisms," were immersions? Then was he not too fast in proclaiming the question settled?
MR. FRANKLIN'S TENTH SPEECH.

GENTLEMEN MODERATORS, LADIES AND GENTLEMEN:

We have met this evening to close the discussion on this question, and I hope we shall have a pleasant interview. There was some little excitement in some parts of the assembly this afternoon, but this is nothing more than is to be expected on occasions like this. There are persons here who have been sprinkled or poured upon for baptism—some of them with, and others without, their own consent, or before they knew any thing. These have been depending upon their sprinkling or pouring for baptism, supposed it clearly taught in the Scriptures, and honestly thought, no doubt, that Mr. M., with his clear head, cool and deliberate manner and respectable learning, would bring some satisfactory commands or examples from the Scriptures for sprinkling or pouring. They have listened to him faithfully to the close of the second day—have heard him five hours on the subject, and have not heard from him the first evidence containing the remotest hint of sprinkling or pouring for baptism! This is truly discouraging for them! They then hear their own Discipline endorse immersion. They then hear him admit that Wesley, Clarke, Calvin and Luther admit the ancient manner of immersion. They then think of seeing Mr. M. immerse, calling it baptism, in the name of the Lord, thus endorsing our practice!
In the midst of those troubles, if they have any doubts about their sprinkling or pouring for baptism, he comforts them by calling them "ignorant and inexperienced." Is this the class that become dissatisfied with sprinkling and pouring?—that become frightened? Is their conscience to be thus silenced by the charge of ignorance, being inexperienced and frightened? No wonder that there should be restlessness among Mr. M.'s friends, when in a trouble of this sort and treated thus cavalierly by him who was expected to afford them some relief!

But this is not the worst. The worthy gentleman calls forth his superior powers of imagination, and combines them with his fine descriptive powers, and launches forth as follows: "If the position of my worthy opponent be correct, I have never been baptized." Indeed! Then certainly the position must be an erroneous one! We must occupy a position that is not subversive of his baptism, for it must be that he has been baptized! But is it not possible that he, without being a hypocrite at all, or dishonest, has, thus far, been under a mistake? It is certainly possible, as it was in the case of Carson, and with many other great and good men. They were not only mistaken, but wise enough to find their mistake and correct it. But while the gentleman was expatiating upon this point, with his imagination heated up, and
excited to the utmost extent, he says: "I want to know if the large mass of professing Christians, in this country, are nothing but intruders in the church, hypocrites and deceivers, while they imagine themselves honest and on their way to heaven." Was the gentleman so near out of his right mind, when he uttered this, as not to know that he was talking perfectly at random. Who ever said any thing about all these being "intruders in the church, hypocrites and deceivers?" They, are not "intruders, hypocrites and deceivers," but honest souls, in thousands of instances, desiring to do the will of God, and would have done it, if they had not been persuaded, contrary to their own convictions of conscience, and misled by an honest, but mistaken, preacher. With what dignity Pope Pious IX. could use the argument of my opponent against myself. He could exclaim, "If the position of the worthy gentleman be correct, I have never been baptized." He might also proceed, "I want to know if the large mass of professing Christians in this country are nothing but intruders in the church, hypocrites and deceivers!" But if the gentleman must have baptism in such a shape as to enclose a large number, he had better adopt the Universalian charity and embrace all, whether baptized at all, in the church or out of it, regenerated or unregenerated. He can then apply his argument in its full force.
The worthy gentleman complains of my exhortations and loud speaking, and says that he can not reply to an exhortation. There are very good reasons why he does not exhort nor speak loud. He speaks as loud as he can speak, and nothing but physical inability prevents him from speaking louder. He can not speak any louder. He can not exhort, because he is not happy. He is in too much misery to exhort. Men in trouble can not exhort. I am happy, and can not refrain from letting a word of exhortation fall now and then. He speaks of having myself, or my arguments, in prison; but I am truly happy in this prison, and, if I could sing like Paul and Silas, I would give an invitation. Who knows but the worthy gentleman, like the Jailor, might cry out, "What must I do to be saved?" If he could learn what to do to save him from defeat, he unquestionably would cry out, "What must I do to be saved?" "But there is no person in this wide world that can tell him what to do in his desperate case. What has he done for his cause? As before stated, he admits immersion to be valid baptism. His own creed and standard authorities, such as Clarke and Wesley, endorse immersion as valid baptism. He has endorsed it himself, by administering it, and calling it baptism, in the name of the Lord. That immersion is valid baptism, we are both agreed. So far, we are one. It is an
article in both his and my own faith and practice. If he is orthodox in this point of argument, I am. So far, I am in the affirmative; but no more than he is. So far, the argument, as far as our debate is concerned, is settled, and I am safe.

But the word only affixed to the word immersion, involves another question. That is the simple question. Is any thing but immersion baptism? or, to state the question fuller, "Do the Scriptures teach, and did the Apostles practice, any thing but immersion for baptism?" Mr. M. affirms, with me, that immersion is baptism; and, in opposition to me, that something else is baptism. The trouble, with him, has been to find where the Scriptures teach, or the Apostles practiced, that something else. He said, before the debate commenced, that "it is not sprinkling nor pouring," as such. This he has found true to the letter to this hour. Not one word from Scripture has he found of any sprinkling or pouring for baptism, nor one intimation of the Apostles ever practicing either. In his search, he has found ekkeo translated pour out and shed forth; and he has found where it is said, "it sat upon each of them," from which he infers not only pouring, but that the baptism of fire was on the head, nearly the same place where he baptizes on the head, but fails to find any mode of baptism! He determines, then, to have satisfaction in some way, and commences making objec-
tions to immersion, which is settled, and in the practice of which we both agree. He puts his imagination to the torture and imagines a host of difficulties in the way of immersion. He finds teeming millions of the Esquimaux, in the Arctic regions, among interminable ice, where water to immerse could not be had. But he soon reads, in the countenances of the people; that they feel that all that is nothing but a miserable subterfuge; for no human beings can live where it is so cold that water to immerse can not be had. The next thing we see of him, he is departing for the sandy desert, where he imagines numerous hosts of people living where they hardly ever saw water! But before this is fairly from his lips, reason thunders upon his conscience, declaring, what every man here knows, that no people ever did, or ever can, live where there is not water to immerse. He can not help knowing and feeling that every person here knows that, with a little preparation, water in abundance is obtained from very small springs or even from wells, to immerse. He feels conscious that all this is but pettifoging, and that this intelligent audience will so regard it.

What is to be done in this dilemma? He resorts to an effort to prove that certain persons were baptized in houses, but fails. I believe he has given up all the cases of this sort as hopeless, except the Philippian Jailor. He made a tremendous effort, in
his former speech, to save this case. He has found a most convincing argument. The jailor's residence, in the goodly city of Portsmouth, is a part of the prison building! But he forgot to tell us, not knowing how little some of us knew about such matters, about the door from the apartment in the prison where the jailor and family reside, into the other apartment, where the prisoners are. We should have been pleased, if he had afforded us a little light about the door through the partition between the two apartments in the prison—the one where the Jailor's family live, and the other where the prisoners are. He felt the need of plastering this case anew, made an effort, but all without effect. The Jailor called for a light, and sprang in and "brought them out." Out of what? Out of prison, certainly. They spoke the word to him and to "all that were in his house." So far, the Bible brings them out, of prison and into the Jailor's house, where his family were. He took them the same hour of the night and washed their stripes and was baptized. Where were they now? Out of his house, unquestionably; for he brought them into his house. What evidence has he that they were in the prison, when out of his house? Not one syllable, but his assertion. He asserts that they were in the house when baptized, and then assumes that there was not water there to immerse; from which he infers that they must
have been sprinkled or poured upon. He fails to show, 1st, That any body was
baptized in the house, so far as Bible information is concerned; 2nd, That they
could not have been immersed in the house; for I have immersed in houses
many times without difficulty. There is a pool in the House of Refuse near
Cincinnati, in which the inhabitants of a county might be immersed in a short
time. This he finds to be nothing but a miserable weak and futile objection,
proving nothing, and one, too, in which his friends have no confidence.

Finding himself failing, and the people losing all confidence in his
arguments, he rallies to the old, weak and oft-exploded objection, that the
twelve Apostles could not have immersed the three thousand in the time
remaining after preaching at nine o'clock on the day of Pentecost; but a second
thought, and a brief calculation, convince all around him that the Apostles
could have immersed the three thousand with the utmost ease in the given
time; and consequently the reference to this case only shows what a little
thing a man will cling to when in a sinking cause.

I am a little surprised at the persistence of Mr. M., in his attempt to found
an objection to my argument, on the expression, "Are buried with him by
baptism." He argues from the tense, and from nothing else, that Paul and the
church at Rome, were still in this burial, and therefore the burial could
not be in baptism. I told you if he would look in his Greek Testament, he
would find it in the past tense, the same as the verse preceding it. Dr. Geo.
Campbell renders it, with the verse preceding it, as follows: "Do you not know
that as many of us as have been baptized into Jesus Christ, have been baptized
into his death? We have been buried, then, together with him, by baptism into
death." I am not making any statement upon my own authority merely, but
upon good and reliable authority. Did he deny that it is in the past tense,
and
not the present, in the original, as in the verse preceding it? He did not; but,
to divert attention, began to tell of my making pretentions to a knowledge of
Greek, when he heard me preach, which, by the way, is without a shadow of
foundation, unless a reference to some Greek word be considered a
justification for what he said. I make no pretentions about how much I know,
or how little, only that what I say is true. The burial is in the past tense in the
original—"are buried with him," but were, or "have been, buried with him
by baptism," and consequently do not remain in the burial, but "are risen with
him." The question is not how much I know about Greek, but is the burial,
verse 4th, in the past tense, in the original, the same as verse 3rd? I say it is.
Mr. M. has not denied it. His argument is taken out of his hands. The Apostle
says, "We have been
buried, then, together with him, by baptism into death," or, as we shall have it when *baptisma* is translated, "We have been buried, then, together with him, by immersion into death." This, then, is water baptism, as Mr. M. admits; and they had been buried by this baptism, and had *risen*. See Col. ii. 12.

The worthy gentleman has had some visionary dreams about the Israelites being baptized in the cloud and in the sea. If I understood him, he had rain *sprinkling upon them!* But the history of the case does not say that rain was baptized upon them, nor that they were baptized in rain; but they went through *dry shod*. "They were all baptized into Moses in the cloud and in the sea." Other parts of the history show that the cloud was over them and the sea around them, so that by the cloud and the sea, they were overwhelmed.

We are now bringing our argument to a close, and it is proper that it should be placed in a tangible form. I affirm that immersion is the only baptism taught in the Scriptures and practiced by the Apostles. That immersion is baptism, we have both agreed, in both word and practice. Thus far the argument is settled and agreed to by us both. The remainder of the question is simply this: Was anything else but immersion practiced by divine authority? The gentleman has toiled two days to find where something else was practiced, but has
utterly failed. A more complete failure could not have been made. There is not a person in this dense assembly that can think of a single evidence that sprinkling or pouring was ever practiced by the Apostles. This, then, completes the case. Immersion is baptism, as we both agree; but he can find no account of any thing else ever being practiced by the Apostles for baptism. Immersion is, then, the only baptism.

If baptism simply means *ordinance*, and not the action that was performed, then, truly, are we left in the dark about what they did when they baptized; but this would not prove that any thing that the idle imagination of man might conceive was baptism. It would only prove that we know nothing about it, and can know nothing. It is utterly incredible that the Almighty would institute a positive divine ordinance, and not inform us how it was to be administered. But the truth is, that when the original word is translated, what is to be done is described as clearly as language can express any thing. No man can misunderstand the following: "Then cometh Jesus from Galilee to Jordan unto John, to be immersed of him. But John forbade him, saying, I have need to be immersed of thee, and comest thou to me? And Jesus, answering, said unto him, Suffer it to be so HOW; for thus it becometh us to fulfill all righteousness. Then he suffered him. And Jesus, when he was im-
mersed, went up straightway out of the water;” Matt. iii. 13-16. No man would misunderstand this. Let me read again: "And it came to pass in those days, that Jesus came from Nazareth of Galilee, and was immersed of John in Jordan;" Mark i. 9. Could any one mistake what was done in this instance. Let us read again: "And John was immersing in Enon, near Salim, because there was much water there; and they came and were immersed;" John iii. 23. This is easily understood. Let us read again: ". Repent and be immersed, every one of you, in the name of Jesus Christ”—"They who gladly received his word were immersed;" Acts ii. 38-41. But we read again, simply giving you English instead of Greek: "And now why tarriest thou? arise, and be immersed and wash away thy sins;" Acts xxii. 16. We read again: "And as they went on their way, they came unto a certain water; and the eunuch said, See, here is water; what doth hinder me to be immersed? And Philip said, If thou believest with all thy heart, thou mayest. And he answered and said, I believe that Jesus Christ is the Son of God. And he commanded the chariot to stand still; and they went down both into the water, both Philip and the eunuch, and he immersed him. And when they were come up out of the water, the Spirit of the Lord caught away Philip;" Acts viii. 36-39. Again: "Know ye not, that so
many of us as were immersed into Jesus Christ, were immersed into his death? Therefore we are buried with him by immersion into death, that like as Christ was raised up from the dead by the glory of the Father, even so we also should walk in newness of life;" Romans vi. 3-4. "One Lord, one faith, one immersion;" Eph. iv. 4. "Buried with him in immersion, wherein also ye are risen with him;" Col. ii. 12. These examples show that the original word can be translated without any circumlocution. But I have tried in vain to induce Mr. M. to translate *baptizo* into English somehow; but it is such a wonderful word, that no word in our poor, barren and feeble dialect will exhaust its meaning! I have insisted upon his giving us a translation even by a circumlocution; but he refuses! But now he comes out and says, "If baptism is not the ordinance, what is the ordinance." Well, I will try and tell him. We find, in the New Testament, baptism in fire, in the Holy Spirit, of sufferings, of hands, cups, pots, beds, tables and, in one place, we read of "diverse baptisms." All these were as actual baptisms as ever occurred, but none of them the divine ordinance or rite. It is a baptism if a Pagan immerses himself in water, who never heard of the name of Jesus, but no ordinance or divine rite. But preach the gospel to the Pagan till he believes it with all the heart, is changed in heart, repents and
confesses with the month, and immerse him into the name of the Father, and of the Son and of the Holy Spirit, and you have the divine rite or ordinance. Baptism is immersion, and no more, no matter what is immersed, what the immersion is in, nor what it is for; but the divine ordinance is more than this. Immersion is simply an item in the ordinance, and is nothing without the proper subject, and administered in the name of the Lord. An immersion is not the ordinance at all without a proper subject and administered in the name of the Lord.

The gentleman made an effort to prejudice the public mind against us, or made an appeal to the prejudice he supposed to be existing in the public mind, by speaking of exclusiveness. But nothing can be made here, in his favor. Those who persist in maintaining the doubtful practice—that which has been in dispute ever since it was in existence, while they believe immersion valid baptism, and practice it in some cases, thus showing that they can practice it, without violating their consciences, are to blame for keeping up the controversy. The responsibility rests upon those who keep up the doubtful practice, and not upon us who only practice that which pretty much all admit valid. It is their practice that involves thousands in doubt about their baptism, all their lives. Many of these, too, had sprinkling imposed upon them before
they knew any thing, are in doubt about it as soon as they read and think for themselves, and remain so to the day of their death. Many others struggle upon it for years, endure the taunts of being called "ignorant," "weak" and "frightened," because they can not be satisfied with what they can not believe, break over and are immersed. Thousands of these honest, pious and devoted souls have suffered immensely, and thousands more must suffer in the same way, be perplexed and kept vacillating, if the doubtful must be pressed upon the people generally, and imposed upon thousands of infants before they can know any thing about it. The only relief from all these troubles, and from debates on the subject, is to abandon the doubtful, the uncertain, that which has been in dispute ever since its existence, and practice that which was never in doubt.

MR. MERRILL'S TENTH REPLY.

GENTLEMEN MODERATORS, AND THE AUDIENCE:

This being the last opportunity I shall have, according to our rules, of presenting matters that will be considered new, I will call your attention to an item or two of this kind, before reviewing the gentleman's last speech. You will remember that, in reply to one of Mr. Franklin's arguments, I told you that when immersion became generally
prevalent in the church, while the Greek language was yet spoken, the Christian fathers used _kataduo_, and not _baptizo_, to express the action of baptizing by that mode. The gentleman passed over this point very slightly—insinuating' that I swallowed it down from Dr. Rice without credit. The truth is, it is a well-known fact, established by the writings of the fathers, open for the inspection of every student. But since the gentleman made so light a reference to Dr. Rice, I propose to read you a statement of the matter by that gentleman, in his debate with Mr. Campbell. I use his language, also, because he has comprised numerous authorities in the shortest possible space. I read from page 167: "It is worthy of special remark, that when immersion came to be generally practiced, the Greek Christians, when they wished definitely to express that mode, used another word, _kataduo_. On this subject professor Stuart says:'subsequent ages make the practice of the church still plainer, if indeed this can be done. The Greek words _kataduo_ and _katadusis_ were employed as expressive of _baptizing_ and _baptism_; and these words mean _going down into the water, or immersing_. So in the following examples: Chrysostom, Homil. xl., I. Cor. I., to be baptized and to submerge (_kataduesthai_), then to emerge (_ananeuein_), is a symbol of descent to the grave, and of ascent from it. 'Basil De Spiritu. c. 15:' By three immersions (_en trisi kataduo_-
sesi), and by the like number of invocations, the great mystery of baptism is completed. 'Damascenus Orthodox, Fides IV., 10: 'Baptism is a type of the death of Christ; for by three immersions (katadusion) baptism signifies,' etc. So the Apostolical Constitutions (probably written in the fourth century), Lib. III., ch. 17, 'Immersion (katadusis) denotes dying with him (Christ): emersion (anadusis) a resurrection with Christ.' Photius (apud Ecumenicum) on Rom, vi:; The three immersions and emersions (kataduseis kai anaduseis) of baptism signify death and resurrection. 'Quest. apud Athanasium, Qu. 94: 'To immerse (katadusai) a child three times in the bath (or pool) and to emerse him (anadusai), this shows the death,' etc. Chrysostom in cap. 3, Johannis: 'We, as in a sepulcher, immersing (kataduonton) our heads in the water, the old man is buried, and sinking down (katadus kato) the whole is concealed at once; then, as we emerge, the new man again rises,' pp. 73, 74. Gregory Thaumaturgus, speaking of Christ's baptism, represents him as saying to John, 'kataduson me tois Jordanou reithrois—Plunge me in the river of Jordan. Cyril, of Jerusalem, uses this language: 'Plunge them (kaduete) down thrice into the water, and raise them up again.' See Gale's Ref. on Wall, Vol. 3, pp. 202, 203." Here, I contend, we have overwhelming testimony of the fact that the Greeks did employ kataduo instead of bap-
tizo, to express the action which my friend calls the only baptism. If baptizo related to mode and nothing but mode, would this have been done? Never! But they used baptizo, not to express the mode, but just as we do now; they used it as a generic term, expressing all that is contained in the ordinance; and, therefore, according to Mr. Franklin's own logic, it contained "something more" than the abstract idea of immersing. But it is true that the Greeks had three specific words expressive of the three modes, and kataduo is the specific term that expressed immersion. Groves defines it thus: "Kataduo (from kata, downwards, and duuo, to enter,) to go down, descend into; to sink, immerge, plunge;" etc. If this word had been used to denote the action of baptism, by any inspired writer, the question would have been settled, or rather the controversy had never boon; but such was not the case. This word was only used after the ordinance was corrupted, when its simplicity was despised, and its plain spiritual signification lost in the "great mystery of baptism" by three immersions!

One of the most learned of the Christian fathers was Origen. But Origen actually used baptizo in the sense of pouring. In I. Kings xviii., 33, we have an account of the use of water by pouring, which Origen expresses by baptizo. "And he put wood in order, and cut the bullock in pieces, and laid him on the wood, and said, Fill four barrels
with water, and pour it on the 'burnt sacrifice and on the wood” etc. Now, in allusion to this transaction, Origen says: "How came you to think that Elias, when he should come, would baptize, who did not, in Ahab's time, baptize the wood upon the altar, which was to he washed before it was burnt, by the Lord's appearing in fire? But he ordered the priests to do that; not once only, but says, do it the second time; and they did it the second time: and, do it the third time; and they did it the third time. He, therefore, that did not himself baptize them, but assigned that work to others, how was he likely to baptize, when he, according to Malachi's prophecy, should come;” Wall's His. of Infant Baptism. Why was baptizo here used for pour, instead of the specific term ordinarily employed to express that mode? Because the mode was not all that was to be expressed. The washing was religious, and involved the idea of consecration; and baptizo was the very word to convey the idea of a consecration by water. The word generally used by the Greeks to express the mode, would have failed to carry the idea of the religious consecration; but the generic term baptizo expressed the whole character of the action. This example of the use of the word, by this learned Christian father, whose native tongue was the Greek, ought for ever to silence all cavilers, and to put to rest all doubts as to the generic character of this word. It is perfect de-
monstration. The burnt sacrifice and the wood upon the altar were \textit{baptized} when the water was \textit{poured} upon them! Now, what great name will the gentleman bring in opposition to the learned \textit{Origen}, whose vernacular was the original of the New Testament?

Here are two facts of groat significance: 1. When the early Christians began to baptize by immersion, they expressed the mode by \textit{kataduo}, and not by \textit{baptizo}. 2. When they spoke of a religious washing, or consecration by water, when the mode was not the thing to be expressed, they used \textit{baptizo}, as conveying the true idea of consecration, whether the water was used by pouring, sprinkling, or otherwise. Did these Greek fathers understand their own language? If so, our immersions friends have mistaken it altogether. There is no \textit{baptism} where there is no \textit{consecration}. I care not whether it is by water, fire, Spirit, or figuratively by sufferings; there must be a setting apart of the person or thing to a religious service, or there is no baptism. I care not whether we speak of Christian baptism, of John's baptism, of Jewish baptisms of persons, pots, cups, or \textit{beds}, or of any other baptism, by water, fire, or Spirit, there must be the consecration; nor is \textit{baptizo} used in all the range of Holy Scripture, with reference to any person or thing, or any element, literal or figurative, where the idea of a religious consecration is not. The mere idea
of mode is not the thing. The Greeks had other words to express all the modes; but, amongst Greek Jews and Christians, *baptizo* was employed with strict reference to *religious consecrations*. This is a fact at once incontestable, and wholly irreconcilable with the doctrine of exclusive immersionism. When used to express the rite of Christian baptism, it means all that is contained in the ordinance; and Mr. F. has admitted that abstract immersion may take place where there is no ordinance, and therefore where there is no baptism. Immerse does not, therefore, exhaust the meaning of *baptizo*. It is not a full equivalent for it, and therefore ought not to be used as a translation. It lacks the most important idea contained in the word.

I regret exceedingly to see my friend indulging in such a spirit as he exhibited in his last address. I know he feels badly to see the discussion of this proposition drawing to a close, while his argument is so far behind that there is no possible hope for him to sustain himself; but he should not grow peevish, and throw angry flouts at the audience on this account. He sees a number here to-night who were not here this afternoon, and he informs *them* that there was *excitement* here at our last session!— Now, in reply, I have only to say that the "excitement" was confined to the gentleman himself. True, a few retired quietly while he was speaking, but they were stran-
gers to him and me, and neither of us can tell whether they believe with him or me. They doubtless knew their own business, and were competent to decide whether it was worth while to listen to his repetitions again or not. Possibly they were his friends who felt such unbounded confidence in his capacity that they thought it unnecessary to watch him!

I am quite at a loss to understand the gentleman in some things. He says a great deal about a class of persons that he imagines quite largo, who are dissatisfied with their baptism. He pays them a very ambiguous compliment. With one breath he makes them out the most intelligent, sincere, honest and independent of all men; and with the next he in describing them as the greatest dupes that live! They are very intelligent, honest, sincere; and yet, contrary to their own conscientious convictions, in spite of their intelligence, candor and independence, for long years together, they are priest-ridden, humbugged and oppressed, by ignorant "sprinkling" preachers!— How is all this? What does it all mean? Is it manly, dignified and edifying discussion? And his references to myself are of the same character. With one breath he compliments my coolness and self-possession; and with the next he makes me out excited, confused, embarrassed and lost!— Well, we will try to appreciate the gentleman. Then he tells us he "exhorts" be-
cause he feels "happy!" I never "complained" of his exhortations. I am willing for him to exhort to fill up his time, I know he feels better in exhorting than in meeting the difficulties that press upon him. There is nothing strange in all this. I have heard men say that whenever they get in the "brush" in preaching, they invariably leave the sermon and go into exhortation. And I concede that my friend exhorts pretty well. As an exhorter he would stand fair. But I never knew one who was good at exhortation to be very good at reasoning; and we are here not to exhort, but to reason! The people are here not to listen at exhortations, but to hear arguments! And I am very certain that the people will conclude, that if the gentleman was as "happy" as he claimed to be, they never will wish to see him when he is very unhappy I And if he feels like "singing" his time out, it will answer about as well as any thing he has yet done.

Did you see or hear me "abandon" the cases of Saul and Cornelius? Not a bit of it! They were in the house when they were commanded to be baptized, and no man on earth can show that they left the house before baptism. Mr. F. has made no effort to prove that they did. He knows not where to begin the attempt! These examples of baptism in the house are not abandoned, but stand against the gentleman in all the force of demonstration. And
the Jailor is still in his way. He hangs with a death-grasp to the expression, "he brought them out;" but, he refuses to look at the fact that this was out of the "inner prison," where they had been confined. He has nothing under the light of the sun to depend upon in this case but his imagination. But he has baptized in houses! Yes, modern customs have provided for this. Baptisteries are provided in immersions meetinghouses, but no such thing was provided for the convenience of Paul and Silas in that prison. Nor will we allow the gentleman to dodge the laboring oar! He talks about me not proving that they were baptized in the house! Does he not know that they were all in the house when the command was given? Does he not know that every thing else they did or were commanded to do, transpired in the house?— Then let him get them out for baptism, if he can! No man, not even Mr. Franklin himself, believes that any one of these was immersed in the house. But he talks about "miserable," "weak," and "futile" "objections" and "subterfuges"—and then tells us that there is a pool in the House of Refuge in Cincinnati; and therefore, there might have been immersions in the jail, although he is quite certain the Jailor and family were baptized out of doors! I ask again, if the Jailor's sleeping apartment was entirely separate from the prison building, as Mr. F. assumes, how did Paul hap-
pen to see the keeper's motions when he got the sword? But I need not consume time. The feeble effort of the gentleman proves that he feels sensibly the force of this example, and can never meet it. His remarks about my friends losing "confidence" in my positions, are a little too shallow to need reply. He descends lower for capital than I supposed it possible for an able controversialist to do.

He makes a last rally to save his argument from the "burial." His friend, Dr. Geo. Campbell, will not help him in the least. The fact is, the argument is gone past all hope of recovery. I laid down four distinct propositions, either of which is fatal to his argument, and he has only mastered courage to attack one of them; and in that he has most signally failed. First, the burial—is it literal or figurative? If literal, so is the death, and the person is drowned! But if the burial is figurative, it is not immersion. The baptism and the burial are distinct. Secondly, the comparison—is it between baptism and the burial of Jesus Christ? Not at all! Baptism is not compared to any thing, is not figurative, is not metaphor, and is not a representation of the sufferings or work of Christ at all. The comparison is between the crucifixion, death, burial and resurrection of Christ, and the mystic crucifixion, death, and burial of the "old man," and the new life of the Christian. Thirdly, this inter-
pretation confounds the sacraments, making baptism and the Lord's supper occupy the same place, represent the same act, and signify the same thing. All this has been shown to be incorrect, in that it overlooks the foundation of the ordinances, in the legal and moral aspects of the Christian system. And fourthly, the burial is not a momentary action, as is immersion, but a continuous effect. It is as lasting as the crucifixion and the death—as lasting as our interest in Jesus Christ. We can not cease to be buried into the death of Christ, without ceasing to be dead to sin. Has the gentleman met this point? No, sir; he has not attempted to meet it! He has only quibbled a little about the tense and the translation. And even in this he did not mention the tense. He simply said it was the past tense. This I knew and never questioned; but I claimed that the translators were correct in rendering the passage just as they did. There are several tenses that relate to past time. In this case, the verb is in the passive voice and denotes an effect; that effect began in past time, and continues up to the present; the verb *sunctaphemen* relates to the past, but is not confined to the past. The Aorist tense does not require us to suppose the effect expressed by the verb to be completed and past. It is just as if we say of one dead and buried, *he in buried*; the allusion is to the action of burial in past time, but still the effect re-
mains to the present. Thus the translators understood it. They varied the rendering to suit the idea, and there is nothing in the tense, nor in the connection, nor in the scope and meaning of the passage, to contradict their judgment. Nor does Dr. Geo. Campbell's rendering, which Mr. F. adopts, sustain his most unwarrantable position. To say we have been buried into death, is just precisely equivalent to saying that we are yet buried, unless there is positive evidence that we have also been unburied; but here there is no such evidence nor intimation. The comparison is not formed to suit the views of the gentleman. The rising with Christ is not the rising out of a burial. It is not the rising out of the water of baptism. Nothing of the kind is mentioned or hinted at. "That like as Christ was raised up from the dead by the glory of the Father, even so we also should walk in newness of life." This is very different from rising out of the water. The idea of our being unburied or ceasing to be buried with Christ, is not in the passage. If we were, by baptism, buried into Christ's death, just so long as we retain our union with Christ, we must remain buried with him. There is no denying nor getting around this. But if the burial is figurative—if it is an effect distinct from baptism—if it is a continuous effect, lasting as long as our life is hid with Christ in God, then there is nothing in this burial that favors the idea of immersion. This
stronghold of the exclusive system yields it no support whatever! And if immersion is not taught here, it is not taught in the Bible. If my friend fails here, he fails everywhere and for ever!

The gentleman says, "If baptism simply means ordinance," etc.; now what does he mean by this? Does he not mean to mislead some who have not been here all the time, into the notion that I have said "baptism simply means ordinance?" Why does the gentlemen indulge in such unworthy insinuations? If he wishes any one to suppose I have said any thing of that sort, why has he not the manliness to say so?

He knows very well I never said, hinted nor insinuated that baptism means ordinance—much less that it "simply means ordinance!" I put it to him as a man of honor: Is he justifiable in trying to insinuate what he dare not assert boldly?

He gave you a list of quotations with the word immerse substituted for baptize—what did all that amount to? Did it prove that immerse is a full equivalent for baptize? It did not! And he tried to tell what else beside baptism is necessary to make up the ordinance of baptism! But did he show that *baptismos* is not the name of the ordinance? Did he show that Christian baptism can take place without the full administration of the ordinance? He did not and can not. His absurd notion, that wherever there is an immersion, there
is a baptism, drives him to these puerilities. And be repeated the old threadbare assertion respecting the cloud covering the Israelites in the sea, so as to form an immersion; but did he offer any argument or proof on that subject? Not a bit! The Psalm before quoted tells what the cloud did. The only people immersed on that occasion were the Egyptians; but they were not baptized—not consecrated—unto Moses nor anybody else! There was no baptism in their case, although there was an immersion. He has once or twice quoted the words, "divers baptisms;" but he has not yet ventured to favor us with his views of the "divers baptisms," nor has he attempted to moot the fact that they were expressly enjoined to be done by sprinkling. He again tried to make light of the difficulties attending the immersing of the multitude on the day of Pentecost. But has he shown where the water was obtained? He has not, and he can not! Has he proven that there was time enough to immerse them? Not yet! He talked about disposing of two in a minute; but does he expect any one to believe this on his bare assertion? The thing is preposterous! And he again glanced at the objection, to his exclusive system on the ground of impracticability; but did he look at it fairly as I presented it? Not he! Did he deny that millions of human beings exist in the frozen regions of the North, where water for immersion
could only be obtained by melting snow and ice? Has he demonstrated the universal practicability of immersion? Has he attempted to do it? Not he! He contents himself with giving a distorted view of the objection, and making light of it! He pretends to have seen a mark on a map showing a river in the desert of Judea, winding through the mountains for a hundred miles, but can not give its name nor its size. He seems to think that after running a hundred miles, it must have water enough to immerse in! But does he not know that even according to his own showing, if Philip baptized in it at all, it was right at its head waters in the mountains? And have I not proved, by the most reliable witnesses, that there was no stream there, unless it was a mere mountain torrent? And has he not failed to show that eis would take the nobleman any deeper into the water than it would Philip? Has he not persistently refused to affirm that eis necessarily expresses an entrance at all? And have I not proved that it does not? He fails in the metaphor of the birth; he fails in the burial; he fails in the baptisms of John in Jordan; he fails in the case of the eunuch; he fails in the meaning of the word tested by classic use, by Bible use, by lexicons and critics; he fails in history and in every thing! Yet he claims a great victory! Well, he is easily satisfied!

The only thing that remains is, that we
all admit that immersion will do! But for this admission, where would he have been? This one string he has, and he pulls it faithfully. Immersion is "safe," because we all admit that it will do! This "safe" argument is not addressed to the understanding of the people, but to the fears of the less intelligent. It is just such an argument as the trembling cause demands! What light does it cast on the Bible teaching? What force has it in the minds of thinking people? Just none at all! We shall now hear the gentleman's "recapitulation" and his "reaffirmations," and I trust you will hear him patiently.

____________________

MR. FRANKLIN'S CLOSING SPEECH.

GENTLEMEN MODERATORS, LADIES AND GENTLEMEN:

I rise to close my part of the argument on this question. I shall spend my half-hour in recapitulating and summing up the argument, without any reference to the speech just heard, save what comes up incidentally. The narrow limits of a half-hour will allow but a very brief statement. The matter before us is simply what the Apostles did when they baptized. What did the Lord command men to do when he said, "Be baptized?" What did he command men to do when he said "Baptize?" These questions must be settled before any man can know that he has been baptized, or
how to baptize anybody else. I maintain that the Lord has not only commanded men to be baptized, but revealed precisely what is to be done. My opponent admits the commandment, but denies that what is to be done is revealed. To this hour, he has not pointed to any act, and said, that is what the Lord commanded, much less to any three acts. His work has not been to enlighten, to show that any one act, or any three acts, are commanded, but to mystify. My argument is as follows:

I. That the Lord and the Apostles, when they expressed what was to be done literally, used but one word, and one word can have but one meaning, when applied to one thing. The word *baptizo*, in some of its forms, is applied to the rite more than eighty times in the New Testament. The rule in translating is, that a word must be used in the primary sense, unless there is something in the context forbidding it. There is nothing in the context, in a single instance, making the least reason for adopting any meaning but the primary. It is, then, beyond all dispute, to be taken in its primary meaning. The primary meaning, in every lexicon either of us ever saw, is *immersion*. The Lord, then, unquestionably commanded people to be *immersed*, and nothing else.

Mr. M. has tried to set this aside in two or three ways. He asserted that baptize is the proper name of the ordinance, but for
this, up to this hour, he has offered no authority but his own unsupported assertion, and never can. He then resorted to Jewish ceremonies to find sprinkling, and tried to have you infer from this how the Apostles baptized! But this was so obviously ridiculous, that it deserves no consideration. Baptism was not taken from Judaism or Paganism, and we can not learn from either what it is. We must consult Jesus and the Apostles, to learn how an ordinance of the New Testament is to be administered.

II. In departing from the appointment of God, in that which the ministry have to perform with their own hands, they never depart from the convenient, pleasant and easy, to the inconvenient, unpleasant and laborious. To this the gentleman has not produced a single exception. It is perfectly natural, when pride, love of ease and carnality had possessed the hearts of the ministry, that they should have departed from the unpleasant, inconvenient and laborious practice of immersion, and adopted the light, easy and convenient practice of sprinkling. This, the unanimous voice of history assures us, is the true state of the case. The gentleman knows that when the dark ages had reached the most revolting period, immersion was put down, and sprinkling gained its greatest prevalence; and as soon as the light of reformation dawned, immersion commenced reviving, and has been
on the increase ever since. In the most enlightened parts of the reformation of
the last three centuries, immersion is gaining with the greatest rapidity. In
these United States, where investigation is freer than any place in the world,
immersion is spreading more rapidly.

III. The Methodist Discipline, Dr. Adam Clarke, John Wesley and my
worthy opponent, agree with me that immersion is baptism. So far, the
matter is settled. This is precisely the extent that I am in the affirmative, and
this far, it is conceded that I am right. The only question remaining, is simply
whether any thing else is baptism. My worthy friend thinks something else is
baptism, though he could not be induced to affirm it. You have seen that he
was wise in this, for up to this hour he has utterly failed to find a trace of any
thing else for baptism. An argument could not stand more triumphant than
mine does here. He immerses himself, and calls it baptism, in the name of the
Lord. He believes it to be such.

IV. Those who were proper subjects, and have been immersed, are
satisfied, living and dying, for time and eternity. They search the Discipline,
to know whether they have been baptized. It endorses their baptism. They go
to Wesley, and he endorses it. Clarke, Luther, Calvin and my worthy
opponent endorse it. Their own consciences endorse it. All of any note en-
dorse it. Better than all—nobody of any note doubts that the Bible endorses it. With this endorsement, those immersed are, if not quite, almost unanimously satisfied. But what a sad picture we have on the other side! Thousands upon thousands, as honest as live, as desirous to serve God, and devoted, have never been, and can never be, satisfied with their sprinkling! They are unhappy and must remain so, or be immersed. Their preachers, whom they love, and in whom they have confidence, pray with, talk with them, and try to satisfy them, but can not. Shall they continue to involve others in the same state of doubt and uncertainty, and in thousands of instances, in their infancy, before they have ever had a thought or impulse on the subject, or cease this doubtful practice?

V. The Greek Church, from its commencement, has practiced nothing but immersion, through all the changes and vicissitudes of the many long centuries of its history. It received the ordinance in the Greek language, knew the meaning of *baptize* when they received it, have used the same word to express the action from that time to the present, and have kept the same action. No matter how much the language has changed, as spoken by Greeks, that word has not changed, nor have they changed the action expressed by it.

VI. Sprinkling or pouring for baptism, or the original words for sprinkle or pour,
are not mentioned in any thing written in the first two centuries of the church, neither in the Bible nor any book. This argument remains invulnerable. Neither the worthy gentleman nor any man has, or can, invalidate this; and this being the case, is an end to all controversy on this point. That which is not mentioned in the Bible at all, nor any book written in the first two centuries of the Christian era, is without divine authority beyond all contradiction.

VII. Immersion was invariably practiced by all Christians for the first thirteen hundred years of the church. A more generally received and better attested fact than this, is not found in all history. There can be no exception to this except clinics, and they were never allowed to hold office; not, as Mr. M. has said, because their repentance was doubtful, for far the greater portion of them were infants, whom they all knew had no repentance at all; nor were there any of these till the beginning of the fourth century. Mr. M. has admitted, when on another point, and not thinking of this, the truth of this statement so far as the first half of the thousand years of the dark ages is concerned, and upon the same ground may admit all. This argument, then, stands invulnerable and unanswered.

VIII. The meaning of a word inserted for the word itself will always make sense. If
baptize means the proper name of an ordinance, it will make sense to insert that in the place of it. If it means sprinkle or pour, it will make sense to insert sprinkle or pour in the place of baptize. It makes sense to say, "Were immersed of him in Jordan," but it will not do to say, "Sprinkled of him in Jordan." See Matt. iii. 5-6. It will not do to say, "He shall sprinkle you with the Holy Spirit and with fire;" but it will make sense to say, "Immerse in the Holy Spirit and in fire." See Matt. iii. 11. My friend revolted at the idea of saying, "Are you able to be sprinkled with the sprinkling that I am to be sprinkled with," and admitted that an overwhelming was meant here. See Matt. xx. 22. "They went down into the water and he sprinkled him;" Acts viii. 38. "They were all sprinkled unto Moses in the cloud and in the sea;" I. Cor. x. 1-2. "Buried with him in sprinkling, wherein also you are risen with him." See Col. ii. 12. "We are buried with him by sprinkling." See Rom. vi. 4. These and many other examples, show that sprinkle can not be substituted for baptize; but immerse can be substituted in every place. This argument stands unanswered, and unanswerable. That which we all agree is baptism, can be substituted for the word, and will make sense in every place, and is unquestionably the meaning of the word. That meaning is immerse, and nothing else.
IX. All the lexicons either of us ever saw, give immerse, or some word of the same import, as the first meaning of the word in dispute. This is authority and nothing but authority. They do not give the name of the ordinance as a meaning of the word at all; nor does any authority in the world. The most of the lexicons, and I think all we have seen, do not give sprinkle or pour as a meaning at all. This shows that sprinkle and pour have no authority at all. That the Lord invariably used the word *baptizo* to express the thing to be done, is not denied. That in using the one word more than eighty times to express literally what was to be done, in reference to the same thing, he must not only always have used it in the same sense, but in its primary sense, is evident to all. This has not been denied. Its primary sense is *immerse*. This has never been answered, and never can be.

X. The Greeks had three distinct words for three distinct acts, as we have in English, and they never used one of these words for the other. In the Septuagint, Lev. xiv. 14-15, we find the three words expressing the three acts. Here in one sentence we find *bapto* translated *dip*, *cheo* translated *pour*, and *raino* translated *sprinkle*. Any man can see that one of these words can not be changed for the other. In the New testament, we find the three words, *baptizō*] *cheo* and *raino*, and every
one can see that they can not be used interchangeably. You find the word *sprinkle* some seven times in the New Testament, but you destroy the sense, in any of the places, if you insert either pour or immerse. Where you find *cheo*, you can not use sprinkle or immerse. Where you find *baptizo*, you can not use sprinkle or pour. This shows that *baptizo* means immerse, and not sprinkle or pour. Sprinkle or pour, or their Greek representatives, are never used to express the action, or what was to be done in baptizing.

XI. Every time the King James' translators have translated *bapto*, or *baptizo*, except wash, as a result, and not the meaning of the word, they have given us something equivalent to immerse, and never *sprinkle* or *pour*. In the Septuagint, in the account of Naaman dipping himself seven times in Jordan, we have *baptizo* translated, in the common version, *dipped*. In the New Testament, *bapto* only occurs four or five times, and is translated *dip*. I have here, then, evidence that the King James' translators knew the meaning of *bapto* and *baptizo*, in the fact that they have translated both, in the common version, into a word equivalent to immerse. They have thus translated it in every instance where they have translated it at all. Their testimony, then, is in favor of immersion. To this hour, this argument remains unanswered.
XII. "They went down into the water," "came up out of the water," and were "baptized in the river," when they were baptized anciently. The Lord was "baptized in Jordan," and "went up straightway out of the water." They not only "went into the water," but "went down into the water," and not only "came out of the water," but "came up out of the water," and "were baptized," not at the water, nor by it, but "in the water." In all the passages in proof, that *eis* is correctly translated *into*, and *ek* correctly translated *out of*, has not been denied. The fact, then, that when about to baptize, "they went down into the water." and when they baptized, they "baptized in water," and when they had baptized, "they came up out of the water," shows, beyond cavil, how they baptized. They *immersed in water*.

XIII. They baptized in a certain place because there was much water there. "And John was baptizing in Enon, near Salim, because there was much water there;" John iii. 23. The reason given for baptizing in this place, is "*because there was much water there.*" John certainly did not *sprinkle* in Enon because there was *much water there*, for he did not need "much water," nor "many waters," to sprinkle; but he did need much water to immerse, and immersed there because there was much water there. The argument for immersion, from this expression, remains en-
tirely unanswered. The worthy gentleman simply ventured the question, "May not the original for 'much water' be translated 'many waters?'" Probably it may, in some instances; but that would be as favorable to immersion as the present version. But there is no doubt but the present version is correct.

XIV. Col. ii. 12, we read of being "buried with him in baptism," and Rom. vi. 4, being "buried with him by baptism." The worthy gentleman has put his wits to the torture, to invent some way to escape the force of this argument, but no way of escape has been afforded him. So long as it is admitted true, that they "buried with him in baptism," and "buried with him by baptism," no sound reason will attempt to evade immersion. His attempt to set this aside, by contending that it was in the present tense, is all set at naught by the fact that, in the original, it is in the past tense. Not Only so, but the burial is "by baptism," and "in baptism," and no cavil can evade it.

XV. The figurative expression, "born of water," John iii. 5, implies coming forth from the water, which can not be only in immersion. This argument has been met in no way only by mere sophistry and a pitiful affectation of modesty. But the language is from the lips of Jesus, and no affected modesty will bring his words into disrepute. The argument from his holy words stands unanswered, and will till the
day when he shall be ashamed of them who are ashamed of Him and his words.

XVI. The argument drawn from the expression, "planted together in the likeness of his death," Rom. vi. 5, remains invulnerable. They are in the likeness of his death when buried with him by baptism into death, and, at the same time, planted together with him. This remains unanswered and unanswerable. There is no "planting together with him," in sprinkling.

XVII. Heb. x. 22, we read of the body being washed in water. I take it, that the language is true, that speaks of the body being "washed with pure water" and being "baptized in water" and this language being true, they were immersed, beyond doubt. This has received nothing bearing any semblance to a reply.

XVIII. The baptism of sufferings, the gentleman has admitted to be an overwhelming. This could not bo, if the word baptize did not mean overwhelm. Thus I close my list of direct argument. If an argument can be conclusive, mine is, that immersion, and nothing else, is baptism.

The worthy gentleman inquires, "Did he show that baptismos is not the proper name of the ordinance?" If I did not, I very soon can, or else the proper name is never applied to the ordinance in the New Testament. Baptismos only occurs four times in the New Testament, and is never applied to the ordinance. It is found in
Mark vii. 4-8, Heb. vi. 2, and ix. 10. This ought to be an end to this sophistry. *Baptizo* is the verb transferred, in the common version, *baptize* and *baptized*. *Baptisma* is the noun, transferred *baptism* in every place, or in twenty-two places in the New Testament. *Baptizo* expresses the action, the precise action, and nothing else, and *baptisma* expresses the name of the action. There is no ordinance, nor name of an ordinance, in either *baptizo* or *baptisma*; for the latter occurs five times where there is no ordinance and the former eighteen times. This is an end of one sophistry, taken probably upon trust from Dr. N. L. Rice, or rather from N. L. Rice before he was Doctor.

Failing to sustain himself, and becoming perplexed above measure, he resorts to Dr. Rice again, and deals out some of his quotations, without knowing whether they are correct or not, to show that when they first commenced immersing for baptism, the Greeks applied *kataduo*, and not *baptizo*, to the ordinance; but, unfortunately for him, there is nothing about the beginning of immersion for baptism, and not the least evidence that *baptizo* was not used, but simply evidence that *kataduo* was used in some instances. This evidence amounts to nothing. *Baptizo* may have been used fifty times, in reference to the ordinance, for one occurrence of *kataduo*.

I deny that Origen "used *baptizo* in the
sense of pouring.” The Bible gives the fact that four barrels of water was poured upon the wood. But Origen does not call the pouring baptizing, but simply states the fact that the wood was baptized. This was true; the wood was immersed. The pouring was not the baptizing, nor was the baptizing pouring; but the pouring was so great that the result was that the wood was immersed. The object of the pouring was to wet the wood so as to show that it could not burn without a miracle. There was pouring for this purpose to the amount of four barrels of water. This resulted in something besides pouring—immersing the wood. Origen did not call the pouring baptizing. Mr. M. had better let go the skirts of Mr. Rice, or they will both sink together. He does better when he trusts to his own resources, and keeps in a good humor.

After harping upon the figment, of baptism being the mime of the ordinance, for two days, and it is fully exploded, Mr. M. tries one more expedient. *Baptizo* means to consecrate! What sublime scenes he brings before our minds! To believe him, they consecrated the wood by pouring four barrels of water upon it! The Assyrian king was consecrated with the dews of heaven! The Jews *consecrated beds!* The Lord was consecrated in Jordan! and again consecrated in sufferings! What a miserable resort, this!—put off, too, till I
might not have an opportunity to refute it! But *baptizo* has no consecrate in it. It has no cleanse in it, or there could be no baptism of sufferings. It has no water in it, or there could be no baptism of *fire*. It has no fire in it, or there could be no baptism, of *water*. It has no *sprinkle* in it, for the baptism of sufferings he has admitted to be an overwhelming. There was baptizing, but no *sprinkling* or *pouring*. *Baptizo* has one idea in it, and that is always present, unless used, as it never is in the New Testament, in such a latitudinous sense, as in some of the cases mentioned by Carson, and over which the worthy gentleman has spent so much breath, where the original meaning of the word is entirely lost, and where it is used in an appropriated sense, in reference to dyeing, without any reference to the original meaning of the word. There is an appropriate sense in which words lose all their original meaning. The instrument in which the printer sets his type, when composing, being first made of wood, was called "stick," and is called the same still, though made of iron or steel. The candle-*stick* retains in its name still the "stick," though made of iron, brass, glass or silver; but no man whose object is to enlighten anybody, would go to this latter *material* to learn what the original name *means*. But the use of the word *baptize* shows that it is not used in any such appropriated sense, but in its original, prima-
ry and literal meaning, and being always applied to the same thing when applied to the ordinance, it must always have the same meaning. Nothing but immerse comports with its history in the New Testament. They went to certain places to baptize "because there was much water there" "They went down into the water." They "buried in baptism," "baptized in the river," "went up straightway out of the water," or "came up out of the water." This is an end to all cavil. Here is something satisfactory and reliable. All this harmonizes with immersion and nothing else. They immersed in Jordan—in Enon—were "buried with him in immersion"—"were buried with him by immersion," in which their "bodies were washed;" they were "planted together in the likeness of his death"—"risen with him," and they have a consciousness of having done what the Lord commanded, and are at rest, and will remain so, so far as baptism, is concerned. They do not have to twist fifty ways to prove that baptism was administered in a house, or out of it. Nobody of any note denies their baptism, or ever will. Shall we all practice this, and have done with involving honest souls in the doubtful, uncertain and unsatisfactory practice that has involved so many sincere souls in the most serious trouble?

If you are still in doubt, inquire what you are in doubt about! Not immersion, certainly; for my friend's Discipline en-
dorses it. Not immersion, assuredly; for Wesley, Clarke, Luther and Calvin endorse it. Not in doubt about immersion, surely; for my friend endorses it, lifting his hand to heaven, and calling it baptism, in the name of the Lord, and administering it, which he could not do without ruining his own soul, if he did not believe it to be baptism. Most unquestionably you are not in doubt about immersion; for the whole Methodist Church endorse it, and admit it to be baptism, while only a part of them believe sprinkling to be baptism at all. You are not in doubt about immersion; for those immersed are satisfied, while living, and when dying, but many that are sprinkled are not satisfied, either while living or dying. No; there is not an immersed person here, in any doubt about immersion, nor will you be while living, nor when dying.

But I wonder not if you are in doubt about sprinkling or pouring. You have reason to doubt; not, as Mr. M. has said, because you are "ignorant and inexperienced," but because he started out with the statement, that the "mode is not definitely revealed"—stating that "baptism is not sprinkling, pouring nor immersion, as such," and making this statement good, so far as sprinkling and pouring are concerned, by failing to find a single reference to either in the Bible, or any thing written in the first two centuries—by his reference to
the word *sprinkle*, in the Old Testament, where he knew there was nothing about baptism. I wonder not that you doubt sprinkling for baptism, when you hear Mr. M. quote the words, "pour out my Spirit," to prove that baptism is pouring, and then infer that to baptize the ends of the fingers, and lay them on the forehead, is baptism! No wonder that you doubt this being baptism, especially when you think of the effort of Mr. M. to justify it! You can not help feeling unsettled, when you know that he admits and practices immersion; but then denies that there is any Scripture for it; then contends that there was not water in Jerusalem to immerse; then imagines all the pools in Jerusalem were under locks, and the keys in the pockets of the priests; then, the "certain water," where Philip baptized the eunuch, was a wet weather stream, and had no water in it; then John the Baptist could not have immersed the great numbers said to have been baptized by him, and the three thousand could not have been immersed by the twelve Apostles on the day of Pentecost. No wonder that you feel unsettled, when you listen to all this vacillating and objecting, and winding and twisting. You can not see manly reason perverted, and thus put to the rack, to bring something out of nothing. You can not see an effort to make out a case of sprinkling, inferred from a baptism in a
house, and no proof there was ever one in a house! No wonder that the
members of his church, are not satisfied with his "expounding baptism." No
wonder that there is nothing settled on the subject, and that every man does
what seems good in his own eyes, in his church! How can there be any
stability? The preacher tells them that "baptism is not sprinkling, pouring nor
immersing, as such"—that "the mode is not definitely revealed "—that
"baptism is pouring, for the Spirit was poured out"—that it is sprinkling, for
the word sprinkle is found connected with the Jewish ceremonies, etc., etc.
The true state of the case is, that the gentleman has no doctrine on this
subject, and no position, only to oppose me, to involve the whole matter in
doubt and uncertainty. But this can not be done. If there is any thing certain
in all our knowledge, it is certain that immersion is baptism. He who is
immersed is certainly baptized. If an earthly inheritance, amounting to five
thousand dollars, were depending upon a man being certainly baptized, not
a man in this house would risk sprinkling or pouring. You would say, They all
agree that immersion is baptism; they do not agree that sprinkling is
baptism; I will take that about which there is no dispute. If you do what the
Lord commands, it is obedience to him; if you do not, it is not obedience; if
you would certainly obey him, in baptism, be immersed.
MR. MERRILL’S CLOSING REPLY.

GENTLEMEN MODERATORS, LADIES AND GENTLEMEN:

You have now hoard all the gentleman has to say in behalf of his proposition, that immersion is the only baptism taught in the Scriptures, or practiced by the Apostles. With the aid of admissions cheerfully made, he has succeeded in proving that immersion will do! He has only cited one example of apostolic practice—and that was not the practice of an Apostle, but of Philip the evangelist! Of course, the example of Philip would do as well as any, if it could be made out in favor of my friend, but it does not sustain him. I refer to it here to show the extent of the gentleman's resources, and the amount of his confidence, in apostolic practice! And he virtually admits that the Scriptures mention baptisms which were not by immersion; for he refused to examine the legal washings, called "divers baptisms," on the ground that they were not the ordinance—not Christian baptism with "something more"—but Jewish ceremonies! He perhaps forgot that the proposition framed by himself, relates to all the baptisms taught in the Scriptures! He knows very well that many of these Jewish baptisms were by sprinkling; that not one of them was required by the law to be done by immersion; and, consequently, he passed them over by trying to divert your attention from them! He poured contempt upon
the baptisms enjoined by the law, and waxed eloquent in declaiming upon the
superior light of the gospel! But, let it be fixed in the mind that John the
Baptist, Jesus Christ, and the Apostles, were all Jews; that the aw was in force
until the Savior died; that the Jewish washings by sprinkling were called
baptisms; that all their religious purifications were baptisms; that no
intimation is any where given that the manner of using the water was ever
changed from the prevailing custom of the Jews; and that there is nothing in
the design or import of Christian baptism that required the mode to be
changed, and then the conclusion is irresistible that the Apostles baptized as
the Jews before them did—by sprinkling. But the worthy gentleman has,
according to promise, "reaffirmed" his former positions, which were
consecutively met, answered, and refuted. He has dished them out again with
all the assurance imaginable, and we must glance at the "recapitulation."

1. His first argument was shown clearly to be nothing but a sophism—a
begging of the question. The one word was the one which he came here to
prove univocal; but his first argument only aims to prove what nobody
disputes, that the word is uniformly used; while it assumes that it is uniformly
used in the specific, and not in the generic sense. His statement of my method
of setting this argument aside was all wrong. He paid no attention to my reply,
for the best of reasons.
2. His second is a baseless assertion against the facts in the case. It would prove nothing, if admitted; but, even in the apostolic age, there was a strong inclination to leave the simple, unpretending rites of Christianity, for something more pompous, burdensome and oppressive. This was afterwards done for the purpose of competing with the imposing ceremonies of the pagan temples. This spirit led to the immersion of the naked body three times, accompanied by many superstitious practices, some of which are abandoned, but many of which are practiced by the Romish and Greek churches to this day.

3. His third argument is just nothing at all. Neither the Discipline, Wesley, Clarke, Calvin, Luther, nor your humble servant, sanctions the proposition before us. We admit that immersion will do, because it is not forbidden, and because no other mode is so strictly enjoined as to be essential to the validity of the ordinance. If the administrator, the subject, and the motive, are all right, the manner of using the water will not affect the validity of the ordinance. All the great men named sustain me in this.

4. The gentleman's ridiculous assertions about the immersed being "satisfied," are worthy of no better name than clap-trap. He occasionally finds an inexperienced, or uneducated, or disaffected member of our church, and employs his whole resource of ridicule, sarcasm, and boisterous declama-
tion, and, above all, his "safe" argument, until he gets the person confused and frightened, and then he "stretches" his imagination to the conclusion that the whole church is in trouble! His assertions on this point are to be taken at about ninety-eight per cent, discount! And if a disposition to meddle and dispute with others on the subject is any evidence of dissatisfaction—and that it is, no one can doubt—then immersionists are the most dissatisfied people in the world!

5. If the gentleman had traced the practice of the Greek Church up to the Apostles, he would have made an argument—but it would have condemned us both! But this he did not do. His argument, therefore, is about as strong as if I should claim to understand Dutch, on the ground that my great grandfather was of German descent! If any one should seek acquaintance with the language of the Scriptures by sojourning in modern Greece, all intelligent men would pronounce the effort the essence of folly.

6. In regard to the writers of the first two centuries, the gentleman and myself are in precisely the same predicament. He has been utterly unable to produce the language of any writer of that period who speaks of immersion for baptism. The pretence that the inspired writers do this, is begging the question. Why did he mention the writers of that period, if his appeal was to the Scrip-
tures? And why did he excuse himself from proving immersion from the writer, of that time on the pitiful pretense that I was demanding the original manuscripts— and then, that I admit immersion, and am as much bound to give authority for it as he is?

7. His failure to give authority for immersion for the first two centuries, is fatal to the sweeping declarations which he labeled his seventh argument. And the fact that the dark ages settled down upon the church in the palmy days of immersionism, is undisputed; while his repeated assertions about immersionism increasing with the increase of light, are too palpably erroneous to need refutation.

8. His argument for immersion on the ground that it can be substituted for baptize, is unsupported. The rule, as applied to translations, is not good. The gentleman refused to try it in case of circumcision. That means "cutting round;" but you can not induce the gentleman to put "cutting round" wherever circumcision occurs. Nor does immerse give good sense wherever baptizo occurs. Mr. Campbell himself would not venture to publish a translation with immerse in everyplace for baptize. In one place he refused to give us, "John immersed with the immersion of repentance," etc.; that would have been too bad. He preferred saying, John administered the immersion of repentance; making this variation without
authority. *Baptizo* never means administer. This is not new matter, but a reply to what the gentleman introduced. The gentleman uses this argument not because of its soundness, so much as because it gives him room to play on the words sprinkle and pour. The reason why we can not translate *baptizo* by sprinkle or pour, is not that it never means an action performed by sprinkling or pouring, but that it is a *generic* term, and can not be fully expressed by *any specific, term*. The passages the gentleman quotes with the word sprinkle supplied, are ridiculous enough with that rendering; but the trouble with the gentleman is, he misrepresents us in this, after being fully assured that we do not want any such translations! If I were contending that *baptizo* means, specifically, to sprinkle, or to pour, his argument would be valid; but you know, and he knows, and we all know that such is not the case. Hence, this argument is nothing but a quibble—a pitiful dodge!

9. The lexicon argument is all against my friend. The lexicons all give more than one meaning to *bapto* and *baptizo*, thus contradicting him. Then the classic use, to which they mostly refer, is not the source of appeal, though that, too, is against him, as we have seen. Nor is the question as to the *first*, but as to the *proper* meaning of the words, at the time of the institution of baptism. This can only be determined by appeal to Bible use. That appeal I have made, and it condemns my friend hopelessly.
10. The fact stated in the tenth argument is not disputed; but the use and application of it is all denied, and not merely denied, but proven incorrect. No one wishes to change the three words (in the passage quoted) for each other. Nor is the dip to be understood in the sense of immerse. An immersion in the case would be impossible. The priest could not immerse his finger from the oil in his hand. But the whole argument goes on the false supposition that I am claiming bapto to be a specific word, expressive of some one of the three modes! I claim no such thing—but have established the contrary by my opponent's most favorite critic! To claim that bapto or baptize is the specific word for dip or immerse, as this argument does, is not only to beg the question, but to overlook the fact known and established that the Greeks used kataduo and not baptizo to denote immersion.

11. Any further allusion to King James' translators would be superfluous. They rendered baptizo dip once in the Old Testament, where Naaman did an act in the name of the God of Israel, and in obedience to the command to wash himself. Baptizo was used not to express the mode of the washing commanded, but to give an idea of its religious character. It retains its generic sense. Their rendering of bapto in the New Testament is not against me at all, and has been examined sufficiently.

12. His repetitions about going down into
the water and coming up out of the water, have all been answered. They prove nothing but the locality of the baptisms. It is only the sound, and not the meaning, of these phrases, the gentleman depends upon, as before shown.

13. He never told you what Enon was! But this passage proves nothing about the manner of baptizing. The "much water" was wanted, whether he baptized by sprinkling, or pouring, or immersion. This was not denied.

14. The argument from the burial was a decided failure. He contends for a literal burial—that, with him, was immersion; but I showed you that if the burial was literal, so was the death! Did he answer it? I showed that the burial was an effect—a figurative burial, not in nor into the water, but into the death of Christ. Did he reply? I showed that we must remain buried. Did he "satisfy" anybody that the burial was a momentary thing? I think not. I showed you that he mistakes the points of the comparison altogether. Did he attempt to reply? He knew better! I also showed that he confounds the sacraments, making baptism occupy the place and design of the Lord's supper. Did he respond? Not he! That would have taken him to the legal and moral aspect of the Christian system. He dared not venture.

15. The figurative expression, "born of water," was taken from him, his immodest
use of it exposed, and the language shown to have nothing to do with the manner of baptizing. No one here was "ashamed" of the words of the Bible; but many felt "ashamed" of Mr. Franklin's vulgar exposition of them.

16. The argument from "planting" was distinctly answered by itself, and more than answered in the exposure of the gentleman's reasoning on the burial. I could not get him to see the word "crucified" in the same passage, which is just as plain an allusion to the mode of baptism as the "planting," or the "burial." Can anyone give a reason for this?

17. Heb. x. 22, was shown to contain no allusion to baptism, in any way, and yet the gentleman quotes it, with any amount of gusto, just because the washing of the body is mentioned. It alludes to the legal washing required by the Mosaic law—it is one of the ceremonies the gentleman esteems so lightly! It might have been one of the "divers baptisms," which was done when the clean person took water and hyssop and "sprinkled upon the unclean;" but all this is too much like "mystification!" The good man saw it would not do to go into such "mystifications!"

18. The argument from the baptism of sufferings, like all the others, was based on the erroneous supposition that I was contending that baptizo was a specific word, meaning to sprinkle or pour, and nothing
else. The word is there unquestionably used not in its literal, but metaphorical sense, and proves nothing whatever in regard to mode. If it were translated immerse, the passage would be greatly obscured. "Ye shall indeed be immersed \textit{with the immersion} that I am immersed with," would be very poor sense, to say the least of it. But, allowing the word to retain its generic sense, carrying also the idea of a consecration or sanctification, and the passage is not only plain, but beautiful and grand. Thus every argument of the gentleman has been promptly and fairly met and answered.

I could not get the gentleman to tell us whether, in point of fact, baptism is the name of the ordinance; although he uses it as such all the time! He dodged the question to the last! I know the word occurs where Christian baptism is not meant, but my question, as I distinctly told him, did not refer to any particular place nor to the meaning of the word, but to the \textit{fact}—and now the cause of his equivocation is manifest in the absurd position he has taken, that baptism is one thing and the ordinance another thing! And \textit{this is an end to the sophistry}!

But one of the smallest things I have to notice, is his charge that I have been hanging to the skirts of Dr. Rice! Did he not "walk out boldly" upon the position of Mr. Carson, and then very suddenly abandon his old friend? And did he not walk in
the footsteps of Alexander Campbell all the time? And did he pretend to answer the quotation I read you from Mr. Rice? I gave credit for what I took from the Doctor and the gentleman can only answer it by sneering at the man! This is fair and honorable debating!!

In noticing my quotation from *Origen*, the learned Greek father, the gentleman presumes to tell you that he does not use *baptizo* for pouring! But it can not be questioned that the water was poured upon the wood, the victim and the altar, and Origen says the action was baptism. Mr. F. thinks the wood, the victim and the altar were all immersed—immersed by pouring! Hard run, is he not? No, sir; my friend is caught; he feels it sensibly, and knows there is no escape for him! The offering had to be "washed" before the Lord, or consecrated by water, and *baptizo* was the very term to express the action. In point of fact, the mode was pouring; but the whole action together, as a religious consecration, was a baptism. Thus this old Greek father understood it; and his testimony is worth a thousand such arguments as my friend has brought. And the gentleman, finding himself completely fast, begins to complain that this idea of "consecration" was kept back till he could have no chance to reply! This is a mistake. It was advanced in my fifth reply, at the same time that I asked the gentleman to give us one
single word that would be a full equivalent for the Greek hades—but he who
never gets "confused," did not hear it! Nor did he give the equivalent for
hades—because he could not! If he wished to answer it, he might have done
it in his last speech, instead of repeating some of his assertions which he had
before given some fifteen or twenty times. But if he had six days he could not
answer it. The truth is, the position is incontrovertible! But did you notice the
"adroitness" of the gentleman in asking if the Assyrian king was "consecrated"
with the dews of heaven? Now he knew, when asking that question, that
baptizo does not occur in that case; and he knew that bapto, translated wet,
does not, in that place, mean dip or immerse; and he felt conscious that his
argument was weakened by his not attempting to notice that example of the
use of bapto; so he referred to it in this insinuating way, that it might not be
said he refused to allude to it! Shame! Yes, sir, the Savior was "consecrated"
by his sufferings. That is the very sense in which the baptism of sufferings is
to be understood. It can not be denied, that when the Savior died upon the
cross, there was the most complete consecration this world ever witnessed! I
therefore take the ground that wherever there is a baptism mentioned, in the
Scriptures, there was a religious rite—a consecration. Again, the gentleman
speaks of baptizo being used in a "latitudi-
nous sense," as quoted by Carson; but the truth is, I never spent so much as one "breath" over any such example from Carson. Baptizo occurs in no passage by me quoted from Carson! Was the gentleman confused! What say you to such blundering as this? So far as mode is concerned, bapto and baptizo are one; but baptizo, and not bapto, is used in the religious sense. Carson shows and proves, and my friend now admits, that bapto occurs where there is no reference to immersion; this is demonstrated and settled; and so far as mode is concerned, my friend has claimed no difference between the words; for he knows there is no difference: then, after all his boasting, he has yielded the point, and given up every thing essential to the argument! Yes, it is very true, that words lose their first meaning by use; this is what I have insisted upon as the reason for caring so little about the first or primary meaning of these words, while I was so careful to seek their proper meaning in use. Use is the sole arbiter of language; and use, both in the Bible and out of it, has borne unequivocal testimony against my friend; and now he admits it—though, perhaps, inadvertently!

I have no particular desire to recapitulate. My arguments have been heard, and need no repetition. The ground I occupy is clear, broad and scriptural. The word baptizo is not specific but generic. It does not express mode. It expresses an action,
but not the mode of an action merely, as my friend thinks. It expresses the real character of the action as a religious consecration. Every action has its mode. There is no action without a mode; hence my friend's repudiation of the word mode is nothing but a flimsy quibble. It was one of the most pitiful little dodges that ever so great a man as Mr. Campbell is, was guilty of. Baptism was practiced by the Jews; their ceremonial purifications, or religious washings, were called baptisms. These were not immersions, but baptisms. Every ordinance and every element, and, I may say, every doctrine of the gospel, was adumbrated in the law. The passover was merged into the Lord's supper; and the legal washings, the "divers baptisms," of the law, were merged into Christian baptism. We, therefore, have "one baptism," and not many. That one baptism is an ordinance in the church of Christ forever. It is a covenant act, a religious consecration; all that belongs to it as a religious rite, all that pertains to the ordinance, is contained in the generic term, Baptism. This is plain, clear, unequivocal. There is no confusion in it, nor darkness. Baptism was a Jewish rite. It grew out of the requirements of the law; but, as a Jewish rite, it was not so solemn, so important, so comprehensive, as it became afterwards. The Savior raised it to the dignity of a sacrament, and made it at once the only external emblem of the
office and work of the Holy Spirit, and the sign and seal of our salvation. No specific term expressive of mere mode, would comprehend its meaning. To try to translate it by any specific word, is the height of folly. From this position I have not swerved for one moment.

My arguments were not designed to show that *baptizo* should be translated sprinkle or pour; but that the word does not proscribe the precise form of using the water. We gather the mode not from positive law, for there is none; but from the practice of the Jews and the Apostles, together with its spiritual signification. This is not paradoxical. The use of *bapto* and *baptizo*, proves that the mode is not immersion. The bird, the hyssop, the cedar wood and the scarlet, that were dipped in the blood of the bird slain, over running water, were not immersed in the blood. Did Mr. F. answer this? Nebuchadnezzar was not immersed in dew, but he was wet with it. Did Mr. F. answer this? Did he try? And what attention did he give to the example of washing (baptizing) "from a dead body?" This the law required to be done by "sprinkling;" and as it was a religious rite, it was expressed by *baptizo*. All these, and many more examples, stand against my friend. And did he "satisfy" you that all the Israelites were immersed on "dry land?" Did he prove that three thousand were immersed on Pentecost? He laughed about
the pools being tinder lock and key; but did he tell where they were baptized? No; nor he could not. Learned men know that if they were immersed at all, it must have been in Bethesda; but is it probable that, under all the circumstances, they could get the use of that pool? Did he prove this case practicable? Not he! And the three plain cases of baptism in the house—did he get any one of them out of the building? Not one! Did he find the river in the "desert"—starting south of Jerusalem, and running over or through the range of mountains? Not yet! Did he show that immersion is practicable wherever human beings live? No; nor no man living can do that! Did he show that immersion is necessary to complete the signification of baptism? He made no such attempt. What, then, has he done? He has pulled the one and only string he has left—that it is "safe" to be immersed! This special pleading is the beginning and ending of his arguments! But it is always safe to do right. It is safe to be baptized in the house as Paul was. Did he produce the law requiring the Savior to be immersed? Not he. That would have taken him back amongst the types, where there is too much "sprinkling!" Then what has he done? Nothing but cry out, "it is safe!" Now I have done. I have only to remark that pouring and sprinkling are not really different modes. The Spirit was poured out—
shed forth, and it "fell;" all alluding to rain. Rain descending may be called sprinkling or pouring; but it gives the most beautiful and correct idea of the manner of baptism that we can find anywhere. In whatever form water is made to signify the work of the Spirit, it may be used in baptizing; for baptism is the standing symbol of the Spirit at work for our salvation. The work of the Spirit is the foundation of baptism. The whole office of the Spirit is symbolized by baptism. All the Jewish washings and sprinklings once typified this, but the types are merged into this holy sacrament. But baptism is not a burial, nor is an emblem of the burial of Christ; it relates not to the work of Christ, but to the Spirit. Baptism, without the Spirit, is nothing but an empty show. May we all learn this lesson, and live accordingly!

[END OF SECOND PROPOSITION. ]